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A .me~hod is p~~nted f?r st,udying asymptotically flat spaces possessing both incoming and outgoing 
gra~t~ttonal rad~atlOn at mfimty. The,method use,s,multipole expansions and the invariance of general 
relattvlty und~r time reversal; calculatIOns are faclhtated by a small-parameter perturbation approach. 
Some calculatIOns are carried out to second order to show the practicability of the method. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

SIGNIFICANT progress has been made in recent 
years in finding and understanding, in an asymp

totic approximation, asymptotically flat solutions of 
the empty-space Einstein field equations. However, 
this work has been formulated in a way that is 
suitable primarily for retarded gravitational radiation 
fields. It is the purpose of this paper to present a 
method, based on the use of multi pole expansions but 
with a small-parameter perturbation approximation 
instead of an asymptotic approximation, for treating 
problems involving both retarded and advanced 
asymptotic gravitational radiation. We hope the 
method will facilitate the handling of problems 
concerning the scattering of gravitational radiation. 

The essential first step in the recent progress was 
taken by Bondi and his co-workers.l They expanded 
the metric in inverse powers of a coordinate r, a 
luminosity parameter along the null geodesics pointing 

* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation and 
by Aerospace Research Laboratories, Office of Aerospace Research, 
U.S. Air Force. This work incorporates some of the results of the 
first author's doctoral dissertation at the University of Pittsburgh. 

1 H. Bondi, M. Van der Burg, and A. Metzner, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
(London) A269, 21 (1962). 

into the future of the localized source. They sub
stituted their expansion into the empty-space Einstein 
equations and obtained differential equations for the 
coefficients in the expansion. They worked out the 
initial data for their set of equations and found that 
the principal piece of initial data was an arbitrary 
function of a timelike coordinate, called the "news 
function" by Bondi, which described the information 
radiated to infinity. Bondi's assumption of axial 
symmetry was dropped by Sachs,2 and the emphasis 
was shifted from expanding the metric tensor to 
expanding the Weyl tensor by Newman and Penrose3 

(which we refer to as NP); the latter also introduced 
the tetrad formalism used in this paper. In NP it was 
shown that the assumptions needed to ensure asymp
totic flatness of the space could be weakened somewllat 
from those of Bondi's work. 

In a subsequent paper' (which we refer to as NU) 
Newman and Unti analyzed the field equations and 
solved the initial-value problem in the NP formalism. 
Their coordinates were built, as were Bondi's, around 

2 R. Sachs, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A264, 309 (1961). 
3 E. Newman and R. Penrose, J. Math. Phys. 3, 566 (1962). 
4 E. Newman and T. Unti, J. Math. Phys. 3, 891 (1962). 
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the families of null hypersurfaces known to exist in 
any normal hyperbolic Riemannian space. The label 
u of these hypersurfaces was introduced as a timelike 
coordinate, and the expansion coordinate r was 
defined as an affine parameter along the null geodesics 
lying in these hypersurfaces. Since their data were 
being given on characteristic hypersurfaces of the 
space, they were able to give them free of constraints.s 

The initial data consisted essentially of two parts: 
(1) an arbitrary function of u (i.e., time) analogous 

to Bondi's news function, and 
(2) a specification of part of the Weyl tensor on a 

particular null hypersurface labeled by u = uo' 
If the null hypersurfaces are taken to be the future null 
cones, the first piece of data specifies the retarded 
radiation (asymptotically). The second piece of data 
gives everything else. In past work it has been inter
preted as giving nonradiative information about the 
space, while we see that it also contains a specification 
of the advanced radiation. 

The formalism and results of NP and NU are 
outlined in Sec. 2 in sufficient detail for the work 
that follows. In addition to isolating the initial data 
NU also derived asymptotic solutions to the field 
equations on an arbitrary null hypersurface and non
linear differential equations for the development of 
the system off the initial hypersurface. 

A common method of dealing with the nonlinear 
calculations of general relativity is to assume the 
quantities of interest (the Riemann tensor or, equiv
alently, the departure of the metric tensor from 
flatness) to be small. One then neglects all second
order products and gets a set of linear differential 
equations-a linearization of the Einstein field 
equations. After solving the linearized equations one 
can go on and attempt to find the second-order 
corrections to the linear solutions, etc., and discover 
the nonlinear effects of the theory. This perturbation 
method has been started on the nonlinear time 
development equations derived in NU in a paper6 

(which we refer to as IN) by Janis and Newman. 
They have linearized and found solutions of these 
equations in the axially symmetric case. In Sec. 3 
equations are derived for finding the second-order 
corrections to any solution of the linearized equations. 

The linearized solutions presented in IN were all 
retarded solutions. Of course, it is a trivial matter to 
do a time reversal so that we have advanced solutions 
instead; however, the null hypersurfaces also change 
from future null cones to past null cones. Thus we 

• R. Penrose, Aeronautical Research Laboratories ARL 63-56 
(1963). 

8 A. Janis and E. Newman, J. Math. Phys. 6, 902 (1965). 

end up working in different coordinates as well as 
with a different solution. In doing a scattering problem 
we want to be able to express both kinds of radiation 
in terms of one set of coordinates. In Sec. 4 equations 
are derived, within the context of the perturbation 
theory, that enable us to re-express, to second order, 
given solutions on the "other" cone. This method 
would enable us to take, for example, the linear 
advanced solutions in terms of past null cone coordi
nates, obtained from the retarded IN solutions by a 
time reversal, and rewrite them in terms of coordinates 
based on the future cones. 

In Sec. 5 the linear theory is investigated in detail. 
We approach the solution of the linearized equations 
somewhat differently than did IN. We find it con
venient to solve first for the advanced radiation 
solutions on the future light cones, and then by a 
time reversal and the transformations of Sec. 4, 
rederive the retarded solutions of IN. Along with, the 
new advanced solutions we also obtain a simplified 
form of the IN retarded solutions. 

A method of approaching nonlinear scattering 
calculations is contained in Secs. 3, 4, and 5, in that 
we have a general method of giving linearized solutions 
including both retarded and advanced gravitational 
radiation, and of calculating second-order corrections 
to those solutions. In Sec. 6 initial data for a par
ticular problem (an imploding-exploding quadrupole 
wave with a mass at its focus) are given, and in
complete calculations are carried out to second order. 
In Sec. 7 it is argued that complete second-order 
corrections could be obtained by lengthy but straight
forward manipulations. In addition it is pointed out 
that even our incomplete results not only include some 
previously known effects, but suggest some new, 
physically reasonable characteristics of gravitational 
radiation. 

2. REVIEW OF NEWMAN-PENROSE AND 
NEWMAN-UNTI 

The starting point for the calculations in this paper 
is a set of nonlinear differential equations, derived in 
NP and NU, equivalent to the empty-space Einstein 
equations with certain coordinate conditions imposed. 
The tetrad If.I, nf.l, mf.l, and mf.l was introduced, where mf.l 
is complex and mf.l is the complex conjugate of mf.l. 
The tetrad is normalized such that/f.lnf.l = -mf.lmf.l = 1, 
and If.llf.I = nf.lnf.l = mf.lmf.l = /f.lmf.l = nf.lmf.l = 0, which 
implies that 

gf.lV = If.lnv + IVnf.l _ mf.lmv - mvmf.l. (2.1) 

A set of quantities called spin coefficients, closely 
related to the Ricci rotation coefficients of the tetrad, 
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was then defined as follows 7 : 

/( = l,,;vm"lv, 7T = -n,,;vm"lv, 

E = t(I,,;vn"l" - m,,;vm"[V), P = 1,,;vm"mv, 

a = l,,;vm"mv, p, = -n,,;vm"mv, 
R _ 1(1 "V _ -" V) _ _ -" v I' -"! ,,;vn m m,,;vm m , v - n,,;vm n , 
y = t(l,,;vn"nv - m,,;vm"nV), T = 1,,;vm"nv. 

U sing the tetrad one can define physical components 
of the Weyl tensor (they are called, collectively, "P A) 
by 

"Po = -C«Py61«mPPm6, 

- C 1« PLY 6 "Pl - - «Py6 n m, 
- C -« PLY 6 "P2 - - «Py6m n m, (2.3) 

C -« PLY 6 "P3 = - «py6m n n, 

C -« P -y 6 "P, = - «Py6m n m n • 

Without restricting the space one can make several 
simplifying tetrad and coordinate assumptions. Since 
there always exists a family of null hyper surfaces, 
u(x") = Uo (a constant), in any normal hyperbolic 
Riemannian space, they could choose I" = u," making 
I" tangent to a congruence of null geodesics. It can be 
shown8 that if one chooses X O = u and Xl = r, where 
r is an affine parameter along the null geodesics lying 
in these null hypersurfaces, then I" = b~ and I" = b~, 
with Xi labeling the geodesics on each hypersurface. 
Having I" equal to a gradient and tangent to a null 
geodesic, with r an affine parameter, makes3 /( = 
E + i = 0, P = p, and T = a. + (3, and by parallelly 
propagating the rest of the tetrad along I" they also 
obtained 7T = E - i = O. To preserve I"n" = 1 and 
l"m" = 0 in the light of I" = b~ and I" = b~, the most 
general forms m" and n" can take are 

n" = bg + V bf + xW 
and m" = wbr + ~ib~, which leads to 

gOO = gOi = 0, gOl = 1, gll = 2(V - ww), 

gli = Xi _ (~iW + ~iW), gii = _W~i + ~i~i). 
(2.4) 

That subset of the NP form of the Einstein field 
equations essential for our work is given below, with 
the simplifying coordinate and tetrad assumptions 
included. Noting that the differential operators are 

D == I"%x" = a/or, 

Ll == n"%x" = Va/or + a/au + X'%xi
, 

• Greek (values 0, 1, 2, 3) and small Latin (values 2, 3) indices are 
tensor indices, while capital Latin indices (values 0, I, 2, 3, 4) number 
the physical components of the Weyl tensor. Ordinary differentiation 
is denoted by a comma or by a/ax, while covariant differentiation is 
indicated by a semicolon. The metric has signature (I, -I, -I, -1). 

8 I. Robinson and A. Trautman, Phys. Rev. Letters 4, 431 (1960). 

and 

15 == m"%x" = w%r + ~iO/oxi, 
we call an equation "radial" or "nonradial" de
pending on whether or not it contains a D derivative. 
We also call those equations which do not arise from 
the Bianchi identities "field equations" and group the 
entire set in the following way. The radial field 
equations are 

D~i = p~i + a~i, 
Dw = pw + a(1J - (Ii + (3), 

DXi = T~i + f~i, 
DV = TW + fw - (y + '9), 
Dp = p2 + au, 

Da = 2pa + "Po, 

DT = T P + fa + "Pl' 
D(1. = (1.p + (3a, 

D(3 = (3p + (1.a + "Pl, 

Dy = T(1. + f(3 + "P2, 

DA = Ap + p,a, 

Dp, = p,p + Aa + "P2, 

Dv = TA + fp, + "P3' 

The radial and nonradial Bianchi identities are 

D"Pl - J"Po = 4 P"Pl - 4(1."Po, 

D"P2 - J"Pl = 3p"P2 - 2(1."Pl - A"Po, 

D"P3 - J"P2 = 2p"Ps - 2A"Pl' 

D"P, - J"P3 = P"P, + 2(1."P3 - 3A"P2' 

(2.5) 

Ll"Po - b"Pl = (4y - p,)"Po - (4T + 2(3)"Pl + 3a"P2, 

Ll"Pl - b"P2 = v"Po + (2y - 2p,)"Pl - 3T"P2 + 2a"Ps, 

Ll"P2 - b"P3 = 2V"Pl - 3P,"P2 + (-2T + 2(3)"P3 + a"P" 

Ll"Ps - (j"P, = 3V"P2 - (2y + 4p,)"P3 + (-T + 4(3)"P,. 

(2.6) 

There is also a set of 13 nonradial field equations 
which we do not use directly. The complete set is given 
in both NP and NU. 

The initial data for this set of equations were worked 
out in NU. They first assumed that "Po(r, Uo, Xi) was 
given; i.e., they assumed they knew "Po oil a particular 
hypersurface u = uo. In NP the assumption "Po = 
0(1/r5) was made. In NU the stronger assumption 
"Po = "P~(uo, xi )/r5 + 0{1/r6

) was made in order to 
specify "Po more explicitly. 9 In integrating the radial 
equations (including the radial Bianchi identities) the 
"constants" of integration [there is one for each radial 

9 The precise meaning of the order symbol may be found, for 
example, in Ref. 3. 
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equation, and that for the p equation is designated as 
pO(u, Xi), that for the "PI equation as "P~(U, Xi), etc.] 
introduced arbitrariness into the solutions. This 
arbitrariness included the freedom of specifying 
additional initial data. Substitution of the radial 
solutions into the nonradial equations put differential 
conditions on these arbitrary functions. Between these 
conditions and further specialization of the coordi
nates and tetrad vectors4 the other constants of inte
gration were expressed in terms of (f°(u, Xi), 
"P~(Uo, Xi) + 1p~(Uo, Xi) and "P~(Uo, Xi), leaving these 
functions, along with "Po(r, uo, Xi), as the initial data. 
One other free function, P(xi ), remained but its 
choice represented further fixing of the coordinates Xi 

once the topology was known (asymptotically). 
We assume the topology to be asymptotically 

Euclidean. Then the function P(xi
) can be fixed in the 

following fashion. Choose P(xi ) in NU to be P(xi
) = 

cosh vl-J"2, where x2 = v and x3 = 4>. Then do the 
coordinate transformation cos 0 = tanh v. This will 
put the flat-space specialization of our solutions in 
null spherical polar coordinates. 

The function (f(u, Xi) specifies the outgoing radi
ation at infinity and, through the nonradial Bianchi 
identities, determines the time development of the 
solution off the initial hypersurface u = uo. It turns 
out that asymptotic incoming radiation, which 
was not considered in NU, is given by "Po(r, Uo, Xi), 

which along with "P~(uo, Xi) and "P~(uo, Xi) + 1p;(uo, Xi) 

also gives the necessary nonradiative initial data of 
the space. 

We give the constants of integration in terms of the 
initial data. These results from NU are needed later: 

yO = pO = '110 = X io = TO = 0, 

UO = f-l0 = -1/2, 
(x0 = -fP = -cot OI2/i, 

e = - i sin O~3 = 1//i, 
AO = a~o, 

(2.7) 
W

O = «(f~2 + 2 cot O(f°)//i, 
"P~ - 1p~ = «(f0 - 0'°),22/2 + 3 cot O( (f0 - 0'°),2/2 

- «(f0 - 0'0) + a°(f~o - (f°a~o, 

"P~ = -a~2o//2 - /i cot Oa~o, 
"P~ = -a~oo· 

The initial values of "Po, "P~, and "P~ + 1p~ are initial 
data and their subsequent values are derived through 
Eqs. (2.6). 

3. SMALL-PARAMETER PERTURBATION 
METHOD 

Our perturbation calculation begins with the 
flat-space solution of the field equations. To obtain 

flat space in our formalism one setslO (f°(u, 0), 
"Po(r, Uo, 0), "P~(uo, 0), and "P~(uo, 0) equal to zero. 
Since we are interested in solutions with asymp
totically Euclidean topology, we make the choice of 
P(xi ) indicated in Sec. 2. We can then extract the 
metric, the components of the tetrad vectors, and the 
spin coefficients for flat space from the asymptotic 
solutions of NU. They take the following forms: 

1 

-1 

o 
o 

o 
o 

-1/r2 

o 

(3.1) 

U = -1/2, W = 0, Xi=O, ~i = (. 1 )l/.J2 r , 
I csc 0 

and 

p = -l/r, (X = -f3 = -cot OI2-J2r, 

f-l = -1/2r, (f = v = y = A = T = O. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

The meaning of the coordinates is clear in the flat-space 
case. The future null cones are labeled by X O = u. 
Varying r, numerically equal to (x2 + y2 + Z2)!, and 
holding the other variables constant defines a straight 
line lying in a future null cone. Finally one sets u and 
r equal to constants and coordinatizes the resulting 
spherical surfaces with spherical polar coordinates 0 
and 4>. Flat space in these coordinates is the exact 
solution to which we seek perturbative corrections. 

Consider Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). [The nonradial field 
equations have served their purpose in providing us 
with Eqs. (2.7).] These two sets lend themselves to a 
perturbation approach. If we assume the "P A to be 
zero, then the set (2.6) is empty, and Eqs. (2.5) can be 
solved for flat space yielding Eqs. (3.1) through (3.3). 
If one then thinks of the "P A as a field existing in 
flat space, the Bianchi identities, with the flat space 
spin coefficients and tetrad components substituted in 
them, can be looked upon as field equations for that 
field. Having solved this linearized version of Eqs. 
(2.6) for particular "first-order" "P A' we can then use a 
linearized form of Eqs. (2.5) to find the corrected spin 
coefficients and tetrad variables (i.e., metric). At this 
point the "P A display their geometrical significance. 
We then use the first-order spin coefficients and 
tetrad vectors in Eqs. (2.6) to obtain the second-order 
part of these equations. These can then be solved for 
the second-order "P A' This process could, in principle, 
be iterated. 

10 The 1jJA must vanish in flat space since the Weyl tensor does. 
One could, however, obtain a nonvanishing news function in flat 
space by a different choice of coordinates (see Appendix 3 of Ref. 1). 
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We now derive equations for the first three steps in 
the perturbation scheme described above. The fol
lowing notation is introduced: Each quantity is 
considered to be expandable in a small parameter, e.g., 
p = p + p + .. " where the subscript zero means 

o I 

the flat-space value. (These order indicators are 
omitted when the context indicates the order of the 
quantity involved.) Thus the "P A = ° while the other 

o 
zero-order quantities are given by Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3). 
Substituting these expressions into Eqs. (2.6) and 
collecting first-order terms, we get the following 
differential equations for the "P A: 

and 

I 

O"PI/or + 4"PI/r = -5"Po/~2 r, 
O"P2/or + 3"P2/r = -3"Pl/h r, 

O"P3/or + 2"P3/r = -3"P2/~2 r, 
O"P4/or + "P4/r = -3"P3/h r, 

(3.4) 

(2%u - %r)"Po/2 - "Po/2r = -0'PI/h r, 

(2%u - %r)'Pi/2 - 'PI/r = -o"P2/~2 r, 
(3.5) 

(2%u - %r)"P2/2 - 3'P2/2r = -0'P3/h r, 

(2%u - %r)'P3/2 - 2'P3/r = -o'P4/~2 r. 

The angular operator 0 ("thop") is defined in the 
Appendix. If Eqs. (3.4) are integrated and the corre
sponding (first-order) constants of integration intro
duced, we get 

"PI - 'P~/r4 + (1/h r4)5Sr3"Po dr = 0, 

"P2 - "P~/rs + (1/~2 r3)5Sr2'Pi dr = 0, 

'P3 - "P~/r2 + (l/h r2)5fr"P2 dr = 0, 

"P4 - 'P~/r + (l/h r)5S 'P3 dr = 0, 

which can be substituted into Eqs. (3.5) to give 

(2%f1- - %r)'Po/2 - 'Po/2r + o'P~/~2 r5 

- (l/2r5)o5S"Por3 dr = 0, 

(2%f1- - %r)'Pi/2 - "PI/r + o'P~//2 r4 

- (1/2r4)o3S'Plr2 dr = 0, 

(2%f1- - %r)'P2/2 - 3'P2/2r + o'P~/~2 r3 

- (1/2rS)o5S"P2rdr = 0, 

(2%f1- - %r)'Ps/2 - 2"P3/r + o"P~/~2 r2 

- (l/2r2)o5S'Ps dr = 0. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

That set of solutions to essentially these integro
differential equations given in IN corresponds to a 

particular choice of the first-order constants of 
integration "P~, "P~, "P~, "P~. In Sec. 5, we find a 
broad class of solutions including those of IN. 

Assuming we now know the first-order "P A we can 
calculate the other quantities to first order. Equations 
(2.5) can be linearized to give 

p = 0, 
I 

a = --;; +"2 r2'Podr, aO 1 J 
I r r 

cot 0 J- d 
~ = 2.ftr a r, 

P = -Ii + .! Jr"Pi dr, 
I r 

T = Ii + p, 
I 

y = cot~ J f - T dr +J"P2 dr, 
I 2,,2 r 

f1- = .! J r'P2 dr, 
I r 

A = - 1.. Jii dr + .! ii~o, 
I 2r r 

'V = -J f dr +J'P3 dr, 
I 2r 

~ = - J(y + '9) dr, 

1 J csc
2
0. 

W = - - rf dr + j_ (sm2 0aO),2' 
I r ,,2r 

Xi = (...!...) ( 1 ) f -: dr 
I /2 -i csc 0 r 

(3.8) 

+ (~) ( 1 ) f "!. dr .ft i csc 0 r ' 

;'= -- adr. . (1) ( 1 )J 
I .ft r - i csc 0 

This completes the derivation of the equations 
necessary to find a full, first-order solution. 

If we now go back to the Bianchi identities and 
collect all the second-order terms, we find that we 
obtain, for 'P A' differential equations like Eqs. (3.4), 

2 

(3.5), and (3.6), but with driving terms constructed 
from the first-order solutions. If the same integrations 
and substitutions are done as before, the resulting 
equations for the 'P A are identical to Eqs. (3.6) and 

2 

(3.7) except that the right-hand sides are now R I , R2 , 
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Ra, and R4 , and Do, D1 , D2 , and Ds , respectively, 
where 

Rl = (l/r4)Ir4(w%r + NJ/oxi - 41X) "Po dr, 
2 1 1 1 1 

R2 = (l/rS)I[rs(w%r + ~iO/OXi - 21X) "PI 
2 1 1 1 1 

~s = (1/r2) I[r2( ~%r + f%xi)r2 

- 2r2A"P2] dr, 
11 

R4 = (l/r)I[r(w%r + ~iO/OXi + 21X)"PS 
2 1 1 1 1 

- 3rA"P2] dr, 
11 

Do = (-V%r - XiO/OXi + 4y - I-l) "Po 
2 1 1 1 1 1 

+ (~iO/OXi + w%r - 47 - 2{3) "PI 
1 1 1 1 1 

(3.9) 

+ 30'''P2 + (I/J2 r)5Rl' (3.10) 
11 2 

etc. 
(We do not need D 1 , D 2 , or Ds.) We call Eqs. (3.6) 
and (3.7) the "undriven equations," and their driven 
form the "driven equations." Solutions of the driven 
equations can be varied by adding to them any linear 
combination of solutions of the undriven equations. 
There are, of course, driven forms ofEqs. (3.8) as well; 
however, we do not need them here. 

4. TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN THE 
NULL CONES 

The coordinate and tetrad systems introduced in 
NP and NU were built around the null hypersurfaces 
always present in a normal hyperbolic Riemannian 
space. These hypersurfaces were assumed to be 
defined by u(xl') = Uo, and XO = u introduced a 
timelike coordinate labeling the hypersurfaces. There 
is, however, an ambiguity in that the coordinate u 
could label either the future or the past null cones. 
Let us take it to label the future cones. Then there 
must exist a coordinate transformation preserving all 
the coordinate conditions, but re-expressing everything 
in terms of coordinates built around the past null 
cones. There must also exist a tetrad transformation, 
preserving Eq. (2.1), but giving us a new tetrad 
bearing the same relationship to the past null cones 
as the old one did to the future null cones. These 
transformations can, of course, also be interpreted 
as taking us from the past null cones to the future null 

cones. We realize that the new u will increase into the 
past if the original u increased into the future. The 
relationship between the direction of increasing u and 
the direction in which the null cones open is built 
into the coordinate conditions. In this section we 
present a method of finding these transformations for 
approximate solutions found by the perturbation 
method outlined in the last section. 

The starting point is to find the transformation 
re-expressing flat space on the "other" cone. Working 
with the flat-space metric given by Eq. (3.1), we see 
that if u labels the future null cones, then u' = 
-u - 2r labels the past null cones. The full coordinate 
transformation is 

u' = -u - 2r, 
, 

r = r, 
()' = (), (4.1) 

cp' = cpo 

(This transformation is also an isometry for this 
metric, but this is not true in general.) We also wish 
to preserve the form of the relations III = t5r, nil =, 
t5~ + Ut5r + Xit5r and ml' = wt5r + ~it5r, and find it 
necessary to take 

Til' = -2nl", 
o 0 

iiI" = -(tW', (4.2) 
o 0 

mll'=mll'. 
o 0 

The components of the new tetrad vectors in the 
primed coordinates (w', etc.) can be determined by 
examining Eqs. (4.2) (the components are unchanged 
to this order), and the new spin coefficients can be 
found by working out the spin coefficient trans
formations induced by Eqs. (4.2). For example, 

p== TIl;vmll/hv = -2nll;vmll;n1l == 2iJ, = -1/r = -1/r'. 
0000 0000 

Likewise all the other spin coefficients are unchanged. 
The remaining variables, the "P A , are zero and remain 
so since the space is flat. 0 

Suppose we have a solution "P A of the linearized 
Bianchi identities. It is important to note that these 
"P A can be transformed knowing only the zero-order 
coordinate and tetrad transformations derived above. 
As an example, we have 

- C lrz - fJ]Y - 6 4C rz fJ y iJ 4 -"Po = - rzfJyiJ m m = - rzfJyiJn m n m == "P4 , 
1 1 0000 1 0000 1 

where the first-order corrections to Eqs. (4.1) and 
(4.2) lead to (negligible) second-order corrections here. 
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Thus we can derive the full set of transformed tp A: 

"Po = 4tp4' 
1 1 

"PI = -2tp3' 
1 1 

"P2 = tp2' 
1 1 

"P3 = -ttpl' 
1 1 

"P4 = ttpo, 
1 1 

(4.3) 

where the tp A can be expressed in terms of the primed 
variables by taking the inverses of Eqs. (4.1). 

Now that we know the tp A in the primed coordinates, 
we can go on and calculate the corresponding first
order spin coefficients and components of the tetrad 
vectors via Eqs. (3.8). Since we have preserved every 
coordinate and tetrad condition used in deriving 
Eqs. (3.8), they take the same form in the new language 
as they did in the old. Thus we can find all the 
variables to first order in terms of either coordinate 
and tetrad frame. 

We can now find the coordinate and tetrad trans
formations to first order for a given solution, since we 
know that solution to first order in both the old and 
the new frames. We know that the coordinate trans
formation must be the flat-space transformation plus 
a first-order correction, so we write 

u' = -u - 2r + eO, 

r' = r + el, 

0' = 0 + e2
, 

cf/ = cp + e3
, 

(4.4) 

where we now assume axial symmetry for simplicity, 
which implies that eP

3 = o. 
We begin by demanding that 

gOO' = «(},,'/(}x")«(},,'/(}xP) g"P = 0, 

gO!' = 1, and gOi' = O. From these we get, to first 
order, 

From 

and 

e?O = gl1 + t e?I' 
1 

1 1( 11+1 1 °) e.o = 2: -~ e.1 - ]le.1 , 

e~o = - gl2 + t( e~l - r-2e?2), 
1 

e~o = _gl3 + te~l' 
1 

gl1' = «(}r'/(}x")«(}r'/(}xP)gltP 

g12' = «(}r'/(}xlt)«(}xi'/(}xP)gltP 

(4.5) 

combined with Eqs. (4.5) we get, to first order, 

e
l + leo = - f (' dr + C1(u, 0), 

e
2 

= -2 f f2' dr + 2 f[r-2(f (' dr)J dr 

+ 2r-l C1(u, 0).2 + C2(u, 0), 

e
3 = -2 f f3' dr + C3(u, 0). 

From 

we get 

el = -re~2 + i r3[(g22 + 1/r2) _ (g22' + 1/r'2)] 

(4.6) 

- 2Cl (u, 0).22 - rC2(u, 0).2' 

Putting these eP into the transformations for g23' and 
g33' gives only differential conditions on C1 , C2 , and 
C3 which can be integrated to give 

C3 = f(u) , C1 = g(u) cos 0 + h(u), 

C2 = j(u) sin O. 

Substituting back into Eqs. (4.5), we obtain further 
differential conditions on f, g, h, and j, whose solutions 
tells us that the only freedom in the coordinate 
transformation is given by 

u' = -u - 2r + (u + 2r)A cos 0 + B cos 0 + C, 

r' = r - [A(u + r) + B] cos 0, 

0' = 0 + (Au + B) sin O/r + A sin 0, 

cp' = cp + D, 

where A, B, C, and D are first-order constants. 
However, the transformation with only C ¢ 0 is 
simply a time translation, and the one with only 
D ¢ 0 is simply a rotation about the axis of sym
metry. Finally, the A and B freedom is a linearization 
of the BMS groupl with 11.(0) = B cos 0 and A 
identified with v. Thus B and A correspond to a 
translation and a Lorentz transformation, each along 
the axis of symmetry, respectively. Therefore the 
constants of integration contain nothing of interest 
and can be set equal to zero leaving 

eO = -2 f ~ll' dr - 2E\ 

el = -re~2 + tr3[(g22 + 1/r2) _ (g22' + 1/r'2)], 

e
2 = -2 f f2' dr + 2 f r-

2
(f ~1l1 dr)2 dr, 

e3 = -2 f ~l31 dr. 

(4.7) 

Now that we know the coordinate transformation, 
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i.e., the Ell, we must find the associated tetrad trans
formation. We define 

III == LIlli + (L2 - 2)nll + Lsmll + Lsmll, 

nil == (Nl - lW + N2nll + Namll + Namll, (4.8) 
mil == Mllll + M2nll + (1 + Ms)m ll + M4mll, 

where we wish to know the L's, N's, and M's to 
first order. Transforming to the primed coordinates, 
we demand that Ill' = {)Il nil' = bll + V' bll + gi' {)Il 

l' 0 1 2 ' 
and mil' = w' bf + (i' bf, and we find, after some 
manipulation, that 

Ll = 0, L2 = E?I' 
1 1 

~s = (~2 + E~O - tE~I) / r + (fal 
+ ~a) / f' 

(4.9) 

Nl = -iE?I' N2 = 0, (4.10) 
1 1 

~a = (~2' + tE~I) /2~2 + (~a, + tE~I) /2f; 
and 

Af 1 = t (~2E?2 - 2~), 
M2 = ~2(EO + 2El),2 - 2w', 

1 1 

(2' _ e (S, - e 2 eEs 
M - + _IE __ ,2 

1 a - 2e US "! ,2 2~s' 

(4.11) 

(21 _ e (al - e 2 ~2ES2 

Af· = U 2 - Ua - tE
,2 + 2~; . 

Now that we know the transformations to first 
order, we assume we have solved the driven integro
differential equations corresponding to (3.7) for the 
second-order "P A and do a transformation to find the 
second-order f1 A' Using Eqs. (2.3), (4.8), and (4.9)
(4.11) we can derive 

f10 = 4f1. + (2Ma - L2)4f14 + (2Ml - Ls)4f1a, 
22 111 111 

f11 = -2f1s + 4Naf14 + (2L2 - 2Ma + 4Nl)f1S 
2 2 11 1 1 11 

- 2M4"Ps + (2La - 2Ml) f12 - (Ls + 2Ml) "P2' 
11 1 11 1 11 

f12 = ip2 + (M2 - 2Ns) ipa 
2 2 1 1 1 

+ (Ma - tL2 - 2Nl + Ma)f12 + (Ml - tLa)f11' 11111111 
(4.12) 

f1s = -tf11 + (2Ns - tM2)ip2 + (-Na - tM2)"P2 
2 2 1 11 111 

+ (2N 1 + iL2 - tMs) ipl - tM4"P1 + !La"Po, 
1 1 1 1 11 11 

f14 = iipo + (tMa - Nl)ipO + (tM2 - Na)ipl' 
2 111 111 

5. THE LINEAR THEORY 

A. Advanced Solutions 

Because of their physical significance one generally 
studies retarded solutions rather than advanced 
solutions, and in our case we have an incentive to 
look at the retarded solutions first in that they have 
already been worked out in IN. However, it turns out 
to be simpler to start with the advanced solutions, 
and we then obtain an improved form of the retarded 
solutions by doing a time reversal. 

Suppose we look for solutions of Eqs. (3.7) with 
the simplifying property "P~ = "P~ = "P~ = "P~ = ° 
(which excludes the IN solutions). We look for 
separable solutions of the form 

"Po = 0 0(0, cp)!o(u, r), "PI = 0 1(0, CP)!I(U, r), 

"P2 = O2(0, CP)!2(U, r), "Ps = 0 s(0, cp)!iu, r), (5.1) 

"P4 = 0 4(0, CP)!4(U, r). 

Substituting these assumptions into Eqs. (3.7), using 

the last of Eqs. (3.6), and using 53. Y lm = -(I + s) X 

(/ - s + I). Ylm (see Appendix), we find that 

"Po = 'i./olm 2 ~m , 
1m 

"PI = 'i./um 1 ~m , 
1m 

"Ps = 'i./slm -1 ~m , 
1m 

"P4 = 'i./4Im -2 Yim' 
1m 

are solutions if 

2 ~ 1, 

-1 ~ m ~ +1, 

O/olm/OU - to/Olm/or - /0Im/2r 

+ [(1 + 2)(1 - 1)/2r5]jr%lm dr = 0, 

O/um/OU - to/um/or - /um/r 

+ [(I + 1)1/2r4]fr~um dr = 0, 

O/2Im/OU - to/21m/or - 3/2Im/2r 

+ [(1 + 1)1/2rs]fr/2Im dr = 0, 

O/slm/OU - to/aim/or - 2/s,m/r 

+ [(I + 2)(1 - 1)/2r2]f/s'm dr = 0, 
and 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

/41m = (1/~2 r)(1 - 1)(1 + 2)S/slm dr. (5.4) 

In order to derive a class of radiative solutions we 
note the general result that for K = - 1, 0, positive 
integer, 

S rKoK+Y(r)/o,x+l dr = ,x+loK[f(r)/r ]/o,x, (5.5) 
, 

which can be proven by K + 1 integrations by parts. 
Using this result, we find that Eqs. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4) 
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are satisfied byll 

101m = rl- 2 DI+2[a( -u - 2r)/r l- 1], 

111m = rl- 2 DI+l[a( -u - 2r)/r l], 

f.um = rl- 2DI[a( -u - 2r)/r l+1], I ~ 2 (5.6) 

131m = rl- 2 DI-l[a( -u - 2r)/rl+2], 

141m = rl- 2DI-2[a(-u - 2r)/r l+3], 

where D == a/or. Using these results the linear 
theory Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) are satisfied by 

"Po = ~ 2K_2Almrl-2DI+2(iilm/rl-l)2Ylm, 
!m 

"PI = ~ ../2 K_IAlmr!-2 D!+I(iilm/rl)1 Ylm , 1 ~ 2, 
1m 

"P2 = ~ A!mrl-2D(iilm/r!+l)oYlm, 
1m (5.7) 

"Ps = ~ (l/../2)KIAlmrl-2DI-I(iilm/rl+2LIY!m, 
!m 

-1:::;; m ::; +1, 
"P4 = ~ (t)K2Almrl-2DI-2(ii!m/r!+sL2Ylm, 

1m 
where 

K1J == [(1 + p)!/(I- p)!]t, iilm == alm(-u - 2r), 

and the Aim are arbitrary complex constants. The 
interpretation of these solutions as representing 
advanced radiation foIlows from the appearance of an 
arbitrary function whose argument is constant on the 
past nuIl cones (if u labels future nuIl cones). Cal
culation of the other first-order quantities (spin 
coefficients, etc.) is done through Eqs. (3.8). The r 
integrations can be explicitly carried out despite the 
arbitrary function of -u - 2r that is present. [This is 
related to the fact that the "P A can be put in the 
convenient total-differential form (5.7).] The initial 
data for these solutions take an interesting form. 
Since "P~ = "P~ = 0, Eqs. (2.7) assure us that we have 
no arbitrary retarded news function. On the other 
hand, the initial data include "Po(r, e, cp, uo) and, as 
can be seen from the first of Eqs. (5.7), this tells us the 
arbitrary function iilm( -u - 2r) over a semi-infinite 
range of its argument (-uo to (0). (The rest of this 
function describes radiation which reached r = 0 
prior to u = uo.) Thus the incoming radiation is 
"sampled" by the forward nuIl cone, u = Uo, and in 
this way its prescription is included among the initial 
data. 

B. Retarded Solutions 

Suppose one has a mathematical solution of a 
physical theory corresponding to a particular nhysical 
situation. If the theory is invariant under time 
reversal (as in general relativity), one can easily derive 
a mathematical solution corresponding to the time-

11 This simple form for the solutions was pointed out by E. Couch. 

reversed physical situation. One simply does the 
coordinate transformation t ' = -I and then ignores 
the prime on t', i.e. interprets I' as increasing into the 
future as did the original t. In using the above co
ordinate transformation method to derive, in nuIl 
coordinates, the retarded gravitational radiation 
solutions from the advanced gravitational radiation 
solutions, there is an added complication. Under 
u' = -u and the re-interpretation of u' as increasing 
into the future as did u, the new u (replacing u') labels 
nuIl cones opening into the past if the original u 
labeled nuIl cones opening into the future. In order to 
preserve all characteristics of the reference frame in 
which we describe the different physical situations we 
must then change nuIl cones; that is, we must do both 
the transformation u' = -u and the transformation 
(in the example of flat space) u" = u' - 2r' = 
-u - 2r. Now the new coordinate u (replacing u") 
~ncreases into the future and labels nuIl cones opening 
mto the future, and is in fact indistinguishable from 
the original coordinate u. It is clear that the trans
formations derived in Sec. 4 are exactly the ones 
needed here to change null cones. If we subject the 
advanced radiation solutions just derived to the 
combination of tetrad and coordinate transformations 
derived in Sec. 4 along with the corresponding 
transformation of the "P A also derived there and then 
drop all primes and tildes, we will obtain the retarded 
radiation solutions with the usual coordinate and 
tetrad conditions holding. This argument is not 
restricted to the linear theory. If one knows the 
transformations to order n, one can find the new "P A to 
order n + 1, and can then use Eqs. (3.8) (with the 
proper driving terms) to calculate all other quantities 
to order n + 1. 

It is quite simple to apply the above procedure to 
the linear theory. Since we are only working with the 
"P A' we need only the flat-space transformations. 
I 

Thus we subject the "PA of Eqs. (5.7) to the trans-
I 

formation u' = -u - 2r, r' == r, e' = e, q/ = !p, 

and ipo = 4ip4, ipl = - 2ips, ip2 = ip2' ips = (- i)-Ifl , 
and ip4 = (l)tPo, and then drop primes and tildes. 
The resulting retarded solutions are of the form 

"Po = ~ 2K2Rlmrl-2 d!-2(b lm/rl+ S)2 ~m , 1 ~ 2, 
1m 

"PI = ~../2 KIRlmr!-2 di-1(b lm/r!+2)I Ylm' 
1m 

"P2 = ~Rlmr!-2dl(blm/r!+l)oYlm' -1::; m::; + 1, 
1m 

"Pa = I (1/../2)K_1Rlmr!-2 d!+l(b lm/r!)_IYlm' 
1m 

"P, = I (l/2)K_2Rlmrl-2 d!+2(blm/ri-1)_ZYlm' (5.8) 
1m 
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where d == -2a/au + alar, b1m = b1m(u), and the Rim 
are arbitrary complex constants. The solutions (5.8) 
can be expanded into finite series in l/r, namely, 

(5.9) 

1+2 
"P4 = 2 2 (t)K 2R1m(-lY+2 

n=O ml 

(

(I + 2 - n») 
(
2l+ 2

-
n 

) b 
x ---;;-! K!_2 ,1: -2 Yim' 

(K) 

where blm == aKblm/aUK . These are the retarded 
solutions first derived in IN. The rederivation here 
yields two improvements. The use of the operator 0 
has allowed us to drop the IN assumption of axial 
symmetry. In addition, by using the time-reversal 
method, we have obtained the general coefficient in 
the l/r expansion. The IN general coefficients were 
more complicated and did not cover the leading term 
of each series. 

6. SECOND-ORDER CALCULATIONS 

A small-parameter approximation nethod has been 
presented, and we make the usual assumption that 
the approximation converges. In this section we show 
that nonlinear (at least second-order) calculations can 
in fact be done in practice. We consider an axially 
symmetric linear solution consisting of an imploding 
quadrupole wave [moment ii = a( -u - 2r)] and an 
exploding quadrupole wave [moment b = b(u)], with 
a mass -m at their common focus. We calculate part 
of the second-order correction to this linear solution 
and give it in a form with all r integrations explicitly 

carried out despite the arbitrary function of u + 2r 
present. Setting! = 2 and m = 0 in Eqs. (5.7) and 
(5.8) (with convenient choices for A20 and R2o) and 
adding on the Schwarzschild solution expressed in 
this language,6 we get 

(
3b if + 2;i + 3li + 3& + 3ii) (2P~) "Po= -+- - - - - -, 

1 2,5, ,2 ,3 ,4 2,5 3 

"PI = (3b + 3b + ~ + 3li + 9& + 3ii) (_ 2../"2 P~), 
1 20 ~ ~ ~ 20 ~ 3 

"P2 = (~+ 3b + 3b +!!.. + 3& + 3ii)(2P2) + (m)po, 
1 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 

(
iii 2b 3b + 2b + & + 2ii) (P~) "P3= -+-+- - - - -, 

1 3,2,3 ,4 ,5 ,4 ,5 ../2 
"P4 = (iii' + 4'ii + 2b + 2b + !!.. + !!..) (P~), (6.1) 
1 3, 3,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,5 4 

where a dot signifies differentiation with respect to 
the argument, be it u or -u - 2r, and the P{" are the 
associated Legendre polynomials. One completes the 
first-order solution using Eqs. (3,8) and 

2g/lV = !(Jln)v _ m(Jliiiv ).12 

We can now go on to the second-order correction, 
where we restrict our attention to "Po. In order to 
solve the first of the driven equations analogous to 
Eqs. (3.7) for "Po, we must know Do and "P~. The 

2 2 2 

first is obtained directly from Eq. (3.10). The 
following argument gives us "P~. Since we give 

2 

aO = 0 as initial data Eqs. (2.7) tell us that 
2 

"P~ = "P~ = O. An inspection of the leading terms of 
2 2 

D2 and Dl then enables us to evaluate "P~ and "P~ .12 
2 2 2 2 

The effective driving term of the equation for "Po is 
iliffi 2 

Do == Do - O"P~/../2 ,5. 
2 2 2 

It is convenient to write Do in five parts, that is 

Do = Do(R x R) + Do(R X A) 
2 2 2 

(6.2) 

+ Do(A x A) + Do(R x m) + Do(A X m), (6.3) 
2 2 2 

where Do(R x A), for example, is that part of Do 
bilinear in b(u) and a( -u - 2r). We restrict our 
attention now to Do(R x R), Do(R x A), and 
Do(R X m). These quantities have been evaluated12 

and the first of the driven form of Eqs. (3.7) solved 
with these driving terms. We give here the solutions 

12 For these results see R. J, Torrence, thesis, University of Pitts
burgh (1965). 
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in the three corresponding pieces 

"Po(R x R), "Po(R x m), and "Po(R x A): 

~o(R x R) = [(2 I bb du + ~ If dU) /7r
5 

+ 30bb/7r7 + 35bb/7rS]Pi 

+ [( -3 fbb du - 2 ffdU) /35r
5 

+ (-4fbbdU - 3 JIbbdUdU - 2 II fdUdU) /5r
6 

+ (60bb -105 I bbdu -70 IbbdU - 56 ffbbdU du 

- 42fffbbdu du du - 28 fff f dUdUdU) /35r
7 

+ 2bbjrS]p;, (6.4) 

where 

f==1[ff(b·b· + b·b·)dudu + f(5b·jj - bb)dU] 

and where all integrals are evaluated from Uo (the 
initial hypersurface) to u, 

"Po(R x m) = (- !!!.) [~ + 15 i cN(u)/rN+6], (6.5) 
2 2 r N=O 

where 
.\'+1 

,..--.... 

N IU IU CN(u) == IT An . . . b duN+I, 
71=0 Uo Uo 

with Ao = 1 and An = 2/(n + 2) - !(n + 5), n ~ 1, 
and 

"Po(R x A) 
2 

= [be 4"{{/r2 + 18iiir3 + 48ii'ir4 

+ 84djr5 + 90ajr6 + 45ti/r7)/7 

+ b(2ii"jr3 + 14iiir4 + 52dir5 + 120iijr6 

+ 165ajr7 + 105tijrS)j7 

+ b(4ii"jr2 + 6iiir3 + 6dir4 + 3ii/r5)/7 

+ h(iif;r3 + 2ii·/r4 + air5)]Pi 

+ [be -6·a"jr2 
- 27iiir3 

- nair4 - 126ii/r5 

- 135a/r6 
- 135ii/2r7)/35 + b( -3·air3 

- 14iiir4 

- 22air5 + 30iijrfi + 345a/2r7 + 210ti/rS)/35 
+ b( -6·a·ir2 

- 23iiir3 
- 65iJir4 - 261ii/2r5 

- 168a/r6 
- 105ti/r7)/35 + h( -3·a}r3 

- 10air4 - 45ai2r5 
- 630/2r6 

- 21ajr7)/35]P;. 

(6.6) 

This completes our explicit second-order calculations. 

7. CONCLUSION 

We wish to discuss the usefulness of the method 
outlined in this paper. In Sec. 6 we have calculated 
only a fragment of the second-order "P.A' namely 
"Po(R x R), "Po(R x m), and "Po(R x A). It is clear 
however that the other "PA(R x R), "P.A(R x m), and 
"P A (R x A) can be obtained from Eqs. (3.6) with the 
driving terms given by Eqs. (3.9). That the r inte
grations in Eqs. (3.6) and (3.9) can be done is certain 
since Eqs. (3.5) would otherwise be inconsistent. 
Consider, for example, the driven equation corre
sponding to the first of Eqs. (3.5). It enables us to 
solve for the r dependence of "Pl in terms of "Po, 

2 2 

(2a/au - ajar)"Po, and a driving term bilinear in 
2 

first-order quantities. In view of the form of "Po which 
2 

we have just given, "Pl must also be free of r inte-
2 

grations, and the same argument applies to "P2, 
2 

"P3' and "P4. The "P.A (A x A) and "P.A (m X A) might 
2 2 

be very difficult to solve for directly; however, we 
know they are simply the time-reverse solutions 
corresponding to the "P.A(R x R) and the "PA(R x m). 
Thus the transformations of Sec. 4 can be used to 
find the "P.A (A x A) and "P.A (m X A). [One encounters 
the r integrations of Eqs. (4.7), but these can again 
be carried OUU2] Thus we can obtain the full "P A. It 

2 

is plausible but not certain that the other second-order 
quantities can be found. We need the second-order 
form of Eqs. (3.8), and we must be able to do the r 
integrations indicated by these equations. This was 
possible in first order where many of the integrations 
were precisely those contained in Eqs. (3.7), and it is 
plausible that the pattern will continue into the second 
order. In any case, the "P.A alone are valuable. (It 
should be noted that the above remarks on r inte
grations are only necessary when advanced solutions 
are involved; with pure retarded solutions of any 
order, our integrands are always finite series in l/r, 
and r integrations pose no problem.) 

Thus the usefulness of the method presented is not 
vitiated by calculational impossibilities. The cal
culations are long, but when motivated by an explicit 
question one could work out the exact second-order 
solution. (It should be emphasized that no asymp
totic approximation has been made.) It is the formu
lation of questions suited to our approximation 
scheme and choice of coordinates which poses 
problems. 

A few interesting observations can be made despite 
the incompleteness of our second-order corrections. 
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Clearly our second-order solutions could be modified 
by adding to them second-order homogeneous 
solutions. These homogeneous solutions are formally 
indistinguishable from the linearized solutions given 
by Eqs. (5.6) and (5.8); their introduction would 
therefore introduce second-order news functions in no 
way determined by the first-order initial data. This 
flexibility is not surprising since the entire news 
function is initial data. However, by imposing extra 
conditions on the solution, this arbitrariness can be 
decreased. It has been suggested6 that the (1/r5)P~ 

part of "Po should be singled out as the quadrupole 
moment M2 of the solution. We see from an 
examination of "Po(R X R) that, if we give M2 as part 

I 

of the initial data, there is a correction M 2 • We can 
2 

obviously make M2 = 0 by adding a second-order 
2 

retarded quadrupole solution with the proper news 
function. This can be interpreted as telling us that 
source activity characterized by M2:F 0 with 

! 

M2 = 0 results in asymptotic outgoing second-order 
2 

radiation. If, on the other hand, we insist that there 
be no outgoing second-order radiation at infinity, 
then the source must have just that second-order 
behavior implicit in Eq. (6.4). 

A similar interpretation can be applied to "Po(R x m). 
Once again we have, from Eq. (6.4), a second-order 
correction to the quadrupole moment (in this case it 
is proportional to m). Adding the right second-order 
news function to the initial data will cancel the 
correction to the moment. One could argue from this 
that if a first-order spherically symmetric source 
undertakes the emission of first-order quadrupole 
radiation, it will simultaneously develop a second
order quadrupole moment. If it is to remain spheri
cally symmetric it must radiate quadrupole radiation 
in second order as well. 

The above interpretations should probably not be 
taken too seriously; however, they do indicate the 
potential value of the method. Two well-known 
results are also consistent with our solutions. The 
evaluation of "P~ described in Sec. 6 gives us the 
radiation-induced mass loss first derived by Bondi.! 
In addition, the fact that "Po(R X R) is missing a term 
proportional to P~/r6 is a direct consequence of the 
recently discovered conservation laws of Newman 
and Penrose.13 One question of particular interest 
whose investigation may be aided by extension of this 
work concerns "backscattering." Can we, by imposing 
reasonable restrictions on our solutions, discover a 

11 E. Newman and R. Penrose, J. Math. Phys. 7, 863 (1966). 

necessary relationship between, for example, a first
order advanced news function and a second-order 
retarded news function? This question is being 
actively investigated. 
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APPENDIX 

In this Appendix, we give a brief summary of some 
useful notation introduced by Newman and Penrose,l3 

In flat space, a quantity 1] is said to have spin 
weight s if the tetrad transformation mil' = ei"'mll 

induces the transformation 1]' = eSi"'1]. Since in 
linearized gravitational theory the "P A are defined with 
respect to the flat-space tetrad, we may think of the 
"P A as a spin-weighted field in a flat-space background. 
It follows from their definitions (2.3) that the "P A have 
spin weights 2 - A. The operator thop, denoted by 5, 
is then defined by 

51] = -(sin 8)'(~ + -. i_~) [(sin 8rs1]], (AI) 
a8 SIn 8 a q; 

where s is the spin weight of 1]. We also define 

51] = -(sin 8rs(~ - -. 1_' ~) [(sin 8)'1]]. (A2) 
a8 SIn 8 aq; 

These definitions permit the introduction of thop 
beginning with Eqs. (3.4). 

Spin-weighted spherical harmonics s Y1m are 
defined by 

(I + s)! 1m' 
0::;; S ::;; I, 

{ 

[
(I - S)!] f 5S y; 

sYlm = f 
(_I)S[(1 + S)!] g-sy; -I/' S _< 0, 

(l-s)! 1m' .::. 

(A3) 

where the 0 Y1m == Y1m are the ordinary spherical 
harmonics and the s Y1m are of spin weight s. The 
s Y1m form a complete set for quantities of spin weight 
s, but, more important for our purposes, they satisfy 

5s Y1m = [(J - s)(l + s + 1)]f s+1 Y1m , 

5sYIm = - [(I + s)(l- s + 1)]fs_IY1m , 

from which it follows that 

(A4) 

It is this last relation that is used in obtaining Eqs. 
(5.2). 
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Starting with the vector (or axial vector) currents jP and the momentum operators pv, we define the 
canonical operator J, such that instead of the four covariantly transforming components of j, we have a 
scalar Jo and three other components j undergoing Wigner rotations under Lorentz transformations. 
We first give a construction of J explicitly in terms of j and P. But, since the transformation properties 
are not quite the most convenient ones, a subsequent generalized definition, leading to a convenient 
canonical parametrization of the matrix elements of j, is introduced. We then study the physical signi
ficances of the canonical form factors thus obtained. For vector currents J- the transformation properties 
correspond to a separation of the physical charge (JO) and magnetic (1) form factors in any frame (and not 
only in Breit frame as for j). For nonconserved axial currents we relate the matrix elements ofJoA with 
mass-difference effects and express the partial conservation condition in terms of the canonical form 
factors. We then study in detail the applicatiun of our formalism to the limiting case of infinite momentum 
and small momentum-exchange, as often introduced in the study of current algebras. Next we give 
explicitly the canonical form factors for photoproduction processes. In the last section we study the 
possibility of constructing a canonical spin operator directly in terms of the vector and axial vector 
charges and the consequences for the "inner orbital" contribution to be added to obtain the total spin 
of a composite particle. Some useful formulas are collected in Appendixes A and B. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

I N our previous studies I of various aspects of the 
representations of the Poincare group and, in par

ticular, those of the relativistic properties of spin, we 
saw how directly "Wigner rotations" are related to 
physical magnitudes. 

Here we try to apply this lesson in a field theoretic 
context, by relating to vector (and axial vector) cur
rents certain modified operators (defined below) 
which lead us directly to the desired transformation 
properties. In this article we restrict ourselves to the 
physically important case of vector currents and do 
not consider operators of more general spinorial or 
tensorial transformation properties. 

In quantum mechanics, for a given irreducible 
representation [m, sJ of the Poincare group, the 
Pauli-Lubanski 4-vector operator w is related to the 
canonical (or "physical") spin 8 through the momen
tum operators p" (for m > 0) as follows: 

A CP)' wjm = (0,8), (1.1) 
where 

A = I _ (I' + K) ® (I' + K) + 2K ® I' (1.2) 
(p) (I' + K)' I' 

with 

I' = p. (P2)-!, K = (1,0), A(p)' 1'.= K. 

Under Lorentz transformation, (8) undergoes a Wigner 

1 A. Chakrabarti, (a) J. Math. Phys. 7, 949 (\966); (b) Nuovo 
Cimento 43A, 576 (1966). These two contain references to our 
previous articles and other relevant works. 

rotation Rw about the same axis as the initial momen
tum p. [For details and notations see Appendix A 
of Ref. l(b).J The transition to the case (m = 0) is 
discussed in Ref. l(a). 

Suppose now that we consider a field theoretic 
vector (or axial vector) current operator j(x) and 
introduce the operator 

j(x) = t(A(p) . j(x) + j(x) . A~~», (1.3) 

where we have symmetrized, since, unlike wit, rex) 
does not commute with PO. The action of this operator 
j(x) is well-defined in terms of those of j and P, for all 
states of nonzero total mass. We have 

jO(x) = tel' . j(x) + h.c.), (1.4) 

rex) = j(x) - H[1'/O + pO)J(p 'j(x) + jO(x» + h.c.}, 

(1.5) 

where the terms h.c. are obtained by transposing the 
pit's to the right. 

Considering a Lorentz transformation operator 
U(A) such that 

U(A)j(x)U(A)-1 = A-I 'j(x') 

U(A)PU(A)-l = A-I. P, 

we obtain, by definition, 

(x' = A • x), (1.6) 

(1.7) 

U(A)j(x)U(A)-1 = (A(p> . A . A(l-l.p»-lj(x') + h.c. 

(1.8) 

Equation (1.8) has the following content. While O(x) 

1367 
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transforms [as is evident from (1.4)] as a scalar, j(x) 
is multiplied by a rotation matrix Rjj~(A, P) involving 
the operator P (and further, the product is to be 
symmetrized). 

The Wigner rotation matrices Rw(A,p), obtained 
on replacing the operators PI' by some momentum 
eigenvalues pI", are given explicitly in Ref. l(b). 

Here we may mention briefly that when A is a 
rotation, Rw(A, p) reduces to the same rotation; and 
when A is a pure Lorentz transformation, Rw(A, p) 
denotes a rotation around the axis u x un, where 

A·(I,O)=u", A-l· p =U, 

p == u' = AA -1 • P = A . u. 

The angle of rotation is given by 

(1.9) 

. (1 + UO + u,O + u"O) 
sm w - lu x u"l (1 to) 

(1 + uO)(1 + u'O)(1 + u"O) .. 

Comparing (1.4) and (1.5) with (Ll), we notice 
the following main differences. 

First, jo is not zero identically. (We discuss the 
physical significance of this scalar in a following 
section.) Secondly, the noncommutativity of Hz) and 
P~ has the consequence that when we consider the 
matrix elements of 1 between initial and final states 
Ip)i' IP')" such that p::;e p', then U(A) leads to the 
form 

l(R;;/(A, p) + R;;;l(A, p'). J(A . x). (1.11) 

Of course, in considering expectation values for 
the same momentum eigenstate of one particle, or, 
more generally, for states belonging to the same 
eigenvalues of the operators PI' ('" = 0, ... ,3) (of 
which p' = p, m' = m is a particular case), these two 
matrices coincide and we do have a simple Wigner 
rotation. And in fact, it may be said that, in the case 
of transition matrix elements between states of 
different mass and momenta, we cannot a priori expect 
particularly simple transformation properties. 

However, formally more convenient properties can 
be obtained by modifying the definition (1.3) as 
follows. 

Let us now define the operator f(x) [instead of as in 
(1.3)] through the relation 

(p', s~; [m', s']1 (]x) Ip, S3; [m, s]) 

= A(.f) . (p's~; [m', s']Ij(x) Ip, S3; [m, sj), (1.12) 
where 

k == (p + p'){(p + p')2}-! 
and 

A(~) • k = (1,0). (Ll3) 

This definition corresponds to the formalism of 

Cheskov and Shirokov.2 (See also the subsequent 
remarks in this section about their parametrization.) 

It is to be noted that now we can no longer express 
j(x) explicitly in terms of the operators j(x) and P, but 
have to define j(x) simply by defining all the matrix 
elements between momentum eigenstates forming a 
complete basis. The matrix elements are all well
defined [as long as those of j(x) and P are so] if we 
exclude states such that 

(p + p')2 = O. 

Such a case can arise only when we consider initial 
and final states of zero-mass particles only, with 
collinear momenta. As for vacuum state expectation 
values, if we adopt the convention of considering 
the limiting processes p ---+ 0 first and then m ---+ 0, 
then 

(01 j 10) = (01 j 10), 

the right-hand side vanishes if an ordered form is im
plied. Since, however, we are interested in cases where 
at least one positive mass particle is involved, the above 
formal difficulties are not present. 

As to the transformation property, we now have, 
as a consequence of (Ll2), 

(p', s~1 (U(A)j(x)U(A)-l) Ip, S3) 

= (Aw . A . A(~-l(k)rl . (p', s~1 j(x') Ip, S3). (1.14) 

Thus we now have our scalar UO) and three other 

components (f) undergoing spinlike Wigner rotations. 
Again from (Ll2) we have 

< 
-p, s~ /.( ) / p, S3) _ < -p, s~ /.( ) / p, S3) 
[m', s'] J x [m, s] - [m', s'] J x [m, s] . 

(1.15) 

Thus we can always establish a direct connection with 
the usual covariant formalism. But in fact the equality 
(Ll5) can be generalized. Since the spin indices S3, 
S~ are always taken to refer to the projections of the 
"canonical spin operator" (Ll), we have for any pure 
Lorentz transformation A, collinear to p, 

(-p, s~1 j(O) Ip, S3) = (-p, s~1 j(O) Ip, S3) 

= (pili, s~1 j(O) Ip", S3), (1.16) 
where 

A. «p2 + m2)!, p) = p", 

A. «p2 + m'2)!, _p) = pilI, (Ll7a) 

2 A. A. Cheskov and Ju. M. Shirokov, (a) Nucl. Phys. 49, 108 
(1963); (b) .Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 44, 1982 (1963) [English 
transl.: Soviet Phys.-JETP 17, 1333 (1963)] (Sec. 6, in particular). 
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all the 3-momenta being collinear and the covariant 
normalization 

(p', s~ I p, sa) = 2pOb(p' - p)bsas~ 

being implied. 
As a particular case, we have 

( - ik, 5~1 j(O) I ik, 5a) = (-ik, s~1 i(O) Ilk, sa) 

(1.17b) 

= (0, 5~1 i(O) Ink, 5a), (1.18) 
where 

n = (IJ2m')[(ik2 + m'2)i + (tk2 + m2)!]. (1.19) 

Putting 

_q2 = (p' _ p)2 

= [(ik2 + m'2)! - (ik2 + m2)!]2 - k2, (1.20) 

we have 

2 _ [q2 + (m' - m)2][q2 + (m' + m)2] (1.21a) 
k - [q2 + 2 (m'2 + m2)] , 

= q2, for m' = m. (121.b) 

For m' :F- m, k2 :F- q2, but [as is besides evident from 
(1.21)] k2 is still invariant for the trivial reason that 
it is defined to be the square of the 3-momentum ex
change in the Breit frame and since k can differ at 
most by a rotation from its previous value when we 
come back to the Breit frame after arbitrary inter
mediate transformations. 

Let us now develop the matrix element on the 
extreme right-hand side of (1.18), using the following 
notations: 

iO = PO), (1.22) 

-(I) -a -(1) 1= (P±il) (1.23) 
)(0) =), )(±) = .J2 

[It is implied henceforth that we have x = (0, 0, 0, 0) 
as argument.] 

Developing IAk, Sa) in a series of products of spin 
and angular momentum eigenstates and using the 
standard CG coupling coefficients, we obtain (taking 
account of the transformation properties of PO) andj(1) 
and noting that at left (0, S~I can have only zero 
orbital angular momentum), 

(0, s~1 i(O) Ink, sa) 

1 ( 47T )! = -sl(-l)M -- (5Sa, LM I s's~) 
(27T) L 2L + 1 

X .1'!~},L(k2)'Yilll(k) (M = 5~ - sa), (1.24a) 

(0, s~1 il~) Ink, sa) 

= _1_ ~(_1)111( 47T )!(SS LM I .,.,) 
(27T)a L71' 2L + 1 a, ) Ja 

X (j'j~, 1m I s's~).1'!!?:Li'(k2)1J[:U(k) 

(m = 0, ±1; j~ = s~ - m, M = j~ - sa) (1. 24b) 

(we do not indicate explicitly the dependence of the 
.1"s on the masses and other possible internal quantum 
numbers). 

In the above definitions we have introduced the 
solid spherical harmonics [lIf(k) = IklL Yf(k)]. This 
amounts merely to a particular convention as regards 
the normalization of the form factors .1'(k2) [= F(q2), 
say, due to (1.21)], an invariant factor [see (1.21)] 
being extracted explicitly from the coefficient. [Intro
ducing, for example, lIf(nk) instead of lIf(k) , we 
again obtain a modified invariant factor, since n is a 
function of k2 and hence of q2.] 

Now from (l.16), (1.18), we note that the same 
expressions (1.24a), (1.24b) hold also for the Breitframe 
matrix elements of j and j-and in fact for j after any 
collinear pure Lorentz transformation, k being always 
defined to be the momentum obtained on reducing to 
the Breit frame through a pure Lorentz transformation. 

It is, of course, possible to couple the angular 
momenta involved in (1.24b) in different ways. For 
example, using the formula (6.26) of Ref. 3, p. 95, 
we can rewrite (1.24b) as 

(-lk, 5~1 jl~~) Ilk, 5a) 

(47Tyl (_1)111 .... , 
= --a! ! (LM, 1m I)Ja)(55a,JJa I 5 S3) 

(27T) L.i(2L + 1) 

X .1'!!',u(k2)lIi ll1(k) (/ = 5~ - 5a), (1.25) 

where the new form factors are linear combinations 
of the .1'(1)"s involving 6 - j symbols. 

This is the form proposed in Ref. 2 (see, however, 
Ref. 4) and as compared to (l.24b) it has themeritthat 
the matrix elements of the divergence (alAr) assume 
a simpler form (see Appendix A), leading to a more 
direct physical significance of the form factors .1'(1). 
For this reason we adopt (1.25). 

Since we are dealing with states labeled with 
canonical spin indices, in an arbitrary frame we have 
[as a consequence of (1.14)] 

( ' 'I -I ) ~ m.*(s') (A ',)m.(8) (A ') p ,Sa J p, 5a = 4, .!J"a's.' ., P .!J".s. ' P 

where 

0'30'3' 

X (-ik, (1~1 Jlik, (13)' (1.26) 

A· (pi + p) = ([(P' + p)2]!, 0), 

(p', p) ~ (-ik, ik). 

8 A. R. Edmonds, Angular Momentum in Quantum Mechanics 
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1957). 

, In comparing (1.25) with Eq. (47) of Ref. 2 it should be noted 
that apart from other differences of convention we have a negative 
sign of M(Yi:M) instead of YLM of Ref. 2. A positive sign would 
lead to quite incorrect results. In fact, though different couplings are 
possible, we should be careful about the corresponding sign of M. 
For example, it is indeed possible to have Y f. [orrather YL"M( -k)*] 
if, instead of (1.18), we start equivalently from (-1]k, s;1 j 10, S8)' 
corresponding to the coupling (S's~, LM Ij"i;) (Ss., 1m In;). 
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The corresponding matrix elements of the covariant 
vector operator are 

( ' 'I' I > " m(s')* (A ")I7'\(s) (A ') p ,Sa 1 P,Sa = "'" "~a3'sS' ,p liaSs3 ' P 
a3aa' 

X (A-I. (-ik, s~1 j Ilk, sa». (1.27) 

If j is taken to be a pure vector or pseudo-vector 
current, j, as may easily be verified, will have the same 
behavior under space and time reversals. Thus in the 
series (1.24a), (1.25) only odd or even harmonics appear, 
depending on the intrinsic parities of the initial and 
final states (assuming them to be pure parity states). 

Time-reversal invariance leads to the usual reality 
conditions on the form factors. For conserved cur
rents, we have again further restrictions. Some 
examples are discussed in Appendix A. 

We have already noted that if we want to construct 
the operators explicitly in terms of r and po [as in 
(1.4), (1.5)], we cannot have the properties corre
sponding to (1.12). Considering, however, matrix 
elements between states of equal mass, we have in the 
Breit frame [denoting the right-hand side of (1.3) by 
j' in order to distinguish it from (1.12)], from (1.4), 
(1.5), 

(-ik, s~1 reo) Itk, sa> = kO (-lk, s~1 t Ilk, sa>, 
m 

(1.28) 

(-ik, s~1 j'(O Ilk, sa> 

( Ik 'I' k(k • j) 11k > = -'2 ,sa J - ° 2 ,sa 
4(m + k) 

[kO = (!k2 + m2)~l (1.29) 

Thus we see that for conserved currents, we have 
effectively the same equality as (1.16) between the 
matrix elements of rand j. Only there is the extra 
factor kO/m in (1.28). Hence, in particular, the electro
magnetic form factors, as studied in Sec. 2, have a 
simple interpretation in terms of r also. For the 
general cases, r leads to more complicated behavior. 
As for the matrix elements of r between states of the 
same mass and momenta, they are just equal to the 
corresponding rest frame matrix elements of j (or j). 

In Sec. 5 we again consider an explicit construction 
(for the canonical spin operator) in terms of the 
covariant current and momentum operators. 

2. COMPARISON WITH THE COVARIANT 
FORMALISM AND PHYSICAL 

INTERPRETATIONS 

A. Nucleon Electromagnetic Form Factors 

In order to compare our formalism with more 
familiar ones, let us start by considering the simple 

but important case of nucleon electromagnetic form 
factors. 

For s' = s = i, we have [from (1.24, 1.25)], utilizing 
the parity restrictions (and the covariant normaliza
tion) for the vector currentr, 

(-lk, s~1 fO)v Ilk, sa> = [1/(27T)a].'F~ol~0(k2)!5s3s3' (2.1) 

( lk 'I o(U" Ilk > -'2 ,Sa l(rn) 2' ,sa, 

(47T)t(_1)M I (1)" 2 

= (27T)a .J3 [(lM,lm OO)!5s3s3,.'FB.lO(k) 

+ (1 M, 1m 11s~ - sa)(!s~, lsi - Sal is~) 
X .'F~!~1l(k2)]'11;M(k). (2.2) 

When we have the same particle (such as a nucleon) 
as initial and final states (m' = m and similarly for 
other internal quantum numbers), the combined 
restrictions due to Hermiticity and T invariance lead 
to 

.'F~tlO(k2) = O. (2.3) 

In this particular case, this restriction coincides with 
that due to the conservation condition 

k ( 0(1» k (.(1» k (0(1» 0 (24) (0) leo) - (+) }(-) - (-) l(+) =. . 
(See Appendix A for more general considerations on 
this point for arbitrary spin.) 
Thus for 

s~ = Sa = +t 
we have 

(lo(O),,) __ 1_ .'F(O)v (k2) (0(0,,) - 0 
+ + - (27T)a B.o ,+ leo) + - , 

1'::"(0" (k2) k 
( .(1) > = ± :J' B.ll ~ 

+ 1<±) + (27T)a 6t' 

(2.5) 

Now, in order to compare, let the covariant form 
factors be defined [corresponding to the covariant 
normalization (1.l7b)] as 

(p', saU/l Ip, sa> 

= (2~)a usa'(P)(FI(q2)Y/l + iFlq2)rJ/lvqv)u8,(p) 

(q = p' :- p). (2.6) 

For the purpose of explicit calculations we can write 
the solutions corresponding to the canonical spin 
indices (s~, sa) in a rather symmetrical form as 

1 

tc{p) = ___ 1 __ , 
2[m(pO + m)]t 

m + pO + l 
pI + ip2 

m + pO _ p3 , 

-l- il 
l- ip2 

m + pO _ p3 
_pI + ip2 

m + pO + p3 

(2.7) 
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where we have utilized the following representation 
of the y matrices, 

° 1 121 1 -'t 1 5 1 12 1 y = 12 ,Y = 't ,y = - 12 ' 
(2.8) 

and the normalization is 

u(P)U(P) = 1, = (m/pO)u*(p)u(p). (2.9) 

Comparing (2.2), (2.5), and (2.6) we have 

3'!O!~o(l) = F1(l) + (l/2m)Fiq2) = Fch(q\ 

",..(1)" 2 !{ 2 2 } ! 2 :r H.n(q ) = 6 [Fl(q )/2m] + F2(q) = 6 Fmag(q ). 

(2.10) 

The appearence of such a factor as 6!, of course, 
depends upon the conventions adopted [such as the 
explicit appearance of the factor (2L + 1)-! in (1.25)]. 
What is important for our purpose is the direct 
proportionality with the famous linear combinations 
of Fl and F2 , giving FCh and Fmag , respectively. 

In our formalism PO) is a scalar and pll has spin
like transformation properties (Wigner rotations). As 
we have seen above, this automatically separates out 
the electric and magnetic properties corresponding 
to the familiar combinations (2.10). This is more than 
merely a technique for carrying through spherical 
harmonic expansions for the matrix elements of r in 
one particular frame (namely, the Breit frame). The 
electric charge being a scalar, and the magnetic 
properties being related to spin, they correspond 
[and that not only in one particular reference frame, 
as is seen from (1.16) and (1.21)] directly to PO) and 
PI), respectively. 

Thus, the separation of j(x) into pUlex) and ]Ul(x) 
has a significant physical basis. 

Some other examples for different spins are con
sidered in Appendix A. We now pass on to the case 
of the axial currents. 

B. Axial Form Factors 

For spin t (s' = s = i), we have for the matrix 
elements of axial currents between states of the same 
parity: 

( - tk, s~1 fO).A I tk, ss) 

= (477)! (-12
M

(1 1M 1.1 ')3'(0).A(k2)'Y-M (k) 
(277)S .J3 2

SS' 2
SS H.l 1 

(M = s~ - Sa) (2.11) 

and 

(-!k, s~1 jl~~ I!k, sa) 

_ (477)! {(I 1 11' ",..(I).A 2 'Y0() (_l)M 
- a 2 sa, m 2 Sa)J" H ol(k) 0 k + ! 
~~ . 5 

X (2M, 1m 11ia)(tsa, 1ial tS~)3'W~1(k2)'Y;M(k)}. 
(2.12) 

When the initial and final states correspond to the 
same particle, Hermiticityand T-invariance restrictions 
lead to 

(2.13) 

The corresponding feature in the covariant formalism 
consists in writing the nucleon matrix elements in 
the form 

(p', s~1 i1lp, sa) = us/p') 

X [Ff(k2)yl' + Ft(k2)(p' - p)l']y5us.(p) (2.14) 

and suppressing such a term as 

us
3
,(p')al'v(P' - p)vy5U83'(P). (2.15) 

[Sometimes G parity is invoked (p. 307, Ref. 5) in 
order to eliminate this term.] 

Thus we see that our formalism brings to attention 
in a very natural way the symmetrized scalar (corre
sponding PO) 

(P'j + j·P) (2.16) 

and displays its physical significance. Usually only 
the antisymmetrized scalar 

i(P'j - j. P) (2.17) 

is singled out through the conservation or partial 
conservation condition. 

Considering electromagnetic vector currents, we have 
seen that (2.16) leads to the charge form factors in 
any frame. Now, for axial currents we find that the 
restrictions due to Hermiticity and T invariance have 
the very simple consequence of reducing the expecta
tion values of (2.16) to zero. These features hold for 
arbitrary spin. Some cases are treated explicitly in 
Appendix A. 

We may also note that the matrix elements of 
PO)A between states of the same 4-velocity p/m (or in 
particular, the same momentum p and mass m) and 
the same intrinsic parity, are always zero, since such 
elements 

(ft, s~1 fO).A 1ft, sa) = (0, s~1 fO).A 10, sa) = 0 (2.18) 

through parity restrictions. 

5 J. D. Jackson, in Elementary Particle Physics and Field Theory 
(W. A. Benjamin Inc., New York, 1963), Vol. 1. 
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More generally, we may say that, separating a 
nonconserved current into its so-called "transverse" 
and "longitudinal" parts, is 

jll = {jll - Of-l(o.j.iD)} + of-l(o.jJD); (2.19) 

we have for the longitudinal part 

[PIl, [PIl ' (o.j./D)L]+ = [P2
, (o.j./D)]. (2.20) 

Hence for the nonconserved longitudinal part, the 
matrix elements of the symmetrized scalar are propor
tional to the mass difference between the initial and 
the final states. 

If corresponding to the anticommutator in (2.16) 
[instead of the commutator in (2.l7)] we introduce 
the term "anticonservation," that the axial current 
cannot be fully "anticonserved" follows immediately 
by considering the matrix element 

(2.21) 

exactly as for the divergence (Ref. 5, p. 313). In fact 
we have already seen that (2.l6) is directly related to 
the mass difference. 

Let us now consider the form factors :F(l)A. Com
paring (2.12) and (2.14) we obtain 

:F(1)A (k2
) = J3[FA(k2)(kO + m) 

H,ol 2m 1 

+ ( Ft(k
2
) _ FA(k2») k

2

] (2.22) 
4(kO + m) 2 3' 

:F(l)A (k2
) = (~)! l{ [ Fll(k) + FA(k)2]}. (2.23) 

H,21 6 m 2(kO + m) 2 

For small momentum exchange, keeping terms only 
up to k2, we obtain 

:FW:~1(k2) = f;[ 2mF~(0) 
+ k2{6~ Ft(O) - lFt(O) + 2mF{(0)}} (2.24) 

:F!1!,~1(k2) = ~ (~)![ (F:~O) + F~(O») 
+ k2{_ Ft(O) + F{(O) + F2

4'(0)}] 
64m 2 4m 

(F~ 2(0) = -; F1 2(k2)1 ). (2.25) 
, ok' k 2=0 

If we postulate the usual "partial conservation" 
condition 

(2.26) 

then, taking the matrix elements of both sides between 
proton and neutron states in the Breit frame, we have 

from (2.l2) (neglecting Mp - M n), 

C(p)( -lk, s~1 cp(O) Ilk, S3)(n) 

'k (lk 'I'~(A) 11k ) = -I • (p) -2 'S3 }(O) '2 ,S3 (n), 

= ;(47T)! (_1).1l (IS 1M lIS') 
(277)3 J3 2 3, 2 3 

X ( :F(OA (k2) _ (~)!:F(1)A (k2) • k 2)'Y-M(k) np,Ol 5 np,21 l' 

(2.27) 

If we want to express the combination of canonical 
form factors appearing in (2.27) in terms of the co
variant ones, we have from (2.22) and (2.23), 

( :F(OA (k2) _ (2)!:F(1)A (k2» = J3[(kO + m)FA (k2) 11]>,01 ~ n]>,21 2m (np)1 

- 1 Fr;.p)1(k2) - Ft~P)2(k2)]. (2.28) 
4(kO + m) 

Thus even in the simplest cases the explicit momentum 
dependence comes out in a simpler and neater form 
in the canonical formalism, leading to a more direct 
physical significance of the form factors. Besides, 
quite generally (i.e., whenever we can exclude ex
tremely steep variations of the form factors concerned 
with respect to the momentum exchange), the pre
dominance of each term over the succeeding one is 
very evident in our formalism for sufficiently small 
momentum exchange. 

The general formula for the matrix elements of 
the divergence along with some particular cases is 
given in Appendix A. 

3. APPLICATIONS TO THE LIMITING 
CASE OF INFINITE MOMENTUM 

AND SMALL MOMENTUM EXCHANGE 

With a view to subsequent applications to current 
algebras6 we now work out the necessary canonical 
kinematics of the above-mentioned case. 

Consider first the matrix element 

( K - ik, s~ Ij/ K + ik, S3), (3.1) 
[m', s'] [m, s] 

where j stands for anyone of PO) or j«!!) (m = 0, ± I). 
We are not concerned, for the moment, with other 
possible internal quantum numbers. 

Our purpose is to express (3.1) in terms of the Brei t 
frame matrix elements through (1.26), in the limit when 

IKI---+ 00 

and keeping terms only up to k2 (Ikl is supposed to 
be sufficiently small for Ik31 and higher powers are 
neglected). 

6 R. Dashen and M. Gell-Mann, (a) Proceedings of the Third Coral 
Cables Conference (W. H. Freeman and Company, San Francisco 
California, 1966); (b) Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 340 (1966). 
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The components of k parallel and perpendicular to 
K are denoted, respectively, by kll and k.1' We need 
not suppose kll = 0 to start with; it will automatically 
be eliminated in the limit considered. 

The transformation to the Breit frame corresponds 
to a pure Lorentz transformation A(u) corresponding 
to the 4-velocity u, having the limiting form 

u = K/)', UO = IKI/). + A/2IKI, (3.2) 
where 

). = [t(m,2 + m2) + (lk .1)2]1 = K{1 - (ik .1)2/2K) 
(3.3a) 

with 

The limiting forms of the Wigner-rotation matrices 
appearing in (1.26) are quite simple. We have, for 
the above u and (p, p') = (K ± ik), 

m2 _ m,2 
(.t\(u) • p) = tk.1 - 4). K = -(.t\(u) • p') 

(K = K/IKI), (3.4) 

~(s)(A, p) = Is + (l/U){i(s x k1)· K} 
+ (1/S~2){i(s x k.1) • K}2. (3.5) 

Where, for example, for K - (0,0, (0), we have 

i(s x k.1) • K = i(slk 2 - s2kl) (3.6a) 

= (s(+)k(-) - s(-)k(+», (3.6b) 

and we have used the notation 

1 4(K + m) 
~ 4K(K + m) + (m2 _ m,2) 

(3.7) 

= 11m (for K = m' = m). (3.S) 

For D(S')(A, p') we have to change the sign of k and 
interchange m and m', leading to 

(3.9) 

The explicit formulas for D(s) for s = t, 1, J are given 
in Appendix B. In fact, due to the simple forms of 
the matrices S( ±), the general case presents no 
difficulty, the only nonzero elements being D~~.n) 
(n = m, m ± 1, m ± 2; m = -s,"', s). 

Remembering the transformation properties of j, 
we obtain, up to second order in k, the general 
expression, 

(K - ik, s;1 jl K + ik, S3) = <-ik, s~1 j lik, S3) + 1 k(=) {(s ± S3)(S T Sa + l)}'<-ik, s~1 j Itk, Sa T I) 
± 2.)2 ~ 

Here -

+ 1 ~~) {(s' T s~)(s' ± S~ + 1)}'<-tk, s~ ± 11 j Itk, sa) 
± 2,,2~' 

+ 1 (k±)2 {(S T Sa + 1)(s T Sa + 2)(s ± Sa - l)(s ± sa)}'<-ik, s~1 jllk, S3 T 2) 
± Se 

+ 1 (k±)2 {(s' ± s~ + l)(s' ± s~ + 2)(s' T s~ - 1)(s' T s~)}'<-ik, s~ ± 21 j lik, S3) 
± se 

+ 1 k_k+ {(s ± S3)(S T S3 + 1)(s' ± s~)(s' T s~ + 1))'< -ik. s~ T 11 j Itk, S3 T 1) 
± S~f 

+ k_k+ {.!. [s(s + 1) - s;] + ~ [s'(s' + 1) - S~2]}<-ik, s~1 j Ilk, S3)' 
S ~2 ~~ 

(3.10a) 

k = k.1 - [(m2 - m'2)/).]K 

and the invariant momentum exchange 
As an illustrative example, let us (with a view to 

subsequent applications) write down explicitly (3. lOa) 
up to second order for a particular case. _q2 = -kl. 

In the matrix elements appearing as the coefficients 
of k_k+ or (k±)2, only terms of order zero in Ikl are 
to be retained and so on. Thus in the usual cases, 
most of these terms are automatically eliminated. 

With the further supposition that not only Ikla but 

also Ikl 3 in (3.10a) is small enough to be neglected, 
namely, supposing that we need take into account the 
mass-difference effects only up to second order, we 
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obtain (for states of the same parity) 

(
K - tk, Sa + 1 I ( -(O)v + -(llV) I K + tk, sa) 

[ 
"] ] ] (0) [ ] m, S m, S 

= (~~;a[ bss'{(s - sa)(s + Sa + I)}! H~ + },) (.'F~~~g(O) - '.'F!~!lVO(O» 

- (ssa, 111 s'sa + 1) J2.'F!!J~1(0) - (ssa, 211 s'sa + 1)(J2.'F!!:~2(0) + ~.'F!~J.~(O») 

+ {--1::.- [(s - sa)(s + Sa + l)]!(ssa + 1,20 I s'sa + 1) 
2..)2 ~ 

+ I~ res' - s~)(s' + s~ + 1)]!(ssa, 20 I S'sa)}'.'F!!J~2(0), (3.10b) 
2...;2~' . 

where 
, = (m2 _ m,2)/2[Hm2 + m'2)]!. 

Further, when we have the same initial and final 
particle, all but one .'F(1)v terms disappear (since only 
L = j terms survive due to Hermiticity and T invari
ance, as noted in Appendix A). 

Before proceeding further we must decide whether 
or not we choose to retain the covariant normalization 
for scalar product (1.17b). 

In connection with the infinite momentum limit the 
normalization usually adopted is 

(p', s~ I p, sa) = b(p' - p)bs~sa. (3.11) 
The reason is that the commutation relations and the 
definitions of such operators as the multi pole moments 
are written down in terms of the covariant components 
of j, and corresponding to transformation A(u) of 
(3.2), we have 

I· A-I .. - IKI ( '0 + ·a 0 0 '0 + .a) 1m (u) ] - ] J", J J. 
K .... (O.O.oo) A 

(3.12) 
Hence in calculating for the covariant components 

(K - tk, s;1 j IK + tk, sa), 

we have to replacep' in the Breit frame matrix elements 
on the right-hand side of (3.10a) by (3.12) if we use the 
covariant normalization. But if instead we adopt 
(3.11), then (3.12) is replaced by 

(le°le°')! ( '0 + ·a 0 0 '0 + .a) 
A J J" ,J J 

[leo = (k2 + m2)!, le'o = (k2 + m'2)!], (3.13) 

and thus the infinite factor is eliminated. So far as the 
extraction of information from the current commuta
tion relations is concerned, the question of normali
zation is not an essential one, since in either case what 
we effectively retain is the coefficient (nonzero) of the 
highest power of IKI. On the other hand, in defining a 
physical magnitude (such as a multipole moment), 

the normalization must be chosen to assure a correct 
physical behavior in the limiting case. 

In any case, in what follows in this section, we 
adopt (3.11) in order to conform to usual practice. 

Let us illustrate the possible applications of our 
formalism to current algebras by considering the 
expression 

r (K - tk, S~I 
K .... :~.OO) [m, s] 

X [r j?:' dax, € • reo)] IK + tk, sa) = 0, 
)t=o [m, s] 

(3.14) 
where € is an arbitrary 4-vector. 

In the dispersion treatment in Ref. 7 studying 
the magnetic moment of the baryons, the authors 
assume that the integral over the intermediate states 
can be approximated by two discrete contributions. 

Let us suppose that in a more general case the 
intermediate states are saturated by a certain number 
(say n) of states, each of a definite total mass and 
spin ([mi, ~i]' i = 1,2, ... ,n). (We do not write 
explicitly other indices of internal symmetry. We may 
suppose, for example, that j~ are the components of 
the isoscalar or isovector electromagnetic current and 
the integral is the corresponding axial charge.) Thus 
we have, 

L [(K - tk, s~llA IK - tk, ai ) 

i [m, s] [m i , ~i] 

X (K - tk, ail € • r IK + tk, sa) 
[mi' ~i] [m, s] 

_ (K - tk, s~1 € • r liK + tk, ai ) 

[m,s] [mi'~i] 

X (K + tk, ail l A IK + tk, sa)] = 0 (3.15) 
[mit~;] [!'l, s] ---

7 S. Fubini, G. Furlan, and C. Rossetti, Nuovo Cimento 43A, 
161 (1966); S. V. Mathur and L. K. Pandit, Phys. Rev. 147, 965 (1966). 
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(O'i is the z compo of ~J In order to express the matrix 
elements of jOA (corresponding to the space integral) 
in terms of the Breit frame matrix elements, we have 
only to put k 1. = 0 in the expressions found for (3.1). 
This may easily be verified. [In fact, if we replace the 
charge by a more general Fourier transform of the 
density, it is useful to note that in (3.10a) we may add 
a finite k' to K without changing anything essential, 
since such a k may be absorbed in K without affecting 
its previous limiting behavior.] Thus we have the simple 
results, 

lim (K + !k, s~llA IK + !k, O'i) 
[m, s] [mi' ~i] 

= ( ;mmi 2)!(-gJ, s~1 (lA + /.1) Igi K, O'i), 
m + mi [m, s] [mi' ~i] 

(3.16) 
where 

m2 _ m2 .l(m2 + m2
) _ m2 

~. = '= 2 , '(3.17a) 
, 2[!(m2 + mD]! [!(m2 + m~)]! 

For the momentum exchange, we have, instead of 
(3. lOb), 

q2=0. (3.17b) 

If we suppose [as for (3.10b)] that the effects of 
mass difference need only to be taken into account 
up to second order, we obtain for states of the same 
intrinsic parity, 

(
-giK, s~1 (j0A + /.1) IEiK'~O'i) 

[m, s] [mi' ~i] 

(47T)! [1 (~ I' (O)A ° r -) 
= (27T)3 .J3 ""'iO'i, 10 sS3).'Tl:,s.1111(~iK 

+ (~iO'i' 10 I ss~).'Ti~~0111~( ~i K) 

+ \ { ! (20, 10 I jO)(~iO'i' jO I SS~).'Ti~~2i}1I~(~iK)J. 
5 i=1,3 

(3.18) 

(All the other necessary indices of the .'T's are supposed 
to be implied through i, and for k 2 we have zero. 
This should be taken into account in expressing 
.'T SI:, in terms of .'T I:iS through Hermiticity.) Thus 
no spin index summation is needed over O'i' since 
always (independently of the approximation con
cerning ~i), 

[similarly O'i = S3 in the second term of (3.15)]. 
Considering the products of expression (3.18) and 
(3.lOb), we find that up to second order of smallness 
we need only retain the terms 

~i = S, S ± 1. 

For states of opposite intrinsic parity, the odd and 
even harmonics are associated with .'T(1)A and .'T(2)A, 
respectively. 

From (3.10a) [of which (3.10b), is a particular 
example], (3.18b), we can develop (3.15) in powers of 
Ik 1.1 by just collecting together the appropriate 
coefficients keeping systematically terms up to second 
order Ik 1.11 (l = 0, 1,2). We get the necessary re
striction of the form factors implied by the current 
algebras in this limiting case. 

4. CANONICAL FORM FACTORS FOR 
PHOTOPRODUCTION AMPLITUDES 

We have discussed elsewhere [Ref. l(a)] how to 
treat particles of zero and positive rest masses in a 
unified manner in the canonical formalism. Here, as 
an illustrative example, we give the canonical param
etrization of the process 

y + A-.B + A, (4.1) 

where A is a particle of spin ~a and B of spin zero. 
[In Ref. 7 such a photoproduction amplitude is 
related to the commutator (3.14) through the partial 
conservation hypothesis.] 

In fact, the representation proposed in Ref. l(a) 
gives directly the vector potential A for photons, 
in the Coulomb gauge. The relation between the Wigner 
representation and Coulomb gauge vector potentials 
has been discussed by Weinberg and also by Moses.s 

We would like to point out that if instead of passing 
via the little group (two-dimensional Euclidean) one 
uses our representation, the correspondence with the 
potentials (for any spin) takes the most direct form 
possible. (The details of the uses of the Coulomb gauge 
potential, where one no longer needs indefinite metric, 
are discussed in Ref. 9.) 

For circularly polarized photons, for example, we 
get in our representation the wavefunctionslo 

1 (ill ± iil2)(-) 

'IJl±(p) = ± l'2. -(ill ± iil2)(0) , (4.2) 
'\I (ill ± iil2)(+) 

where ill, il2, and p (= p/lpl) are mutually orthogonal 
unit vectors. The spherical components of il1•2 are 
defined in terms of p(e, cp) as 

il1(o) = -sin e, ill(±) = -=f(e±i<P/.J2) cos cp, 

il2(O) = 0, il2(±) = -(i/.J2)e±i
<p. (4.3) 

8 S. Weinberg, Brandeis Lectures (1964) p. 405 ; H. E. Moses, 
NuovoCimento 42A, 757 (1966). 

• J. D. Bjorken and S. D. DreIl, Relativistic Quantum Fields 
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1965). 

10 It should be noted that for helicity ±S, the apparently slight 
difference between our canonical and the spinor representation 
[namely, transformation by (PO)±S] plays a decisive role in dis
tinguishing the respective transformation properties. 
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The components of tp±(P) are nothing but the spherical 
components of the Fourier transforms of the Coulomb 
gauge potential for circularly polarized photons 
[0, A(p)]. 

Maxwell's equations are often cast into the spinor 
form through combinations (E ± iB). Here we are 
dealing directly with the three components of A. 

Following the technique indicated in Sec. V of 
Ref. lea), we obtain for the process (4.1) the following 
parametrization of the S-matrix elements in the 
center-of-mass system: 

< 
p', O"~; -p', 0 I sip, A; -p, O"a ) 

[ma,~a]; [mb' 0] [0, 1]; [m(,,~a] 
t 

= L 4m(m2 - m;)-tA,-*(m2, m;, m~)(2L + 1) 
I,U:'L),L' 417 

X (lA, ~aO"a I ~'O"')(~' 0"', LO I ~O") 
X (~aO"~' I..:M' I ~O")Yinft')SI,(I'L),L" (4.4) 

where 

m=(p2+m!)t+lpl; A=±I, 

A(m2, m!, m~) = m 4 + m! + mt 

- 2(m!m~ + m~m2 + m~m2), 
and by choice of axis, Pa: = Py = O. Corresponding to 
the crossed process 

y + B--+A + A (4.5) 
we have 

< 
p', O"~; -p', O"~ I sip, A; -p, 0 ) 

[rna, ~a]; [rna, ~a] [0, 1]; [mb' 0] 

= L 4m,1(m'2 _ m~)-1(m'2 _ 4m!r*(2L + 1)* 
I,L,(l:L') 417 

X (lA, LO I ~A)(~aO"~' ~aO"; I fa) 

x (to', I..:M' I ~A)Yir(ft')S~,L,(i'L') 
(m' = (p2 + m~)l + Ipl). (4.6) 

5. CANONICAL SPIN AND CHARGE 
COMMUTATION RELATIONS 

Let us consider the operator 

1: = 1. (POA - 1 P(p. A) - P x v) (5.1) 
M pO+M ' 

where A, V are the charges 

(5.2) 

and are supposed to have their quark model commutation 
properties. 

In (5.1) M is supposed to be the "mass operator" 

and in fact :E should be symmetrized with respect to 
M and po to ensure Hermiticity. But let us suppose 
that :E, acting on a state of definite total mass, leads 
to states of the same total mass as the initial one, or 
rather that the mass differences between the initial 
and final states can be neglected up to a certain 
approximation. To this approximation we may sup
pose that A and V commute, not only with P, but 
also with M and po. With this assumption we have, 

[~i, ~j] = i€iik~k. (5.3) 

Moreover, for initial and final states of the same mass, 
momentum, and parity, 'we obtain 

(p, s~1 :E Ip, S3) = (0, s~1 :E 10, S3) = (0, s~1 A 10, S3), 

(5.4) 
where the normalization (3.11) is implied,u 

It follows that the expectation values (5.4) of :E do 
have the correct transformation properties of the 
canonical spin,13 namely, they transform through' 
Wigner rotations. Transition matrix elements (between 
different mass and parity states, if we cannot neglect 
them) would have a more complicated behavior, but 
neither can we expect, a priori, a simple transformation 
law for such cases. 

Our definition (5.1) directly in terms of the currents 
and the momentum operators may be compared with 
Giirsey's construction12 of the spin operator for a 
free quark. 

Of course, (:E) need not necessarily give the total 
spin of a particle. In Gell-Mann's model [Ref. 6, 
includes previous references], A gives the quark spin 
contribution to the total spin of a composite particle, 
to which we have to add the "inner orbital" contri
bution L. 

The canonical coupling scheme (which we may call 
"spin-symmetric" coupling), introduced in Ref. 13 and 
already used in Sec. 4, provides a particularly suitable 
technique for displaying the inner orbital contribution 
since the complementary contribution due to the spins 
is separated out in the simplest possible fashion. The 
essential point that emerges from formula (2.30) of 
Ref. 13 is that 

(L =)Sor = S - S1;' (5.5) 

where both Sand S1: and hence also Sor transform 
through Wigner rotations. 

Thus we see that if the correct canonical transforma
tion properties are ensured, then the respective 

11 That the normalization (3.11) corresponds to the result (5.4) is 
related to the fact that quark model charges appear in (5.1) and not 
the densities. 

12 F. Giirsey, in High Energy Physics, C. de Witt and M. Jacob, 
Eds. (Gordon and Breach Science PubliShers, Inc., New York, 
1965). 

13 A. Chakrabarti. J. Math. Phys. 5, 922 (1964). 
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contributions St, Sor remain the same, whatever 
value we take for p in (5.4). The varying mixtures 
discussed in Ref. 6 as one passes from p = 0 to 
Ipl- 00, are only consequences of defining as "spin," 
operators with unphysical transformation properties. 

APPENDIX A 

Here we write down explicitly the form factors for 
some useful particular cases and discuss the restric
tions due to combined Hermiticity and T invariance 
on the matrix elements of the currents and their 
divergence for such cases. 

We have already noted (Sec. 2) that for the same 
initial and final particle of spin t (or rather, more 
generally, for such spin t particles as may be grouped 
into a multiplet, their mass differences being neglected) 
the above-mentioned restrictions coincide for vector 
currents with those due to the conservation condition. 

From (1.24), (1.25) we can write the matrix elements 
of the divergence as 

-i(-lk, s~1 (p. j - j . P) lik, sa) 
)-M' 

=-i(4'7T)!_1_I (-1 !(ssa,I:M'lsls~) 
(2'7T)a L' (2I: + 1) 

X .'T~~?,i,(k2)'YL!1'(k), (AI) 
where 

<7:-(~) {(kIO kO)","(O) + [( I: )! .;;-(1) 
J" 88',L' = - J' 88',L' 2I: _ 1 "88',(L'-1)L' 

2(I:+l)!=(l) ]} - k J' 88' (L'+l)L' 
2I: + 3 ' 

[k'O = (lk2 + mI2)!, kO = (lk2 + m2)!]. (A2) 

Thus it is quite easy to derive the effects of conserva
tion or partial conservation conditions imposed on 
the divergence and to compare them with the conse
quences of other restrictions. 

(i) S' = S = 1 

For the elastic case (by which we mean the same 
initial and final particles, which may, however, have 
different p and Sa), Hermiticity of the current operator 
and T invariance lead for vector currents to the con
ditions 

.;;-(l)v (k2) _ ",.(1)v (k2) - .'T(ov (k2) - 0 (A3) 
oJ· 11,10 - J" 11,12 - l1,a2 -, 

reducing the corresponding .'T(~)v's to zero. The 
matrix elements are reduced to 

(-lk, s~1 fO)v Ilk, sa) 

= (4'7T)! [.'T(0)V(k2)'lf(k)<5 ,+ (_l)M 
(2'7T)a 11,0 ° 8a8a 5! 

X (Iss, 2M 11s~).'Ti~~~(k2),Y2M(k)l (A4) 

(-tk, s;1 jl~~) Ilk, sa) 

(4'7T)!( -OM .. I = a r (1M, 1 m 11]a)(1sa , l]a lISa) 
(2'7T) V 3 

X .'Tn~r1(k2)'Y1·1I(k). (A5) 

For the axial currents, we obtain, corresponding to 
(A3), 

.;;-(O)A(k2) - 0 - ';;-WA(k2) (A6) 
and hence 

"11,1 - - "11,22 , 

(- tk, s;1 fO)A Ilk, sa) = 0, (A 7) 

< - tk, s~1 fl)A I tk, sa) 

= (4'7T)! [(IS 1m 11s').'TwA(k2)'lJO(k) + (_1)111 
(2'7T)3 a, a 11,01 ° 5! 

X (2M, 1m 11ja)(1 Sa, ljal1s~).'Tg~2i(k2)'ll2M(k) 1 
(AS) 

The divergence is now given by 

.'T«J)A(k2) _ [.'T(l)A(k2) _ (.2.)!k2.'T(l)A(k2)] 11,1 - 11,01 5 11,21 . (A9) 

(ii) S' = S = f 
Corresponding to (A3), we obtain (for the elastic 

case) 
.;;-(1)v (k2) _ .;;-(1)v (k2) _ .;;-(l)v (k2) - 0 (AlO) " H,lO - " H,12 - oJ H,a2 -, 

reducing .'T('J?) v and .'T~~Vv to zero again. The final forms ! l.o .. 2.2 

are 

< - tk, s~1 fO)v Ilk, S3) 

= (4'7T)! [<5 ,.'T(0)V(k2)'lJ0(k) + (_l)M 
(2'7T)3 8a

8
3 H,o ° 5! 

X (Isa' 2M I I, S~).'T!Ol~2(k2)'ll2111(k)} (All) 

(-lk, s~1 jl~~) Ilk, sa) 

(4'7T)! [(_1)111 (1M 1 11' )(3 l' 1 3 '). 
= (2'7T)3 .J3 ,m Ja 2

Sa' ]a 2
S

3 

X .'TW~11(k2)'Y1M(k) + (-7VM (3M, 1m 13ja) 

X ({sa' 3jal {S~).'T!tsS(k2)WM(k)]. (A12) 

For the axial currents, we obtain, for the elastic case 

(-tk, s~1 fO)A Ilk, ss) = 0, (A 13) 

(- lk, s~1 jl~f Itk, S3) 

= (4'7T)1 [(itS 1m I :J.S' ).'T(1)A (k2)'lJ0(k) + (_1)M 
(2'7T)S 2 a, 2 a H,ol 0 5! 

X I (2M, 1m !iia)(Iss, jjal {s~).'T!111lk2)'lJ2M(k) 
j=l,S 

+ (-VM 
(4M, 1m 13ja)(!sa, 3jal Is~) 

9 

X .'T?l1s(k
2)W1l1

(k)} (A14) 
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We may note [(AS), (AI2)] that for Pl)v only the terms with L = j survive (implying .'F(']))v = 0). This is a 
general rule and follows, for arbitrary spin, from the properties of the CO coefficients. For j(1)A on the 
contrary, the terms with L = j disappear. 

APPENDIX B 

We first give the explicit forms of the matrix (3.5) for the particular cases s = t, 1, !. for the limit 
K ---+ (0, 0, 00). The parameter ~ is given by (3.7). 

(i) S = t 

(1 Lk+) 1 

1>(!)(A, K + tk) = 
+ 16~2 - 2.J2 ~ k_ 

lim 
k -+ (0.0. 00) 1 (I + k_k+) ---k 

2.J2 ~ + 16~2 

(Bl) 

(ii) S = 1 

(1 + k_k+) L k_L --
S~2 U S~2 

1>(1) ~ _ k+ (1 + 2k_k+) k_ --
U 8~2 2~ 

(B2) 

k+k+ _ k+ (1 + k_k+) 
S~2 2~ Se 

(iii) S =! 

(1 + 3k_k+) -.J3 k_ 
16~2 2.J2 ~ 

-.J3 k+ (1 + 7k_k+) 

1)(i)---+ 
2.J2 ~ 16~2 

.J3 k+k+ -~ 
S~2 .J2~ 

0 .J3 k+k+ 
S~2 

Finally we write down, as the essential step in 
calculating (in terms of the canonical form factors 
in the infinite momentum limit) the magnetic moment, 
the electric dipole moment and the charge radius of a 
particle, the derivatives 

1. [a a2 

1m --, 
Ikl .... O akw ak(_)ak(+) 

X { lim (K - ik, s~ I (j(O)v + jl~l") I K + ik, sa) 
k .... (O.O.oo) [m, s] [m, s] 

[ a 1 ( a 1 a)] ak(±) = - /2 ak1 ± i ak2 . (B4) 

These results would be sufficient in view of (B3) and 
the fact that k3 disappears in the limit considered. 
[For the charge radius we have also to take into 
account the term arising from the derivation of the 
normalization factor in (3.13) multiplied by 1/(21T)a X 
:;(0)" ] 88.0' _ 

In applying (3.lOa) we note that in this case k = k 

.J3 k_k_ 
0 

S~2 

k_ .J3 k_k_ ---
.J2~ Se 

(1 + 7k_k+) -.J3 k_ 
(B3) 

16~2 2.J2 ~ 

-.J3 k+ (1 + 3Lk+) 
2.J2~ 16e 

and (as noted in Appendix A) 

.'F~!!Lik2) = 0, for L =;1= j (BS) 
since we have the same initial and final particle, whose 
moments we calculate. 

Thus, finally we have, corresponding to the deriva
tives a/ak( ±» 

! 11. 1 
bS" S3+1{(S ± sa)(s T Sa + I)} .J2 (21T)3 

X - :;~~~~(O) + 88.11 • (B6) [ 
1 :;(1)" (0) ] 

m [2s(s + 1)]! 

Corresponding to a2/akH ak(+) , we obtain 

() _1_ [_ ! (..E.... :F(O)"(k2 )\ 
83'83 (21T)a 2 ak2 88.0 1. J.a 

1. k1. =0 

1 + Hssa, 20 I SS3):F~~)g(0) + - (s(s + 1) - s~) . m 

X {..!.. :;(O)"(O)'+' :F~!~:1(0) }J. (B7) 
2m 8.,0 [2s(s + 1)]! 
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.In Paper I the b~sis.ofr.elativisti~ statistical mechanics was discussed and notions such as phase space, 
Gibbs ensem?~e, dlstflbu~lon fu~ctlOns were defined: Paper II deals with hierarchies of equations for the 
red~ce~ denslt.les. ~xtenslve use .IS made of. the .?ea~tl~ul ~ethods o~ Klimontovich. In this way "classical 
me~lc mteractlons are .~eaIt wlt~ ne~lectmg ra~~atlOn effects (I.e., "classical" emission of mesons). 
~t IS s~own how the .renormabzaho~ of m.as~ affects the hierarchies obtained. Electromagnetic 
mter~ctlOns are dealt Wlt~: (a) neglectmg ra~latlon e~ects, (b) i~c1uding radiation effects. The latter 
case IS treated. on the b~sls of the Lorentz-Dirac equat~o~s and with the help of suitable modifications 
of t~e form~bsm. In this way a ne":,, appr~ach to radiation phenomena (for instance, in plasmas) is 
obtal~ed .. Fmall,Y, as .a matter of Illust~atlon, several well-known relativistic kinetic equations are 
redenved 10 a shghtly Improved manner (I.e., Vlasov and Landau equations). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N a preceding paper, 1 hereafter referred to as 
Paper I, we have developed a possible general 

framework for relativistic statistical mechanics. In 
particular, notions such as r space, densities, and 
reduced densities were defined in a strictly covariant 
manner. With respect to the latter point our general 
philosophy was to define relativistic notions only 
within the framework of the geometry of Minkowski 
space-time and of the system under study: no objects, 
such as 3-planes t = const, extraneous to these 
geometries need to be used. In this paper, we adopt 
again such an approach which, in our opinion, corre
sponds deeply to the geometrical nature of the special 
theory of relativity. In Paper I, the results obtained (at 
least the definitions of densities, etc.) were, to a large 
extent, independent of dynamics and therefore were 
of kinematical nature. 

This paperis devoted to some considerations of a 
more dynamical character. In particular, we derive 
equations for the various densities of Paper I. In the 
following, we mostly consider electromagnetic inter
actions because of their importance in plasma physics. 
However, we do not completely neglect the so-called 
classical mesic forces since they may be of importance 
in the study of neutron stars. The extension of the 
results obtained, to the case of gravitational collective 
forces being straightforward, is not considered here. 

The methods developed below were initiated by 
Klimontovich in the nonrelativistic case,2 and also in 
the relativistic case (although not in a co~pletely 

1 R. Hakim, J. Math. Phys. 8, 1315 (1967). 
• Yu. L. Klimontovich, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 33,982 (1957); 

34,173 (1958) [English trans!.: Soviet Phys.-JETP 6, 753 (1958); 
7, 119 (1958»). 

correct form). These methods, which we use to a large 
extent in the following, are most elegant and particu
larly well adapted to relativistic statistical mechanics: 
whatever the point of view adopted (either action-at
a-distance or field) and whatever the further develop
ments of nonquantal relativistic dynamics of inter
acting particles may be (e.g., the Van Dam-Wigner 
theory3 or the consideration of extended4 or spin
nings particles) Klimontovich's methods can be 
applied. The main idea developed hereafter is the 
following: The consideration of the equations of 
motion given by Rohrlich in his book,6 shows that 
one is led to extend the usual phase space7 so as to 
include the accelerations of the particles and hence to 
define generalized densities on this extended phase 
space. Doing so, all radiation effects are included in 
the densities and in the equations they satisfy. There
fore, we are led to deal with a theory which is re
normalized ab initio and has all standard properties 
of usual statistical mechanics with the advantage that 
it also includes radiation phenomena without using the 
so-called field oscillators. 

Section 2 is devoted to the study of the one-particle 
problem. This section is of particular importance 
because it contains the main characteristic features of 
the theory and more particularly it yields a kinetic 
equation for the particle in presence of its "self-field" 
and shows how radiation phenomena can be dealt 

3 H. Van Dam and E. P. Wigner, Phys. Rev. 138, B1576 (1965); 
142, 838 (1966). 

4 J. S. Nodvik, Ann. Phys. 28, 225 (1964). 
5 P. Nyborg, Nuovo Cimento 23, 47 (1962). 
6 F. Rohrlich, Classical Charged Particles (Addison-Wesley 

Publishing Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 1965). 
7 In Paper I, we have seen that the phase-space of particles is a 

8N-dimensional space. In what follows, it is extended to a 12N
dimensional space. 
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with. In Sec. 3 we treat the case of classical "mesic 
forces" and give a hierarchy of equations for the 
different reduced densities. Section 4 is devoted to 
electromagnetic interactions which are formally con
sidered from the field point of view on the one hand, 
and from the Rohrlich equations on the other hand. 
In Sec. 5 we rederive some well-known kinetic equa
tions. 

Applications of the present formalism are to be given 
in Paper III, where, for example, kinetic equations 
including radiation effects are given. 

Finally, let us emphasize that the results obtained 
in this paper are merely plaUSible results and will 
remain so until a completely satisfactory relativistic 
dynamics is found.s Although the research of a 
nonquantal relativistic statistical mechanics be in
teresting on merely theoretical grounds, although it 
may be useful in plasma physics (for instance, radia
tion effects for frequencies below the far infrared can 
be treated in a nonquantal framework), we believe 
that a fully satisfactory theory may be found in the 
only well-studied relativistic dynamics, i.e., in quantum 
electrodynamics. 

Notations and Conventions 

Throughout this paper, we adopt the notations 
and conventions used in Paper I. Let us recall, however, 
that we use the metric + - - - and a system of 
units where the speed of light is equal to one. 

2. A ONE-PARTICLE PROBLEM 

In this section we treat the statistical problem of a 
charged particle embedded in an external force field. 
Its equations of motion thus are the Lorentz-Dirac 
equations. Hence we generalize relativistic kinetic 
theories so as to include radiation phenomena. We 
show, in another section, that the generalization to 
many-interacting particle systems is straightforward. 

A. Basic Equations and Definitions. 

As is well known (see, e.g., Paper I), the equations of 
motion of a charged particle immersed in an external 
force field FI'(x., u.) and taking radiation reaction 
into account, are9 

m.2.- = FI'(x u) + 2 e2 ~ + .2.- . ~ . ~ d2 I' {d3 I' d2 • d2 d I'} 
dT2 • '. ;r dT3 dT2 dT2 dT' 

(2.1) 

where m is the renormalized mass of the particle. 

8 The same "plausible" character occurs also in other theories such 
as the one developed by the Brussels school (see Paper J, Ref. 10). 

• Or equivalently, .. , interacting with its self-field and after a 
mass renorrnalization .... 

To Eq. (1) we must add the asymptotic conditions 

lim yl'(T) = 0, (2.2) 
r-fo±oo 

where we have set 
yl' = d2xl'/dT2 

(in what follows we also use the notation ul' = 
dXI'/dT). 

The fact that Eq. (2.1) is a third-order differential 
equation implies that the general solution depends on 
three arbitrary constants: x~, u~, and y~. Condition 
(2.2) ensures that only physical solutions of Eq. (2.1) 
are kept among the three possible classes of solutions. 
Hence there is no runaway solution. 

Let us now consider the statistical problems: The 
initial data of the particle are distributed with a given 
density of probability. From the third-order character 
of Eq. (2.1) follows the nature of the flo-phase space 
of the particle: it is twelve dimensional. Indeed we 
have 

(2.3) 

where .M,4 is the Minkowski space-time, U4 is the 4-
velocity space and y4 the 4-acceleration space. It 
should be noted that we have considered a flat 
flo-space which contains the actual curved flo-space, 
which is a lO-dimensional space. Indeed we must bear 
in mind the two following relations: 

ul'UI' = 1, 

ul'yl' = 0, 
(2.4) 

which restrict the dimensionality of flo. Definition (2.3) 
is used only for the sake of simplicity and we also 
impose conditions (2.4). Taking into account this 
new dimensionality (12) of flo-space, the microscopic 
random density is defined as being 

R(x., u., y.; T) = b[x. - X.(T, xg, ug, yg)] 

® b[u. - U.(T, xg, ug, y~)] 

® bey. - y.(T, xg, ug, yg)]. (2.5) 

This density is obviously normalized by 

L R dflo = 1. (2.6) 

By taking the average value of R over the initial data 
of the particle, we determine a generalized distri
bution function 

D(xl' ul' yl'. T) = 1 R(xl' uP yP T' xP uP yP) , , , , , , , 0' 0' 0 
I" 

X Do(x~, ug, yg) dfLo, (2.7) 

where we have made the initial data apparent in the 
argument of R. However, the situation is not so 
simple as the one indicated in Eq. (2.7). Indeed, we 
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must take the asymptotic condition (2.2) into account. 
This condition implies that the only physically 
admissible generalized distribution function D should 
satisfy 

lim D(x", u", y"; T) = <P(x", u") @ b(y"), (2.8) 
1-++00 

which, of course, expresses the fact that, at infinity, 
the acceleration is well determined to the value zero. 
There is another interesting consequence of Eq. (2.2). 
It reads 

lim y"(-T; x~, u~, y~) = 0 
T-oo 

or 

y"e + 00, x~ , u~ , y~) = 0 (2.9) 

and allows the determination of y~ provided the 
Jacobian 

(2.10) 

is different from zero for all (x~, u~). Note that in 
Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) we have only considered the limit 
T -+ + 00, for we are mainly interested in prediction 
problems not also in retrodiction problems. 

The existence of solutions of the Lorentz-Dirac 
equations satisfying the asymptotic conditions has 
been proved by Hale and Stokes1o for large classes 
of external forces.u Unfortunately they have not 
proved their uniqueness, which property would 
ensure that the Jacobian (2.10) would be nonvanishing. 
In the following, we assume that the external force 
field P is such that the Jacobian (2.10) is non
vanishing. 

Conditions (2.9) and (2.10) show that the average 
(2.7) is incorrect and Do(x~ , u~ , y~) necessarily includes 
a factor b<y~ - y~(x~ , u~». 

Consequently, instead of Eq. (2.7) we should 
write 

D(x", u", y"; T) 

=f d4xo d4uoR1(x", u", y", T; x~, u~)Do(x~, u~), 
.A(,' x u' 

(2.11) 

where the Do occurring in Eq. (2.11) is the same as 
the one used in Sec. 2 of Paper l. 

Exactly as in Paper I, we can introduce a proper 
time-independent density X(xv, uv , Yv) through 

X(xv' Uv' Yv) = l+oooodTD(Xv, Uv' Yv;T) (2.12) 

and a current in the generalized JL-space (2.3) as 

j-'1.(XB) = X(XB)'Y)A(XB)' A = 1, ... ,12, (2.13) 

10 J. K. Hale and A. P. Stokes, J. Math. Phys. 3, 70 (1962). 
11 This, for usual initial data (x~ , u~). 

where we have set 

and 
'Y)A = xA. (2.14) 

In the new JL-space X(xA ) is normalized by 

f Xexn)'Y)AeXB) dSA = 1, 
SelL 

(2.15) 

where S is an arbitrary ll-dimensional surface in 
JL-space which is crossed by all possible world lines 
solutions of the equations of motion. With the usual 
choice of coordinates (x v' U v ' Yv) and by making 
apparent12 in Eq. (2.15) the constraints (2.4), the 
normalization integral reduces to 

L 
X( ) ,. d~ d3u d3y + xv,uv,yv u "'"',.'-0-0 =1, (2.16) 

I:XV xn u u 

where we have set ~ equal to the arbitrary spacelike 
three-surface; V+ equal to the velocity three-space: 
u"u,. = + I, UO > 0; n equal to the acceleration 
space like three-plane: u"y,. = O. The arbitrariness of 
S (or ~) implies the integrability condition 

V A{X(xn)'Y)A} = 0, (2.17) 

which is nothing but the continuity equation in JL
space. 

B. The Generalized Liouville Equation 

We are now able to derive an equation for D(XB , T). 
To this end we first derive an equation for the random 
density R(XB ,T). First we start from the continuity 
equation in JL-space: 

a a 
;- R(XB' T) + a,. { U"R(XB, T)} + - {y"R(XB' T)} 
UT au" 

+ a~" {y"R(XB,T)} = o. (2.18) 

Next, taking the equations of motion (2.1) into 
account and remarking that the independent variables 
are (xv, uv , Yv), we obtain 

a a 
;- R(XB' T) + u"a,.R(XB' T) + y,. - R(XB' T) 
UT au" 

+ {<my" - P(xv' uv» 2!2 - yPypu,.} a~" R(XB' T) 

6m + -2 R(XB, T) = 0, (2.19) 
e 

where we have used the relation u"y,.R = 0 occurring 
because of the b factors included in R and due to the 
fact that y"(T) UjL(T) = 0 as follows trivially from Eq. 
(2.1). 

12 In fact, S is actually a nine-dimensional surface because of the 
constraints (2.4). 
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The equation for D is obtained by averaging Eq. 
(2.19), and we get the very similar equation 

a ,a 
. - D + u"a D + y"- D 

aT Il au" 

+ (myll - P) - - yPYpu" - D + - D = O. { 
3 } a 6m 

2e2 oyll e2 

(2.20) 

Integrating now this last equation over T, we obtain 
an equation for .N': 

a 
u"o .N' + I'" - .N' 

Il au" 

+ {(myll _ P) l... _ yPypu"} ~.N' + 6m .N' = 0, 
2e2 oyll e2 

(2.21) 

which could as well have been derived from Eq. (2.1) 
and the continuity equation (2.17). 

C. Remarks and Discussion 

(1) Equations (2.20) or (2.21) have been called 
"Liouville equations" because they are equivalent both 
to the continuity equations in jJ.-space and to the equa
tions of motion. In fact, we no longer have a Liouville 
theorem due to 

or"jaYIl :;6 O. 

Consequently, the jJ.-phase space volume element is 
not conserved during the motion. This can be roughly 
shown by rewriting Eq. (2.20) under the form 

(dDjdT) + (6mje2)D = 0, 

which implies 

D(T),....,exp [-(6mje2)T]' D(O); 
and since 

D(T)!5jJ.(T) = D(O)!5jJ.(O)<=>!£ {D(T)!5jJ.(T)} = 0 
dT 

(conservation of the number of particles), it follows 
that 

!5jJ.(T)"""" exp [+(6mje2)T] . !5jJ.(0). 

Hence, the jJ.-space volume element increases ex
ponentially with "time." This renders troublesome 
the definition of equilibrium. 

(2) It is easy to verify that the solution of Eq. (2.20) 
satisfying the asymptotic conditions (2.2) in the 
absence of external force field is 

D(X", Ull, 1'''; T) = f(xll , u", T) @ 15 (I'") , 

wheref(xll , Ull, T) is given by 

I(x", u", T) = (!5[xll - X"(T)] @ !5[u" - UIl(T)]) 

= (!5(x" - xg - UgT) @ !5(u" - ug» (2.22) 

and represents what we called D1(xll , Ull; T) in Paper 
I. 

(3) The passage from Eq. (2.20) to Eq. (2.21) has 
eliminated the term (a/aT)D. However, when an 
initial-value problem is dealt with, Eq. (2.21) involves 
a source term and reads 

a 
u"a".N'(XB) + I'" - .N'(XB) 

au" 

+ {(my" - P)l... - yPypu"} ~.N'(XB) + 6m.N' 
2e2 ay" e2 

= Do(X", u") @ !5(y" - y~(U", X"». (2.23) 

(4) In fact, statistical mechanics derived from the 
Lorentz-Dirac equations are not completely satis
factory as far as Lorentz-Dirac equations are not 
the equations of motion for the particle. The correct 
equations of motion are, as remarked by Rohrlich, 
equivalent to both Lorentz-Dirac equations and the 
asymptotic conditions, which prevent the possibility 
of runaway solutions. In our model, we must impose 
the asymptotic conditions to the various densities 
involving acceleration variables. Had we used the 
correct equation of motion ,6 

my"(T) = LX) K/(T + otTO) exp [-ot] dot, (2.24) 

(2.25) 

the situation would have been much more compli
cated. Indeed, the highly nonloeal character of Eq. 
(2.1) shows that the jJ.-space which should be used is 
an infinite dimensional space 

CI) 

il = .M,4 X U4 X X yCn)4, (2.26) 
i=l 

where yCn)4 is the four-dimensional space of the nth 
derivatives of I'". In this jJ.-space the continuity equa
tion would formally read 

~ D + ullollD +.f ~n) {ypCn+ll D} = 0, (2.27) 
aT n=-l Gyp 

where D is a pseudo-density on this jJ.-space, which is of 
the same nature as the one considered when dealing 
with field oscillators. In Eq. (2.27) the various 
y,,(n) (n ~ 1) can be obtained, at least in principle, 
from the equations of motion (2.24), (2.25) or from 
Eq. (2.1). Besides the mathematical difficulties raised 
by Eq. (2.27), the variables y"(n) are interrelated by 
means of the constraints obtained by derivations of 
UIlUIl = + I, in such a way that the situation becomes 
rather involved. These are the reasons why it is 
preferable to start directly from the Lorentz-Dirac 
equations and next to impose the asymptotic condition 
(2.8) to the densities. 
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(5) It is interesting to compare the theory presented 
here with the results obtained by Henin,13 who 
dealt with a similar problem. Henin's approach con
sists in writing a Liouville equation for a pseudo
density involving both particle and field variables and 
giving a perturbative treatment. 

(a) Our approach is manifestly covariant while 
the transformation properties of Henin's are not 
completely clear and need a special (and not given) 
proof. 

(b) We have dealt only with particle variables so 
that our density has a well-defined meaning. Another 
consequence is that we have no problem of choosing 
a gauge. 

(c) The Lorentz-Dirac equations include only 
a finite mass and hence our theory is renormalized 
ab initio. On the contrary, Henin's theory is not free 
from self-energy infinities and the renormalization 
procedure effected on the terms of the perturbative 
developments of the pseudo-density is much more 
complicated. Furthermore, Lorentz-Dirac equations 
have to be derived in her approach. 

(d) As we see in what follows, a manifestly 
covariant perturbation expansion of Eqs. (2.20) and 
(2.21) can be obtained, while in Henin's work, it is 
not so. Accordingly we are able to derive easily 
covariant kinetic equations taking radiation phenom
ena into account while Henin's methods give rise 
to rather lengthy calculations. 

(6) The distribution functions D(XB' T) or .N'(XB) 
contain the effects of radiation in their 1'1' dependence. 
This is particularly interesting since the use of the field 
oscillators is avoided. Let us give several examples of 
radiation quantities6.14: 

dpl'/dT = ie2y'Y.ul' (momentum energy of the 
radiation emitted per unit 
proper time), (2.28) 

F:~d = -ie{ ul'·yv - u'jiIl} (radiation field), (2.29) 

F:~dC() = (e/R3){(Xl'y' - XVyl')R - (Xl'u' - X'ul')Q}, 

(2.30) 
with 

XI' = xl'- zl', 

R=Xl'ul" 

Q = Xl'yl' , 

zl' is the position of the particle, and xl' is the event 
where the field is observed. F~;doo is the far field 
[see Ref. 14, p. 168, Eq. (5-8)]. An alternative form is 

13 F. Henin, Physica 29,1233 (1963). 
14 A. O. Barut, Electrodynamics and Classical Theory of Fields 

and Particles (The Macmillan Company, New York, 1964). 

given by Rohrlich.6 In fact, it is rather Eq. (2.30) 
which is at the basis of all radiation quantities. By 
applying the methods given in Paper I we are able to 
compute the average radiation quantities. However, 
it must be remarked that all radiation quantities can
not be obtained from only the distribution function. 

For instance, it is well known in the nonrelativistic 
case that the spectral density of radiation is connected 
to the Fourier transform of the second-order momen
tum of the stochastic process y(t)15 

lew, t) "" f ei(JlT(y(t) . yet + T» dT 

[of course I( w, t) does not depend on t in the case of a 
stationary process]. This last relation involves the 
knowledge of the joint probability that the particle 
be in the state (x, v, y) at time t and be in the state 
(x', v', y') at time t + T. 

In the relativistic case, we need a similar density of 
probability, say 

W2(XB' T; XB + YB, T + 0) 

= (R(XB' T) ® R(XB + YB' T + 0», (2.31) 

where the angular brackets denote an average over the 
initial data. The preceding density W2 must satisfy 
the relations 

- W2(XB, T; XB + YB' T + 0) = 0 

Vyl' $ r+(xl') (causality), (2.32) 

-lim W2(XB' T; XB + YB, T + 0) 
8-+0 

= D(XB' T)~(YB)' (2.33) 

-L. W2(XB, T; XB + YB' T + 0) d"'(YB) = D(XB' T). 

(2.34) 
We return to these questions later.16 

(7) Another feature of the theory is that kinetic 
equations including radiation effects are obtained 
without difficulty: in order to recover a usual distri
bution function/(xl', ul'; T) it is sufficient to integrate 
D(XB' T) over the acceleration variables. This is 
done in a following paragraph. 

(8) Finally, let us also note that the introduction of 
interaction is not extremely difficult when one con
siders the external force field as given by the action of 
the other particles. 

15 It is often considered that the brackets below have the meaning 
of a time average. This is, however, neither completely general nor 
completely exact (see the brief discussion at the end of this section). 

16 It is clear that if we want to know something about higher-order 
moments of the radiation field, then it is necessary to have more 
general densities, say W ... 
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D. Kinetic Equations and Perturbation Expansion 

In order to obtain a kinetic equation for the reduced 
(and usua1)17 distribution function 

f(xll , UIl; T) == P D(xll , ull ' Yll; T) 
deC 

= J d4yD(xll , UIl' YIl;T), (2.35) 

a first idea would consist in using Zwanzig's tech
niques.ls However, the operator P is not a projector 
so that they cannot be easily applied (P2 = 00 !). 
Consequently we start directly from Eq. (2.20) and 
integrate it over the acceleration variables. We get 

o 
- f(xv, Uv; T) + ullollf(xv, Uv; T) 
OT 

. 0 r + oull J d4y' yIlD(x., UV' Yv; T) = 0, (2.36) 

where the term (O/oyll)yj)xv, Uv ' Yv;T) goes to zero 
if we assume a sufficiently decreasing behavior of D at 
infinity in the yll variables (i.e., in the three-plane 
IT). At first sight Eq. (2.36) seems to be very strange 
since the external force field has disappeared. In fact 
it is implicitly contained in D. Let us now give a 
perturbative treatment of Eq. (2.36). To this end, use 
is made of the perturbation expansion of the solution 
of the Lorentz-Dirac equation, as given by Rohrlich.6 

To the order zero in TO, where radiation reaction is 
completely neglected, we have Fil = myll, and hence, 
at zeroth order f is given by the solution of the usual 
equation 

~f(O)(x U' T) + ullo f(O)(x U' T) OT v' v' /J v' v' 

+ 0~1l {: (x", uV)f(O)(xV, U
V
)} = 0, (2.37) 

which reduces to a true Liouville equation when the 
external force field is "conservative": 

(%ull)P(XV, UV) = 0, 

which case occurs with electromagnetic forces. 
For the sake of simplicity, the next order (order one 

in TO) is studied in the case of an external electro
magnetic force field: 

FIl(XV, UV) = eFIlV(xp)uv' 

According to Rohrlich [Ref. 6, Eq. (6-91)] at order 
one in TO , myll can be approximated byl9: 

myll[l] = FIl(xv' uv) + TO{:T FIl(XV, UV) + mypypUllr], 

(2.38) 
17 In Paper I, we used D(xll , ull ; T) instead of l(xll , ull ; T). 
18 R. Zwanzig, in 1960 Boulder Summer School (Interscience 

Publishers, Inc., New York, 1961), Vol. 3. 
18 yll[n1 denotes the nth-order approximation, while yll(") is the 

nth derivative ofyll. 

which can be rewritten as 

myll[l] = FIl(XV, UV) + To{UPOpF"(XV, UV) 

o }[O] + yP ouP FIl(XV, UV) + myPYpull . 

In the case of an electromagnetic force field, this last 
equation reads 

my,,[l] = eFIlV(xp)uv + To{euvuPopPV(xp) 

+ ey~O]PP(xa) + myP[O]y~O]u"} 
= eFllv. u + T eu uPo FIlV + - uVF . F"P 

{ 
e2 

v 0 v p pv 
m 

e
2 

} + m uaufJullpa. F pfJ · (2.39) 

Taking into account the fact that 0IlPv = ° (the 
external force field is a free field),20 one finds easily 

so that the kinetic equation looked for is 

where yll[l]' denotes the part of yll[1] which is actually 
proportional to TO' The right-hand side of Eq. (2.41) 
involves flO] and notfll] since we are dealing with order 
one in TO' However, we could perfectly replace flO] 
by f[1] in Eq. (2.41) since in doing it we should add 
term of order T~ and hence negligible terms. 

E. Remarks 

(1) In deriving Eq. (41) it could be argued that we 
have done an approximation on the variables yll 
and that does not make sense. This procedure can, 
however, be justified with the help of the random 
density R(x v , u., Yv; T). It is sufficient to note that 

y"R(xv, Uv, Yv; T) = yll(T) R(xv, uv, rv; T) 

because of the <5 factors occurring in the definition of 
R. Next, we may write: y,,[n]( T) = y,,[n] [xv( T), uv( T)] 
and use again the <5 factors included in R. Finally, 
Eq. (2.41) follows after taking the average value 
in the equations obtained for R[l] and R[O]. 

.0 This assumption is not necessary. It only allows us to drop a 
term in Eq. (2.40). 
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(2) We want to emphasize that the expansion given 
above is a series in powers of TO and not of e2• Because 
of the occurrence in the relativistic framework of a 
new universal constant (i.e., the velocity of light), 
it is clear that we have a new expansion parameter at 
our disposal. 

(3) We could perfectly obtain other kinetic equa
tions valid at higher orders in TO' However, according 
to Rohrlich,6 it is "empirically well-known that only 
the first order in TO is physically significant." 

F. Use of Another IL-Space 

We have already seen that, when neglecting radia
tion effects, the usual relativistic kinetic equation for 
f(x., u.; T) is recovered. However, it would be 
interesting to obtain a rigorous equation resembling 
the usual one but having a second member involv
ing TO so that the "no-radiation approximation" 
would be recovered simply by setting TO = O. To do 
so we use a modified formalism which is based on an 
alternative form of the Lorentz-Dirac equation. 

It can be rewritten as14 

mY"(T) = P(x., u.) + mTo~Il·(Up)Y.(T), (2.42) 

where ~Il'(up) has been defined in Paper I. This expres
sion shows that y" depends linearly on y", the converse 
property being not true as shown by Eq. (2.1): 

y"(T) = T01{yll(T) - :} - yP(T), yp(T)U". (2.43) 

Equations (2.42) and (2.43) indicate that we have the 
possibility of using either (x., uv, y.) or (xv, uv, Yv) 
as independent variables. As a consequence, we define 
another j.L-space: 

p. = .M.,4 X U' X y4 (2.44) 

and hence a new random density 

R(xv, uv, Yv; T) = b[x. - Xv(T») ® b[u. - U.(T») 

® b[yv - Yv(T»). (2.45~ 

In this new j.L-space, let us start again from the 
continuity equation: 

~R + 01l{u"R} + ~ {yll(X., Uv' Yv)R} 
OT OU" 

+ O~1l {y"(x., u., y.)R} = O. (2.46) 

In Eq. (2.46), y" is to be replaced by its expression 
(2.42) while y" is obtained by deriving Eq. (2.43) and 
taking Eq. (2.42) into account. Of course, a similar 
equation may be obtained for 

D(x., uv, y.; T) = (R(x., u., y.; T». (2.47) 

Explicitly, it reads 

~ D + ullo D + P ~ D 
OT Il m OU" 

+ TO {O~1l [~IlV(Up)YvD)} + O~1l {VD} = O. (2.48) 

Integrating Eq. (2.48) over the variables yll and under 
the assumption that D vanishes sufficiently rapidly 
at infinity (in these variables), we obtain a rigorous 
eq uation satisfied by f(xv , Uv ; T), 21 

o P 0 
OT! + UIlOIl! + m oull ! 

= - TO O~1l {~IlV(Up) I d4y . y.L>}. (2.49) 

This equation has the required form we were looking 
for.22 In order to obtain a kinetic equation at order 
one in TO, it is sufficient to replace Yv by y~Ol and use the 
same techniques as those used above. As a consequence 
we reobtain the kinetic equation (2.41). One easily 
verifies that setting TO = 0 in Eq. (2.49) yields the 
"no-radiation approximation." 

G. Transport Equations 

(1) Let us now integrate the (rigorous) equation 
(2.36) over the proper time and 4-velocity variables. 
Due to the vanishing of D (or Jf) at infinity in the 
velocity space, we get 

Oil II dT d4u!(xv, uv; T)U Il = Oil I d,uJf(xv, Uv)U" 

= 01lj"(XV ) = 0, (2.50) 

i.e., the conservation of the numerical current of 
particles, as expected. The same result can be obtained 
from Eq. (2.49) as well. 

(2) Multiplying Eq. (2.36) by Uu and integrating 
again over both the 4-velocity and the proper time 
variables, we obtain the transport equation for the 
energy and momentum: 

Oil r u"u"'Jf(xp, up) d4u 
Ju' -i d4u d4y . y"'Jf(xp, uP' yp) = O. (2.51) 

y'xu' 
The first term of this last equation is the divergence 
of the momentum-energy tensor of the particles while 
the second term contains the effects of the external 
field of force and of the radiation. To the zeroth 
order in TO Eq. (2.51) reduces to the usual equation 

0IlTIlV(X",) = (ejm)P·(x",)· j.(x",). (2.52) 

21 Indeed we have J d,y . D = J d,y . D = f. 
22 We have agair. assumed that (%ull)F" = O. 
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To the first order in TO' we obtain [from Eq. (2.41)]: 

o/lP'V(xp) - (ejm)PV(xp) . o.(xp) 
, 2 

= TO {eoppfJ. TG +!!... pP. FfJp' r 
m m 

(2.53) 

where the bar over upu).ult indicates a "local average" 
over u. Expression (2.53) shows clearly that in addition 
to the conventional terms (left-hand side) an extra 
term representing the force density due to the radiation 
reaction, should be added. Of course, Eq. (2.53) could 
have been obtained from Eq. (2.49). 

(3) As is well known, the frequency distribution 
in a given direction is closely related to the correlation 
function of the radiation field through its Fourier 
transform. In fact, all observable spectra can be de
rived from this "basic" spectrum: 

. lex, t; w, k) '" f ei CJ)T-k7{ (E+(x, t) • E-(x + y, t + T» 

- (E+(x, t»(E-(x + y, t + T»} dT daY (2.54) 

(where the ( ) denotes an ensemble average). In Eq. 
(2.54) E± symbolizes the positive or negative fre
quency part of E. 

For instance, it is usually stated that the observable 
spectrum is obtained from the above one (see, e.g., 
Ref. 23) by averaging over t and x: 

Iobs(w, k) lim _1_ [ dax [T dt/(x, t; w, k); 
V-+oo,T-+oo VT Jv Jo 

(2.55) 

of course, Eqs. (2.54) and (2.55) are equivalent when 
the stochastic process E(x, t) is stationary and 
homogeneous. 

However, there exists an infinity of possible 
averaging operations, the one chosen depending on 
the experiment under consideration. This shows that 
it is rather expression (2.54) which is basic. 

Furthermore, it is rather definition (2.54) which is 
useful in order to derive a transport equation for 
radiation phenomena, and hence to find emission and 
absorption coefficients. 

In the relativistic case, it has been shown that the 
"intensity" I has no invariant (or covariant) mean
ing.24 Despite this slight trouble, it is possible, 
however, to derive a transport equation for the 
quantity from which a spectral distribution can be 

23 J. D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics (John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., New York, 1962). 

•• J. L. Synge, The Relativistic Gas (North-Holland Publishing 
Company, Amsterdam, 1957). 

derived in every GaIiIean frame, say, the correlation 
tensor of the radiation field 

(F/lIVl(Xp) . Flt2V,(Xp + Yp». 

In fact, as pointed out by Marshall,26 it is not this 
quantity which is of interest for the momentum
energy spectrum; it is rather a contraction of this 
tensor. This contracted correlation tensor is25 

r/lvCxp, xI' + Yp) = (Fl'ixp)F~(xp + Yp» 

- igl'v(pfJ(xp)F"p(xp + Yp» (2.56) 

and the spectrum can be derived from r /lV (see Ref. 
25). Therefore, we shall derive (in Paper III) trans
port equations for r /lV or rather for 

K/lv(xp, kp) = f exp {ikIlY/l} x r/lv(xp, xp + Yp) d4y· 

(2.57) 
The radiation field is given by (Ref. 14, p. 171) 

F 2 {/l'V V'/l} rad = ae u y - U Y , (2.58) 

while the far field, which is of special interest in view 
of applications, is given by Eq. (2.30), so that its 
various transport properties will be obtained easily 
(at least in principle) from the distribution fj [or 
D in condition to express ylt in term of y/l in Eq. 
(2.58)] and from distributions Wno similar to W2 • 

H. A Remark on Irreversibility 

The fact that radiation is emitted in an irreversible 
way and more particularly the fact that it implies the 
use of retarded actions, has led a number of physi
cists26 to state a "postulate of equivalence of re
tarded actions and Carnot principle." Since the theory 
developed here contains all the effects of the irrevers
ible emission of radiation, it would be interesting to 
study whether this conjecture is verified or not. 

To this end, we have to calculate the entropy 4-
current of the system, and if the above conjecture is 
verified we must have 

(2.59) 

which expresses (as shown in Paper I) the increase of 
entropy and hence (in a sense) irreversibility. 

Let us start again from Eq. (2.40) and multiply it 
by log .N'(xp' up)' After an integration over the 
velocity variables, we get 

o/l f .N'(xp, up) log .N'(xp, Up)u/l d4u = O/lSI'(xp) = 0 

(2.60) 

(where we have assumed that the electromagnetic 

25 T. W. Marshall, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 61, 537 (1965). 
26 O. Costa de Beauregard, La theorie synthetique de /a relativifl! 

et desquantas (Gauthiers-Villars, Paris, 1957), Chap. 13. 
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field is weak, i.e., IF @ FI « IFI), which shows that 
the total entropy of the system remains constant 
with or without radiation emission. Therefore the 
system seems to have a reversible behavior and this 
is certainly in agreement with the symmetry properties 
of the subjacent dynamics (see Ref. 6, p. 245). In 
other words, the gas radiates without loss of entropy: 
radiation is emitted adiabatically.27 Let us also 
remark that the same result would not have been ob
tained by using the entropy defined by .N'(xp, up, Yp) 
instead of the one derived from .N'(xp, up) and using 
the exact Eq. (2.21). 

In fact, these curious properties do not prove that 
the above conjecture is false, especially because of the 
too simple character of the model (noninteracting28 

charged particles !). 
The problem should be reconsidered in a more 

involved context. 

3. KUMONTOVICH IDERARCHY FOR 
SCALAR INTERACTIONS 

In this section we deal with a many-particle system 
whose interactions occur through a scalar field. 
Such a system is not of mere academic interest since 
it is sometimes considered as describing neutron 
stars29 as far as quantum effects are not concerned. 
We give a hierarchy of equations for the successive 
reduced distribution functions D1 , D2 , ••• introduced 
in Part I. We use the most elegant method due to 
Klimontovich,30 which is generalized in the follow
ing sense: (1) it deals with scalar interactions; (2) 
it is renormalized; (3) the densities used are the 
proper time dependent densities Dk rather than .N' k • 

In this section "radiation" effects (i.e., emission of 
mesons) are neglected since they are out of the scope 
of a classical (i.e., nonquantal) theory. We first 
derive an unrenormalized hierarchy and next show 
how the renormalization procedure may be intro
duced. 

We mainly deal with the action-at-a-distance point 
of view although we always have an eye on the field 
viewpoint. 31 

., E. G. Harris and A. Simon [Phys. Fluids 3, 255 (1960») give a 
similar result. 

2. If we consider collective interactions, we would no longer have 
OIlFllv = 0 but rather 0IlFllv = jV. As a consequence we would find 
allsll> O. In the same way, if the external field FIlV is not a free field, 
we also have this irreversible behavior, provided the field is weak. 

2. G. Szamosi in "Varenna Summer School: High Energy 
Astrophysics" (1965) (to be published) and references quoted therein. 

30 Yu. L. Klimontovich, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 33, 982 (1957); 
34,173 (1958). [English trans!.: Soviet Phys.-JETP 6, 753'; 7,119 
(1958).) 

31 In the following when employing the word "field" in dealing 
with the action-at-a-distance point of view, it will be intended that 
the "field" is nothing but a complicated expression involving only 
partic;\e variables which may be identified with the field in the field 
viewpoint. 

A. Unrenormalized Hierarchy 

The one-particle random density 

i=N 

R1(xv, uv; T) = I b[xv - Xv;(T)] @ b[uv - Uv,(T)] 
i=1 

(3.1) 

satisfies the following continuity equation in flo-space: 

(3.2) 

Using the equations of motion of the particles (see 
Paper I): 

(3.3) 

where mo is the bare mass, A the coupling constant 
and cP the total scalar fieidsl due to the system: 
6.IlV h~s been defined in Paper I. Equation (3.2) can 
be rewritten as 

a A a 
- R + u"o R + - - {6. IlV(u ) . a A.. • R } = o. :l I I' 1 :l Il P v,/, I 
uT mo uU 

(3.4) 

Note that we have typically a "nonconservative" force; 
i.e., (%ul<) Ell ¥= o. 

[Let us remark that moul< is not the variable canoni
cally conjugated to xl<; it is rather pI< = (mo + AcP)UI<. 
Had we used X" and pI' as independent variables and a 
random density RI , we should have found an equation 
which would have read 

because of the formally Hamiltonian character of this 
equation of motion (see Paper I). This equation may be 
considered as the expression of a relativistic Liouville 
theorem. With the choice of (x", ull) as independent 
variables, Eq. (3.4) is equivalent to 

dRI/dT = _l.. uVovcP . RI ¥= 0 (3.4") 
mo 

and hence this "Liouville property" is no longer valid.] 
To Eq. (3.4) we must add the equation satisfied by 

the "field" cP; for instance, 

o cP + M~cP = A J J RI(xO , u~; T') d4u' dT'. (3.5) 

Then using the solution of Eq. (3.5) given in Paper I 
(with cPin = 0 since we are dealing with action at a 
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distance) and substituting in Eq. (3.4), we find 
a 

- R1(xv, uv; T) + u/lo/lRixv' uv; T) aT 
;'2 a {A/lV( )fd1d 'd 'R(' "') = - moou/l U Up T 4X 4U IXv,Uv,T 

X R1(xv, Uv; T)Ov~(Xp - X~)}, (3.6) 

where ~(xp) is an appropriate32 Green function of 
Eq. (3.5). 

This equation is the fundamental equation generat
ing the relativistic hierarchy for the reduced densities. 
It is an exact and rigorous equation: no approxima
tion has been used in its derivation. 

Let us now proceed with the derivation of this 
hierarchy. We first recall that both sides of Eq. (3.6) 
are random because of the random character of R1 ; 

RI is random because of the random character of the 
trajectories or of the (unknown) "initial data" (see 
the discussion given in Paper I). Assuming33 now the 
existence of an averaging operation denoted < ), let 
us average both sides of Eq. (3.6). We get 

a 
- D1(xv, uv; T) + u/l0/lD1(xv, uv; T) aT 

;'2 a { f = - - - ~/lV(up) dT' d4x' d4U'Ov~(Xp - x~) 
moou/l 

X [(N - 1)D2(x v , uv ; T; x~, u~, T') 

(3.7) 

In the derivation of Eq. (3.7) use has been made of the 
following relationsl : 

<R1 ) = ND1 , 

<R1 @ RI )= N(N - 1)D2 + NP2' 

As we see in a following paragraph P2 represents 
nothing but a self-action term. In what follows we 
assume that N» 1, which only slightly simplifies 
the equations obtained. The second equations of 
the hierarchy (Le., the equation connecting D2 
with higher-order distributions) may be obtained 
by two different ways. First we may use again Eq. 
(3.6) by multiplying it by RI (x~ , u:; T") and taking the 
average value. Second, we may obtain an equation for 
R2 directly [it is very similar to Eq. (3.6)] and take 
again the average value. In both cases the same result 
is found (as expected). Using, for instance, the first 

32 At this stage there is no particular need to specify Do more 
precisely. 

33 This assumption is in fact very weak. It is similar to the basic 
statistical assumption (existence of an initial distribution) of 
classical statistical mechanics. What we actually assume are some 
simple mathematical properties like: 

~/l< ) = <~/l), f< ) = <f), etc. 

procedure, we find 

~ [N 2D2(xV' uv , T; x~, u~, T')] aT 
+ u/l0/l[N2 D2(xv, uv, T; x~, u~, T')] 

+ ~ [NP2(xv , uV ' T; x~, u~, T')] aT 
+ u/l0/l[NP2(xv, uv , T; x~, U;, T')] 

+ .£ ~ {~/lV(U )fdT" d X" d u"o ~(x - x") :lU P 4 4 v P p 
mo uu 

[N3D ( " , . " " ") X 3 x p' up, T; xp' up, T , xp' tip, T 

+ N Ul' W2( " , {" " "}) 
oJ 3 X p' Up' T; Xp' Up, T; Xp' Up, T 

+ NP3(XP,Up'T;X~'LI~'T';X;,U;'T")]} =0. (3.8) 

In the same way D2 satisfies another equation in the 
primed variables. In Eq. (3.8) the symbol :r means 
a sum over the permutations of the sets of variables 
(xp, up, T). The term between the brackets [ ] under the 
sign integral occurs because of the decomposition: 

L = L + L + L + L + L (3.9) 
i,i,k alldi~e~ent U=i);Ck U=k,;ci {j=k);ci 

each term of this last equality giving rise to D 3 , 

:rW:, P3 , respectively, after the averaging process.34 

In fact, the two equations verified by D2 are not 
sufficient to determine DI especially because Eq. (3.7) 
involves the knowledge of P2 • Therefore, we have to 
derive the two equations verified by P2 : They are very 
similar and obtained from each other simply by ex
changing the primed and unprimed variables. 

An equation for P2 is easily obtained by passing 
through the intermediate step of the random density.l 
It is found to be 

a P ( , , ') 
- 2 XP' Up, T; xp, Up, T aT 

+ U/l0/lP2(Xp, up, T; x~, u~, T') 

+ .£ ~ {~/l\'(U )fdT" d x" d u"o ~(x - x") :I/l P 4 4 v P p 
mo uU 
[N W2( . , , '. {" " "}) X 3Xp,Up,T,Xp,Up,T, Xp,Up,T 

+PaCXp,Up'T;X;;U~;T';X;;U;;T")]} =0. (3.10) 

3. The physical interpretation of these densities appears to be 
obvious when coming back to the subjacent random densities. For 
instance, 
W;(X, X'; {X"}) = L o[X - Xlr)] 

i#i 

may be interpreted as follows. It is the probability density that a 
particle be in state X at T and that the same particle undergoes a 
transition to state X' at T' while another particle be in state X* at T H

• 

Of course, the "physical" densities are rather the densities obtained 
after integration over the proper time variables. However, the 
physical interpretation of the latter is quite similar. Furthermore, 
W; satisfies the following consistency relations: 

f W;(X, X'; {X"}) dX" = p.(X, X'), 

fW;(X, X'; {X"}) dX = D.(X', XH). 
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With the help of Eq. (3.10) we can simplify Eq. (3.8) 
further and we get 

~ D2 + u"o"D2 
O'T 

+ W2(" " II. I I I. { })]} - 0 3 xp' Up, 'T , Xp' lip, 'T, Xp' Up, 'T -. 

(3.11) 

For a wide domain of applications the first two equa
tions of the hierarchy are sufficient, although equations 
for D3 , D4 ,'" may also be obtained in the same 
way. Of course, D2 will be determined by Wi itself 
satisfying other equations which may be obtained 
easily. These equations involve higher-order densities 
of the type WI (i,j > 3). 

B. Remarks and Discussion 

Let us now discuss the preceding results. 
(1) The usual BBGKY hierarchy involves only 

densities similar to the Dk'S while the relativistic hier
archy involves much more complicated densities such 
as the Pk or W~. Furthermore the classical hierarchy 
stops at N while the relativistic one is denumerably 
infinite [for orders higher than N, of course, the 
hierarchy does not involve densities such as Dk but 
only Pk and Wi (k, I = ... 00)]. 

(2) The various equations of the relativistic 
hierarchy are by essence nonlocal, contrary to what 
occurs in the classical case [notice the sign sum in 
Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), and (3.10)]. This corresponds to the 
fact that, in the action-at-a-distance formalism, the 
equations of motion are nonlocal. Note that the infinite 
number of equations of the hierarchy is also due to 
this circumstance: the occurrence of the distribution 
Pk , W~ is necessary due to the fact that they describe 
the detailed structure of the system whose knowledge 
is in principle needed to solve the equations of 
motion.1 

(3) So far we have dealt with an action-at-a-distance 
point of view and it would be interesting to obtain 
results in the field viewpoint. In Paper I we noted that 
the statistical problem may be set in different ways. 
We also remarked that the only one which seems to be 
compatible both with the nature of the field equation 
(difficulty of solving the Cauchy problem without an 
extra assumption) and with the requirement of full 
Lorentz invariance (i.e., avoiding the introduction of 
objects extraneous to the geometries of the system and 
of Minkowski space-time) consists in setting the sta-

tistical problem in the following way: the random 
elements which are at our disposal are (a) Rl and 
(b) rpin the incident field appearing when solving the 
Cauchy problem for the field at infinity; i.e., 

+00 

rp(x) = II d4u' d'T'R1(x;, u~; 'T')L1(Xp - x~) 
-00 

+ rpin(Xp), (3.12) 
where rpin is a free field solution. 

In the field point of view, Eq. (3.6) would be 
modified by simply adding a term of the form 

~ {L1"V(u p)OvrpinRl}' 
ou" 

(3.13) 

The relativistic hierarchy would then also imply terms 
like 

(rpin @ ••• @ rpin @ R1 @ ••• @ R1 ) (3.14) 

and would be slightly more complicated. In fact, in 
the field point of view it is even not necessary to 
eliminate35 a part of the field (the one depending on 
the source R1) and we might perfectly deal with the 
total field. In such a case (which is treated as a matter 
of illustration in the case of electromagnetic inter
actions in the next section) the hierarchy involves only 
the "moments": 

(3.15) 

In such a case the hierarchy obtained consists of 
local equations. 

It should be noted that all other possibilities indi
cated in Paper I may also be treated with the same 
methods. 

C. Renormalized Hierarchy 

In the preceding developments we were concerned 
with the unrenormalized equations of motion and the 
subsequent hierarchies. In particular, the bare mass 
mo and the self-fields were dealt with. Let us try to 

_ look at the self-action terms in the various equations 
of the hierarchy. For instance, in Eq. (3.7) P2 was a 
self-action term, i.e., the same particle interacts later 
with itself. In Eq. (3.8), P3 may be interpreted in a 
similar fashion. However, the various terms W: 
cannot be interpreted so easily. In order to show their 
signification let us introduce a "visualization" of the 
various densities by means of diagrams. We denote 
by X the set of variables (xv, uv, 'T). Each set X will be 
represented by a vertex and two solid lines. Hence 
D1(X) or D 2(X, X') will be represented as shown in 

3. If instead of Eq. (3.5) we had a nonlinear or a non-exactly 
solvable equation for the field, this elimination could not be 
performed. 
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)" 

a 

FIG. I. Diagrammatic representation of D,(X), 
(X == {xv, Itv'-;})' 

FIG. 3. Diagrammatic representation of P2(X" X.). 

FIG. 4. Diagrammatic representation of P3(X" X., X.). 

FIG. S. Diagrammatic representation of 
Wl(X" X.; {X.}). 

j---\ FIG. 6. Diagrammatic representation of 
().2/mo)(%u/J){Il,llY f ovA' D.}. 

Figs. 1 and 2. A solid line between two vertices 
indicates that the two vertices refer to the same particle. 
Figures 3 and 4, respectively, represent P2(X, X') 

and P seX, X', X"). With these conventions W:(X, X', 
{X"}) is represented as indicated on Fig. 5. These 
diagrams symbolize in a simple way all possible 
densities. Let us now analyze the last term of Eq. 
(3.7) or (3.8) or of any equation of the hierarchy. 
These terms are characteristic of dynamics and it is 
important to represent them in a suitable way if we 
want to separate the self-action parts. Therefore, 
given two vertices, we represent by a dotted line an 
"interaction" between the vertices. By interaction 
we mean that (a) the first vertex concerns the variables 
involved in the derivations of the first terms of the 

equation [as, for instance (xv, uv, T) with respect to 
which Dl (or D 2) is derived in Eq. (3.7) [or Eq. (3.8)]] 
and (b) the vertex corresponding to the integration 
variables. In Figs. 6 and 7 we show how the two terms 
involving D2 and P2 of Eq. (3.7) are visualized. With 
this method the last terms of Eq. (3.8) may be repre
sented by the sum of the diagrams given in Figs. 
8-12. 

FIG. 7. Diagrammatic representation of 
O."/mo)(%u/J){A/Jv f ovA' p.}. 

FIG. 8. Diagrammatic representation of the 
term involving W:O, 2, (3}). (l,2,3 ....... X" 
X., X 3). 

FIG. 9. Diagrammatic representation of the term 
involving Wf(3, 2; {I}). 

FIG. 10. Diagrammatic representation of the term 
involving Wi(l, 3; {2}). 

) 
• J ..< 

FIG. II. Diagrammatic representations of the term involving p •. 
Note that diagrams (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent. In the same way, 
other terms admit equivalent diagrams which are not represented. 

FIG. 12. Diagrammatic representation 
term involving D •. 
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l 

+ = 0 

FIG. 13. Diagrammatic representation of Eq. (3.7). The term 
that does not include a dotted line now represents {(a/aT]) + 
IIr0l't}D](l). Note that the "dynamical term" contains always one 
more vertex: here, it is labeled 2. 

Notice that only an even number of solid lines 
can pass by one vertex. Note also that this diagram
matic method allows one to write down easily the 
terms corresponding to the "dynamical term" of the 
equation verified by a density of order k: it is sufficient 
to write down (k + 1) vertices and to join them by 
(connected or not) solid lines in all possible different 
ways, the dotted line36 must always link a pair of 
vertices the label of which is chosen once and for all 
(e.g., in Figs. 8-12 only the vertices numbers 1 and 3 
are linked by a dotted line); the choice of other pairs 
corresponds to writing down the other equations 
satisfied by the density of order k. The power of N to 
be put before each term is equal to the number of 
unconnected (by a solid line) solid lines. We have 
symbolized Eq. (3.7) in Fig. 13. 

At this point we want to emphasize strongly that 
these diagrams are not (by definition) representations 
of a perturbation expansion: They are merely a 
helpful tool and, as all diagrams, not indispensable. 
However, they may also be used in a perturbative 
treatment, but at this stage it is not necessary to go 
into all the details. 

Let us now come back to the self-action terms. A 
brief examination of Figs. 6-12 shows that the only 
self-action terms are those represented by Figs. 7, 
10, and 11. It seems therefore that a renormatized 
hierarchy may be obtained by eliminating these 
terms while replacing the bare mass mo by m, 
the observable mass. We verify this property 
below. 

Let us now derive the fundamental equation of the 
renormalized hierarchy. To this end let us consider 
the unrenormalized Eq. (3.6). Its right-hand side 
involves a product RIR~ which corresponds to a 
sum over two indices, each of them running from 1 
to N. This double sum arises from the fact that Eq. 
(3.5) yields the total field acting on the lth particle and 
thus also its self-field. It is well known that the sub-

38 The diagrams presented here have only one dotted line. This 
is due to the fact that in our dynamical model occur only two-body 
forces. 

FIG. 14. Diagrammatic represen
tation of Eq. (3.17). + = 0 

traction of this self-field is equivalent to a mass 
renormalization.37 

Therefore we are led to perform the substitutions 

RIm = ~-R2 =~ 
i,i i:# i 

mo - m 
(bare mass) (observable mass) 

in Eq. (3.6). Hence we obtain 

:1' Rl + UI'0I'Rl 

+.~ ~ {aI'V(Up)jdT' d4x' d4u'ova (xp - X~)R2} = 0, 
moul' 

(3.16) 

which constitutes the fundamental equation generating 
the renormalized hierarchy. Now the first two equa
tions of the renormalized hierarchy are 

- Dl + UI'0I'Dl + - - N aI'V(up) 
o A,2 0 { 

01' m oul' 

and 

X j dT' d4x' d4u'ova(xp - X~)D2} = 0 (3.17) 

+ ~ ~ {aI'V(Up)jdT' d4x' d4u'ova(xp - x~) 
moul' 

X [N Da + WiJ} = 0, (3.18) 

and they are represented by Figs. 14 and 15, respec
tively. The similar second equation verified by D2 is 
obtained by exchanging the labels 1 and 2 of the 
vertices appearing in Fig. IS. 

4. ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS 

In this section we consider first the renormalized 
Klimontovich hierarchy and compare it with the one 

37 This renormalization procedure is, of course, not valid whatever 
the "field" equation (or whatever the equations of motion). It is, 
however, valid when using Eq. (3.5). Furthermore it is only the part 
of the self-field that possesses the symmetry past-future, which 
plays a role in the renormalization. the antisymmetrical part being 
related to "radiation." Since we are neglecting "radiation" here, 
we may directly use the symmetrical Green function as .6.(xp). For 
the electromagnetic case, see, e.g., P. G. Bergmann, Handbllch der 
Physic, S. Flugge, Ed;, (Springer-Yerlag, Berlin, 1960), Yolo IV. 
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= 0 

FIG. 15. Diagrammatic representation of Eq. (3.18). 

actually given by this author.38 These hierarchies 
neglect radiation phenomena so that we must give a 
more general hierarchy. This hierarchy is a generaliza
tion of what has been done in Sec. 2. Finally, for the 
sake of completeness, we give a formal treatment of 
both fields and particles by using the elegant methods 
due to Klimontovich. 2 

A. Renormalized Klimontovich Hierarchy 

In the case where radiation phenomena are com
pletely neglected (or rather at zeroth order in TO) 
the same methods as those used in Sec. 3 again yield a 
renormalized hierarchy whose fundamental equation 
(in the absence of an external field) is 

~Rl + l6JI'RI aT 
+ : I G(xp - x~, Up)R2 d4x' d4u' dT' = 0, (4.1) 

where G is the following operator: 

G - {"':II' 'I'':IV}D ( ') a = u u - U U ret xp - xp U v - , 
oul' 

(4.2) 

which is easily found by solving formally Maxwell 
equations. In Eq. (4.1) Dret is the usual retarded pho
ton propagator.39 

From Eq. (4.1), the first two equations of the hier
archy are found to be 

~ Dl + ull0I'DI + e
2 
NIG . D2 d4x' d4u' dT' = 0, aT m 

(4.3) 

+ ~ N I G· {Da + N-1wn d4x' d4u' dT' = 0, 

(4.4) 

which may also be represented by Figs. 14 and 15. 
To compare this hierarchy to the one given by 

38 Yu. L. Klimontovich, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz., 37, 535 (1959); 
38,1212 (1960). [English trans!.: Soviet Phys.-JETP 10, 524 (1960); 
11, 876 (1960).1 

89 Note that we deal with an action-at-a-distance point of view, in 
the sense that the incident field is taken to be identically null. (See the 
remarks of the preceding section and of Part I.) 

Klimontovich, we first define 

J
+OO J+OO 

Q = . . . R . dT ... dT .. 
k k times k 1 k 

-0') -00 

(Note that Ql = Nq'!<i' with the notations of Kli
montovich.) Then, Eq. (4.1) reads (after integrating 
over T): 

UI'0I'Ql + e
2 

IGQ2 d4x' d4u' = 0, (4.5) 
m 

while the fundamental equation of Klimontovich is 

UIl0I'QI + !C. IGQ~Ql d4x' d411' = 0. (4.6) 
1110 

The difference between Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) is obviously 
due to the fact that Eq. (4.5) is renormalized whereas 
Eq. (4.6) is not. Eq. (4.5) is used in Sec. 5. 

B. A Hierarchy Including Radiation Effects 

We proceed exactly as in Sec. 2 with the difference 
that we are dealing now with N particles instead of 
one. We start with the equations of motion as given 
by Rohrlich6 : 

(i) 

d I' Fl'v ( P) 2 2('1' + p 1') m - Ui = e ret Xi U," + ae Yi YiYpiUi' 
dTi 

(4.7) 

(;) 

0I'Fie~*(xp) = 0, (4.8) 

(il J+OO 
0I'F~;t(Xi) = e -00 ~ib[xf - x~h)]U~(T;) dT;, (4.9) 

where we have assumed, for the sake of simplicity, 
that the system under consideration is constituted of 
identical particles, that there is no external force 
field. 

To Eqs. (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) must be added the 
asymptotic conditions: 

lim yf(T) = 0, i = 1,2, ... ,N. (4.10) 
T-+±OO 

Equation (4.7) shows that the particle r space is 

(4.11) 

On this r space, we can define microscopic random 
densities exactly as in Paper I; for instance, R1(xv> 
Uv> Yv; T) is defined by 

i=N 

R 1(xv> UV, Yv; T) = L b[xy - Xv;{T)] 
i=1 

® b(lly - Uvi(T)] ® b[yy - Yy;{T)]. (4.12) 

Exactly as in Paper I and in Sec. 2, densities are average 
values over the "initial condition" 40 of the random 

40 The discussion given in Paper I on "initial conditions" may 
entirely be reproduced here. 
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densities; e.g., we have 

NDl(xv, Uv' Yv, T) = (Rl(xv , Uv ' Yv; T». (4.13) 

The asymptotic conditions (4.10) imply that the 
densities Dk satisfy the following conditions: 

lim DiTl' ... , Tk ) 
(Tl ••• Tk) -+±oo 

i=k 

= tp(x~, u~ ... x~u~) @ b(y~). (4.14) 
i=1 

The various densities Dk generate proper time-inde
pendent densities whose normalization is a straight
forward generalization of the ones given in Paper I 
and Sec. 2. For instance, the normalization of 
,},("\(xp' up' y p) is already given in Sec. 2. 

Let us now derive the fundamental equation 
generating the new hierarchy. Starting from the 
continuity equation in the new flo-space 

! R + 0 {R ul'} + ~ {R yl'} + ~ {R y'l'} = 0 OT 1 I' 1 oul' 1 oyl' 1 

( 4.15) 

(which has the same form as the one already derived 
in Sec. 2) and the equations of motion (7), one finds 
(in the same way as in Sec. 2)41 

In Eq. (4.16) pv is, of course, the electromagnetic 
field which is responsible for interactions,42 i.e., it 
does not contain self-fields. The effects of the latter 
are implicitly included in the renormalized mass and 
in the radiation reaction terms. Eliminating now the 
field pv between Eqs. (4.9) and (4.16), we obtain the 
fundamental equation generating the renormalized 
hierarchy taking account of radiation effects: 

!Rl + UI'0I'RI + yl'~Rl +~{[L_ yVYvU"]Rl} 
OT ou" oyl' Tom 

= ~ ~ {u fdT' d X' d u' d y'[UfV 01' - u'I'OV] 
::l" v 4 4 4 mTo uy 

X Dret(xp - X~)R+ (4.17) 

Taking now the average value of both sides of this 

41 The remark concerning the increase of the phase·space volume 
element, effected in Sec. 2, is also valid in this many-particle case . 

• 2 The notation is slightly incorrect. 

last equation, one finds the first equation of the 
hierarchy: 

! D + u"o D + y" ~ D OT 1 ,,1 oyll 1 

+ 0:" {[~: - YVYvU"]Dl} 

= Ne
2 
~ {II fdT'd X' d u' d y'[u'Vol' - U'IIO"] 
::l" v 4' 4 4 mTo uy 

X Drebp - X~)D+ (4.18) 

which may be visualized by Fig. 14. The second 
equations of the hierarchy are obtained in the same 
way as in the preceding section: 

o 0 
- D + u"o D + y" - D OT 2 I' 2 ou" 2 

+ ~ f[~ - YVY vU"]D2} 
oy" l Tom 

= Ne
2 

~ {u fdT'd X' d u' d y'[ufVo" - u'''o''] ::l I' v 4 4 4 
mTo uy 

X Dret(x - x') X [Da + W;N-1]}, (4.19) 

which may be represented by Fig. 15. Of course, 
another similar equation is obtained for the other set 
of variables involved in D2 , etc. 

C. An Alternative Form of the Preceding Hierarchy 

Exactly as in Sec. 2, it is again possible to use 
another phase space: 

t = {LN = Jtt4N X U4N X 14N. (4.20) 

On this phase space, densities such as the ones given 
in Paper I may be defined; for instance, we have 

i=J.V 

R1(xv , uv' Yv; T) = 2 b[xv - xvlT)] 
i=1 

@ o[uv - Uv/T)] @ b(yv - Yva(T)], (4.21) 

which satisfies the continuity equation in p,-space: 

.0Rl + ::l {uI'R} + ~ { I'R} + ~ {""R } = O. 
::l U" 1 ::l "y 1 ::l "y 1 
UT uU uy (4.22) 

After using the equations of motion (4.7), (4.8), and 
(4.9), elimination of the interaction field, Eq. (4.22) 
leads immediately to the fundamental equation 
generating the hierarchy satisfied by Dl , D2 , Wi . .. : 

oRI I'::lR~ 0 {AI'V( ). fi} - + u Ul' 1 + mTo;-- 1.1 Up YvJ'(1 
OT uu" 

o {"I'R~} 0 { e
2 

fd ' d ' d ' d ., = - -. Y 1 + - U v - T 4X 4U 4Y 
oy" oul' m 

X (u'Vol' - u'I'OV) . Dret(xp - X~)R+ (4.23) 
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In Eq. (4.23), the term involving y/lRI may easily 
(but tediously) be obtained from Eq. (4.7). In fact, 
it leads to terms involving third- and second-order 
random distributions so that Eq. (4.23) is much more 
complicated than Eq. (4.17). Equation (4.23) allows 
the obtention of a hierarchy for DI , etc., but its main 
interest lies in the possibilities it raises in looking for 
kinetic equations including radiation effects (exactly 
as in Sec. 2). Indeed, integrating both sides of Eq. 
(4.23) over the y variables, we get the following 
(random) equation: 

iJ 
- RI(x v , u,'; 7') + ull iJIl R1(x v , uv ; 7') 
iJ7' 

+ e
2 
~ (U vfd7" d4x' d4u'(U fV iJll - u'I'iJ') 

m iJu ll 

. Dret(xp - X~)R2(X" U,,7'; x~, U~'7")} 
iJ {A/l\'( )fd' . R- ( •• )\ (424) =-7'0-/...1 up 4Y'Yv l xv,uv,Yv,7'f . 

iJu ll 

in the derivation of which we assumed a sufficiently 
vanishing behavior at infinity in the y variables, of the 
density R.I' 

Equation (4.24) consists of two terms. The left
hand side of this equation represents nothing but the 
fundamental equation generating the renormalized 
Klimontovich hierarchy. The right-hand side is 
proportional to 7'0 (and in general will be "small") 
and couples the usual densities [depending on (x", 
u..)] to the generalized densities [depending on 
(xv, uv , y,,)] and therefore is a term including radiation 
effects. 

In another paper [R. Hakim and A. Mangeney, 
J. Math. Phys. (to be published)], we shall give an 
approximate hierarchy valid at order one in 7'0 and 
from which several kinetic equations (thus including 
radiation effects) will be derived. 

D. Statistical Treatment of Fields and Particles 

According to a large number of authors relativistic 
statistical mechanics should treat both fields and 
particles. In such a theory, bare particles plus the 
total field (including also the self-fields) are dealt with 
so that the theory should be renormalized at another 
stage. 

Consequently we start with the equations of motion 
for the fields and particles, written as 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

where mo is the mechanical bare mass. Equations 
(4.25) and (4.27) are equivalent to 

iJR e, iJ 
_1 + ull iJll RI + - FIl'U v - RI = 0, (4.28) 
iJ7' mo iJu/l 

iJIlP"(Xp) = e f f d4u dn,VRI(xv, uv; 7'). 

With the help of the notations 

L llv = HuiiJliJu',) - u..(iJliJu/l)}, 

A = elmo, 

Eq. (4.28) reads 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

iJRl /iJ7' + ulliJ/lRI + AL/lvpvR I = O. (4.31) 

Taking now the average value of this last equation 
over both field and particle "initial data," we obtain 
the first equation of a nonrenormalized hierarchy: 

(iJliJ7')Dl + ulliJllD) + ).L/l1,(P\'(xp)RI(xp, lip; 7'» = O. 

(4.32) 

Note also that from equations similar to Eq. (4.28) 
satisfied by the random densities Rk equations 
analogous to Eq. (4.32) are obtained for the densities 
Dk : 

(iJliJ7')D,. + ul'iJllDk 

+ AL/lI,(PV(xp)Rixp,up,7';'" ; xPk ,Upk ,7'k» = 0 

(4.33) 

(and other similar equations referring to the other 
sets of variables). Setting now 

Ak - Ak( I' ••• P. I' P ) = Xl' ,Xk ,X,U,7' 
= II(PI"I(xf) ® ... ® £IlkVk(xf:) ® RI(xP ' lip; 7'»11 

(4.34) 

(with AO == D I ) we find [after multiplying Eq. (4.31) 
by a suitable number of factors pv and taking the 
average value] the general equation satisfied by Ak 
to be 

(iJliJ7')Ak + ulliJllAk + ALkBkAk+l = 0, 

k = 1,2, .. " 00, (4.35) 

where the operator Bk is defined by 

(B Ak+l)!'1 vI' .. Ilk!'kl'V = g I' gV f·· ·fd X ... d X' 
k I'k+l vk+l 4 4 k+l 

X {<5(xf - xO ® ... ® <5(x~ - xn @ <5(xP - X~~l)} 

(4.36) 

while the operator Lk is 

(LkAk+l)llIVI" 'l'kVk = (tAk+l)llI"I" ·I'k"k. 

By introducing an infinite-vector A whose components 
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are the N"s, Eq. (4.35) can be cast into a more com
pact form. Indeed setting 

However, A- is not an interesting parameter because it 
contains the bare mass and not the observable mass. 

The knowledge of A(T) is, of course, not sufficient 
to characterize completely the system under study.43 
In particular, the various moments of the field are 
needed. They satisfy the equations 

L= (4.37) Op(F"IVl(xf) @ ••• @ F"kVk(xn @ F"V(xP» 

B= 

o 

Bl 0 0 0 

0 B2 0 0 

0 0 B3 0 

0 

o 1 0 0 

o 0 0 

00010 

o 

(4.38) 

0 

Bk 

= II dT . d4uuV(Ak(T»PIVl'" PkVk, (4.43) 

which can be rewritten symbolically 

op:FPv = e II dT d4uA(T)UV, (4.44) 

:FPV = {(F"IVI @ ••• @ F"kVk @ F"V)}. (4.45) 

Equation (4.44) can also be solved formally and leads 
to 

:FPv = e I dT' d4x' d4u' 

X {A(T')[U'VoP - u'PoV]Dret(xp - Xp) + :F~v, 
(4.46) 

where D is the appropriate elementary solution of 
o D = c5 and where :F~v represents either the corre
lations of the initial field or those of the incident field. 
In the latter case the proper time integration [in 
Eqs. (4.43), (4.44), and (4.46)] goes from minus infinity 
to plus infinity. In the former case,44 this integration 
goes from zero to infinity. Then :F~v refers to the 
initial correlation of the fields through 

:F~v = L {oD(xp - x;):F~V(x~) 
- D(xp - x~)o:F~V} d}:', (4.47) 

A= o (4.39) where 0 is the normal derivative to }:., which is itself 
the "initial physical space." In Eq. (4.47), :F'f,v and 
o:Ft; are not independent. o:F'f,v may be obtained (at 
least in principle) from :F'f,v and Maxwell equations. 

Eq. (4.35) can be rewritten as 

(OIOT)A + uPopA + A-LBAA = 0, (4.40) 

the formal solution of which is easily found to be 

A(T) = exp {-(uPop + ALBA)T}A(O). (4.41) 

[A(O) may be replaced by A(Tl)' Tl being arbitrary.] 
In order to obtain an expansion of A( T) in pow~rs of A
it is preferable to work in interaction representation 
by setting 

Lo=uPop, 

Ll = L·B· A. 
(4.42) 

E. Remarks and Discussion 

(1) In the above developments we were mainly 
concerned with the statistical problem as set in Paper 
I: i.e., there is no average value over "initial condi
tions," the only random elements being Rl in the action
at-a-distance viewpoint or Rl and pv (or possibly 

,. In particular, functions like 

({t 6[X - X,(1')) ® 6[X' - X,(1"))} @ FPl'I(I)' .. FPk.k(k) 

(with X = {xp , up}) are also needed to specify completely the 
system. More generally the average values of products of fields by 
the random densities giving rise to various transition probabilities 
are equally needed. 

U See the discussion below. 
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FW in the field case. However, in Eq. (4.46) we have 
also interpreted 3'~v as resulting from correlation of an 
"initial field"-F~v [Eq. (4.47)]. In fact, this departure 
from our general philosophy was just an illustration 
of a.. way of setting the statistical problem.1 As 
indicated in Paper I, there is a priori no reason why an 
arbitrary F't,v would result from the past of the system, 
so that the above interpretation and Eq. (4.47) are 
valid only provided one makes a further assumption. 
This supplementary assumption is that of the 
"switching on of the interaction on ~." 

(2) Again in the field point of view, the field pv 
may always be split into an incident field and an 
interacting field; this latter contains also the self
fields and depends functionally on R1 • Therefore 
if we eliminate once again the fields between Eqs. 
(4.28) and (4.29), we are led to the fundamental 
equation generating the unrenormalized Klimontovich 
hierarchy to which one must add a supplementary 
term of the form 

(4.48) 

Next, average values may again be taken and a 
hierarchy similar both to the unrenormalized Klimon
tovich one and to Eq. (4.35) is found. 

(3) Another point is that in the field point of view 
the theory contains self-energy divergences and 
therefore demands to be renormalized. For instance, 
it should be renormalized at each order of an eventual 
perturbation expansion. Secondly, other solutions of 
the different equations for the moments can also 
be obtained by performing a cluster expansion-as 
Dupree45 did in the nonrelativistic case. Here again 
the theory should be renormalized. 

Unfortunately there is no general recipe for such a 
program of renormalization of a classical theory. 
The only possibilities that remain consist in con
sidering the lowest-order terms either in a perturbation 
or in a cluster expansion and in getting rid of infinities 
in some way. However, in so doing we could perfectly 
keep finite terms which in fact should be included in 
the observable mass. For these reasons we prefer to 
start with an a priori renormalized theory. 

(4) It should be noted that, as is well known, the 
field point of view also yields the Lorentz-Dirac 
equation [although with the supplementary term 
arising from Frrt, i.e., (elm) Ffnvu.l. Therefore, we could 
also use a renormalized theory based on Eq. (4.16) 
to which a term including Frr:' should be added and 
apply again the Klimontovich method, etc. In this 
sense we should have a "renormaJized field theory." 

C5 T. H. Dupree, Phys. Fluids 6, 1714 (1963). 

(5) As a first conclusion we see that, whatever the 
viewpoint adopted, the treatment of the field aspect is 
much more involved than the action-at-a-distance one. 

5. SIMPLE KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR AN 
ELECTRON GAS 

In this section, we illustrate the above formalism 
by a rederivation of two well-known covariant kinetic 
equations, i.e., Vlasov and Landau kinetic equations.46 

To this end we use the renormalized Klimontovich 
hierarchy given in Sec. 4 at the order zero in TO (i.e., 
radiation is neglected). In another paper, we give 
similar kinetic equations for scalar interactions.47 

In all that follows, the electron gas is assumed to be 
embedded in a uniform neutralizing positive back
ground. 

A. Covariant Vlasov Equation 

The Vlasov equation is a kinetic equation valid at 
order (ne2) (n ~ density) which is equally obtained 
by assuming the absence of binary correlations, i.e., 
(in the relativistic case): 

= Dixv , u,; 1') ® DI(X~, u~; 1"). (5.1) 

Note that the factorization of D2 implies that of .N' 2 • 

Using now the first equation of the renormalized 
Klimontovich hierarchy [Eq. (4.3)] and taking Eq. 
(5.1) into account, we obtain the covariant Vlasov 
equation: 

aDI + U"'aJ..Dl + Ne2f{U'Va'" _ u''''aV
} 

aT m 

. Dret(xp - x;) . D1(x;, u;; T') dT' d4x' d4u' 

a 
. - D1(xP' tip; T) = 0, (5.2) 

ou'" 
which, of course, reduces to conventional forms after 
integrating over T. Equation (5.2) may be generalized 
in several aspects and used in a similar manner as in 
the classical case. In particular, a dispersion relation 
for the propagation of a small disturbance may be 
obtained. In another paper we shall see that radiation 
phenomena imply a modification of Eq. (5.2). 

46 In fact, the covariant Vlasov equation has been derived by a 
large number of authors (see Paper J). However, the various deriva
tions used are not completely correct. In the same way. there exist 
two derivations of the relativistic Landau equation. One has 
been given by A. Mangeney [Ann. Phys. 10, 191 (1965)] and is 
rather involved, and not in a covariant way. The other one has been 
given by Yu. L. Klimontovich18 and is incorrect on several points. 
In particular, this author used the unrenormalized hierarchy and 
got rid of the subsequent infinities because of a number of errors of 
calculation, etc. In the foIlowing we derive these equations "rigor
ously" in the sense that the derivation involves no more assumptions 
than in the nonrelativistic.case (when using the BBGKY hierarchy). 

(1 R. Hakim, Nuovo Cimento (to be published). 
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Let us now come back to the field point of view. 
From Eq. (4.32), by imposing the factorization 

(R1 @ fin) = (R1) @ (PY
), (5.3) 

we find 

and 

a,.(p
V
*) = 0, } 

a,.(pV) = f N edT' d4u'u'v Dl . 
(5.5) 

Eliminating now (£ltV) between Eqs. (5.5) and (5.4) we 
obtain Eq. (5.2) with this difference: mo occurs 
instead of m. It follows that, strictly ~peaking, the 
equation obtained reduces to 

(5.6) 

since the bare mass mo is infinite! In fact, the Vlasov 
equation might be obtained in the field point of view. 
However, it would be very difficult to justify (at the 
approximation considered) the replacement of mo by 
m.48 

This slight difficulty exists as well in all non-re
normalized hierarchies, as is the case in Klimontovich 
hierarchy.38 This author imposes the condition 

(R1 @ R1) = (R1) @ (R1), (5.7) 

which is similar to Eq. (5.3). In fact, we have already 
seen that 

(R1 @ R1) = N(N - l)Dz + N Pz, 

and comparing with condition (5.1) (which is the 
relativistic generalization of the classical condition), 
the term involving Pz appears to be responsible for 
the change mo -- m, as expected. 

B. Covariant Landau Equation 

(1) Now we rederive the relativistic Landau equa
tion in an improved way. The Landau approximation 
is characterized by several assumptions among which 
are found: 

(a) Absence of three particle correlations (i.e., 
the third-order correlation function vanishes); 

(b) Validity at the order X4 ,....., e4 (where X is the 
expansion parameter); 

(c) Small energy-momentum transfers during col
lisions; 

(d) Existence of two time scales (the times con
sidered are long compared to the correlation time); 

(e) Spatial homogeneity of the system. 
Of course, exactly as in the classical case, these 

U It is also clear that the factorization (S.3) is incorrect. 

approximations can be justified rigorously. Further
more, they are not completely independent. 

(2) As usual,49 we start from the first two equa 
tions of the (renormalized) hierarchy,50 i.e., from 
Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33). Using the cluster expansion 

Dl = gl, 

D2 = D1 @ Dl + g2' 

~=~@~@~+~@~+~@~+~ 

~ g2 + ga, (5.8) 

these equations may be rewritten as 

o "a e
2 

fGW 2 
- g2 + 11 I'g2 + - a aT m 

+ ~2 {f G[D1 @ g2 + D 1 @ g2 + Gga]} = O. 

(5.10) 

In Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) G is the operator defined at the 
beginning of Sec. 4. Of course, there exists another 
equation similar to Eq. (5.10). 

(3) Let us now use the approximations considered 
at the beginning of the paragraph. Assumption (a) 
implies that the last term of Eq. (5.10) vanishes. 
Assumption (b) implies that g2 must be calculated at 
order e2 [in order that Eq. (5.9) be valid at order e4 ]. 

Therefore, Eq. (5.10) is rewritten as 

o e
2 f - g + u"o g = - - GW2

[O] a 2 )l Z 3 , 
T m 

(5.11) 

which shows, as expected, that g2 is of order e2. 
At order zero W: is given by 

W2[O](" " " • , , '. { }) a x p ' up, T ,xp ' up, T, x p ' up, T 

= D1(xP' up; T)Dl(X~, u~; T') 

X l5[x; - x; - U;(T" - T')]I5[U; - u;], (5.12) 

and this is equivalent to assumption (c): particles 
move practically along straight world lines or, equiva
lently, the field acting on particle 1 is the field produced 
by particle 2 moving along a straight world line. 

.. D. C. Montgomery and D. A. Tidman, Plasma Kinetic Theory 
(McGraw-Hili Book Company, Inc., New York, 1964). 

&0 At the order considered (_e t ) it is possible to show that for a 
spatially homogeneous system the effects of radiation play no role, 
being in e" at the lowest order: I. Prigogine and Ph. de Gottal, 
Physica 31, 617 (l96S). However, these authors use a perturbative 
treatment which involves only one expansion parameter e' so that 
To - eO. In fact there are two expansion parameters (-e' and -T.) 
and radiation phenomena occur at the order -etTo for homo
geneous systems (Le., at order eO), or even at order eSTo for an 
inhomogeneous system. 
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Approximations (c) are used in solving the simple 
inhomogeneous Eq. (5.11). They amount to neglecting 
the arbitrary homogeneous solution of this equation. 
Furthermore, the densities DI occurring in Eq. (5.12) 
are to be "frozen" (adiabatic hypothesis49) in the 
calculation of g2 . 

Equation (5.11) may be solved either with the use of 
Fourier transformation, or more simply by using the 
"causal" Green function 

K(xp - x~; up - u~; T - T') 

= O(T - T')b[xp - x~ - Up(T - T')] ® b(up - u~) 

(5.13) 

and letting the "initial" proper time tend to minus 
infinity (this is legitimate because of the existence of 
two time-scales: "initial" correlations are destroyed). 
Finally the expression obtained for g2 (after tedious 
calculations) is the one given by Klimontovich51 ; 
using the expression for g2 in Eq. (5.9) and taking 
into account condition (e )52 the covariant Landau 
equation is found 53: 

! D /la D - N e
4 

~ f ap(, ) I + u /l I - 2 P € Up, Up 
aT m au 

x {Dl ® ~ Dl - DI ® ~- D1}, (5.14) 
aua aua 

where the tensor €a
p is the one given by Klimontovich. 

From Eq. (5.14), a relativistic Fokker-Planck 
equation may be obtained, etc. 

[It is interesting to note that the preceding calcula
tion furnishes the relativistic correlation function g2 
as a functional of DI at order e2

• Hence, when DI 
is chosen so as to represent an equilibrium state 
(i.e., when DI is the J iittner-Synge distribution 
function), then we obtain the equilibrium correlation 
function at order e2

, g2eq' g2eq is needed when we want 
to generalize in a covariant way the Guernsey kinetic 
equation.] 

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In Paper I we discussed the basic statistical prob
lems. First, we showed that, if "initial data" (to be 

51 After an integration over or and or'. 
52 The spatial homogeneity of the system implies that there exists 

a timelike unit four-vector a./l such that the Xv dependence of Dl 
occurs only through 

D1(xv , /I/l; or) = D1(a./lx/l' IIv; or). 

Hence the "Vlasov term" in Eq. (5.9) gives rise to a term involving 
a constant electromagnetic field itself annihilated by the positive 
uniform background. 

53 After simple but rather tedious calculations. Note that, in 
obtaining the symmetrical form of the collision term, relations such 

i1/l{f~:dorDrel(Xp - x~ - IIpT)/I/l} = 0 

must be used. 

specified more precisely later) are to be actually related 
to the measures of an "observer," then it seems that 
they should not be sufficient to characterize the 
ulterior behavior of the system. Next passing to the 
mathematical initial data, we showed that it seems 
they cannot be given on a spacelike hypersurface 
since the knowledge of the entire past of the system 
seems to be required. Therefore we concluded that the 
basic relativistic statistics cannot be set into a form 
similar to the Newtonian one, at least without further 
assumptions. Finally, after analyzing the classical 
notion of a Gibbs ensemble we defined a relativistic 
Gibbs ensemble as being the data (a) of the manifold 
of solutions of the equations of motion and (b) the 
data of a probability over this manifold. This point of 
view led us to consider as basic random element 
R1(x., U v ; T) (and possibly the in-field). 

At this point it seems to be worthwhile to discuss 
a slight mystification involved in the theory. Appar
ently, knowing the equations of motion governing 
the system and "randomizing," either the "initial data" 
or the manifold of solutions seems to lead to statistical 
mechanics. In fact, it is so only with a slight mystifica
tion. Indeed, we generally deal with only one physical 
system and not with an infinity of similar systems. 
In classical statistical mechanics this difficulty is 
avoided by the assumptions of ergodic properties. 

[Let us consider for simplicity the question of 
equilibrium. Since we deal with only one system, the 
only possible average values which may be calculated 
are temporal averages; i.e., 

f K(t, t')A[q(t'), pet')] dt' = A. 

Strocchi54 has shown that, under simple plausible 
assumptions, the averaging operation is the usual 
time average. We are therefore led to assume ergodic 
properties. ] 

Here we have not proved a theorem similar to 
Strocchi's one and we have not yet a precise idea of its 
relativistic form. Hence we cannot invoke some 
"covariant ergodic properties" and therefore our 
model rests on the hope (or the assumption) that it will 
be convenient in describing the properties of only one 
system. 

Once the basic statistics are introduced, phase 
space is defined. Contrary to the Newtonian case 
where phase space is the set of initial data, the 
relativistic case phase space is only suggested by the 
form of the equations of motion and thus is chosen for 
convenience. Phase space is then an 8N- or 12N
dimensional space accordi,ng to the choice of 

54 F. Strocchi, thesis (Pisa). See also, Orsay Report Th.llS (1965) 
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equations of motion without radiation reaction, non
renormalized or with radiation reaction (in the 
electromagnetic case). The use of acceleration vari
ables in the electromagnetic case (i.e., the use of a 
12N-dimensional phase space) is practically imposed 
by the form of the equations of motion on the first 
hand and by the need to deal with radiation phenom
ena (see below) on the other hand. For instance, let 
us assume we want to derive an equation for a random 
density depending only on ( ... xf, uf .. '). It is easy to 
see that this is not possible since "if cannot be ex
pressed in terms of only ( ... xf, uf ... ) but also 
includes yf. Therefore we are naturally led to yf
dependent densities and hence to a 12N-dimensional 
phase space. At this point, it seems to be worthwhile 
to emphasize strongly that the term "phase space" is 
not adequate since our "phase space" has nothing to 
do with the "initial data" of the system; it is only 
chosen for convenience. On these phase spaces 
densities are defined through the intermediary of 
currents. This intermediate step is demanded by the 
geometrical nature of the problems considered; in 
particular it is required because of invariance under 
changes of coordinates (preserving the + - - -
character of the Minkowski metric). These invariance 
requirements lead to define average values as fluxes 
of generalized currents of properties considered. Of 
course, these average values reduce to the ordinary 
ones when choosing 3-planes t = const to calculate 
them. In general these average values are by no means 
similar to the Newtonian ones especially because of 
their geometrical structure. In particular, local averages 
are not completely satisfactory. 

An alternative way of defining densities on phase 
spaces is again suggested by the form of the equations 
of motion. It consists in defining proper time-Cor any 
other parameter) dependent densities. These densities, 
which are naturally related to the above ones, are 
obtained by averaging over the possible paths of the 
particles (and possibly over the fields) a random 
density describing one given realization (Le., one 
motion) of the process. The chief interest of these 
random densities arises from the ease it allows in 
deriving the equations they satisfy (i.e., the funda
mental equations generating the relativistic hier
archies). In other words, they permit the use of the 
elegant methods of Klimontovich. We first applied 
these methods to the case of interactions via a scalar 
potential and obtained two hierarchies, a noprenor
malized and a renormalized one. In obtaining them 
we neglected "radiation" (i.e., mesons emission) 
arguing that "radiation" needs a quantal treatment. 
In fact this point should be elaborated further. Next 

we dealt with electromagnetic phenomena glvmg 
several possible hierarchies: field, with or without 
radiation reaction, etc. It was clear that the field point 
of view leads to complicated equations which in
volve the usual infinities. This is the reason why we 
preferred starting with the resulting equations (Le., 
the Lorentz-Dirac equations) which occur as well 
from the action-at-a-distance point of view. Note that 
if we did not neglect classical meson emission, it 
would not have been possible to deal with scalar 
interactions in such a way. It has indeed been shown55 

that the field and action-at-a-distance viewpoints 
yield different equations of motion (nonlocal) for this 
scalar case. 

Another interesting possibility of such an approach 
is that since radiation effects are completely taken 
into account, it is in principle possible to evaluate 
radiation quantities such as correlation functions for 
the radiation field. We say "in principle" because the 
averages considered above seem to lead to troubles. 
Indeed, let us consider the average radiated field at 
infinity (or more precisely the far field) at point Xv' 

Its expression is given by Eq. (2.30). In order to obtain 
the average field <Ff.~dcx,) we should first calculate the 
"far-field current" 

JPJl.V( ') -fId 'd "PFJl.V ( • , , ') Xv, Xv - 4U 4Y U radoo Xv, Xv, U v Yv 

x .N'(x~, u~, y~), 

whose physical meaning is (presently) completely 
obscure. Next we should calculate the flux of JPJl.V 
through an arbitrary spacelike surface L: 

<F~~dooMxv) = 1JPJl.v dLp. 

Unfortunately, the current JPJl.V is, in general, not 
conservative: 

OpJPJl.V -:;6 0 

so that <F::doo ) actually depends on L! In fact, this 
difficulty may be removed by remarking that the field 
at point X v comes from all events situated on the 
backward null cone r-(xv). Therefore, L must be 
restricted to be r-(xv) in problems involving radiation 
(although r- is not spacelike). 

Another problem is that of equilibrium. We strongly 
emphasized that definition of equilibrium states is yet 
unknown even in the Newtonian framework. Of 
course, it is possible to define equilibrium average 
values by taking time averages and next invoking 
ergodism. However, the problem remains open: 
how to select the equilibrium densities? (or the 

55,P. Havas, Phys.Rev. 87, 309 (1952). 
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ensemble averages). From a relativistic point of view 
the same problems are also unsolved. Furthermore, 
problems arising from the complicated nature of the 
equations of motion arise. Indeed we suggested in 
Paper I to define canonical distribution using informa
tion theoretical arguments, but here also we were led 
to rather involved functional expressions very difficult 
to solve. Another possibility would be the definition 
of microcanonical density through 

.N' = (r5(PJ.I -L TJ.lPi···PNd~ ) N Pl'" PN 
I 3N 

(this expression does not actually depend on I3N 
because of conservation relations satisfied by the 
generalized random momentum-energy tensor TJ.lPi·· ·P.V 
since we deal with a closed system). Unfortunately, 
very complicated expressions occur also in this case. 

Throughout these papers (and also in Paper III) we 
have discussed both field and action-at-a-distance 
viewpoints. It is, however, clear that the action-at-a
distance point of view is much simpler to handle in a 
statistical framework than the field one. Furthermore, 
action-at-a-distance may be generalized in a straight
forward way (in the statistical framework) so as to take 

into account more general kinds of interactions, 
spinning or extended particles. In both points of view 
general relativity may be taken into account, at least 
in principle, using in Einstein's equations the momen
tum-energy tensor of the system. However, some 
minor modifications are needed: (a) phase space is the 
tangent fibre bundle to the manifold V~N X •.• 

X v,tV; (b) densities are defined exactly as in Paper I 
but much more care is required in normalizing them; 
(c) equations for Rl include one more term, of the 
form «(}/(}uJ.l) {r:pu"up R1}, which couples the hierarchy 
to Einstein's equations, etc. (r:p are the well-known 
Christoffel symbols.) 

Finally we conclude these remarks on relativistic 
statistical mechanics by saying that the possibilities 
suggested in these papers are merely plausible and will 
remain so until the difficult subjacent dynamical 
problems be solved. In our opinion, a fully satis
factory theory should include quantum effects and, in 
view of astrophysical applications, gravitational 
effects. 
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The solution of the time-dependent neutron transport equation is a semigroup of linear transformations 
acting on a Banach space. There are some ergodic theorems that can be used to describe the asymptotic 
behavior of the solution under very general conditions on the semigroup. The results are compared with 
Wing's famous approach. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE solution of the initial-value problem in neutron 
transport theory (linear Boltzmann equation) leads 

in some important cases to a semigroup of bounded 
linear transformations in a certain Hilbert space.I - 6 

A reactor R is defined on a bounded convex point set 
in the n1-dimensional Euclidean space (nl ~ 3). The 
endpoints of the neutron velocity vectors are in the 
interior of an n2-dimensional sphere S with radius 
Vmax (n2 ~ 3). All square integrable functions on the 
point set R X S of the n1 + n2-dimensional phase 
space (ft space of statistical mechanics) form the 
Hilbert space L2(R x S). The solution of the time
dependent neutron transport equation is to be found 
in this space under the boundary condition that no 
neutrons enter R from outside for all t > O. It turns 
out to be an Abelian semi group of bounded linear 
transformations in L2 with parameter t 2 O. One 
possible representation of this semigroup is formed 
by a Neumann series.4- 6 It makes a classification to 
the number of collisions and can be used well during 
a time interval short compared to the mean collision 
time. Another representation that is apt for the 
asymptotic behavior in times large compared to the 
mean collision time is based on the spectral theory 
of the nonsymmetric transport operator. Without 
reference to the kind of representation of the semi
group it is already possible to state some theorems on 
the asymptotic behavior with the help of ergodic 
theory. As it is done often in statistical mechanics, 
R X S is divided into a finite number of cells labeled 
1 to n. A special neutron distribution is an n-dimen
sional vector h = (hI, ... h .. ), hi 2 0, hi meaning the 

1 G. M. Wing, An Introduction to Transport Theory (John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc., New York, 1962). 

I S. Albertoni and B. Montagnini, in Proceedings of a Symposium, 
Karlsruhe (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1965). 

• R. Bednarz, in Proceedings of a Symposium, Karlsruhe (Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1965). 

, H. Hejtmanek, Nuc!. Sci. Engr. 25, 93 (1966). 
5 H. Hejtmanek, in Proceedings of the Ankara International 

Summer School in Transport Theory, 1965 (Academic Press Inc., 
New York, to be published). 

8 K. M. Case and P. F. Zweifel, J. Math. Phys. 4, 11 (1963). 

number of neutrons in cell i. Naturally this is only an 
approximation; for an exact description we should 
have a function in nl + n2 variables of the Hilbert 
space L 2 • But it suffices to get some features on the 
asymptotic behavior under a few very general assump
tions on the semigroup. Heavy use is made of Ref. 7. 

II. THE DISCRETE!L SPACE 

The bounded set R x S in ft space is divided into 
n number of cells. n = {WI' ..• wn } is the set of all 
cells, the ith cell is labeled Wi' A special neutron 
distribution is an n-dimensional vector h = (hI' ... h,,). 
The components hi are the number of neutrons in 
cell Wi' hi 2 O. The set of all h (hi real, not necessarily 
nonnegative) form an n-dimensional linear space 
H(n). The neutron distribution with only one neutron 

i 

in cell Wi is written ei = (0, ... 1, ... 0). A partial 
ordering can be introduced in H(n) 

h~g:¢>hi~gi forall i=l,···n. 

H(n) turns out to be a vector lattice. Supremum, 
infimum, and absolute value of vectors are again 
vectors defined by 

(g V h)i = max [gi, hi]' 

(g A h)i = min [gi' hi], 

Igli = Igil· 

yv e have the decomposition of a vector h 

h = h+ - h-, h+ = h V 0, h- = (-h) V 0. 

If there is another decomposition 

h = h' - h", h' V 0, h" V 0, 
we have 

h' 2 h+, h" 2 h-. 

A norm is defined in H(n). 

Definition: .. 
IIhll = ! Ihil. 

i=l 

7 K. Jacobs, Lecture Notes on Ergodic Theory, Aarhus Uni
versitet, Mathematisk Institut (1962/63). 
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Of course, this is not the only way to make H(n) a 
normed-space. Another possibility is 

n l 
Ilhlll = C~l h~) 

as Wing! has done. Ilhlll has no direct physical mean
ing, but Ilhll has: it is the total number of neutrons in 
R x S, if hi ~ O. Because of the equivalence of all 
norms, Ilhlll (times a constant) is an upper bound for 
the total number of neutrons. The norm Ilhlll comes 
from an inner product 

n 

(glh) = ~ gJli' 
i~l 

Ilhlll = (hlh)!. 

This inner product has a physical meaning equaling 
the number of neutron counts of a certain array of 
neutron detectors, gi ~ 0 is the neutron density, 
hi ~ 0 the weight function for the location and 
sensitivity of the detectors. 

The unit sphere IIhll ~ 1 is an octahedron for n = 3. 
We have the triangle inequality for all norms: 

IIg + hll ~ IIgll + Ilhll· 
The following relations are true for this special norm: 

Ilg + hll = Ilgll + Ilhll, h ~ 0, g ~ 0; 

Ilhll = Ilh+11 + Ilh-ll· 
The convex hull of the basis vectors e i , the set 

v = {h I h2 ~ O\~ hi = I}, 
is the set of all neutron distributions with total 
number 1. V is a simplex with vertices in ei . 

III. THE NEUTRON TRANSPORT PROCESS 

Our aim is to find the time behavior of a neutron 
distribution h given at time t = O. The neutron trans
port process is linear, so is the neutron transport 
equation and the superposition principle is valid. We 
get a set of linear transformations G = {Tt I t ~ O}. 
This set G has some general properties that are 
shared by the semigroup of the transport equation 
and that are physically evident. A list of these 
properties follows. 

(a) G is a set of n X n matrices T t = (Tg». 
(b) T t is a linear transformation of H(n) into itself. 
(c) Tff/ can be defined as the probability that a 

neutron from cell Wi will reach cell W T after time t. 
~~> is nonnegative. 

(d) Because of the uniqueness of the solution of the 
initial-value problem we get 

(1) 

In other words: T t forms an Abelian semigroup with 
unit element To. 

(e) After a neutron pulse has been started at time 
t = 0 in a cell, the whole reactor R X S will be filled 
with neutrons after a certain time, and in every cell 
there will be a positive number of neutrons. This 
time T can be approximated by 

T = djvrnax, (2) 

with d the diameter of R. This fact can be seen easily 
from the Neumann representation.4.5 Then the semi
group has the property 

Tlk> > 0 for all t ~ T and all ilk. (3) 

(f) T;~> are continuous functions in t ~ 0 for all i, k. 
We restrict ourselves to the continuous case with 

parameter t ~ O. In the discontinuous case G would 
be the cyclic semigroup {To, T, T2, .. . } of powers of 
one transform T. If 

n 

~ Tli> = 1, 
k~l 

then T t is called stochastic. Such matrices occur in 
diffusion processes of particles enclosed in a container. 
In the case of neutron transport this does not occur 
because of leakage, absorption, and fission. 

In the linear n2-dimensional space L of all linear 
transformations of H(n) into itself, a norm can be 
introduced-the operator norm. 

Definition: 

IIPII = sup IIPhl1 
IIhll ~ 1. 

(4) 

Geometrically IIPII can be found easily: the unit 
sphere is deformed by P linearly. Then we look for 
the least unit sphere containing this set. We only have 
to compute Pel' Pe2 , ••• , Pen and find the minimum 
of the norms. If this matrix has nonnegative elements, 
it suffices to find 

IIPII = sup IIPhll, 
Ilhll ~ 1, h ~ O. 

(5) 

For a stochastic matrix we have IIPII = 1. If IIPII ~ 1, 
P is called a contraction on H(n). 

It is trivial that this norm is a continuous function 
in L, the product is jointly continuous in P, Q E L, 
i.e., L X L is mapped in a continuous way onto L. 
Moreover 

II Ph II ~ IIPllllhll: hE H(n); 

IIPQII ~ IIPIIIIQII. 
(6) 
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IV. THE CRITICAL REACTOR 

From now on, G is a semigroup of matrices satis
fying (a)-(f). The following three cases are possible: 

(1) 
t-+ '" 

This is true then for all ek , because 

Trek = 1X1el + ... + IXnen, all lXi > 0; 

II Tt+Tekll = 1X1 IITHTel l1 + ... + IXn IITHTen ll· 

In addition 

lim sup II Ttll = 00. 
t-+ '" 

Otherwise, there would exist an upper bound K, 

IITtll ~ K for all t ~ 0, 

II Ttelll ~ K for all t ~ 0, 

(7) 

(8) 

contrary to (7). The total number of neutrons in the 
reactor increase infinitely for every initial distribution; 
this is the behavior of a supercritical reactor. 

(2) Jim sup II Ttelkll ~ K 2 , lim inf II Ttelll = o. (9) 
t-+ 00 t-+ '" 

This is true then for all ek , because 

TTel = 1X1ei + ... + IXnen, all lXi > 0, 

II THTell1 = 1X1 II Tt+Telll + ... + IXI II Tt+Tenll 

lim inf of the left side disappears, so does everyone on 
the right side. In addition 

lim inf II Ttll = O. (10) 

Otherwise there would exist to every Tt , a ht ~ 0 with 
Ilhtll = 1; 

n 

ht = lXit)et + ... + 1X~)en, all IXl!) ~ 0, I IX!!) = 1; 
i=l 

n 

II Ttll = IlXltl II Tteill, 
i=l 

lim inf of the right side disappears, and so does that 
on the left side. This is the behavior of a subcritical 
reactor. 

(3) The critical reactor: 

0< KI ~ lim inf II Tteill ~ lim sup II Tteill ~ K 2 , (11) 
t-+ 00 t-+ 00 

or equivalently, 
(12) 

The semi group G ~ L is norm bounded (and condi
tionally compactS). We can form the closure C of it. 

8 Definition: A set is called conditionally compact, if its closure is 
compact. In a finite dimensional space the concepts bounded and 
conditionally compact are equivalent. 

It is compact, bounded with the same bound and 
Abelian, if G had these properties. 

V. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE 
CRITICAL REACTOR 

For every h E H(n) the mapping P -+ Ph of L onto 
H is linear and continuous. The image of G is called 
G orbit, 

Gh = {Ph I PEG}. 

This orbit is conditionally compact if G is. The 
closure C of a conditionally compact set G ~ L yields 
Gh as the closure of Gh 

Gh = Gh. (13) 

Definition: A set M ~ H is called G invariant if it 
contains the G orbit of each of its points. 

Definition: A set is called minimal G invariant, if 
M is closed, M is G invariant, and M is minimal with 
this property, i.e., for every closed G-invariant set 
N ~ M, it follows that N = M. 

Definition: r E H is called G invariant if the orbit 
closure Gr is minimal G invariant. 

Lemma 1: If r E H is G-reversible, then for every 
pair P, Q E G, there exists aRE G such that 

RPr = Qr. (14) 

Proof GPr is closed, G invariant, and GPr ~ Gr. 
Because of the minimal property it follows CPr = Gr, 
so there must exist a R such that RPr = Qr. 

Take Q = J; there exists a R such that RPr = r. 
This means that G acts like a group on r. 

Definition: f E H is called a G-flight vector if 
O~Gf 

Definition: R is the set of aU G-reversible vectors, 
F the set of all G-flight vectors. 

Lemma 2: There exists always a G-reversible vector 
in the orbit closure Gh of an arbitrary h E H. 

Proof See Appendix A. 

The sets Rand F are never empty, at least they 
contain the point zero. We want to prove more: 
that they are linear G-invariant subspaces and that H 
is their direct sum. First, F is a linear space: if g, h E F, 
then P, Q E C exist such that 

Pg = 0, Qh = o. 
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Then 
PQ(j + g) = QPf + PQg = o. 

Second, H can be represented as the direct sum 
H = R + F; this means that every h E H can be written 
as a sum of h = r + f, r E R,f E F. In addition, r E Gh. 
For if we choose a reversible ro E Gh (Lemma 2) and 
aPE G with Ph = ro, we can find REG such that 
Rho = ro, (Lemma 1) and put Rro = rand f= 
h - r. We get r E R (because ro was), r E Gh (because 
r = RPh) f is a flight vector 

Pf = P(h - r) = Ph - PRro =ro - ro = O. 

To prove linearity of R is more difficult. 

The Splitting Theorem: G is a norm-bounded 
Abelian semigroup of transformations acting on H. 
Then the set Rand Fare G-invariant linear subspaces 
of H, and H is their direct sum 

H = R + F R n F = {O}. (15) 

The mappings 
(16) 

are orthogonal linear idempotents commuting with 
G and form a decomposition of I. 

p1 = PR, PRP}<, = P}<'Pn = 0, Pi" = PF ; 

PR + PF = I, 

PRP = PPn , P}<'P = PP}<' (P::::;; G). 

Moreover PR E G. For proof, see Appendix B. 

VI. UNIQUENESS OF THE EQUILIBRIUM 

Corollary 1: R has dimension one. The equilibrium 
distribution r (a fixed point of G) is unique. Assume 
R has dimension at least two, then PRel = r1 , 

PR e2 = r2, r1 , r2 being linearly independent. 

PR Ttel = r1 , for all t = 0; 

PRT Tel = TTPRel = a1PRei + a2PRe2 + ... 
= a1r1 + a2r2 + . .. all ai > 0, 

contrary to a2 = O. 

Corollary 2: The approach to equilibrium goes 
with exponential speed. This can be shown by the 
following argument: There is a Tto that shrinks the 
intersection M of the unit sphere E and F by one half. 
The set M = E n F is compact. Then for every 
hEM there exists a finite sequence fl' ... ,fm E F 
such that h is in a I j4K2-neighborhood of some h. 
Choose Tit such that 

1 
IIT"J;II S 4K2 

and put T, = T, .. , T, (to = 11 + ... + 1m). Then 
Olin 

for an arbitrary hEM 

II Ttohll S II Tto(h - h)11 + II TtJl1 

S II Tto(h - fi)11 + II Tto-t,Tth,11 
s K 2( -lj4K2) + K2( -lj4K2) = l 

For I = nlo and all hEM we get 

II Tntohll S (i)n. 

For an arbitrary I = t' + nlo, 0 S t' < 10 and all 
hEM 

II TntoTrhl1 S (it IIT/,hll ::::;; mn
• K 2 ::::;; Kae-Kt 

for a suitably chosen Ka and K. Finally if h is arbitrary 
(by the splitting theorem) 

h=r+l, 

II Tth - rll ::::;; Ka III11 e-Kt
. 

VII. THE SLAB REACTOR 

As an example let us consider the simple case of a 
slab reactor R = {x I -a S x S + a} with mono
energetic neutrons S = {Ii I -I S Ii S + I}. R X S 
is a rectangle in the two-dimensional phase space. It 
is divided by lines parallel to the axes into cells 
(Fig. 1). The cells are numbered I-n. Figure 2 shows 
the space H(n) for n = 2. The simplex V is a part of 
a straight line; also the one-dimensional subspace R 
is drawn. The orbits of Gel' resp. Ge2 approach 
r1 , resp. r2 on R. r1 has a total number of neutrons 
less than r2 • The reason is in the special choice of e1 

and e2 . The pulse started in e1 at time t = 0 will loose 
many neutrons through the boundary x = +a before 
it builds up a critical distribution, in contrast to a 
pulse started in e2 that will first increase the number 
of neutrons before loosing neutrons by leakage 
through the boundary. 

+1 

Wf 

1.U;a, 

-d +a x 

-f 

FIG. I. The ~ space of a slab reactor. 
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FIG. 2. The orbits in the space H for n = 2. 

VIII. COMPARISON TO WING'S METHOD 

The generalization to the semigroup that represents 
the solution of the linear Boltzmann equation is 
obvious. [Assumptions (a)-(f) are clearly satisfied.] 
The question as to whether the splitting theorem 
remains true in this general case can be answered in 
the affirmative.9 H can be chosen as the Banach space 
of L1(R x S) integrable functions or the Hilbert space 
of L2(R x S) integrable ones. Because of the equiv
alence of all norms we get 

K1 ::; II Ttll ::; K2, 

K5 ::; II Tt l1 1 ::; KG 

and vice versa. Wingl has given a representation of 
the semigroup that contains explicitly the decomposi
tion into H = R + F. 

N 

h(x,l-', t) = I e<fJH )t(h1'P7)'Pi + Bd, 
i~l 

PI> P2 ~ ... ~ PN· 
In the case of the critical reactor PI = 1, 

h=r+l, 

r = (h I 'P:)'P1' 1= h - r; 

II~h - rll ::; K 3e-
fJ2t 11111. 

APPENDIX A 

If the orbit closure of hGh is closed, G invariant, 
and Gh is minimal, then we are ready. If it is not, then 

• K. Jacobs, Neuere Methoden lind Ergebnisse der Ergodentheorie 
(Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1960). 

there exists a proper subset N1 ::; Gh that is closed 
and G invariant. For every such chain Gh ~ N1 ~ 
N2 ~ ... , there exists a lower bound N = n:1 N; 
that is closed (because of compactness) and G invariant. 
By Zorns Lemma there exists a minimal G-invariant 
set in Gh. 

APPENDIX B 

Every PEG induces a continuous mapping of G 
onto itself by multiplication Q --+ PQ. SO G may be 
considered as an Abelian semigroup of continuous 
mappings of the compact set G onto itself. Again we 
get the existence of at least one minimal G-invariant 
subset Go ::; G (Lemma 2). Go is uniquely determined. 
If G1 is of the same kind, GOG1 = {PQ I P EGo, 
Q E G1 }, which is compact as the continuous image of 
the compactum Go X G1 , would turn out to be a 
G-invariant subset of Go n G1 and thus Go = 0 1 • If 
PEG is arbitrary. PGo is compact and G-invariant 
and thus PGo = Go (P E G). Thus we see there is 
division in Go. Even for every PEG, Q E Go, there 
exists an R E Go with PR = Q. Applying this to 
P = Q2 and putting Eo = QR, we obtain the existence 
of an idempotent Eo E Go, E~ = Q2RR = QR = Eo. 
We see that the space of flight vectors is annulated 
by each Q E Go. Indeed if we choose f E F, and then 
PEG with Pf = 0, there exists a"R E Go withP"R = Q 
and we obtain Qf= PRf= O. As a consequence 
F = Q-10, Q E Go, and F is a linear space. 

Next we show QH consists of reversible vectors for 
any Q E Go. Again if we choose h E Hand PEG, and 
then R E Go with QPR = Q, we obtain for r = Qh, 
RPr = "RPQh = Qh = r. 

Finally we show that each Q E Go maps the set R 
of all reversible vectors onto itself. Now if we choose 
r E Rand PEG such that PQr = r, then we have 
QPr = rand Pr E R. Combining our last two results 
we obtain QH = R, Q E Go. As a consequence R turns 
out to be a linear space. It follows: if Eo E Go IS 

idempotent, then 

R = Eo H, F = E;10 = (J - Eo) H, 

and all elements of R remain fixed under Eo. As 
H = R + F, Eo is uniquely determined, it also follows 
that R n F = {O}. Consequently for any h E H, 
h = Eoh + (J - Eo)h = r + f is the unique decom
position of h and we obtain Pn = Eo, PF = / - Eo. 
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Upper Bounds to Eigenvalues of the One-Dimensional Sturm-Liouville Equation 
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Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana 
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This work develops a straightforward technique for giving an upper bound to any eigenvalue of the 
one dimensional Sturm-Liouville problem. It is shown that any trial function that fulfills the proper 
boundary condition of the problem and possesses the same number of nodes as an exact eigenfunction 
of the problem can provide an upper bound to that eigenfunction's eigenvalue. Application of the above 
technique is made to provide a one-sided bound to quantum mechanical scattering phase shifts. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

CONSIDER the differential equation 

(djdx)(P dyjdx) - (q - Ar)y = 0 (1) 

in a region R, a ~ x ~ b, in which p(x) and rex) are 
both positive in the interior of R, with homogeneous 
boundary conditions prescribed at the end points 
(a, b); 

(ocy + f3 dyjdx)x=a = (7..y + f3 dyjdx)x=~ = 0, (2) 

or if p(x) = 0 on a boundary, y and dyjdx must only 
be finite, or if pea) = pCb) the periodic boundary 
conditions yea) = y(b) and dy(a)djx = dy(b)jdx are 
sufficient.1 

Then (I) has solutions Yi(X) for only certain values 
of A = Ai' The spectrum of eigenvalues with a finite 
smallest member Ao and extending to + 00 are 
extremals of the expression 

A _ In[p(dyjdx)2 + qy2] dx 

- SRrldx ' 
(3) 

and consequently any trial function iT' inserted into 
(3) provides an upper bound to Ao, the smallest 
eigenvalue2 ; 

Ao < in[p(dYT Jdx!2 + qy~] dx . (4) 
- SnrYT dx 

Similarly if a trial function can be guaranteed to be 
orthogonal to the first n eigenfunctions in the sense 

(5) 

then it can be shown that y!p) provides an upper 
bound to the n + 1 eigenvalue using (4) (Ref. 2). 

However, in general no eigenfunctions are known 
exactly in a problem where variational methods are 
employed, so estimates to higher eigenvalues made 

1 F. B. Hildebrand, Methods of Applied Mathematics (Prentice
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1965), 2nd ed., p. 90. 

2 Reference I, p. 205. 

with trial functions orthogonal to the trial functions 
for the lower eigenvalues will not be upper bounds to 
the true eigenvalues. 

It is the purpose of this note to present a straight
forward method for providing upper bounds to any 
of the eigenvalues of (1). 

II. UPPER BOUNDS FOR ANY EIGENVALUE 

Consider the problem specified by (I) subject to 
the appropriate boundary conditions. The true 
solutions of (1) have the properties3 

(dJdx)(p dyJdx) - (q - rAi)Yi = 0, 

In rYiYj dx = bii , 
L[p :~i;; + qYiYi] dx = Aibij 

and are extremals of (3). 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

In one dimension each eigenvalue is uniquely 
specified by the number of separate regions R" into 
which R is broken, each region separated from its 
neighbors by the nodes (zeros) of the eigenfunction.4 

The lowest eigenvalue of (1) has an eigenfunction with 
no nodes. 

For each region R" the eigenfunction is a nodeless 
eigenfunction satisfying the same Sturm-Liouville 
differential equation with homogeneous boundary 
conditions. The nth eigenvalue An with eigenfunction 
Yn(x) is then the lowest eigenvalue of the same 
problem for each region Ra.' 

If the nodes of Yn(x) were known, an upper bound 
to An could be obtained by picking any region R" and 
using the usual variational technique to find an upper 
bound for the region's lowest eigenvalue. However, 
in the general case the nodes of Yn(x) are not known. 

3 Reference 1, p. 89. 
• R. Courant and D. Hilbert, Methods of Mathematical PhYSics 

(Interscience Publishers, Inc., New'York, 1937), 1st English ed., 
p.454. 

1406 
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Assume that a trial function yix) with the same 
number of nodes as the desired Yn(x) is being used to 
estimate An. In general the nodes of Yt(x) do not 
coincide with the nodes of YlI(X). The following 
theorem is now proved: 

Given a region R divided into n ~ 2 regions R~, if 
the Sturm-Liouville equation is solved in each region 
R~ for its lowest eigenvalue A~~) with the boundary 
conditions y(x) = 0 on all interior boundaries and the 
original homogenous boundary conditions on the 
exterior boundaries, then 

max {A~~)} ~ An' (9) 

where An is the nth eigenvalue of the same Sturm
Liouville equation on the whole region R. 

Proof: Let Pi be the interior boundary points of the 
regions R~. Let qi be the nodes of the exact eigen
function Yn(x). Using the known result5 that the 
eigenvalues of the Sturm-Liouville problem mono
tonically decrease with enlarging a region, we have 
the following: 

The necessary condition that A&I) ~ An is that the 
first boundary point of the divided region be greater 
than the first node of Yn(x); i.e., 

PI ~ ql· (10) 

Similarly, the necessary condition that A~2) and 
A~l) ~ An is that 

(11) 

These conditions can be restated until we have 
the necessary condition thatA~l), A~2) , ••• , A~n-l) ~ An 

which is that 

(12) 

Pn-l ~ qn-l· 

But the nth region has the exterior boundary x = a, 
and the condition Pn-l ~ qn-l demands by the 
monotonicity of the eigenvalues with region size that 

A~n) ~ An. (13) 

Therefore at least one A~~) must be greater than or 
equal to An. 

With this theorem it is now straightforward to 
obtain upper bounds to any eigenvalue of the Sturm
Liouville equation over the whole region R. Pick a 

5' Reference 4, p. 421. 

trial Yt(x) with the same number of nodes as the 
desired Yn(x). Take ytCx) in each nodeless region R 
and calculate an upper bound to that region's 
lowest eigenvalue; 

A(~) _ f R~ [p(dYT/dx)2 + qy~] dx 
T - f 2 • Ra. rYT dx 

(14) 

Using (4) we have 
(15) 

and consequently 

max {A~)} ~ max {A~a.)}. (16) 

But by use of the theorem proved above, (9), we have 

max {A~)} ~ An, (17) 

the desired result and a computable upper bound to 
An· 

To get the best possible upper bound to An the 
trial function ytCx) can be adjusted until all the A~) 
are equal. 

To make more clear what has been shown in this 
work, a comparison with the work of MacDonald6 is 
made. MacDonald showed that a trial function ytCx) 
made up of n or more independent functions will 
provide an upper bound to An by means of diagonal
ization of an n' X n' (n' ~ n) matrix in the Rayleigh
Ritz procedure. 

In this work it has been shown that any trial 
function possessing exactly n - 1 nodes will give an 
upper bound to An. For large n the procedure devel
oped here will involve substantially less labor than the 
method of MacDonald. 

III. GENERALIZATION TO THE 
N-DIMENSIONAL CASE 

The technique can be generalized to the N
dimensional Sturm-Liouville equation. There is an 
important qualification which arises, however. In two 
or more dimensions the- eigenfunctions of the Sturm
Liouville equation are not uniquely specified by 
their node topology.7 Consequently, in an N-dimen
sional generalization of the proof given above, there is 
no guarantee that an upper bound to any specific 
eigenfunction of that given node topology will be 
obtained. 

All that can be proven in the N-dimensional case is 
that the procedure presented in Sec. II of this work 
will yield an eigenvalue estimate which is an upper 
bound to the lowest eigenvalue of the family of 
eigenvalues belonging to the given node topology 
of the trial eigenfunction. 

6 J. K. L. MacDonald, Phys. Rev. 43, 830 (1933). 
7 Reference 4, p. 455·. 
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IV. BOUNDS ON SCATTERING PHASE SHIFTS 

In the quantum-mechanical central potential scat
tering problem the radial wave equation for the Lth 
partial wave is 

(d2uL/dr2) - [L(L + 1)/r2]uL + 2M(£ - V)UL = 0, 
(18) 

where U = np. It is assumed that the potential 
vanishes outside some range r = a. 

If the radial wavefunction is solved in a large 
spherical volume of radius R with the boundary 
condition 

U(R) = 0, (19) 

then the exterior solution for u(r), r > a, is a phase
shifted free-particle solution with the phase shift 
approaching the true scattering phase shift as R -+ 00. 

A method for obtaining a one-sided bound to the 
scattering phase shift 15 L is now presented which is 
analogous to that of PercivaJ.8 

Let r = ro be an estimate of the first wavefunction 
node outside of the potential region (ro > a). A trial 
wavefunction is now shown to provide a bound on 
b L' For the region r 0 :S r :S R, the proper phase
shifted free-particle solution of 

(d2uL/dr2
) - [L(L + 1)/r2]uL + k 2uL = ° (20) 

is assumed where k 2 = 2M£. For finite R the k's 
which fulfill the boundary conditions 

u(ro) = u(R) = ° (21) 

form a discrete spectrum, but when we take the limit 
R -+ OCJ this spectrum becomes dense. 

For the region r < ro a trial function with any 
chosen number of nodes can be used. The proper 
boundary conditions on the trial function are 

lim uT(r) is finite, (22) 

and 
u1,(rO) = 0. (23) 

The energy estimate 

r [_1 (dUT)2 + (L(L ;- 1) + v) u~J dr 

E
( .. J _ JR .. 2M dr r 
T -

f u~dr R .. 
(24) 

is then calculated for each nodeless region R .. of the 
interior interval 0:S r :S ro. For the exterior trial 
function the free-particle phase-shifted wavefunction 
appropriate to the energy and wavenumber given by 

max {E\;J} == k2/2M (25) 
is selected. [In the limit R -+ 00 a wavenumber k can 
be found arbitrarily close to fulfilling (25).] 

• I. C. Percival, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A70, 494 (1957). 

FIG. 1. The graphical solution of (31) for a repulsive potential. 
The movement of the curve intercept from the x-axis intercept 
indicates the negative phase shift of the potential. 

By the theorem proved in this work, (9), (25) gives 
an upper bound to the energy for a state of the total 
number of nodes in the trial function constructed 
above. Since the energy of the state is a monotonically 
increasing function of the selected node location ro, 
while for large R the energy is changing infinitesimally 
with changing ro, ro is an upper bound to the node 
location for the exact scattering function at the 
energy given by (25). 

To translate the bound on ro into a bound on the 
phase shift of the scattering wavefunction, consider 
the most general exterior free-particle wavefunction,9 

"PL(r),...., [cos bLh(kr) - sin bL1'JL(kr)]. (26) 

Requiring (26) to have a node at ro gives 

tan 15 L = h(kro)/1'JL(kro), (27) 

whereh(x) and 1'Jdx) are the spherical Bessel functions 
and spherical Neumann functions of order L. Equation 
(27) then gives a one-sided bound on the phase 
shifts 15 L by expressing 15 L in terms of r 0 and the 
wavenumber k. 

To summarize the procedure consider the following 
steps. 

(1) Pick an ro > a. 
(2) Pick an arbitrary trial function on the interval 

o :S r:s ro which fulfills the boundary conditions 
(22) and (23). 

(3) An energy and wavenumber is determined by 
(25). 

(4) (27) then gives a bound to the phase shift at 
wavenumber k. 

The procedure developed above is somewhat more 
general than the similar work of PercivaJ.8 Percival, 
following the work of MacDonald,6 employs the 
Rayleigh-Ritz procedure and the diagonalization of 
an n X n matrix to obtain his trial functions. It has 
been shown here that any trial function provides a 
phase-shift bound. 

• L. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hili Book Company, 
Inc., New York, 1955), 2nd ed., p. 104. 
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1<;---------------,4 ..... 1[, 

-nl-----
FIG. 2. The graphical solution of (31) for a weakly attractive 

potential. The movement of the curve intercept from the x-axis 
intercept indicates the positive phase shift of the potential. 

V. APPLICATION TO AN S-WA VE PHASE
SHIFT CASE 

For S waves, (24) gives the relation between ro and 
k for a trial function ylx), 

k
2
= f:"[(~J+ 2MVu~J dr 

r-Jo U
2
T dr 

(28) 

A simple trial function to use is 

(29) 

~ _____________ -+r. 

FIG. 3. The graphical solution of (31) for a strongly attractive 
potential. An intercept remains at finite ro for the limit k = 0, 
indicating a bound state of the potential exists. 

which, when used in (28), gives 

2 TT2 4Mf () . 2 (TTr) k - 2" = - V r SIn - dr 
ro ro ro 

(30) 

or 

(kro)2 - TT2 = 4Mrof V(r) sin2 (:~) dr. (31) 

Figures 1-3 plot the solution of (31) for the three 
cases of a repulsive potential, weak attractive potential, 
and strong attractive potential. Figure 3 gives a 
solution of (31) for ro finite and k = 0 indicating a 
phase shift in excess of iTT, or a bound state. 
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We consider the temporal evolution of the BBGKY hierarchy in the Boltzmann approximation 
for spatialIy homogeneous nonequilibrium situations, in the absence of initial correlations. For times 
of the order of the mean free time or greater, the single particle function /1 is found to be of the form 

/1 = n + Eft + £'lln £1 it + 0(£2) 

with £ = nrg (n is the density, ro the range of binary interaction) and n "n, andfl of order unity. For times 
less than the mean free time, with t in units of the duration of a binary interaction, /1 is of the form 

/1 = n + £Il + £'(In oit + 0(£2). 

In both cases the same formally higher-order binary correlation functions are neglected. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N a previous paper,1 the usual low-density expansion 
applicable to a Boltzmann gas was carried out, 

using a multiple time and space scale technique, to 
yield an expression for the lowest-order two-particle 
correlation function on the scale of the collision time 
and the mean free path. In the present paper this 
technique has been extended by introducing streaming 
operators which are generalizations of the operators 
first used by Bogoliubov2 and which allow higher
order corrections in E to the correlation functions to 
be obtained. (Here we note that E = nrg, where n 
is the density and ro is the range of the binary potential.) 

The new result which this technique yields is the 
appearance of correction terms which are logarithmic 
in the density. It was pointed out earlier1 that terms 
which varied as I-Ion the interaction time scale 
appeared in the correlation functions. Clearly, on 
going to higher order in the expansion, such terms 
have to be integrated and yield In I behavior. 3 In the 
present paper the apparent divergence from this 
source (among others) is removed by the introduction 
of generalized streaming operators which allow us to 
carry out the expansion for times on the collisional 

• A preliminary account of this work was reported at Washington, 
D.C.: Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 10, 531 (1965). 

1 E. Frieman and R. Goldman, 1. Math. Phys. 7, 2153 (1966). 
2 N. N. Bogoliubov, in Studies in Statistical Mechanics, 1. De Boer 

and G. E. Uhlenbeck, Eds. (Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 
1962), Vol. 1, p. 5. 

8 For further discussions of the In t behavior see: 1. Weinstock, 
Phys. Rev. 132, 454 (1963); 1. R. Dorfman and E. G. D. Cohen, 
Phys. Letters 16, 124 (1965); 1. V. Sengers, Phys. Rev. Letters 
15, 515 (1965); K. Kawasaki and I. Openheim, Phys. Rev. 139A, 
1763 (1965); 1. Weinstock, ibid. 140A, 40 (1965); L. K. Haines, 
1. R. Dorfman, and M. H. Ernst, ibid. 144,207 (1966). 

time scale. An E In E behavior is obtained with 
correction terms of order E. 

A further result which appears naturally in the 
course of this work is that the complete Choh
Uhlenbeck collision operator is derived. [n Ref. 1 we 
established this result with two caveats: (a) that 

lim e-H20(t-tO)g~(to, €I, ... ) 
t-/o-Xl 

vanished, and (b) that 

lim A(t - to) 

vanished. 
t-to--+oo 

In fact we show (by using the generalized streaming 
operator technique) that the appropriate modifications 
of conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied to order E. 

In Sec. II the usual hierarchy is given, but higher
order terms are included with the usual lower-order 
terms, so that more convenient forms for the solution 
are obtained. In Sec. III higher-order corrections for 
the two- and three-particle correlations are obtained 
and the Choh-Uhlenbeck collision operator derived. 
In Sec. IV the In E terms are obtained and shown to be 
convergent, and in Sec. V the contributions to the 
kinetic equation are obtained. A number of appen
dixes with details for the formal manipulations and 
estimates are also given. 

II. EQUATIONS OF THE HIERARCHY 
UPTOs=4 

In this section we write the equations of the 
BBGKY hierarchy for a spatially homogeneous 
system in a form which is, particularly suited for 
carrying out the higher-order calculations we need to 

1410 
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do. The notation and units are identical to those used be written as: 
in Ref. 1. The hierarchy is written as s = 1: 

(2.1) 

where 
(2.2) 

As usual we introduce 

gl =/1' 
g2 = /2 - !ttl' (2.3) 

etc., and find 

a • .-1 ;f· + H.g. -1 1 1 (}iig,.(i, .. ')g.-,.(j, ... ) 
U i=l i< j ,,=1 

= i~ f (}i'S+{~lg,,(i, ... ) 
x g.+1-,,(S + 1, ... ) + gs+l] dils+1 • (2.4) 

To proceed with the expansion we write 
OC! 

g - ~ Emgm(X .. , x v··· v t EX '" EX Et···) 
& - ~ 8 1 8' 1 8" 1 8'" 

m=O 
(2.5) 

OC! 

H= 
8 

1 EmHm . ' (2.6) 
m=O 

and 
a a a 2 a 

(2.7) -=-+E-+E -+ .... 
of at OEt OE2t 

Here 

• a • (2.8) H~ = 1 Vi . - -! ! (}iI 
i=l ox; ;=1i <; 

with 

(}.; = O.p(Xii) . (1.. _1..) 
• oXi oVi oV; 

(2.9) 

and 

• a Hm=!EmV.·-- m~1. (2.10) 
8 i=l t OefflXi' 

The expansion of (2.4) which follows upon using 
(2.5)-(2.10) is not unique since terms which are 
formally of higher order in E can be kept in the lower 
order equations. We exploit this freedom in the 
following to enable us to get bounded solutions more 
easily. 

It is convenient to write 

g! = (g!)" + E(g!)/1, S = 1, 2, 3 (2.11) 

since we expect that In E behavior will appear. Thus 
in (2.11) we allow for (g!)/1 being of order In E while 
(g!)" is of order unity. 
. The expanded equations of the hierarchy can now 

ogUot = 0, 

o(gD" + og~ =fdil (} gO at (JEt 2 12 2, 

ogi + o(g~)" + o(gD/1 + E Ggi 
at oEt at Get 

+ E o(gD/1 + E og~ + E2 og~ + ... 
GEt ot OEt 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

s = 2: 

= f dil2(}12(g~ + Eg~ + E2g~ + .. '). (2.14) 

(og~/Gt) + Hggg - (}12g~g~ = 0, (2.15) 

o(g~)" + HO(gl) + ogg + H1g0 + ~ (gl) 
at 2 2" OEt 2 2 E o( Et) 2" 

+ EH~(g~)" - (}12[g~(g~)" + (g~)"g~] 

= i~ f (}is[gg + g~(i)g~ + g~(3)gg] dil3 , 

o(g~)/1 HO( 1) (} [ O( 1) (1) 0] 0 -at + 2 g2 /1 - 12 gl gl /1 + gl /1g1 = , 

og~ + .. Og2 + o(g~)/1 + Hl( 1\ + og~ -;- n 2 2 E -:::1- E 2 g2J/1 E ;-
ut UEt UEt 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

+ EH~gi - (}12(g~gi + gig~ + g~g~) 

= i~f (};a[(gi)". + (g~)"n. + g~(3)[(g~)".(i) + (g~)an.(i)] 
+ (g~Mi)g~(3) + g~(i)[(g~)a.(3) + (g~)"n.(3)] 
+ (g~),.(3)g~(i)] dila• (2.18) 

s = 3: 

°fft~ + Hgg~ - (}12[g~(l)g~ + g~(2)gg] 
- (}la[g~(1)gg + g~(3)gg] 

- (}2a[g~(2)g~(2, 3) + g~(3)gg(1, 2)] = 0, (2.19) 

o(gD" HO( 1) og~- HI ° G ( 1) 1( 1) ---at + a ga a + O(Et) + ag3 + E OEt ga a + EHa ga" 

- (}dg~(l)(g~)a + (g~),.(l)gg + g~(2)(g~)a + (g~),.(2)g~] 

- (}la[g~(l)(g~)a + (g~),.(l)gg + (g~),.(3)gg + g~(3)(g~)a] 

- (}2a[g~(2)(g~)a + (g~)i2)gg + (gD,.(3)g~ + g~(3)(g~)a] 

= i~f (}i4[g~ + gg(i)g~(4) + gg(4)g~(i) 
+ 1 g~(j, 4)g~(i, k)] dil4 • (2.20) 

s = 4: 

;#oi.4 
k#o;.;.4 

o ° 4 i-I 
fft4 + H~g~ - i~~1 a~.i(}ii[gW)gg(j, ex, fJ) 

fJ*i,;,f% 

+ g~(j)gg(i, ex, fJ) + g~(i, ex)gg(j, fJ)] = O. (2.21) 
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Note that in writing (2.12)-(2.21) we have not 
introduced E"t and E"H:', n :?: 2 variations since we 
have shown in Ref. 1 that the asymptotic solution 
appears to have no such long-time, long-space 
variation. Further, we have used the decomposition 

(2.22) 

We show that (gD",s contributes secular terms while 
(g~)",,,s does not. 

III. FORMAL SOLUTION OF "REVISED" 
HIERARCHY 

The philosophy of the calculation is, of course, to 
solve the above equations order by order. However, 
as we continue the expansion we wish it to hold for 
longer and longer times. Thus we must be prepared to 
remove secular terms by balancing them against 
functions which are undetermined, and we must 
estimate the error terms to show that the various 
functions are bounded. 

In Ref. 1 we determined g~ fully. However, the 
determination of g! was only valid for times t « I/E. 
Our first task, therefore, is to construct an expression 
for g~ valid on the time scale t"'-' I/E. g! has been 
decomposed into (g~)", and (g~)fl . A formal solution for 
(gD" can easily be obtained but (g~)fl must be deter
mined by removing secular behavior from gi. g; in 
turn depends on known functions and (gn". Thus 
(g~)", must be determined. In fact it is shown that it is 
sufficient for our purposes to determine g~ as a 
functional of (gD", . 

A. Determination of (g~)a 

We now go on to calculate [g~(/, E/)]", subject to the 
initial condition 

[g~(O, 0)]", = 0 

and then seek to write 

(3.l) 

[g~(t, Et)]", = [g~(t, Et)]",; + [g~(t, Et)]ans, (3.2) 

where [g~(t, Et)]",s produced a secular contribution to 
(2.18). 

From Eq. (2.16) for IX12! < '0 we have 

(g~)", = Lte-[1l.O+Cll.1+dOloct)JU-t') 

X {- ~:: + 012[g~(g~)", + (g~)",g~] 

+ i~ J dQaOia[g~ + g~(i)g~ + g~(3)g~]) dt'. 

(3.3) 

It is apparent that this is the same as the Choh
Uhlenbeck triple collision term on neglect of the 

terms (EH: + E(O/OE/» within the exponential factor, 
and in the limit t --+ 00. 

For !X12 ! > '0' X12 not almost I/V12 (i.e., trajectories 
such that Particles 1 and 2 have not interacted in the 
past), we have 

(g~)", = L
t
e-[H."+lH.1+dO/Ol{)](t-t') 

X t~ J °ia[gg + gW)g~ + g~(3)g~] dQa} dt'. 

(3.4) 

For !X12! > '0' X12 almost " Vl2 (i.e" trajectories 
such that Particles 1 and 2 have interacted in the past): 

(g~)", = Lte-[H20+lH2'+dO/O,f)J{t-I') 

{ ° 0 x - 0:: - mggS(t' - t*) + 012(g~g~ + gtg~) 

+ i~ J °ia[gg + g~(i)gg + g~(3)gg] dQa} dt' 

(3.5) 
with t* the maximum value of t' such that 

[We have Sex) = 1, x > 0; Sex) = 0, x < 0.] 
We now seek to divide (3.4) and (3.5) into parts 

which contribute to secularities in g: and parts 
which do not. To this end we note for !x12! > 2'0: 

gg(t') = e-[H."Ci,a)+vj'(o/O"'j)]T[gg(t - T) + g~(i)gg(t' - T) 

+ g~(3)g~(t' - T)] - [g~(i)gg(t') + g~(3)gg(t')]. 
(3.6) 

(Throughout this paper we consider only binary 
potentials such that there exists an upper bound T 

of order unity to the duration of all binary inter
actions.) 

Also for !x12 ! > '0' on using (2.19), the integral 
within (3.4) and (3.5) may be rewritten: 

On using (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.4) we have 

(g~)a = (g~)as + (g~)an.' (3.8) 
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where we define 

(g~)as = t e-[H20+fH21+da1aft)]{t-t'){ i r V3'i 
)0 i=1 Jlx;a'l=ro 

(1=3-i) 

X [€-[HaO(i,3'l+vr(alaxj)]T(g~gg(t' - 'T) 

+ g~(3')g~(t' - 'T» - g~(i)gg(t')](Xi3' 1\ Vi3') da3, dV3,} dt' 

and 
(3.9) 

(gi)ans = lte-[H."+fH2'+dala£tllt 

X ~[e[HaO+£H21+£(ala(Et))]t'.± r g~ dX3 dV3] dt' 
at .=1 JI<t;al<ro 

(j=3-i) 

+ t e-[H2
o+£H.'+d ala£t)](t-t') L f V3'i 

Jo i=1 1<t/a'l=ro 
(J=3-i) 

X [e-[Hao(i,3')+"r(alaxj)]Tg~(t' - 'T)(Xi3, II Vi3,) 

- g~(t')(Xi3' - 1\ Vi3,)] X da3, dv3, dt' 

_ t e-[H.o+£H.'+dalaEt)](t-t') (€H~ + €~) 
Jo a€t 

x ± r g~ dn3 dt'. 
i=1 J IXi31 <TO 

(3.10) 

[At this point we note that throughout this paper 
the combination IXapl = '0; xap II vap denotes that 
particles 0: and ~ are at the distance '0 beyond which 
the binary force between particles vanishes, and that 
0: and ~ are moving apart; the combination IXapl = '0' 
xap - II vap (i.e., xaP II -vap) denotes the same separa
tion, but that 0: and ~ are approaching each other.] 

For (3.5), on using 

ag~ + H~g~ 
ad 
= - ± r Ivi3 ,1 g~(3')g~ da3, dv3" (3.11) 

i=1 J IX;3'I=To:xi3'II"i3' 
we note 

(g~)iXI2 almost II V12) = 0(1). (3.12) 

B. Determination of (£g~)p 

Now, we first determine the form of (gDa for 
IXisl < '0, IX121 > '0' Parts of this function determine 
the secular behavior of (2.18) which, in turn, is used in 
the definition of (€g~)p. 

From (2.20) one obtains on using (2.12), (2.13), 
(2.15), (2.16), and (2.21), and neglecting terms of 
order 10: 

(g~)it, d) 
= e-H3·T{(g~)it - 'T, d) + g~(i)(g~)..(t - 'T, d) 

+ [g~(i)]ag~ + g~(3)(g~)a + [gl(3)]ag~} 
- {g~(i)(gi)it, d) + [g~(i)]ag~ + g~(3)(gi)a 
+ [g~(3)].zg~} + O. (3.13) 

Specifically we note 

o = t e-Hao(t-t')(l + 1) dt' 
)t-T 

(3.14) 

with I given by the integral term of (2.18) and / a 
linear function of the integral terms within (2.10) and 
(2.13). We note that in (3.13) and (3.14) we have 

'T = 0(1). (3.15) 

On substituting (3.13) in (2.18) one may verify that 
the only terms within (2.18) which yield secular 
contributions to g~ for IX121 < '0 are those terms 
linear in (g~)« •. (See Appendix A for details.) 

On removing secular behavior from (2.18) we 
obtain as a sufficient condition for the finiteness of 
g~ for IX121 < '0 

On combining (3.16) and (2.17) we have 

a(€gi)p + HO( 1) + a(€gi)p + Hl( 1) 
at 2 €g2 P 10 ~ 10 2 €g2 P 

= €e12[g~(gDp + (gDpg~] + 10 i~ f ei3e-Ha·T 

x [g~(i)(g~)as(t - 'T) + g~(3)(gi)«.(t - 'T)] dn3. 

(3.17) 
From (3.17) we obtain directly 

(€g~)p = lte-[HaO+dalaEtl+£Hal](t-t') 

X {€e12[g~(gDp + (g1)pgl0] + 10 .Lfe,3e-H3·T 
.=1 

X [g~(i)(g~)a.(t' - 'T) + g~(3)(g~)as(t' - 'T)]} dn3 dt'. 

(3.18) 
On using 

ei3 = (Hg + 10 ~ + €Hi) ad 
- Hg - (10 ~ + €Hi) (3.19) ad 

and neglecting terms of relative size (In 10)-1, (3.18) 
becomes (see Appendix B for details) 

(€gi)p = Lte-[HIO+dalaft)+£H.'](t-t') 

X {€e12[g~(gDp + (gDpg~] + 10 ± r V3, 
i=1 J IXiSl <TO 

(;=3-i) 

• ~ e-H3
0

T [g~(i)(g~)as(t' - 'T) 
aX3 

+ g~(3)(g~)as(t' - 'T)] dn3} dt'. (3.20) 
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From (3.12), (3.20) is not affected to order e by using 
the form (3.9) for X 12 almost II V12' 

IV. ASYMPTQTlC FORM FOR (g~)a + £(gDp 
FOR IXJ21 < ro 

From (3.3), after some algebra (see Appendix C 
for details), we can write to order e: 

(g~)" = l(x12 , €X12 = 0, t, Et) + J(X12 , €X12 = 0, t, Et) 

(4.1) 
with 

I =ft e-Hao<t-I') 
max (1-1/l,O) 

X {- ~!; + 012[g~(gi)" + (gi)"g~] 

+ i~ J °ia[gg + g~(i)gg + g~(3)gg] dna} dt' 

t-l
/

l + Jo e-[Hzo+lHzl+dala£l)l(l-t') 

x {tl J O;a[gg + g~(i)gg + g~(3)gg] dna} dt' 

and 

(4.2) 

J = _ r
l 

ee-HaO(I-I')(H~ + ~)(g~),,"dt' 
Jmax (l-l/l,O) OEt 

(4.3) 

with max (I - l/e, 0) denoting the larger of 1 - I/e 
and 0, and 

(g~)".(X12 , eX12 = 0, Et, VI' v2) 

== r""e-H2or' ± r Va'i{e-[H30(i,a'l+I1;"(a/all';llT 
Jo ;=1 J 11I';3'I=ro 

(;=8-1) 

X [g~(i)gg(t--+ (0) + g~(3')gg(t--+ (0)] 

- g~(i)gg(t --+ oo)}(Xia, II Vw) dO"a' dva, dor'. (4.4) 

From (3.20), after some algebra, we can write (see 
Appendix D for details): 

with 
(4.5) 

K = e-Hz (I-I') i t ° 
max (1-1/<,0) 

X {e012[g~(gD/i + (gD/ig~] + e i r dn3V3i .=IJ III'i31 <ro 

. O~a e-H30T[g~(i)(gh •• + g~(3)(ghr.]} dt'. (4.6) 

On combining (4.1) and (4.5) and specifying only 
the 1 dependence of I, J, and K, we have for (X12, 

EX12 = 0, e/): 

(g~)" + E(gD/i = lim let) + lim [J(t) + K(t)] 
t-'Y) t-eJ') 

+ {[let) - }~~ let)]} + {[J(t) + K(t)] 

- }~~ [J(t) + K(t)]}. (4.7) 

The term 
lim I(t), 

which is evaluated at EX12 = 0, determines the stand
ard Choh-Uhlenbeck triple collision integral within 
an error of order e. 

The term 

lim [J(t) + K(t)] 

on the neglect of contributions of order e may be 
written (see Appendix E for details): 

lim [J(t) + K(t)] 

G(X12 , VI' V2, et) 

== e-H2oT _1_{ ± fV3i[e-Il2°(j,3)r _ 1] 

I vI21 (J~'t.i) 

X [gWg~(X12' EXI2 , Et, VI' V2)]", IX121} 

(eX12 = 0, IX121 = l/e, xI2 11 -YI2)] 

+ gWg~(Xai' exai , et, V3, Vi)],," IX3il} 

X [EX3i = 0, IXail = l/e, X3j II -Yj ;( - )i] X dl1a d3Va 

- (~ + H~) {[g~(X12' eX12 , Et, VI' V2)]". IX121} 
oEt 

(EX12 = 0, IX121 = l/e, xl 211 -v12)}. (4.8a) 

Within (4.8) we note to = 0(1), or = 0(1) and 

e-H20U,2ltoy- _ e-H .oU ,2)loy 
12 - 12, 

e-Il2°(j,alry- - y-
12 - 12' 

Moreover, to evaluate terms of the form 

V12' (%exI2)gg(t --+ oo,j, 3) 
which occur within (4.8) on using (4.4) we note 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4.9c) 

(4.10) 

eXia = eXia - exij , (4.11) 
from which 

V12 . -!-- g~(t --+ 00, j, 3) = (_ )iV12 . ogg(t -; oo,j, 3) . 
w~ , €Xn 

(4.12) 
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Further, since we may choose 

(og~/o€xf1.p) X Vab = 0, 

we note that for an arbitrary vector ex 

(4.13) 

€2. Hence they are not considered in the determination 
of the €2 In € behavior of gl . 

For t» c 1 the term 

let) - lim let) 
t .... oo 

(4.14) from (4.2) may be estimated to be 

The term 

let) - lim let) 
t .... "" 

for t < € - 1 may be written in the form 

l(t) - lim let) = (g~)«.(t, d = 0, €X12 = 0) 

(4.15a) 

- (g~):xs(€t = 0, €Xu = 0) + y, (4.15b) 
where 

(gD"it, d, €X12 = 0) 

= e-II2 (t-I') .2 V3'i{e-[II2 (i,3')+vj"(o/a"'j)]r i t • 2 i 0 

o i=1 ''''13'1=ro 
($=3-;) 

X [g~(i)g~(t' - T, €X3'i = 0) 

+ g~(3!)g~(t! - T, €Xij = 0)] 

- g~(i)g~(t', €X3' j = O)} (Xi3' " Via.) dG'3' dv3, dt' 

== I: e-II20(t-I')Og~(t!) dG'3' dVa' dt' 

and 

(g~)a.(d, €X12 = 0) 

(4.16) 

== fooe-II20(t-t')Og~(t' -+ 00) dG'3' dVa' dt' (4.17) 

and 

y = (g~)".(t, d) - (gi)"s(t -+ 00, €I) 

- [(g~)"s(t, d = 0) - (g~)«.(t -+ 00, d = 0)] 

+ let, d) - (gi)"it, d) - [l(t -+ 00, d) 

- (gi)«it -+ 00, d)] + (gi)",.(€t = 0) 

(4.18) 

with all functions in (4.18) evaluated for €X12 = 0. 
Within (4.15b) we write for €-l> t> 1 (see 

Appendix F for details) 

(g~)f1..(t, d = 0, €X12 = 0) - (g~)",.(d = 0, €X12 = 0) 

=! {t'[(gi)".(t', d = 0, €X12 = 0) 
t 

O€ + 0 rt 
e-E"12t'-£(t-t')(v~?t'2rl dt'. (4.20) 

(€t)2 J t,=.-1 

For Va > t, this becomes 

= O€ + O€e-<VUf[(€V t)-1 + (€V t)-2]. (4.21) 
(€t)2 12 12 

For V12 > t, this becomes 

(4.22) 

The term 

{[J(t) + K(t)] - }~n;, [J(t) + K(t)]} 

within (4.7) does not contribute to gl in order lower 
than €2. This is discussed later. 

V. DETERMINATION OF gl TO ORDER 
LOWER THAN ~2 

We now study the effect of our analysis on gl' From 
(2.13) we have 

og~ = lim IOI2g~(t, €I) dOz (5.1) od t-oo 

and 

o(gD .. =I012[g~(t, d) - lim g~(t, d)] d02 • (5.2) 
~ t-+oo 

On substituting (4.7) in (2.14), from the logarithmic 
finiteness of (gi)p we obtain 

lim o(gD .. = lim I 012I(X I2 , €X12 = 0, €I, t, vI> v2)dOz' 
t ... oo Od t-oo 

(5.3) 

On noting that the contribution from (4.19) is of 
the form 

(5.4) 

1 (4.19) [with Sex) = 0, x < 0; Sex) = 1, x > 0] and the 
- (g~)«.( d = 0, €x12 = O)])( t '= € - ~. right-hand side of (4.8) is of the form 

In doing this we have neglected contributions due to 
the nonzero range of the binary potential. It may be 
shown that these neglected contributions as well as 
the terms in y do not affect gl to lower order than 

€ lim t e-H.o(t-t'){012[g~(gDp + (gDpgm dt' 
t .... oo Jt-1/£ 

+ € lIn €I G(x1Z , VI> VII> €I) (5.5) 
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and combining (2.14) with (5.3) we obtain 

o(gDfJ + € o(gDfJ + ogi + € ogi + €(Og~ + € Og~) + ... 
at ad at ad at ad 

=f012{A(X12 , VI' v2)S(€-I - t) + € lim r 
t t-+ ex; Jt-l/c 

X e-II.o(t-t'){012[g~(gDp + (gDpgm dt' 

+ E lin €I G(X12' VI' V2 , El) + €B 

+ {J(t) + K(t) - lim [J(t) + K(t)]} 

+ €g~ + €2g~ + ... } dD.2 

- aa [(g~Mt, Et) - lim (g~Mt, €t)J. (5.6) 
€t t-+ Cfj 

Within (5.6) the term B is 0(1) and is derived from 
contributions of O(€) to 

[let) - }~~ l(t)J and }~~ [J(t) + K(t)], 

as well as earlier contributions to g~ which were 
deemed to be of order €. 

From (5.6) we are free to define 

~(gDp -Jo A(XI2 , VI' V2) t < €-\ (5.7a) 
at - 12 t ' 

a(g~)fJ/at = 0, t > E-
I

• (5.7b) 

Then on subtracting (5.7) from (5.6) we obtain 

E a(g~)fJ + agi + € agi + E(ag~ + € ogi) + ... 
ad at ad at a€t 

=f012{€ lim t e-H.o(t-t'){ 012[g~(g~)p + (gnpgm dt' 
t ... oo J I-I/c 

+ € lIn €I G(X12 , VI' V2 , €t) + €B' 

+ {J(t) + K(t)} - lim [J(t) + K(t)] 

+ €gi + €2g~ + ... } dD.2 

- :lea [(g~Mt, €t) - lim (gD ... (t, d)] (5.8) 
v d) t-.oo 

with B' of order unity.4 
From (5.7a) and (5.7b) for t > c 1 we can write 

(g~)p = lIn EI lim (l~)P(t, €t) (5.9) 
t-oo 

with 

lim (lDp(t, d) = 0(1). 
t .... oo 

« In this connection we note from (4.21) and (4.22) that within 
(5.8) the contribution from 

fdil.[1 -t:~I(t)J 
or t» £-1 is of order £(£t)-2. Therefore the rl behavior of (5.6) 
or t < £-1 does not persist for t« £-1. 

On integrating (5.8) for a range in t specified by 
71 < t < 72' 72 - 71 = €-l, 7 1 > cl, and simplifying 
(5.5) with (5.7b), we have as a condition for gi to be 
finite: 

Here 7 = 0(1). 
One may use (5.7a) to get 

lim (gDP(t, €t = 0) 
t ... 00 

from (gDp (t = 0, €t = 0). One may then use (5.10) to 
get 

lim (g~)P(t, Et) 
t-+ 00 

from 
lim (g~)P(t, Ef = 0). 
t-o:, 

For t > c 1 and physical combinations of t and Et 

(€I!E = f), these two operations determine (gDp • 

For t < c 1 after using (5.10) one must use (5.7a) 
again. 

To within one part in lin €I we obtain: 

(gi)p(t, Et) = In t lim (liMt, Et). (5.11) 
t ... 00 

On combining (5.7), (5.8), and (5.10) we have 

agi + E agi + E(Og~ + E Og~) + ... 
at aEt at aEt 

= f Ol2{ (1 -}~~) [J(t) + K(t)] 

+ EB' + Eg~ + E2g~ + ... } dD.2 

- 1..[(giMf, Et) - lim (gD..{t, Et)]_ 
oEt t ... ", 

It is possible to verify (see Appendix G for details) 
that the contribution to gl from the terms in 

and 

(1 - /~~) [J(t) + K(t)] 

is of order E2. Further we note that the contributions to 
gl from the terms in Egi + E2g~ + ... wiIJ be discussed 
in a subsequent paper. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We obtain to order €21n €, € = nr~, the single
particle function solution to the BBGKY hierarchy 
in the Boltzmann approximation, subject to the ini
tial condition: g. (t =0) = 0, s > I. A necessary part 
of these results has been the introduction and ex
tensive usage of a generalization of the Bogoliubov 
streaming operator. This operator, acting on the 
zero-order correlation functions determined in Ref. 
I, ultimately produces a kinetic evolution equation for 
the one-particle function of the general form: 

0/1! o€t "" (Boltzmann function) 

+ € (Choh-Uhlenbeck function) 

+ € lIn €I G + €2H. (6.1) 

The function G is given by Eq. (4.8a). In thermal 
equilibrium, G vanishes as it should. On the neglect 
of terms of order unity, H is given by 

f °12(gi + €g~ + ... ) dfl2 • (6.2) 

The terms in (6.2) are formally of order unity, but they 
are as yet unevaluated in detail. 

It is interesting to note that the t-1 dependence of 

( 1 -lim)g~(t, €I) 
t .... oco 

produces a contribution to /(1) of order €21n €, 
although the term 

( 1 -lim) g~(t, €I) 
t .... 00 

does not enter into the kinetic equation directly. This 
apparent discrepancy is resolved by noting that within 
the framework of the kinetic theory the contribution 
to/(I) from 

( 1 -lim) g~(t, €I) 
t .... 00 

serves as part of the initial condition on /(1). Hence 
the behavior of the single-particle function is Mar
koffian to order €2 In €. From Appendixes C and D 
it is almost certainly non-Markoffian in order €2. 
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APPENDIX A. ON THE CONTRIBUTION OF 
VARIOUS TERMS IN (3.13) TO THE 

SECULAR BEHAVIOR OF (2.18) 

1. Justification of Neglect of the Contribution 
of I in (3.13) to Eq. (2.18) 

We now demonstrate for X 12 almost II -l'12 that the 
contribution of I to Eq. (2.18) is of order Ix121-2. To 
establish this it is necessary to examine I in some 
detail since Oi4[g~ + ... + g~(4, .. ')g~(i)] is in general 
unbounded in terms of [g~ + ... + g~(4)g~(i)] with 
increasing IxU!. 

To see this we note from Ref. I, Eq. (4.19): 

V".g~(Xij, Vi' Vj) ~ exp {- E~v(€t', V1 ,V2) dd} 

Since 
X V"je-H.O<t-rl(e-H.OT - l)f~(€t*)fi(€t*). 

a simple expansion and differentiation results in 

V",e-lI."<t-rl = (- )(t - T)e-lI."<t-rlV
i 
+ e-II2oU-rlVv,. 

Since Vi is of order unity, this operator is of order 
t - T ~ X 12!V12' 

We note that for an operator A such that 

AI.: == A[g~ + g~(i)g~ + g~(3)g~ + g~(12)g~ + g~(14)g~] 
= order of [g~ + g~(i)g~ + ... + g~(14)g~] (AI) 

the size of 

(A2) 

or 

(A3) 

(whichever the case may be) can be determined by 
phase space considerations. (Here da4 is a surface 
element of Particle 4 coordinate space.) If X12 almost 
II V12 or X23 almost II V23 ' (A2) and (A3) are at most of 
order unity since A does not change the order. Other
wise (X12 almost II v12) it is required that a particle 
located in the volume around Particle I had an 
interaction in the past with a particle located in the 
volume around Particle 2 in order to yield a contri
bution from a region of phase space. By the standard 
geometric considerations the phase space for this is 
of order Ix12I-2. Therefore, in this case (A2) or (A3) 
is at most of order Ix12I-2. 

We show that I is composed of terms which are 
either directly of the form of Eqs. (A2) and (A3) or are 
of the form of terms which on a fast-time, fast-space 
scale are total derivatives of terms of the form of 
Eqs. (A2) and (A3). In either case the contribution to 
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FIG. I. Volumes of integration for (AS) and (A6). 

(gDa in (2.15) is of order IX121-2 for Xl2 not almost 
II V12' 

From (2.21) for X l3 < ro in particular: 
3 

2 Oi4[g~ + ... + g~(4, .. ')g~(i)] 
i=1 

og~ 4 0 0 
= + - + 2 Vi • - g4 ot i=1 OXi 
- 013[g~ + g~(l)g~ + g~(3)g~ + g~(12)g~ + g~(14)g~]. 

(A4) 
Therefore 

+ g~(12)g~ + g~(14)g~) ] d04 • (A5) 

The integration volumes 'U1 and 'U2 in X4 space are 
such that: for 'U1 , we have IX14I, IX341 < ro; for 'U2, 
we have IX241 < ro. 'U~ is such that IX141 < ocro, 
oc = 0(1). Moreover, 'U~ is chosen to include 'U1 

uniformly over the entire duration of a (1,3) inter
action (see Fig. 1). 
We note 

I = f = f + f . (A6) 
J'tJl+'lJ. J'lJ'l J.n. 

Moreover, since 

we have 

(H~f ) -f VI'~ = 0, (A7) 
'lJ'1 'tr'l OX4 

(H~f ) - f V2 ' ~ = 0, 
'lJ. Ju. OX4 

(A8) 

[Here 

( H~f'lJJ 
denotes that H: just acts on the limits of integration,] 

Therefore we obtain 

I = (~ + H~) f g~ + f Vn ' -;,0 g~ 
ut )cU'l JU'l UX 4 

+ (~ + H~) f ,g~ + r, V42 • -;,0 g~ + H~ 
ut J'lJ • J't) • UX4 

X iu}g~(l)g~ + g~(3)g~ + g~(12)g~ + g~(I4)g~] dn4 

- r VI' -;,0 [g~(l)g~ + ... + g~(14)g~] d04 J'lJ'l uX4 

- r (VI' ~ + V2 . ~ + V3 . ~) 
J'lJ'l OX1 OX2 OX3 

X [g~(l)g~ + ... + g~(14)g~] d04 

+ m r [g~(1)g~ + .. , + g~(14)g~] dQ4 
J'lJ'. 

- f V2' -;,0 [g~(1)g~ + ... + g~(14)g~] d04 J'lJ'. UX4 

-f(VI' ~ + V2' ~ + Va'~) 
OX1 OX 2 OX3 

X [g~(l)g~ + ... + g~(14)g~] d04 • 

Since a/at does not change the order of 

terms of the form 

(A9) 

may be added to (A9) without affecting the order of 
the contribution from (A9). We thus see that the only 
possibly troublesome terms in (A9) are 

f +J (VI' ~ + V2 . ~ + V3 . ~) 
J'lJ'l 'u. OX1 OX2 OX3 

X [g~(l)g~ + g~(3)g~ + gg(l2)gg + gg(14)gg] d04 

(=I'lJ'l + I'lJ.) , (AIO) 

since all other terms are of the form of Eqs. (A2) and 
(A3) or are total derivatives of the form of Eqs. (A2) 
and (A3). 

In the following discussion we neglect contributions 
involving a/at since this operator does not affect the 
order of the terms following it. Moreover, we observe: 

(1) In 'U{, 024 = 0, 014 ,034 i= O. 

(2) In 'U2 , 014 = 034 = 0,024 i= O. 

Also IXl21 is such that 012 = 0, 023 = O. 
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We consider 

I'U1, = r [g~(l) (V2 . ~ + va . ~) g~(2, 3, 4) 
.N" oX2 oX3 

+ g~(3)(VI . ~ + V2'~) g~(l, 2,4) 
oXI oX2 

+ g~(1, 2)va . ~ g~(3, 4) + g~(2, 3)Vl . ~ g~(l, 4)J dO, 
oXa oXI 

(All) 
and 

I'U2 = r [g~(1)(V2' ';j0 + Va' ~)g~(2, 3,4) 
J'U2 UX2 oX3 

+ g~(3)(VI . ~ + V2'~) g~(l, 2, 4) 
OXI oX2 

+ g~(1,2)va' ~ g~(3,4) + g~(2, 3)Vl . ~ g~(l, 4)J d04· 
oXa oXI 

(A12) 

On adding and subtracting V4' O/OX4 in all terms 
in (All) and (AI2) we see that only terms in gg are 
possibly not of the form of Eqs. (A2) and (A3). A 
sample one of the g~ terms is 

II = (va' ~ + Va' ~ + V4' ~)g~(2, 3,4) (A13) 
oXa oXa ax, 

defined for Particle 4 in the region 'lJ~. On using 
(2.19), (A13) becomes 

( V2 . ~ + Va . ~ + V4 . ~) 
OX2 oXa OX4 

X {(e-HaoT)[g~ + g~g~(2, 4) + g~g~(2, 3)] 

- g~g~(2, 4) - g~g~(2, 3)}. (A14) 

Since only OS4 ¢:. 0, 

II = (v2 • ~ + va . ~ + V4 • ~) 
OX2 oXs OX4 

X (e-H30T)[g~ + g~g~(2, 4) + g~g~(2, 3] 

= (va' ~ + V23 . ~ + V43 . ~) 
oX3 OX23 OX43 

X (e-H30T)[g~ + g~g~(2, 4) + g~g~(2, 3)]. 

There is no contribution from V3 • 0 / ox~. The contri~ 
bution from V43 . O/OX43 can be evaluated as a surface 
integral and is therefore either the order of unity or 
1/lxd2. If there is only one interaction in (2,3,4) 
space prior to the (3,4) interaction, V2a . O/O~23 does 
not change the order of the function to the right of it. 
If there is more than one interaction prior to the (2, 4) 
interaction then the term 

V23 . (O/OX2a)e-HaoT gg 

may be of the order Ix12l. Since the corresponding 
phase space volume is of order 1/lx1212 compared to 
the volume with only one interaction prior to the 
(3,4) interaction, the contribution from multiple 
interactions in the past may be neglected. The phase 
space from single interactions in the past is of order 
1/lx1212. Since 

fd04V23 . ';j a e-H30T[gg + ... + g~g~(2, 3)] 
UX23 

= 0 f {e-H30T[g~ + ... + g~g~(2, 3)] d04} 

we conclude the contribution from V2a' O/OX23 to 
I'U

1
, is of order l!1x1212. The remaining contributions 

in g~ within I'U,' and I'U. can be treated in the same 
manner with similar conclusions. The treatment of 
(A4) for X2a < '0 is the same. 

2. Proof That the Contribution from 
e-H30T(g~Mt - 'T, d) in (3.13) to (2.18) 

Is Nonsecular 

By previous discussion within this section and in 
Ref. 1 the contribution of the term linear in 0 to Eq. 
(2.18) is of order 1/lx12la for X 12 almost II -Vl2' We 
now seek to show that the contribution from 

e-H3\giMt - T, d) 

to Eq. (2.18) is also of order 1/lxl212 for Xl2 almost 
II -Vl2' Our procedure is to evaluate {g~[t - T, 

E(t - T)]}" subject to the initial condition: 

[gMt = 0, Et = 0)1" = O. 

The contribution from (g~Mt - T, d) - (g~Mt - T, 

E(t - T)] is of higher order. 
F or regions of three-particle phase space with 

streaming motion such that there are interactions for 
o < t' < t - T one has, since there are no secularities 
in n and hence in (gD", that (gD" is at most of order 
unity. 

For X 12 almost II -Vl2 the corresponding contri
bution to (2.18) is of order l/lxl212. For a greater 
number of preceding interactions the contribution 
decreases at least as rapidly with increasing Ix12l. 

Similarly the contribution to (2.18) for X l2 almost 
II -Vl2 from regions of phase space with IXi,1 < '0' 
IX;'41 < '0' Ixii' I > '0 is of order IX12I-2

. 

For the remaining trajectories one has for IXi41 < '0 
g~(t) = e-H4oT[g~(t - T) + g~(j)g~(4) + g~(4)g~(i) 

+ g~(i, j)g~ + g~(i, k)g~] 
- [gg(i)g~(4) + g~(4)g~(i) + g~(i,j)g~ + g~(i, k)g~] 

(A1S) 
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and 

(AI6) 

Then (2.20) may be written 

(
0 0 0 1)(1) 
ot + Ha + € O€t + €Ha ga a 

= {[ (:t + H~ + € ~t + €H~) - (€H~ 

+ € - L + L V4i • -0)] a i a i 0 } 
O€t i~1 ''''14' <'0 i~1 ''''''' <'0 oX4 

X e-H'OT[g~(t - T) + ... + gg(i, k)ggJ do.4 • (AI7) 

On using the initial conditions on (gDa and g~(s > 1) 
we obtain to order €: 

+ It-T e-(Ha"+<Ha1+<[a/a(<ll])(t-T-t') 

X ± r V4i ' ~ {e-H40T[g~(t' -T) + .. 'J} do.4 dt' 
i~1 )''''i4' <TO OX4 

_ rte-(HaO+<Hal+<[a/a«t)](t-T-t')€(~ + H~) 
)0 o(€t) 

X ± r e-H40T[g~(t' - T) + ... J do.4 dt'. 
i~1 )''''14' <TO 

(AI8) 

We first consider (g~)a for e-HaO(t-T) IXl31 of order 
unity such that for some t' with t - T ~ t' ~ 0, 

rxr > e-Ha"(t-T-t') Ix I > r 0_ 12 _ 0 (A19) 

with rx of order unity. The considerations for 
e-HS°(t-T) IX131 of order unity are the same if one re
places IX121 by IX2al in (A 19). Also, the considerations are 
unchanged if e-HaO(t-T) IX23 1 (in place of e-HSO(t-T) Ix1al) 
is of order unity. 

For the term in (AI8) of the form 

(A20) 

we restrict our considerations to four-body trajec
tories with two interactions in the past. This implies 
g~ can be ignored. The correlations (with the order of 
their contributions) which are "possibly favored" 
since they involve a (1, 2) interaction in the past are 

1 1 
i = 1: g~(4)g~(1, 2,3) + --,------::-

Ixd2Ix121.~. () Ixd21x131: 

1 
gg(l, 2)gg(3, 4) () 12 2 ' 

IX12 IX13 1 

i=2: g~(4)g~(I,2,3) 
I 

Here and below x12 = e-HS°(t-T) IX121. The - subscript 
denotes evaluation at C < t - T. () is the angle 
between X12 and V12 . 

The correlations which are not favored are 

i = 1: g~(1)g~(2, 3,4) 
I I 

IX131 2 IX121: + Ixd2 Ixd: 

gg(1, 3)gg(2, 4) 
1 

IX13121xd 2 ' 

i = 2: g~(2)gW, 3, 4) 
1 1 

Ix1212Ix131: + IX23121x131: 

gg(2, 3)gg(1, 4) 
1 

IX1212 Ixd2 ' 

i = 3: g~(3)g~(l, 2, 4) 
1 1 

IX131 2 1x121: + IX231
2 IX12I: 

gg(l, 3)gg(2, 4) 
1 

IX1312 IX1212 

gg(2, 3)gg(1, 4) 
1 

IX121 21x131 2 . 

The dominant contribution from (A20) is of order 
IX121-2 IX131-2()-t, but on integrating over () for the 
contribution to (2.18) there is a sin () weighting factor 
which makes the contribution of order Ix12I-2IxI31-2. 
Integrated contributions of this order also occur from 
other terms above. 

The estimate of the dominant term in the above 
comes from considering that the change in V12 per
pendicular to X 12 for e-H ."Tgg(1, 2) to be nonzero is of 
order IX121-1 for 1 and 2 almost intersecting in the past, 
and that for oc/>/ox of order unity the corresponding 
volume in real space is of order IX121-2()-1. The other 
possibly favored terms are estimated in a similar 
manner. 

Next, within (AI8) we consider the terms in 

(A21) 

As before, we neglect contributions from e-H , OTg~. 
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The orders of the correlation contributions as func
tions of t' (with variables evaluated at t') are 

i = 1: 

For i = 2, the contributions are the same in form on 
interchange of 1 and 2 and similarly for t = 3. Here 
the - - subscript denotes evaluation at L_ < t'. 

The contribution from the terms immediately above 
to [g~(X12'· .. )]" is seen to be of order IX121-2. Thus 
from the evaluations of (A20) and (A21) we find that 
the contribution of e-H 

3
0T(gDa to (2.18) is of order 

IX121-2 
Further, we note that on combining features of the 

two preceding estimates, one obtains that the contri
bution to (2.18) from the term in (eH~ + e%et) 
within (A18) is of order e IX121-2. 

3. Consideration of Remaining Terms in (3.13) 

The contribution from the terms in (3.13) linear in 
g~ is of order IxuI-2• 

For the terms linear in (g~)an. [as given by (3.10)] 
we note that the first term on the right-hand side of 
(3.10) can be written as 

[1 - e-[H."+<H/+E(%<t)]{t-rl] ± r g~ dn3 • (A22) 
i~l Jlx;31<ro 

On noting that 

decreases with increasing IX121 as Ix12I-2 due to phase 
space considerations since 

vanishes if there are no correlations at t = 0, et = 0, 
we estimate that the contribution of (A22) to (2.18) 
through (3.13) is of order Ix12I-2. 

The second group of terms on the right-hand side 
of (3.10) is linear in g~ with arguments corresponding 
to particle locations prior to the (i,3') interaction. 
From phase space consideration this contribution, 

which involves two interactions prior to the (t,3') 
interaction, is of order IX12 - v12(t - t')1-4• Therefore 
for these terms we have an estimate: 

(A23) 

This expression is 

Since the operators H: and o/Bet acting on g~ are 
nonsingular, one may verify that the contribution 
from the third group of terms in (3.10) is at most of 
order e. 

For the terms linear in (g~)a. we assume for con
venience that the velocity of particle i is isotropically 
distributed with respect to the velocity of particle j as 
a result of the i, 3 interaction in (2.18). Then, on 
performing first the integration in (3.9) over t' and 
next an integration over velocity directions, on letting 
T = t - t' we obtain as an estimate of the contri
bution to the integral term of (2.18) from the terms 
comprising (g~)a.: 

L
6~" . 0 dO iao ds 

= Slll- 2 2 2· 
6~11l"121 IV121 .~l (s - IX121 cos 0) + IX121 sin 0 

(A24) 

This expression is approximately 1T2(2 IX1211v121)-1 and 
hence is O(IX121-1) on taking v"i:"l to be of order unity. 
Hence the terms linear in (gDa.lead to secular behavior 
in (2.18). 

APPENDIX B. ON THE CONNECTION 
BETWEEN (3.20) AND (3.18) 

One notes that (3.20) is obtained from (3.18) in the 
following manner: 

To within order e in place of (3.18) we have 

e '2 - H~ + V3 • - + H~ 21 ( 0) 
i~l l"i31 <ro oX3 
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which is the same as 

£H~i~i"'i31<70e-H307[g~(i)(g~)IX.(t' - T) + ... J dna 

+ £2(H~ + ~) ± r e-H30r[g~(i)(g~)IX.(t' - T) + ... J dn3 ad i=lJI"',31<,o 

+ £ ± r Vai~ {e-H30r[g~(i)(g~)IZ.(t' - T) + .. 'J} dn3 
;=1 J I"'ial <'0 aXa 

- £ ± r e-H3°'H~[g~(i)(g~)IZ.(t' - T) + ... J dn3 
i=lJ l"'i31 <70 

- £2(m + ~) ± r e-H307[g~(i)(g~)1Z8(t' - T) + ... J dna' (B2) 
a£t i=l JI"'ial <70 

The next to last line of (B2) to order £/iX12i2 can be written 

£ ! e-Ha r - [g~(i)(g~}IZ.(t' - T) + ... J dn3. 2 i 0 a 
;=1 l"'i31 <ro at' 

(B3) 

The contribution to (gD p corresponding to (3.18) is 

The first time integral of (B4) is the integral of a 
total derivative and is therefore seen to be 0(£). The 
second time integral is of order £2 In £. On neglecting 
terms of order £ only the third integral of (B4) 
remains. 

APPENDIX C. ASYMPTOTIC FORM FOR 

We have 
mIX: IX121 < '0 

We note 

t= rmaX
(t-1/<.0) + t-r + t . (C2) 

Jo Jo Jmax (/-1/<.0) J t-r 

(B4) 

In Jt we can substitute e-[H.o+«H/+«a/a<t)](t-t') for 
1-7 

e-H.O(t-t') to order £. 

For 

t- r 
e-[H.o+<H/+da/a<tl)(t-t') 

Jmax (t-1/<,O) 

X i~ f (Jiig~ + g~gg + ggg~) dn3 dt' (C3) 

we note 

g~ + g~gg + ggg~ = e-Ha\g~ + g~gg + ggg~) (C4) 

and 

(Ji3 = -Hg + (Hg + £H~ + £~) 
a£t 

+ Va • - - £H 2 + £ - • a (1 a) 
aX3 a£t 

Therefore (C3) may be written 

(C5) 

Here h is of order unity as are h' and h" in the equations which follows. 
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St-r ° ,[ 2 f 0 ° + e-H2 (t-t)! Val' - e-Hs r(gg + g~gg + ggg~) dna] dt' 
max (t-1/£,0) i=1 OXa 

+ e-H2 (t-t')! -=- EH~ + E - (t - tT S
t-r ° 00 ( )n ( 0 )n 
max (t-1/£,0) n=1 n! oEt 

x [i fvai·..J. e-Hs\gg + g~gg + ggg~) dna] dt' + Eh'. (C7) 
.=1 uXa 

This may be rewritten as 

t-r 
e-H.o(t-t') :± fOia(gg + g~gg + ggg~) dna dt 

)max (t-1/£,0) i=1 

+ t e-H2o(t-t') i (-)n(EH~ + E ~)n(t - t')n 
)max(t-l/£,O) n=1 n! OEt 

X :± fv3i · ':1
0 

e-HS\gg + g~gg + ggg~) dn3 dt' + Eh". 
i=l uX3 

(C8) 

The terms in 0ia combine with the contributions 
from J:-T and f~aX(t-ll<.O) to give the term let). 

The contributions within (C8) from the summation 
!;:1 which are linear in e-H30rg~ are of order E from 
phase space considerations. 

For the contribution from the n = 1 term from 
terms linear in e-H30rgg we replace gg(t' - T) andgg(t') 
by gg(t ~ (0). To find the corresponding error we note 
that independently of t' the phase space for inter
actions prior to t = 0 is of order (V12)-2t-2. [Here and 
in succeeding appendixes we indicate the V12 depend
ence of the contributions for Vl2 < Va.' Since this 
dependence is always of the form (V12)P, p ~ -2, 
there are no resulting singularities in the single
particle distribution function.] The corresponding 
contribution to (gD" is 

The remaining part of the n = 1 contribution to 

(gD" is 

_ t-r 
E(t _ t')e-H20(t-t'l(H~ + ~) 

)max(t-1/£,0) oEt 
x! ( v3'i{e-lH.o(i,a'l+vj'(%",;)]r. 

i=1 ) 1 "'13'1=ro 
i=3-i 

X [g~(i)gg(t ~ ex) + g~(3')gg(t ~ (0)] 

- g~(i)gg(t ~ 00 )(Xi3, II Via')} da3, dv3, dt'. (C9) 

Since 

:± ( V3'i{ e-[H20(i,3'l+vr(O/o",;)]r 
i=l ) I '''is' I =ro 

(;=3-0 

x [g~(i)gg(t ~ (0) + g~(3')gg(t ~ (0)] 

- g~(i)gg(t ~ 00 )(Xi3, II Vi3')} daa, dva, 

= C(EXI2 , Et) + 0(_1_) (CI0) 
IX1212 Ix12la 

to within order E, (C9) becomes 

t Ee-H20(t-t')(H~ + ~)(g~)asdt" (Cl1) 
)max(t-1/£,0) OEt 

The contribution from each term linear in e-HsOrgg 
in !;:'=2 of (C8) may be verified to be of order E(V12)-2 
for t < E-1 and of order E( EVI2t)-2 for t » c 1• Since 
(EH~ + EO/OEt) is of order unity the sum converges in 
either case and its order is unchanged. 

APPENDIX D. ASYMPTOTIC FORM FOR ~(g~)p 

From (3.20) and (3.9) we obtain 

(Eg~)p = Lt e-[H.o+£H.'+d%£t)](t-t') 

x {E012[g~(g~)p + (gDpg~] + E i ( Vai . ~ 
.=1) l"'i31 <TO OXa 

X e-H30T [ (g~(3) L t
'-re-[H.o+£H21+d%£t)](t'-r-t") 

X :± l v3,;[e-[H2o(i,3')+vr (%",;)]r 

(j~'i:il I '''is' I =TO 

X [g~(i)gg(j, 3', t" - T) + g~(3')gg(t" - T)] 

- g~(i)gg(t")] da3, dv3, dt") + [3 ~ i, i ~ 3]]} dt'. 

(Dt) 

We first note that within (Dl) 

t = t + (t-l/£. 

)0 )t-l/£ )0 
(D2) 

Due to the exponential damping of the gg terms the 
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contribution from n-1/< to (€g~)p is of order 

100 1"/2e-<tlv12lsln9 
€ dt sin e de. 

11< 9=0 t I V121 sin e 
On using the form for €t » 1, this is of order 

i
oo 1 

--2-2 dt 
1/<1 V121 t 

which is of order €/lv1212. Since the velocity is three 
dimensional, this term only contributes to gl in order €2. 

Also within (01) we have 

f

l'-T ft-1/< it'-T 
dt" = dt" + dt". 

o 0 1-1/< 
(03) 

The contribution involving the combination 

i

t ft-1/< 
dt' dt" 

1-11< 0 

within (01) is of order 

€ dt' --. 
i

t ft-1/< dt" 

1-11< 0 d2( t") 
(04) 

Here d(t") denotes the separation between the two 
particles in gg at time t N

; therefore, by phase space 
considerations, d-2(t") orders the size of the integrand 
as a function of t". Since d-2(t") is nonsingular in 
three-dimensional space, and since Particles 1 and 2 
are together at time t, d-2(t") is of order 

([V12(t - t')]2 + v!v{t' - t")2}-1. 

Hence (04) is of order €/(v12). 
For IX121 < '0 we have 

By repeating the argument for (04) to within O(€) 
we can extend the integration range over t" in (07) 
from 0 to t - l/€. Furthermore, since gg(t") and 
g~(t" - T) vanish for t" ~ 0 we may write the lower 
limit of t' integration as the maximum of t - 1/€ and 
O. 

Therefore on neglecting the difference between 
t" - T and t" within (07) we write for the contribu
tions linear in g~ 

€ t dt' t'-Tdt"qg~(oo) + gg(t") - g~(oo)] 
Jmax (1-1/<.0) Jo 

(08) 
with the operator C a linear operator of order unity. 
For a given t" and t' the contribution ing~(t") - gg( 00) 
is of the order € multiplied by the phase space for 
interactions prior to time t" = O. The phase space is 
estimated by the expression €(V12t)-2. Hence we have 

€ t dt' t'-Tdt"qg~(t") - g~(oo)] 
JmaX(t-1/<.0) Jo 

= o [€(V12)-2]. (09) 

The phase space for interactions earlier than 
(t + t") before t is similarly of order [(V12)(t + t")]-2. 
Hence we have 

it 10 
€ dt' dt'Tg~( (0) 

max (t-1/<.0) -00 

= € t dt' fOO_--=-dt:...-" __ 
JmaX(t-1/<.0) Jo [V12(t + t")]2' 

(010) 

e-[lJ.O+<lJ2
1
+da/a<t)](t-t') = e-lJ."(t-I')e-[(Il.

1
+da/a<t}](I-t') which is also of order €(V12)-2. 

(05) On combining (08) to (010) in (07), (4.6) is 
and obtained. 
e-[lI2 ° +<lJ.' +d a/a<t)](t'-T·-t") 

= e-H ."(t'-T-t")e-[<H2'+d a/a<t)](t'-T-t") (06) 

with an error of order €. On inserting (05) and (06) 
in (01) and expanding the exponential operators 
involving (€Hi + €o/O€t) we obtain, on keeping the 
leading correction terms, 

(€g~)fJ = t e-H."(t-t'){€e12[g~(gDp + (gDpg~] J t-1/< 

+ € ± f V3i ' ~ e-H30T[(g~(3) r-r e-H2°(t'-T-t") 
.=1 J IX'31 <ro OX3 J t-1/< 

X ± f V
3
'i{ e-[H."Ci.3')+vr(a/aXj)]T 

i=l J IX'3'I=r 
(1=3-;) 

x [g~(i)gg(t" - T) + g~(3')g~(t" - T)] - g~(i)g~(t")} 

X dXnl dv3, dt") + (3 ~ i, i ~ 3)]} dt' 

f.
t f.t' €2(t - t") dt" dt' +0 ~----2~---

t-1/< 1-1/< d (t") 
(07) 

The error term of (07) is O€2(1n €)v-;i. 

APPENDIX E. ON THE DERIVATION OF 
THE ASYMPTOTIC FORM OF lim [J(t) + K(t)] 

t-+oo 

First we note that e-H a"T[(xi3)1I = 00] denotes that i 
and 3 are projected backwards in time through an 
interaction, and that rH ."T[(xi 3)11 = - 00] denotes that 
i and 3 are projected backwards in time prior to an 
interaction. Within (4.6) we take rH 30T [(Xi3)1I = 00] = 
r H ."(i.3)T[(Xi3)1I = 00] and rHa"'[(Xi3)11 = - 00] = 1, 
and we assume 

{g~(j, 3)[(Xi3)11 = oo]}a = {g~(j, 3)[(xi 3)11 = -oo]}a. 

These assumptions introduce errors within the 
integrand of order e-H."(t-t')lx12I-2, which result in 
errors in 

lim [J(t) + K(t)] 
t .... 00 

of order €. Hence they are valid for obtaining the 
In € behavior of 

lim [J(t) + K(t)]. 
t .... 00 
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v: (t'-t') 

·V.(t"'-t') 
J 

B' 

v: (t'-t') 
J 

7(t"'-t') 
J 

FIG. 2. Geometric picture for integrals within (E4). 

We now seek to simplify, 

E t e-HsOCt-t')[f IVSi[e-HSOCi,S)T - 1] 
]maxCt-1/<,O) i~l 

X {g~(3)[g~(i, j)] .. s + g~[g~(3, j)] .. s} 

- (o~t + H9 [g~(i, j)] .. sJ dt' dus dvs · (E1) 

We note 

and 

[g~(,8Xii' Vi' V i) ] .. s 

t' 2 i =f e-HsOU.-t")! ViS{ } dus dvs dt"'. (E3) 
-00 i=l l"'i31 <TO 

For specificity we may let l,8xij l = lIE. From (E2) and 
(E3): 

[g~(Xii' Vi' Vi)] ... = [g~(,8Xii' Vi' vj)] .. s 

If 
(t'" - t') = ,8(t" - t'), (E5) 

then ABCD and A'B' C' D' in Fig. 2 are geometrically 
similar and similarly oriented. Moreover, for Fig. 3 
at a given impact parameter with respect to C or C' 
the velocities of particles of the same speed traveling 

8~ 
i 

8'~ 
i 

FIG. 3. Detail for the parallelness of velocities with the same 
impact parameter with respect to C or C' of Fig. 2. 

from i backwards to j differ in direction at most by 
an angle of order ro/lxijl. Since this difference produces 
a variation in [g~(Xij)]", of order (I/lXijl)[g~(Xij)]", it 
provides a contribution of order E to 

lim [J(t) + K(t)] 
t .... oo 

which may be neglected. 
Since (B'C') = ,8(BC) (again with the neglect of 

corrections of the order of l/lxiil relative to the 
dominant contribution): 

[phase space covered by dus dvs ~n (E2)] = ,82. 
[phase space covered by dU3 dvs III (E3)] 

(E6) 
Furthermore, from (E5) we have 

dt'" = ,8 dt". (E7) 

On inserting (E6) and (E7) in (E4) we obtain 

[g~(Xij, Vi' vj)] .. s = {[g~(,8x;;, Vi' vi)] .. s/lXijl},8 lXiii, 
(E8) 

which is the same as 

(([g~«Xii)" Vi' vj)] ... I(xii)'l}!lxiil) 

(I (Xii)' I = liE, (Xii)' II Xii)' (E9) 

On using (4.9) and neglecting the difference in direction 
between Xii and -Vij which by reasoning analogous 
to that following Fig. 2 produces a variation of order 
1/lxij l2 in (g~) ... and hence a variation of E in 

lim [J(t) + K(t)], 
t .... oo 

(El) becomes to order E [with 'T = 0(1)]: 

E t-T 
e-H.OCt-t,)_l_[ ± IVSi(e-H.OCi.S)T - I) 

)£=t-1/< Ix;;1 ;=1 
(j~3-i) 

~ gWg~«Xii)" Vi' Vi)] ... I (Xij)' I}(I (Xij)' I 
= liE, (Xii)' II -(Vij» 

+ gH[g~«X3i)" Va, vi)] ... I(xsi)'I}[I(xai)'1 

= liE, (X3i)' II (-Vii)]] dUa dVa 

- (!t + H9{[g~«Xii)" Vi' vj)]crsl(xii)'I}[I(Xij)'1 

= liE, (Xii)' II (-Vii)] dt'. (EI0) 

On neglecting terms of order l/lxiil-2 in (EIO) we have 

-H °Ct-t') 1 ___ 1 __ 
e· -= 

IXiil Iv;;1 (t - t') 
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APPENDIX F. ON THE EVALUATION OF (5.15) 

We now seek to evaluate for IX121 < '0: 

A(t) = L~~(t, €t = 9, EX12 = o)]'.s 

- L~~(€t = 0, EX12 = 0)]a8' (Fl) 

The remaining part of 

( 1 - lim)I(t) 
t~oo 

depends on source terms which are either of order 
E or are more sharply localized in space around 
IX121 < '0 than the source terms for ACt), and hence 
should decrease more rapidly with increasing t. With 
o defined in (4.16) we have 

A(t) = - fooe-H2°(t-t")Og~(00) dt" daa, dva, 

+ Lte-H20(t-nO[gg(t") - gg(oo)] daa, dva, dt", (F2) 

ACt') = - foo e-H.°(t'-tm)Ogg( 00) dt'" daa, dV3' 

t' + Jo e-H.o(t'-t'")6[g~(t"') - gg( 00) dt'" daa, dva,· 

(F3) 
From Eqs. (F2) and (F3) we have 

A(t) = A(t')[ - foo e-H.o(t-t")Ogg(oo) daa, dva, dt" 

+ fe-HaO(t-t")O[gg(t") - gg( 00)] daa, dva, dt"] 

x [ - foo e-H2°(t'-t
m
)Ogg( 00) da3, dva, dt'" 

+ It'e-H20(t'-t")O[gg(t''') 

On writing 

- gg( (0)] daa, dva, dt"'] -1. (F4) 

t'" = t' ot, 

t" = tot, 

(F5) 

(F6) 

and following the arguments within Appendix E we 
obtain in analogy to (E6): 

[phase space covered by daa dVa in numerator 
of (F4) at tot] 

[phase space covered by daa dVa in denominator 
of (F4) at (' ot] 

(-2 

= (t')-2' (F7) 

Moreover [in analogy to (E7)] we have from (F5) and 
(F6): 

dt'" = t' dot, 

dt" = t dot. 

On combining (F7) to (F9) we have 

{[g~(t, €t = 0, EX12 = O)]as 

(FS) 

(F9) 

- [g~(t -+ 00, €t = 0, EX12 = O)]as} 

= A(t, Et = 0, EX12 = 0) 

= ~ [t'A(t', €t = 0, EX12 = O)](t' = ~). (FlO) 

Since all events contributing to (F4) through the 
terms in gg occur prior to t = 0 or t' = 0 (as the case 
may be), the distance between the (i, 3') interaction 
and the earlier interaction involving j is either of 
order 10 or ('0 for IV121 of order o. Consequently in 
(F1O) the errors due to the nonzero range of the 
binary potential are of order 

(Fll) 

The contribution of (Fll) to gl relative to the 
contribution of (FlO) to gl is of order one part in 
In E. 

APPENDIX G. CONTRIBUTION OF 

(1 -,~~) [J(t) + K(t)] TO gl 

From Appendix E and Eqs. (5.7) we have for t < E-1 

( 1 - lim) [J(t) + K(t)] 
t~OC! 

= E(1 - lim)e-H2°T[g~(1)(gDp + g~(2)(gDp] 
t~oo 

+ E In EtB(XI2 , VI' v2, Et) + EG" (G 1) 

with G" of order unity. On neglecting the terms in 
EG" which may be incorporated with the term EG' of 
Eq. (5.S), Eq. (G I) is found to be of the form 

( 1 - lim) [J(t) + K(t)] = E In (Et)C(X12 ' VI' V2' Et) 
t~oo 

(G2) 
with C of order (VI2)-I. 

Thus on integrating (5.S) for a range in ( specified 
by 0 < ( < E-1, the contribution to gi is seen to be 
of order unity. 

From (5.2) the contribution from 

( 1 - lim)%€t(gDa 
t->oo 

is of order E2. 
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New Approach to the Ising Model. II 
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Onsager's results for the partition and correlation functions for the Ising model on a two-dimensional 
r~cta.ngular lattice are rederive~ using a Green's function technique. The definition of the Green's func
tIOn ~s based on a r~cently published casting of the Ising model into a many-body fermion problem. The 
relatIOn between this approach and other methods used for solving the Ising problem are indicated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

DECENTLY the two-dimensional Ising model has 
~ been solved using descriptions which have been 
similar to the theory of many-fermion problems. 
Schultz, Mattis, and Lieb,l starting from the algebraic 
expression of Onsager,2 have given a proof which is 
very similar to, and uses the techniques of, the theory 
of noninteracting fermions. In a previous paper3 a 
proof was given in which the partition function was 
expressed as a vacuum-to-vacuum expectation value 
of an expression which is analogous to e-iHt in many 
fermion theory. However, there the starting point was 
the combinatorial expression of Kac and Ward.4 It 
is interesting that the algebraic and the combinatorial 
methods should both be able to be expressed as 
problems in many fermion-theory, or quantum 
statistical mechanics. 

Both these reformulations of the Ising problem 
are important, because one would now hope to be 
able to use the techniques of the quantum theory of 
many particles to obtain approximations to the 
unsolved Ising problems. One of the most powerful 
techniques in this field is the method of Green's 
functions. Many peoples have used Green's function 
techniques to obtain approximations to the Ising 
model but generally their methods have not yielded 
good results. This may be because their approaches do 
not even give Onsager's exact result when applied to 
the soluble Ising lattices. In this paper we show that, 
starting with the approach of I, we can define and 
evaluate Green's functions, which give the exact 
results for the partition and correlation functions for 
the soluble cases. It is hoped in later work to use this 
formalism to obtain perturbation expansions about 
the exact solutions obtained here for the unsolved 

IT. D. Schultz, D. C. Mattis, and E. H. Lieb, Rev. Mod. Phys. 
36, 856 (1964). • 

2 L. Onsager, Phys. Rev. 65, 117 ~1944). 
3 C. A. Hurst, J. Math. Phys. 7, 305 (1966), hereafter referred to 

as I. 
4 M. Kac and J. C. Ward, Phys. Rev. 88, 1332 (1952) . 
.. See, for example, R. L. Bell, Phys. Rev. 143, 215 (1966). 

problems. It is interesting to note that Kadanoff6 has 
also developed a Green's function technique which 
gives exact results, and that his approach is based on 
the many fermion formalism of Schultz, Mattis, and 
Lieb. 

In I it was shown how the partition functions of the 
soluble Ising lattices could be reduced to the vacuum 
expectation value of an operator exp ( - H), where H 
is a quadratic expression of fermion creation and 
annihilation operators. Hence H resembles the 
Hamiltonian of a noninteracting fermion system and 
the "time" is the lattice coordinate. In Sec. 2 we 
generalize this method to express the correlation 
functions as the vacuum expectation value of 
exp ( - H'), where H' can be regarded as a perturbed 
Hamiltonian. This can be expanded as a series in 
analogy with Dyson's perturbation expansion in 
field theory. In Sec. 3 we define and evaluate the 
Green's function which is then used in Sec. 4 to 
calculate the terms of the perturbation series. The 
series can be summed to give the exact result because 
H' is quadratic. In Sec. 5 we use the Green's function 
to evaluate the partition function. 

2. CORRELATION FUNCTION AS AN 
EXPECTATION VALUE 

The correlation function (SlSk+l) for a pair of spins 
located at the sites 1 and k + 1 is defined as 

(SlSk+l) = Z-l(cosh Kl cosh K2)N ! SISk+l 
s=±1 

N 

X IT (1 + XS j s j +l)(1 + ys;si+m), (1) 
j=1 

where Z is the partition function, Sj = ± 1 represents 
the state of the spins at the lattice site j, ±K1kT and 
±K2kT are the interaction energies between hori
zontal and vertical pairs of spins, respectively, and 

x = tanh K1, Y = tanh K2 . 

We only consider correlations where the (k + l)th 

• L. P. Kadanolf, Nuovo Cimento 44,276 (1966). 

1427 
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spin is on the same horizontal row as the first spin. 
The generalization to other cases is straightforward. 
Using the identity 

SIS1o+1 = (SIS2)(S2S3) ..• (S~k+l)' 

Eq. (1) can be written as 
N 

(SISk+l) = ZlIX1o! II (1 + XiSi Si+l)(1 + YSsSi+m), 
1=±1 i=1 

where Xi = X-l if j::;; k 

= X if j> k, 

and ZI = Z(cosh K1)-N (cosh K2)-N. 

(2) 

Apart from the j dependence of Xi' Eq. (2) is 
identical with the expression for the partition function. 
Thus, using the same technique that was used in I 
to express the partition function in an S-matrix form, 
we obtain a similar S-matrix expression. It has been 
shown7 that an expression such as in Eq. (2) can 
alternatively be written in terms of fermion creation 
and annihilation operators, aJ1)*, a?)*, a?), a}2). We 
have 

N 

(SIS1o+1) = ZllX10 (0/ II (1 + a~~ma~~1 + xja~1)*a~~1 
j=1 

+ Ya (.2) * a(l) + X .a(.I) * a~2) + ya(.2)*a(.2) 
1 1-1 1 1 1-m 1 1-m 

+ X ya(2)* a(1)* + X .ya(.2) * a (.1) * a~2) a(l) 10) 
i 1 j 1 1 1 1-m i-I 

N 

= Zllx 10 (0/ II exp (a~~ma~~1 + Xja~I)* a~~1 
i=1 

+ Ya(2)*a(l) + x.a(l)*a(2) 
i i-I 1 1 i-m 

+ ya}2)*a}~m + Xjya~2)*a~I)*) /0). (3) 

The product in Eq. (3) is to be taken in order of 
increasingj from right to left. If we define an ordering 
operator T which puts the products in this order we 
can combine the exponentials to give 

(s s ) = Z-IX1o (0/ Texp (~a(2) a(l) + X a(.1)*a(1) 
1 10+1 1 ~ i-m i-I j 1 1-1 

j=1 

+ Ya(2)*a(1) + x.a(I)*a(2) 
i j-l 1 j i-m 

+ ya~2)*a~~m + Xiya~2)*a~I)*) 10). (4) 

Now, defining the operators 

A(1)(J') = a(1) A2(J') = a(.2) 
i-I' 1-m' 

A(3)(j) = xa~1)*, A'(j) = ya~2)*, 

the exponent in Eq. (4) can be written as 

N , 

! ! tkpqAP(j)Aq(j) 
j=1 p.Q=1 

'H. S. Green and C. A. Hurst, Order-Disorder Phenomena 
(Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 1964). 

where the (4 x 4) matrices k and k' are defined as 

0 -1 -1 -1 

0 -1 -1 
k= 

1 0 -1 

1 1 1 0 

0 0 -1 0 

0 0 -1 0 
k'= 

1 0 -1 

0 0 1 0 

The first summation of Eq. (5) is just the term 
obtained in I for the partition function. The second 
summation can be regarded as the perturbation which 
takes care of the j dependence of Xi . 

Defining 

SeN) = exp (~1 ptltkpqAP(j)AQ(j)) 

as the unperturbed S matrix we have 

(SIS1o+1) = Zllx" (0/ Texp [~ptltk~QAP(j)AQ(j) 

x C2 - 1) ]S(N) /0). 

If we expand the exponential we obtain the series 

(SIS1o+1) 

= ZlIX1o(O/ T[l + ~1 ~! [~lpiltk~qAP(j)Aq(j) 

x C2 - 1) r]S(N) /0). (6) 

3. EVALUATION OF THE GREEN'S 
FUNCTION 

In order to sum the perturbation series in Eq. (6) 
we first have to evaluate the Green's function defined 
by 

G,·t(u, v) = (0/ T A8(U)At(v)S(N) /0)/(0/ TS(N) /0) 

= ZII (0/ T A8(U)At(v) 

x ~o :! L~ pil tkpqAP(j)A(Q)(j)r /0). 

(7) 

The vacuum-to-vacuum expectation value of a product 
of creation and annihilation operators is evaluated by 
means of Wick's theorem. This means summing over 
time contractions between all possible pairs of oper
ators which appear in the product. The time con
traction of two operators A'P(j) and AQ(k) is written 
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A",<i'(j"j,) 

u 

FIG, 1. Examples of graphs corresponding to contractions, 

as A pq(j, k) and defined by 

T(AP(j)Aq(k» = N(AP(j)Aq(k» + Apq(j, k). 

Calculating all the time contractions, we can express 
the results in the following way. 

0 0 

0 0 
A(j, k) = 

-X<5;+1,k 0 

0 - y<5Hm ,k 

o 
1 N. 0 = _ ! Wr(,-k) 

N .=1 -xw' 

o 
o 
o 

o 

where w = exp (27Ti/N). 

x<5 j-l,k 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 

0 

y<5 j- m ,k 

0 

0 

(8) 

A possible set of time contractions on a product 
of operators can be represented by a diagram so that 
summing over all the contractions is equivalent to 
summing over all the diagrams. The diagrams that 
result from Eq. (7) will be closed loops, together with 
a line starting and ending with the operators AB(U), 
At(r). For example, the diagrams in Fig. 1 represent 
a possible contraction on the products 

A8(U) At(v) AP1(h) Aql(jl) APa(h) Aq2(h) 
and 

A Pl(M Aql(jl) A P2(j2) Aqa(h), 

respectively. There is a factor ( -l)P appearing in Wick's 
theorem, but this is easily accounted for since p is even 

for a line graph and odd for a single closed loop 
graph. 

Now a diagram with n vertices (excluding the 
vertices u and v) in which all of the vertices have 
different values of h will occur 2nn! times, since there 
are n! ways of choosing these vertices from the 
products in Eq, (7) and the 2n arises from the fact that 
each vertex can be either 

If all the vertices do not have different values of j, 
and if VI have the same value kl' V2 the value k2 
etc., a given diagram will occur n! 2n /Vl! v2! ..• Vi! 
times. However, if these vertices are identical, in 
drawing all the graphs joining the n points we get 
VI! V2! ... Vi! graphs topologically the same. Thus, in 
summing over all graphs of n vertices, each one 
appears n! 2n times, which means we need only sum 
topologically different diagrams and multiply the 
contribution of these by n! 2n. This factor cancels the 
l/n! 2n factor appearing in Eq. (7). This means that in 
summing over topologically different diagrams the 
contribution from a given diagram depends only on 
the time contractions represented by the diagram. 
Hence the contribution from a disconnected diagram 
is the product of the contributions from its connected 
components. Thus we can factorize out the summation 
over all closed loop diagrams. 

Summation . . 
11 - [summation over] [sUmmatlOn over] 

over a - l' h 1 h· 
h 

me grap s oop grap s 
grap s 

But the summation over all loop graphs is equivalent 
to evaluating 

(01 TS(N) 10) = ZI· 
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Hence to evaluate the Green's function we need to 
sum only over all line graphs. The contribution from 
a line of n + 1 points is 

"p,q, ... kpn_lqn_l ASql(u,h) APlq'(h,h)'" 

X A Pn-,Qn-1(j,,_2,jn_l) APn-l'(jn_l, v). 

Let Ln be the contribution from summing over all 
topologically different graphs of (n + 1) vertices, 
starting at u and ending on v. Then 

N 4 

L" = L L kp1q1 '" kpn_lqn_l 
3;=1 Pi,Qi=l 

X ASql(u,h) ... APn-ll(j,,_l, v), 

which when written in terms of the matrices A(j, k) is 
N 

Ln = L Ast(U,jl)kA(jl ,j2) ... kAt(jn_l, v), 
ij=l 

where Ast is the sth row of the matrix A. Substituting 
in Eq. (8) we get 

Ln = N-nLW'llu-itl+"'+.n(Jn-l-VlAst(rl)k··· kAt(rn) 
ji.fl 

.V 
= N-1 L w·1u-vlA st(r)(kA(r»n-2kA1(r). 

,=1 

Summing over all L" we have 
00 ;v 

GS.I(u, v) = N-1 L LW,III-V)Ast(r)[kA(r)]n- 2kA t(r) 
»=1,=1 

N 
= N-1 Lw,lu-dAs\r) 

r=1 

X 1 A-l(r)k-lkAt(r). 
1 - kA(r) 

Writing the Green's function as a 4 X 4 matrix gives 

'v 1 
G(u, v) = N-1 LWrlu-v)A(r) (9) 

r=1 1 - kA(r) 

The elements of the matrix A(r)(1 - kA(r»-1 are 

~(r)(I, 1) = x2y(w-mr - wm'), 

~(r)(I, 2) = xywl1- m)r - x2yw-mr - xy2w' - x2y2, 

~(r)(1, 3) = xw' - xywr(w-mr + wmr) 

_ x2(1 _ y2) + xy2w', 

~(r)(1, 4) = -xy2w' - x2y2 + xyw1mH)' - x2ywmr, 

~(r)(2, 1) = _xyw(m-I)r + xy2w-r + x2ywmr + x2y2, 

~(r)(2, 2) = xy2(Wr - w-r), 

~(r)(2, 3) = _x2ywm' - x2y2 + xyw(mH )' - xy2w', 

~(r)(2, 4) = ywmr - xywm'(w r + w-') 

- y2(1 - x2) + x2ywmr, 

~(r)(3, 1) = -xw-r + xyw-r(wmr + w-mr) 

+ x2(1 _ y2) _ xy2w-r, 

~(r)(3, 2) = -xyw-(mH )' + x2yw-mr 

+ xy2w-' + x2y2, 
~(r)(3, 3) = x2y(wmr - w-m,), 

~(r)(3, 4) = -xfw-r - x2y2 + xyw(m-l). - x2ywmr, 

~(r)(4, 1) = _xyw-(m+I)r + xfw-r 

+ x2yw-mr + x2y2, 

~(r)(4, 2) = _yw-mr + xyw-mr(w' + w-') 
+ y2(1 - x2) _ yx2w-mr, 

~(r)(4, 3) = _xywl-m+I)' + xy2w' 
+ yx2w-m• + x2y2, 

~(r)(4, 4) = - xy2(W' - w-r), 

~(r) = (1 + x2)(1 + f) - x(1 - y2)(W' + w-r) 

- y(1 - x 2)(wm• + w-mr). (10) 

This completes the definition and evaluation of our 
Green's function. 

4. EVALUATION OF CORRELATION FUNCTION 

We have expressed the correlation function as 

(SISkH) = x
kZ11 

(01 T[1 + n~l :! [~I!k~qAP(j)Aq(j)r 
X (:2 - 1 r SeN) 10). (11) 

To evaluate this we again use Wick's theorem, which 
means summing all diagrams in the above products. 
Now, if the factor SeN) were not present in Eq. (II) 
we would sum over all diagrams, whose contributions 
would be given by the time contractions Apq(j, k). 
These diagrams that arise from the series part of 
Eq. (11) and not from the factor SeN) we call 
skeleton diagrams. It is clear that since the operators 
appear in pairs the skeleton diagrams are going to be 
closed loops. Now, by a familiar technique used in 
field theory, when we include the contributions from 
SeN), we sum all possible skeleton diagrams, but 
instead of using the propagator Apq(j, k) we must now 
use the Green's function Gpq(j, k) to determine the 
contribution from a diagram. For, as we have already 
seen, the Green's function is a summation over all 
diagrams between two points and so the above 
technique is equivalent to summing over all skeleton 
diagrams where now each line in the skeleton diagram 
represents a partial summation over all possible 
diagrams between two points. The contribution from 
the sum over skeleton diagrams will have to be multi
plied by ZI' which takes account of all the closed 
loops arising from the factor SeN). 

To sum all the skeleton diagrams which arise from 

[1 + i ..!..[.itk~qAP(j)Aq(j)(\ -1)JnJ, 
,,=1 n! 1=1 x 
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we first notice that the factor 1 /2nn! can be removed 
by summing only topologically different diagrams. 
This means that the contribution of a disconnected 
graph is the product of its connected parts. This fact 
enables us to use the linked cluster expansion 

sum over all diagrams = 

exp [sum over connected diagrams]. 

Thus we have to sum over topologically different 
connected loops. The contribution from a single 
n-point loop is 

k;1111 ••• k;nQ" GQ1
'P2(j1, j2)GQ2'P3(j2 , js) ... GQn'Pl(j n' j1) 

X (:2 - If 
Let Ln be the contribution from the sum of topologi
cally different loops with n vertices. Then 

k 4 -1 
Ln = ~ ~ -2 k~lql'" k~nQn 

i.=l'Pi.Qi=l n 

X GQ
1

1'2(j1,j2)'" GQn'P1(jn,j1)C2 - If, 

where the factor 1/2n comes from the fact that in 
summing over Plqd we get each graph repeated 2n 
times since it is a cyclic graph. The minus sign comes 
from the factor (-1)1' which occurs in the definition 
of Wick's theorem. Hence 

Ln = i - J... Tr (k'G(j1,j2)··· k'G(jn,j1»(\ _1)n 
ii=l 2n x 

= i - ! f N-nal1(h-i2)+" "n<in-h) 
ii=l n ri=l 

X [c(r1)c(r2)' .. c(r n)] C2 - 1 r (12) 

where 

c(r) = [_X2 - x2y2 _ x2y(wm • + w-m.) 

+ xw-T(1 - y2)]/~(r). 

The last step in Eq. (12) is given in the Appendix. 
When the size of the lattice is very large, we can 

convert the summations in Eq. (12) to integrals. If we 
write 

r = s + (t - l)n 
and set 

4> = 27Tms/N; 0 = [27T(t - l)/m] + (4)/m), 

we obtain 
w' = exp (iO); wm• = exp (i4». 

The summation ~;Y=1 is equivalent to ~~=1 ~7!,1' and 
in the limit of large n, m this can be written as 

mn [2'" [2lI" dO d4>. 
(27T)2 Jo Jo 

Then Eq. (12) becomes 

k 1 1 12ll" Ln = ~ - - -- dOl' .. dOn d4>l ... d4>n 
ii=l n (27T )2n 0 

X ei81(h-i2l+'" +i8,,(i,,-h) 

X [C(Ol' 4>1)C«()2, 4>2) ... C(On, 4>n)] (:2 - 1 r 
where 

c(O, 4» = [_X2 - x2y2 - 2x2y cos 4> 
+ xe-i8(l - y2)]/~(O, 4» 

with 

~(O, 4» = (1 + x2)(1 + y2) - 2x(l _ y2) 

X cos 0 - 2y(l - x2) cos 4>. 

The integrals over the 4>i can be evaluated immediately 
since the following relation holds8 : 

l.. [2'" d4>c«(), 4» (\ _ 1) = 1 _ f(O) , 
27T Jo x x 

where f(O) = u(ei8)/u(e-i8), 

u(ei8) = (1 - Bei8)l(1 _ Aei8)-l, 

A = (1 - y)/x(l + y), and B = x(l - y)/(l + y). 

We can simplify this multiple integral by defining 
the operator Pk by 

Pk is a projection operator which projects out the 
frequencies 1 to k of the Fourier series of h(4)). We 
also define Pkfas an operator which acts on a function 
h(4)) as follows: 

k 1 [2lr 
(Pd)h( 4» = ~1 27T Jo dOeii(q,-8)f«()h(O). 

If we now introduce an extra integral and delta 
function 

i
2". i2r 00 

d4>l5( 4> - On) = d4> ~ eiz<q,-9,,) 
o 0 1=-00 

into the multiple integral expression in Eq. (13), we 

8 Reference 7, p. 139. 
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obtain 
1 00 k 1 i21r 

L = - - 1 1 -- dcp 
n n 1=-00 i;=1 (27T)n+l 0 

Thus we have the result that 

n~ILn = Trlog [1 - Pk(l -:) ] 

= log «SISk+l)X-k). (15) 

This expression is the same as that obtained by 
Kadanoff,6 although the derivations are seemingly 
unrelated. Also, this expression is simply related to the 
integral equations used by Green9 and by Hartwig,IO 
and the Toeplitz determinant of Montroll, Potts, and 
Wardll to evaluate the correlation functions. The 
integral equations can be obtained from Eq. (15) by 
writing 

k 

Tr log {1 - Pk[1 - f«()fxJ} = log IT Ai' 
i=1 

where Ai are the eigenvalues of the equation 

[1 - Pk + Pd«()/x]u;(() = AiUi«(). (16) 

Multiplying by (1 - Pk ) gives 

(1 - Pk)u,,«() = (1 - Pk)AiUi«() 

and hence u;(() = PkUi«() for Ai =;t:. 1. Multiplying 
Eq. (16) by Pk we get 

PkX-lj«()Ui«() = AiPkU;(() = AiUi «(), Ai =;t:. 1. 

This is the integral equation which was derived by 
different methods by Green and Hartwig. 

The Toeplitz determinant of MPW can also be 
written in the form of Eq. (15). We regardf(ei8) as a 

• H. S. Green, Z. Physik 171, 129 (1963). 
10 R. E. Hartwig (to be published). 
11 E. W. Montroll, R. B. Potts, and J. C. Ward, J. Math. Phys. 

4,308 (1963), to be referred to as MPW. 

Toeplitz matrix with elements h-i given by the 
(i - j)th Fourier coefficient of f(ei8). The projection 
operators Pk when written in matrix notation have 
zero elements everywhere except the diagonal elements 
(1, 1) to (k, k), which are unity. Then Eq. (15) can be 
written log «SlSk+l)X-k

) = log det (1 - Pk + Pkx-lj), 
which gives the same result as MPW. 

The evaluation of Eq. (15) can be carried out in a 
variety of ways. The generalization of Szego's theorem 
enables us to evaluate the Toeplitz determinant form 
of Eq. (15). This is the method used by MPW. Green 
was able to solve the integral equation form exactly 
because f(e'B) can be factorized and then its inverse 
can be found. The method presented here was first 
given by Kadanoff.6 It also relies on the fact that we 
can find the inverse of the operator Pd«() as k -- 00, 

and hence is related to Green's method. The technique 
when applied to the matrix representation of Pkf«() 
gives us an alternative proof of Szego's theorem, 
which is given later. Thus it appears that all the 
approaches are closely connected. 

To evaluate Eq. (15) we take the perfect differential 
of the equation with respect to the variables A and B. 

<Xl dx 
d log (SlSk+l) = 1 dLn + k - . (17) 

n=l X 

Using Eq. (14) we obtain 

dLn = + Tr {Pk[l - x-lj«()]Pk}n-IPkd[x-lj«()]. 

The extra operator Pk which is inserted simplifies the 
future work and makes no difference to the expression 
since P~ = Pk • 

<Xl 

1 dLn = Tr (1 - Pk + PkX-1f«()Pk)-lPk d[x-Y«()]· 
n=l 

(18) 

To evaluate the inverse of [l - Pk + PkX-lj«()Pk] we 
use some properties of u(eiB). Now, u(z) = (I - Bz)! 
x (I - Az)-! has a single singularity at the point 
z = A-I, and u-I(z) has a singularity at z = B-1. If 
the low-temperature case T < To is considered, it 
can be shownll that B < A < 1. Thus, the singular
ities of u(z) and u-1(z) lie outside the unit circle. 
Hence u±I(z) are analytic and can be expanded as a 
Taylor series inside the unit circle. 

<Xl <Xl 

u(z) = 1 unzn, u-1(z) = 1 u~zn. 
n=O n=O 

If we define 

we see that P projects out all positive frequencies of 
the Fourier series, and (1 - P) the negative frequencies. 
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Since u±1(ei8)P consists of only positive frequencies 
the following equations are true. 

(1 - P)u±1(ei8)p = 0, 

u±1(ei8)p = Pu±1(ei8)p, 

Pu±1(e-i8)(1 - P) = 0, 
Pu±1(ei8) _ u±1(ei8)p = Pu±\ei8)(1 _ P). 

(19) 

Using these equations we can see by multiplication 
that [l - P + u-l(ei8)Pxu(e-i8)] is the right and the 
left inverse of [1 - P + Pf(O)x-lP]. Substituting this 
into Eqs. (17) and (18) we get 

d log M = Tr {u-l(eiO)Pxu(e-i~ d[f(ei8)x-l]} 

+ lim kx-l dx, (20) 
k-+ 00 

where 
M = lim (SlSk+l) 

k-+ 00 

is the magnetization. 

d[f(ei8)x-l] = f(ei8) d(x-l) + u-l(e-i6)x-l du(eiO) 

+ u(ei8)x-l d[u-l(e- i8)]. (21) 

Substituting Eq. (21) in Eq. (20) means we have three 
traces to evaluate. The first one can be evaluated to 
give 

-lim kx-l dx, 
k-+ 00 

which cancels the last term in Eq. (20). The trace 
involving the third term in Eq. (21) gives the'inter
esting contribution and we evaluate this explicitly. 
Using the last equation in (19) we have to evaluate 

Tr (Pu(e-i~ d(u-l(e-i8» 

- Tr (Pu-l(ei~(l - P)u(ei~ d log u(e-iO». (22) 

The first term here is similar to the trace obtained from 
the second term in Eq. (21) and when written out in 
full is 

-.X. I e'!,p - L e"C,p-8) d log u(e-'8)e-,!6 i
2 

.. d-l. 00 , i2.- dO 00 " " 

o 271" !=-oo 0 271" 1=1 

= I - d log u(ei8) = 0 <Xl f dO 
1=1 271" 

since the integral is zero. The second term of Eq. (22) 
is 

_ (2.- drfo i ei!,p (2 .. dOl I eih(4)-81)u-\eiOl) 
Jo 271" !=-oo Jo 271" 11=1 

X (2" d02 f e-i12COI-02)u(ei82) d log u(e-i82)e-iIO. 
Jo 271" 1.=0 

= _ (20- dOl i eiit(8a-81)u-1(eiOl) (2 .. d02 i 
Jo 271" it=l Jo 271" 1.=0 

X e-Ha(OI-8a)u(ei8S) d log u(e-iOI) 

= - I I _2 ei02Cil+ia)u;1+1aU(eiOa) d log u(e-iOa). 00 00 i20'dO 

it=l 1.=0 0 271" 

Now the summation over j1 and j2 is such that 
jl + j2 = i occurs i times. Hence the above can be 
written 

~ i2.- dO "8 '0 '0-. 
- "c., - jet) u;u(e' ) d log u(e-' ) 

1=1 0 271" 

= i - - [u- (e' )]u(e' ) d log u(e-' ) I dO d 1 '0 '0 '0 

271" dO 

= if dO .E..log u(eiO) d log u(e-iO). 
271" dO 

Substituting the explicit expressions for u(ei8) we 
obtain 

dlogM 

=1 -- +---'i 2
" dO[l ( _iBe

io 
iAe

iO
) 

o 271" 4 1 - Bei8 1 - AeiO 

( 
_dBe-iO dAe-io )] 

X 1 _ Be-iO + 1 _ Ae-i8 

= -~ 2~~J~C __ B;z + 1 ~ZAZ) 
X (-dBZ-

l + dAZ-
1

)] 
1 - Bz-1 1 - Az-1 

= _ 1 (dB' B _ A dB _ dAB + A dA ) 
4 1 - B2 1 - AB 1 - BA 1 - A2 

= td log [(1 - B2)(1 - A2)j(1 - ABl]. 

Integrating we obtain 

M8 = (1 - B2)(1 - A2)j(1 - AB)2. 

The constant of integration is zero, since M = 1 at 
zero temperature. 

This is the exact result for the magnetization of a 
square lattice for temperatures below the crjtical 
temperature. For temperatures above the critical 
temperature we can show that B < 1 but A > 1. 
Hence our expansions for u±1(z) do not hold for the 
high-temperature case. However, we can obtain some 
similarity between the high- and low-temperature 
cases if we consider fez) as given by 

fez) = V(Z)[ZV(Z-l)]-l, 
where 

v(z) = (1 - Bz)l(1 - A-1z)1. 

Now V(Z)±l are analytic inside the unit circle and 
hence have expansions which only have positive 
powers of z. However, the extra factor z in the 
definition of fez) now prevents us from finding an 
inverse to the operator [1 - P + Pf(eiO)p]. In fact, 
the presence of this extra factor z means that this 
operator has a zero eigenvalue with an eigenfunction 
eiOv-1(eiB). We have already shown that M = II:1 Ai 
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and hence M =: 0 provided the product of the re
maining eigenvalues is finite. 

Some justification of the last statement can be 
provided in the following way. We notice that the 
operator can be factorized into 

(1 - P + Pe-iOp) X [1 - P + Pv(eiO)v-l(e-i9)PJ. 

Using the relation 

Tr In (AB) = Tr In A + Tr In B, 
we get 

In M =: Tr In (1 - P + Pv(ei9)v-1(e-ill)p) 

+ Tr In (1 - P + Pe-i9p). (23) 

If the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (23) 
is evaluated by the same method as was used in the 
low-temperature case we obtain 

In (I - A-2)(l - B2)(1 - A-IB)2. 

The second term in Eq. (23) can be evaluated by 
writing 

Tr In (1 - P + Pe-iOp) 

= lim Tr In (1 - Pk + Pke-iIJpk ) 

This determinant has ones on the diagonal elements 
except for the elements (1, 1) to (k, k) where there are 
ones on an off-diagonal. It has the form 

· · · I 
I 

() 

· , 

() 

......... --.. ------.. --l--~-;-... -.. ----------.i -'---" __ ._ow .• __ .. ___ _ 

: 0 I : , , 
() 

j . I \ 

() 

i 0 t --' -................... ! ............ ----.. ---... r'" -------..... -.... -. 
· , 

() i i ! () i 

! l 
This determinant is obviously zero. In the limit as 
k -- 00 the determinant remains zero. This definition 
of the value of the infinite determinant is in accordance 
with the physical representation of an infinite lattice 
as a limiting case of a sequence of finite lattices, and 
so is the most natural one to choose. If instead the 

infinite determinant were evaluated by just calculating 
its eigenvalues an ambiguity would arise because the 
operator Pe-iOp is non-Hermitian and possesses a 
continuous infinity of eigenvalues in the region of the 
complex plane 1,11 < 1. In a certain sense this approach 
still leads to the conclusion M = 0, but it is more 
difficult to justify. Substituting these results into 
Eq. (23) we see that the magnetization is zero for all 
temperatures above the critical point. 

S. PARTITION FUNCTION 

In this section we show how the partition function 
can be calculated using the expressions we have 
already obtained for the Green's function. Starting with 
the expression obtained in I for the partition function 
we have 

Z1 = (01 Texp L~pt1!kl><lAP(j)Aq(j)J 10). 

Taking the differential with respect to x and y of this 
expression gives us 

dZl = (01 T[~l ptlk~qAV{j)Aq(j) ~ dx 

+ tk;qAv(j)Afl(j) ~ dY]S(N) 10), 

where 
0 0 -1 0 

0 0 -1 0 
k' = 

1 1 0 -1 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 -1 

0 0 0 -1 
k" = 

0 0 0 -1 

1 0 

Using the definition for Green's functions, we obtain 

dZl =I ± [tk~flGVIl(j,j) dx + tk;qGpq(j,j) dY] 
Z1 ;=1 v.ll=l X Y 

= ~ ± !(k~fl dx + k;q dY)Gl><I(j,j) 
;=1 V,Q=l 2 x Y 

= f Tr !(kl dx + k" dY) G(j,j). 
;=1 2 x Y 

Now 

G(' .) - 1. ~ A(r) 1 
J,J - N r!'l 1 - kA(r) 

and it can be seen that 

(k' ~ + k" ~n~(r) = dA(r). 
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Thus, 

dZ l = ! Tr dA(r) 1 
Zl r~l 1 - kA(r) 

N 

d log ZI = ! d Tr log [1 - kA(r»). 
r~l 

Integrating gives 
N 

log Zl = ! log det [1 - kA(r»), 
r~l 

which is the usual expression. Kadanoff.6 has cal
culated an expression for the partition function in a 
similar manner to the above using a Green's function 
which is based on the algebraic approach. 

APPENDIX 

We give here an outline of the proof of Eq. (12). 
Using Eq. (9), we see that k'G has the structure 

o 
o 

where al = _G31, a2 = _G32, a4 = _G34, and b3 = 
G13 + G23 - G34. The zero entries arise since 

N 
!(w' - w- r ) = o. 
r~l 

Thus the trace of k'G is (a1 + a2 - a4) + bs , which 
on substitution of the values from Eq. (10) gives 

Tr (k'G) = b3 + b:, 

where 
N 

b3(iI ,j2) = ! w Ud2 ) 
r~1 

X [_x2y2 _ x 2 _ x2y(wmr + w-m,) 

+ xw-r(1 _ y2»)~(r)-I. 

Similarly k'GI k'G2 can be written 

a1 a2 0 a4 

a1 a2 0 a4 

0 b2 b3 b4 

-al -a2 0 -a4 

Al A2 0 

X 
Al A2 0 

0 B2 Bs 

-AI -A2 0 

from which we obtain 

Tr(k'GI k'G2) = b:B: + baB3. 

We can repeat this procedure obtaining 

Tr (k'GI k'G2 ... k'Gn) 

A4 

= ba(l) b3(2) ... ba(n) + b:(1) b:(2) ... b:(n). 

The summation over r i means that the contribution 
from the complex conjugate b* is the same as that 
from b. Hence we obtain Eq. (12). 
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Relation Between "Outer" and "Inner" Multiplicity for SU(2) and SU(3) 
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The Clebsch-Gordan series for SU(3) is given in terms of irreducible representations .of. ~U(3) ~uch 
that the "outer" multiplicity of the Clebsch-Gordan series is related to the "inner" multiplicity of me
ducible representations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N the direct product D(m) (5<) D(m') of two irreduc
ible representations with highest weights m and m', 

respectively, the D(m)(5<) may be considered as an 
operator acting on the state vectors of the irreducib~e 
representation D(m'). It has been shown that this 
operator can always be classified as a tensor operator 
[transforming under SU(n) as states of the irreducible 
representation D(m)] and, moreover, that this 
operator has precisely dim [em)] independent matrix 
elements.! The advantage of this operator point of 
view lies in the fact the Clebsch-Gordan series itself, 
D(m) (5<) D(m') from which we started, may contain 
fewer than dim [em)] terms. (This corresponds to 
symmetry vanishings of the reduced matrix elements 
of the operator.) Both points of view have intrinsic 
advantage, the operator view for general relationships, 
and the "representation view" for practical appli
cations. 

The present paper is concerned with the latter view 
and the Clebsch-Gordan series for SU(2) and SU(3) 
is examined. It is shown how the "outer multi
plicity" of the Clebsch-Gordan series can easily be 
related to the "inner multiplicity" of irreducible 
representations. (The terms stem from Ref. 2.) As an 
example, SU(2) is first treated in some detail. 

2. "OUTER-INNER" MULTIPLICITY 
FOR SU(2) 

The weight space of SU(2) is a straight line, as is 
well known. As for all SU(n) groups this space can be 
embedded in a Euclidean space with one more 
dimension, the straight line being given by (x, -x). 
The weights m = (m!, m2) lie on that line, and thus 
m1 = -m2' The two roots of SU(2) are (I, -1) and 
(-1, I). Ro, half the sum over the positive roots, is 

1 L. C. Biedenharn, Phys. Letters 3, 254 (1963). 
sA. J. Macfarlane, L. O'Raifeartaigh, and P. S. Rao, J. Math. 

Phys. 8, 536 (1967). 

then given as Ro = tel, -1).3 Any weight of SU(2) 
is an integer multiple of Ro (see Fig. I). 

From the relation4 

x(m')X(m -I- Ro) = I X(mlll + Ro), (1) 
mill 

where the exponents of the character x(m') contain 
the weights of the irreducible representation D(m') 
and where X(m + Ro) is the elementary alternating 
sum5 of m + Ro, it can immediately be seen that if 
D(m') is chosen to be smaller or equal to D(m), i.e., 
m~ ~ m1 , there corresponds to each weightm' E D(m') 
one and only one term on the right-hand side of (1) 
and thus one irreducible representation D(mlll). This 
is true, since if m~ ~ m1 , so m~ < m1 + ! and thus 
the sum of the lowest weight of D(m'), namely -m', 
and m + Ro, 

(m + Ro) - m', (2) 

can never reach the origin and therefore also not the 
negative part of the weight space, see Fig. 1. This is 
Biedenharn's lemma applied to SU(2).6 

However, if D(m') is now admitted to be larger than 
D(m), some part of the weight diagram of D(m') may 
cover the zero (the singular hyperplane) and, in 
general, also negative values. This domain is re
sponsible for the deviation of the outer multiplicity 
from the inner multiplicity. From the definition of the 
elementary alternating sum it can be seen that the 
elementary alternating sum of the zero weight is zero, 
while the elementary alternating sum of the negative 

3 This embedding, trivial for SU(2), becomes of advantage for 
n ~ 3 (for instance with respect to the properties of the weights 
under the Weyl group). 

• D. Speiser, Group Theoretical Concepts and Methods in Elemen
tary Particle Physics, F. Giirsey, Ed. (Gordon and Breach, New 
York, 1965), p. 201; J. P. Antoine and D. Speiser, J. Math. Phys. 
5, 1226, 1560 (1964). . 

5 H. Boerner, Representations o/Groups (North-Holland Pubhsh-
ing Company, Amsterdam, 1963), Chap. 7. . 

6 F. Zaccaria, J. Math. Phys. 7, 1548 (1966); B. Vitale, Nuovo 
Cimento 44, 291 (1966). 
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Ii' Ii' ~ Ii' • I ;A • I • .. • • Ro 

FlO. 1. D(m') ® D(m): the encircled points are the ones 
obtained if D(m') is superimposed to the point m + Ro. 

~ 

weight of (2) is equal to the elementary alternating sum 
of that weight reflected on the zero point, apart from 
a change of sign. Thus the elementary alternating sums 
of the negative weights cancel pairwise with their 
reflected counterparts. However, all the elementary 
alternating sums that cancel (and possibly the one 
equal to zero) just form the weight diagram of the 
irreducible representation D(m' - (m + Ro». There
fore, the Clebsch-Gordan series for SU(2) can be 
written in terms of irreducible representations as 

D(m') ® D(m) = l D(m + iii') 
iii'eD(m') 

- l D(-Ro + ni'), (3) 
iii'eD(m'-(m+Ro» 

where the two sums go over all weights m' of D(m') 
and D(m' - (m + Ro», respectively. It should be 
noted that in the sum D(m) with negative m can occur, 
i.e., m1 < O. These terms D(m) do not correspond to 
irreducible representations and always cancel out in 
(3). Also, the second term of (3) does not contribute 
when m' - (m + Ro) is a negative weight, since then 
D(m' - (m + Ro» is not an irreducible representation. 

3. "OUTER-INNER" MULTIPLICITY FOR SU(3) 

The consideration of Sec. 2 suggests that also in the 
case of SU(3) it might be possible to relate the highest 
weights of the irreducible representations which cause 
the deviation of the outer multiplicity from the inner 
multiplicity to irreducible representations of SU(3), 
as happens to be the case for SU(2). Thus, again 
forming 

l D(m + m'), 
m'eD(m') 

which is the Clebsch-Gordan series of D(m') ® D(m) 
for the case when inner and outer multiplicity are the 
same, irreducible representations have to be sub
tracted from this expression in order to account for 
the deviation from the inner multiplicity. 

As in the case of SU(2) the two-dimensional 
weight space is embedded in a three-dimensional 
weight space in the usual manner (Fig. 2). For 
any weight m = (ml • mz, ms) of SU(3) then m1 + 
m2 + ma = 0 holds. For convenience, the (p, q), p = 
m1 - m2' q = m2 - ma. notations are used. 

In order to simplify the situation the direct product 

D(P, q) ® D(Pt, q') is always taken such that 

p + q -:;. p' + q' + 1. (4) 

Condition (4) ensures that only the fundamental 
domain and the two neighboring domains can 
contribute to the multiplicity structure of 

D(p, q) ® D(P'. q'). 

Moreover, the direct product D(p, q) ® D(p', q') is 
limited at first to direct products of the form 

D(m, r) ® D(p + n - 1, n - 1), n ~ 1, (5) 

such that one half of the fundamental domain is 
covered by these direct products. The rest, 

D(m, r) ® D(n - l.p + n - 1), n ~ 1. (6) 

can be easily obtained afterwards from symmetry 
arguments. The integer n can be thought of as the 
distance of the point (p + n, n) from the point (p.0) 
in terms of the vector Ro. Then, if the direct product 
(5) is formed, the following observations are made 
(Figs. 2-5). 

(a) If the domain of the irreducible representation 
D(m, r) overlapping into the two neighboring domains 
is reflected on the singular hyperplanes [as in the case 
of SU(2)] the (two) regions thus obtained in general 
do not correspond to single irreducible represen
tations. But these regions can always be covered by 
several overlapping irreducible representations, over
lapping in such a way that care is taken to the 
multiplicities of the points contained in the part 
leaking out of the fundamental domain. 

,/f 
, 

l 
I 

q 

. / 
,t" 

p 

+n+m. n+r} 

FIG. 2. D(m,r) ® D(P + n - I, n - 1) for n < r. The vectors 
A, B, C, D, E, indicated above are for the general case, thus ignoring 
the particular values of the diagram (m = 6, r = 3, P = 6, n = 2). 
These points are then given by A: (p + n - m - r, n + m); B: 
(p + n - m, m + n + r); C: (p + n - r, n - m); D: (p + n + r, 
n - m - r); E: (p + 3n - r - 2, -m + I), as can be seen easily 
by using the Weyt group, (11=(1,-1,0), (11=(0,1,-1). With 
the help of these points and Figs. 3-5, the statements made in 
Sec. 3 can be verified. The dots (circles) indicate the centers of the 
irreducible representations. 
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p 

p+n+m, n+r) 

FIG. 3. The case n ~ r. (See caption for Fig. 2.) 
In this example: p = 0, n = 5. 

(b) The centers of these irreducible representations 
all lie on the singular hyperplanes [as they do for 
SU(2»). 

(c) At most one nontriangular irreducible repre
sentation can occur. This is the case for m.:;t. 0, 
r - n > O. It is the irreducible representation 

D(m, r - n). (7) 

(d) The point, (p + n, n), its reflected image 
(p + 2n, -n), and the point (p + 3n,0) form a 
triangle in whose center the center of a non
triangular irreducible representation lies. Thus, its 
center lies on the point 

(p + 2n,0). (8) 

(e) The centers of the triangular irreducible repre
sentations lie equidistant from each other, the distance 
between two neighbors being (2, 0) or (0, 2). The 
dimensionality of the irreducible representations is 
increased by going along the positive p axes, de
creased by going along the positive q axes. 

(f) The series of triangular representations along the 
q coordinate starts at the point (0,2n + p - r), 
giving the series 

(0,2n + p - r),' ", (0,2n + p - r + 2k), ... , 

(0, 2n + p + r). (9) 

The corresponding irreducible representations are 

D(m + r - p - n, 0), ... , 

D(m + r - p - n - k, 0), ... , (10) 

D(m - n - p,O). 

Thus the series terminates either for k = r or when 
D(m + r - p - n - k, 0) becomes D(O, 0). This 
implies that D(p, q) with a negative p and/or q are 
omitted, they do not correspond to irreducible 
representations. 

p 

A 

FIG. 4. A: (p + n - m, n + m); B: (m - n - p, 2n + p); 
c: (p + n + m, n); D: (p + n, n - m). 

(g) The series of triangles along the p axes begins 
for n < r at the point (p + 2n - (r - n) - 2, 0) 
giving the series 

(p + 3n - r - 2, 0), ... , 

(p + 3n - r - 2 - 2k, 0), ... , (11) 

(p + n - r, 0), 

and the corresponding irreducible representations 

D(m - 1,0), ... , D(m - 1 - k, 0), .. " (12) 

D(m - n,O), 

where again this series terminates for k = n - 1 or if 
D(m - 1 - k, 0) becomes D(O, 0). 

For n ~ r a series of triangles occurs with centers at 
the points 

(p + n + r, 0), ... , (p + n + r - 2k, 0), ... , 

(p + n - r,O) 

q 

FIG. 5. A: (p + n, n + r); B: (p + n + r, n - r); 
c: (p + n - r, n). 

(13) 

p 
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with the corresponding irreducible representations 

D(m + r - n,O),"', (14) 
D(m + r - n - k, 0), ... , D(m - n, 0). 

Again this series terminates like the ones above. 
(h) For irreducible representations of the form 

D(m, 0) it can be deduced from Fig. 4 that at most the 
two irreducible representations 

D(m - n, 0), D(m - n - p, 0) (15) 

with their centers at the points 

(p + n, 0), (0, 2n - p) (16) 

have to be subtracted. 
(i) For irreducible representations of the form 

D(O, r), Fig. 5 shows that at most the two irreducible 
representations 

D(O, r - n), D(O, r - n - p) (17) 

with centers at 
(p + 2n, 0), (0, n) (18) 

have to be taken into account. 
Knowing these facts it is now easy to write down the 

Clebsch-Gordan series for 

D(m, r) ® D(P + n - 1, n - 1). 

However, it has to be done in four pieces. 

D(m, r) ® D(p + n - 1, n - 1) 

= ! D«p + n - 1, n - 1) + (p", q"» 
(ll" ,q")eD( m,r) 

r 

- ! ! D«p + n + r - 1 - 2i, -1) 
i=O (ll",q")eD(m+r-n-i,O) 

+ (p", q"» 
r 

- ! ! D« -1, p + 2n - r 
i=O (ll" ,11")eD( m+r-:p-n-i,O) 

- 1 + 2i) + (p", q"» 
for n ~ r; m, r;ll!: 0, (19a) 

= ! D«p + n - 1, n - 1) + (p", q"» 
(ll",q")eD(m,r) 

! D«p + 2n - 1, -1) + (p", q"» 
(ll" ,Q")eD(m,r-n) 

n-l 

-! ! D«p + 3n - r - 3 - 2i, -1) 
i=O(ll",Q")eD(m-l-i,O) 

+ (p", q"» 
r 

- ! ! D« -1, p + 2n - r 
i=O (ll",I1")eD(m+r--:p-n-i,O) 

- 1 + 2i) + (p", q"» 
for n < r; m, r;ll!: 0, (19b) 

= ! D«p + n - 1, n - 1) + (p", q"» 
(ll",Q")eD(m,O) 

! D«p -I- n - 1, -1) + (p", q"» 
(ll",I1")eD(m-n,O) 

! D«-1,2n + p - 1) + (p", q"» 
(ll",Q")eD(m-n-ll,O) 

for r = 0, (19c) 

= ! D«p + n - 1, n - 1) + (p", q"» 
(ll",q")eD(O,r) 

! D«p + 2n - 1, -1) + (p", q"» 
(ll",I1")eD(O,r-n) 

! D« -1, n - 1) + (p", q"», 
(ll",q")eD(O,r-n-ll) 

for m = 0, (19d) 

where m + r =::;; p + 2n - 1. The sums !(ll',q")ED(P,I1) 

always have to be extended over all weights (p", q") of 
the irreducible representation D(p, q), i.e., multiple 
weights are to be taken as many times as their 
multiplicity is. Again, as for SU(2), D(p, q) with 
negative p and/or q can occur in the sum. However, 
all these D(p, q) cancel out. If such a D(p, q) occurs as 
!(P",qN)ED(P,q) this sum is to be deleted, since D(p, q) is 
not an irreducible representation. 

The Clebsch-Gordan series for 

D(r, m) ® D(n - l,p + n - 1), m + r =::;;p + 2n - 1 

is obtained simply by interchanging the p and q 
components on the right-hand side of (19). 

4. REMARKS 

The connection between the inner and outer 
multiplicity in terms of irreducible representations as 
given above seems to be unique in spite of the fact 
that there exist examples where the irreducible 
representations to be subtracted can be chosen 
differently. So, for instance, in Fig. 2 the two irre
ducible representations on the lower hyperplane 
could be chosen to be D(O, 0) and D(O, 1) (at different 
points) instead of D(1, 0) and D(O, 0). However, as 
soon as one goes to the general case (Fig. 3), it turns 
out that the latter choice has to be taken. 
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We examine the quantum dynamics of particles with arbitrary spin implied by explicit use of the 
infinite dimensional unitary representation of the Lorentz group, introduced by Majorana. Comparison 
with the classical theory of spinning particles shows that this unitary representation leads to a quantum 
mechanical analog of the relativistic pure gyroscope. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

DECENTLY there has been much interest in the 
1'.. possible application of the infinite dimensional 
unitary representations of the Lorentz group to the 
elementary particles. To enhance this point of view 
it is the purpose of this paper to study the dynamics 
derived from the first-order wave equation for a point 
particle of arbitrary spin when the matrices involved 
are Majorana's infinite dimensional unitary represen
tation of the Lorentz group.l 

Fradkin2 has recently called attention to Majorana's 
original paper on the subject of the unitary repre
sentations. We make explicit use of the properties 
of Majorana's representation to display the quantum 
mechanical counterpart of the classical pure gyroscope. 

The classical relativistic point particle, with spin 
which satisfies the criteria for a pure gyroscope,3 is 
first presented in its Hamiltonian formulation. We 
then develop the quantum dynamics associated with 
the Majorana representation and by a comparison 
based on the traditional Poisson bracket, commutator 
bracket correspondence, infer that the quantum 
description of the pure gyroscope must utilize the 
properties of this unitary representation if the corre
spondence is to be valid for arbitrary spin. 

II. CLASSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The classical relativistic pure gyroscope is a charged 
point particle with spin. The magnetic properties of 
such a particle are described by the antisymmetric 
spin tensor sJlY' which satisfies the supplementary 
condition 

(1) 

where xJl = (x, iet), and Vy = Xy = dXy/d-r is the four 

• This work was sponsored in part by the TRW Independent 
Research program and the Office of Naval Research. 

1 E. Majorana, Nuovo Cimento 9, 335 (1932). 
• D. M. Fradkin, Am. J. Phys. 34, 314 (1966). 
• Many authors have discussed this subject. The most concise 

statement of the theory, together with a most complete reference 
list, is to be found in the book by H. C. Corben, Classical and 
Quantum Theories of Spinning Particles (to be published), Sec. 8. 

velocity when 'T is the proper time, and vJlvJl = -e2• 

The supplementary condition (1) is the covariant 
statement of the vanishing of the electric dipole 
moment in the rest frame. 4 If 7T Jl denotes the kinetic 
four momentum PJl - e/eAJl , then the description of 
the pure gyroscope motions is given by 

7TJl = mVJl - SJlyVy , 

irJl = e/eFJlyvy , 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

In order to obtain a Hamiltonian formulation it is 
necessary to know the functional relation between 
velocity and momentum. This is readily obtained by 
multiplying (2) by spasaJl' making use of (1), and the 
identity5 

-2spasaJls/JY = (s~{Js~{J)spy. (5) 

The necessary relation is then seen to be 

mVJl = 7TJl + 2(SJlpSpy7Ty/S~{JSIZ{J)' (6) 

where in virtue of the equations of motion, SIZ{JSIZ{J is a 
constant of the motion. Writing VJl7TJl = -me2 in 
the form 

(7) 

Equation (6) permits the form (7) to be identified as 
the covariant Hamiltonian 

2 
H = 7TJl7TJl + me + SJl(lSpy7TJl7Ty = O. (8) 

2m 2 mSIZ{Js~{J 

We are justified in calling (8) the Hamiltonian for the 
pure gyroscope for when use is made of the Poisson 
bracket angular momentum properties of the SJly,5.6 

i.e., 

~,~=~~+~~-~~-~~, ~ 

the Poisson bracket equations of motion: xJl = 
(xJl ' H); irJl = (7TJl' H); and sJlY = (sJlY' H), are Eqs. 

'J. Frenkel, Z. Physik 37,243 (1926). 
• S. Shanmugadashan, Can. J. Phys. 31, 1 (1953). 
• H. A. Kramers, Quantum Mechanics (North-Holland Publishing 

Company, Amsterdam, 1957), Sec. 57. 
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(2), (3), and (4), respectively. Further, (6) and (9) 
yield the additional Poisson bracket relation 

(V,., spa) = V/),.a - vab,.a - 1Tp(Xa' V,.) + 1T,,(Xp, V,.). 

(10) 

In the next section we see the remarkable extent to 
which the classical expressions (1)-(10) find their 
operator analog in the quantum theory. 

Anticipating the ensuing quantum mechanical 
analysis it is of interest to note Corben's relation 
between the rest energy and spin of the classical free 
particle. For the case P = 0, Eqs. (3) and (4) have 
the solutions7 

s = const, v = n x r, 

where Si = !EiikS;k' and n = -(fJC2/S2)S, and fJ is a 
constant for given Ivl. Thus the particle moves, in a 
plane normal to s, in a circle of radius 

r = (v/c)s/fJC, 
with energy 

E = fJc2 = mc2/y = -s·n. 
For this motion, the invariant, intrinsic spin So is 
related to the observable spin S by 

So = [i(sa/isaP)]! = slY, 

and therefore the energy is given by 

E = mc2(so/s). (11) 

Thus the energy in the momentum rest frame, 
properly called the rest energy, varies inversely with 
the magnitude of the observable spin. Classically then, 
a continuum of states with increasing spin and 
decreasing rest energy is predicted, a consequence 
which finds its counterpart in the quantum theory 
presented in the next section. 

III. THE MAJORANA REPRESENTATION 

The basis of this relativistic quantum description of 
a charged, spinning, point particle is the first-order 
wave equation 

(12) 

where 1Tp = -iliop - e/cAp, and the YP are the 
infinite dimensional matrices specified by Majorana.1 

The spin operators 
Y,.v = (YPYv - YvYp) (13) 

are the generators of the homogeneous Lorentz group 
and therefore satisfy the general, representation
invariant, commutation relations 

[y,.v, Yp,,1 = y,.pbva + Yvab,.p - y,.abvp - Yvpb,.", (14) 

[Ya, y,.v1 = -y,.bva + YA.a· (15) 

1 A. Papapetrou, Praktika Acad. d'Thenes 14, 540 (\939). 

While (14) is the operator counterpart of (9), (15) 
differs from (10), since the operators for position and 
velocity in the first-order quantum theory necessarily 
commute. 

As a consequence of (13), (14), and (15) it can be 
seen that 

[Y", Y,.vY,.v - 2y,.y,.1 = 0, (16) 

therefore the combination Y,.vY,.v - 2y,.y,. must be 
treated as a c number, a result which is also repre
sentation invariant and is true of finite as well as 
infinite dimensional representations. The Majorana 
representation implies the further restriction that 
Y,.vY,.v is separately a c number, i.e., 

[Ya, y,.vy,.v1 = 0, 

as a consequence of which 

Y,.Y,.p + Y"Py,. = 0, 

[YP' y,.y,.] = o. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Equation (18) represents the operator analog of the 
supplementary condition (1), and (19) implies that in 
this representation Y/JYP is also to be treated as a c 
number. Thus we begin to see the reflection of the 
classical theory of the pure gyroscope in the quantum 
theory through the Majorana representation. Relation 
(17) implies the constancy ofY,HYpv which, as we saw, 
has as its classical counterpart the constancy of 
s/Jvs/Jv' Likewise the c number character of Y/JY,. is 
necessary if we expect to reflect the classical relativistic 
definition, v,.v,. = -c2. In the case of the finite 
dimensional representations, only the Dirac matrices 
for spin ! display these characteristics, whereas 
turning to the Majorana representation provides a 
correspondence valid for arbitrary spin. 

Further instructive properties of the Majorana 
representation are derivable from the relation 

Y,.PYpv + YvpYp,. = -(y,.yv + YVY/J) + 2YpYpb,. .. (20) 

which is itself a consequence of (18). Let us introduce 
the particular c numbers, YpYp = -a, and YpaYpa = b. 
If we multiply (20) once on the left and once on the 
right by Yva' add the two expressions, and again use 
(18), we obtain 

Yva(YIIPYpv + YVPYPII) + (Y"PYpv + YvPYPII)Yv" 
= -1/b(4a + 1)(YapYa/l)Ylla, (21) 

which, modulo numerical coefficients, is the operator 
analog of the classical identity (5). The explicit relation 
between the c numbers a and b may be obtained by 
multiplying (20) by bllv , giving b = 3a. 

To illustrate the dynamical correspondence between 
the classical theory of Sec. II and the quantum theory 
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in the Majorana representation, we consider H = 
iCYp7T/t + mc2 to be the proper time Hamiltonian. The 
operator dynamics are then given by 

Trp = i//i[7Tp, H] = e/cF/tv(icyv), (22) 

(/ifi)y /tV = [y /tV' H] = 7T iicyv) - 7T v{icy It)' (23) 

which clearly represent the operator counterparts of the 
classical equations (3) and (4). Once again Eqs. (22) 
and (23) are a consequence of the general group 
properties (14) and (15), and are therefore repre
sentation-invariant. When the bilinear associations9 

The Hamiltonian (28) and the associated relation (27) 
yield the Poisson bracket equations of motion (3) 
and (4) independent of the values of a and b. 

Further, with regard to the discussion on the 
dependence of classical rest energy on spin, the wave 
equation (12), for the free particle in the frame 
defined by PIt = (0, iE/c) becomes 

(29) 

As shown by Majorana, Y 4 is diagonal and has the 
eigenvalue (j + t), where j is the spin of the state 
considered. Therefore the rest energy of the given 

(24) state is 

are made, the Eqs. (22) and (23) yield (3) and (4). 
If we now seek the quantum counterpart of (6) we 

are again forced to the Majorana representation. In 
order to separate the orbital and spin contributions 
to the current, we express the current aslO 

(Y/t> = 2-:n~ f i[J(Y/tYP + YpY/t)7Tp1p d
4
x, (25) 

where surface terms have been neglected. Using (20) 
we have 

iC(Y/t> = -.l fi[J[2YaYa7T/t - (Y/taYap + YpaYap)7Tp]1p d4x. 
2m 

(26) 

Making use of (24) we may write (26) in terms of the 
classical variables as 

-mv/t = (a7Tjm) + (bS/tpspv7Tv!2msapsap), (27) 

which, modulo the coefficients a and b, is the same as 
(6). This relation (27) implies that the classical 
Hamiltonian constructed from the quantum theory, 
in the Majorana representation, is 

8 M. E. Rose, Relativistic Electron Theory (John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., New York), Sec. II. 

• K. Rafanelli and R. Schiller, Phys. Rev. 135, 8279 (1964). 
10 W. Gordon, Z. Physik 50, 5630 (1927). 

E = mc2/(j + t). (30) 

Thus, to mirror the classical result (11), the quantum 
theory predicts a discrete set of states whose rest 
energy decreases with increasing spin. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The preceding analysis shows a striking corre
spondence between the classical and quantum the
ories of spinning particles when the classical theory 
describes a pure gyroscope and the quantum theory 
is couched in the language of Majorana's infinite 
dimensional unitary representation of the Lorentz 
group. 

The operator properties, essential to a meaningful 
reflection of the properties of the classical variables, 
find expression only for spin t when the finite dimen
sional representations are considered. Only when we 
turn to the infinite dimensional matrices of Majorana 
can the correspondence be extended to the case of 
arbitrary spin. 
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A general equation for the elec~romagnetic current J of a superconductor responding to a frequency
dependent e~tern~1 electromagnetIc field ~nd under the influence of impurity scattering and temperature 
has been ~enved In moment~m space ~SIng the Green's function method. This general equation can be 
regarded In two ways. (a) It IS the Founer transform, from coordinate space to momentum space of the 
equation of M~ttis ~nd Bardeen .[D. C. Matti~ and J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev. 111,412 (1958), Eq.' (3.3)]. 
(b) It. st;mmanzes, In one equatIOn! .the prevIOus works of Abrikosov et al. on the electromagnetic 
behaVIOr of superconductors .. In addItIOn. to these general properties, this equation also shows, in partic
ular, th~t for a superconductmg alloy wIth a few percent of impurity concentration, the kernel for the 
current. IS the same as that of a Pippar~ pure ~u'perconductor, with l"svk, where v is th~ .Fermi velocity 
and k IS the momentum exchange dunn$ collIsIOn replaced by Ttr, the transport collIsIOn time, valid 
for all temperature.s up to T., the transitIOn temperature. Expressions of the current in closed form for 
both superconductmg alloys and normal metal with impurity are also given for vk,..., l/T. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

WE discuss here the derivation of a general formula 
for the electromagnetic current J of a metal 

including the following five parameters: gap ~, 
collision time T, temperature T, frequency of external 
field w, and vk, where v is the Fermi velocity of the 
electrons in the metal and k is the momentum exchange 
during collision. A superconductor is known as the 
London type if vk is small, and is known as the 
Pippard type if vk is large. In a normal metal, for 
vk small, the phenomenon is known as the normal 
skin effect, while for vk large, it is known as the 
anomalous skin effect. Already a good number of 
results have been derived by Abrikosov et a/,l-4 using 
the Green's function method. However, all their 
results include four or less of the five parameters 
mentioned above, while we would like to derive an 
equation which includes all the five parameters, thus 
summarizing all their previous work in one equation. 

From another point of view, the equation that we 
wish to derive can also be regarded as the Fourier 
transform, from coordinate space to momentum 
space, of the equation of Mattis and Bardeen.5 

Needless to say, because of the complexity of the 

1 A. A. Abrikosov and L. P. Gorkov, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 
35, 1558 (1958); 36, 319 (1959)[English trans!.: Soviet Phys.-JETP 
8, 1090 (1959); 9, 220 (1959»). 

2 A. A. Akrikosov, L. P. Gorkov, and I. M. Khalatnikov, Zh. 
Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 35, 265 (1958);37, 187 (1959) [English trans!.: 
Soviet Phys.-JETP 8, 182 (1959); 10, 132 (1960»). 

8 A. A. Abrikosov, L. P. Gorkov, and I. E. Dzyaloshinski, 
Methods of Quantum Field Theory in Statistical Physics (Prentice
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1963). 

• I. M. Khalatnikov and A. A. Abrikosov, Advan. Phys. 8, 45 
(1959). 

5 D. C. Mattis and J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev. 111,412 (\958). 

parameters involved and the problem of analyticity 
of the equation, it is impossible to obtain the Fourier 
transform directly from the equation of Mattis and 
Bardeen. We must therefore look for a solution to 
the problem at a much earlier stage, and we start with 
the derivation of the current J from the well-known 
"Kubo formula." 6 

As far as the problem of analyticity is concerned, 
the method we are going to use resembles closely that 
of Ambegaokar and Langer,7 and is almost the same 
as indicated by Evans and Rickayzen8 in another 
context, in the discussion of the Meissner effect. It is 
the following. We notice that the Green's function 
used by Abrikosov is actually G(w + ib), which has 
singularities in the upper half-plane, with complicated 
analyticity problems when impurity scattering is 
present. If, however, one works with G(w), without ib, 
then one finds that in the complex w plane it has only 
cuts on the real axis, but is analytic everywhere else. 
Then using a theorem by Baym and Mermin,9 we are 
able to obtain the spectral weight function A(w) by 
analytic continuation. In most cases, the final ex
pression for current that we obtain can be integrated 
analytically, without having to have recourse to 
numerical computation, as is necessary in the case of 
Mattis and Bardeen's expression, calculated by 
Miller.lO 

6 R. Kubo, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 12, 570 (1957). 
7 V. Ambegaokar, Brandeis Lectures, Vo!. 2, Astrophysics and the 

Many-Body Problem (W. A. Benjamin, Inc., New York, 1962), pp. 
323-438. 

8 A. B. Evans and G. Rickayzen, Ann. Phys. (New York) 33, 
275 (1965). 

• G. Baym and M. Mermin, J. Math. Phys. 2, 232 (1961). 
10 P. B. Miller, Phys. Rev. 118,928 (1960). 
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2. DERIVATION OF THE GENERAL 
FORMULA 

We start with the current-current correlation 
function. Following Rickayzenll and Ambegaokar,7 

we have 
i = ill + in, 

wherein = -Ne2Afm, and 

Mx, t.) = f: dtll d
3yi[j(x, t",), iCy, til)] A(y, t.v) (1) 

and 

[j(x, t",), j(y, til)] == f>(x, y, ti1J - til) 

- f«x, y, til - t",). (2) 

Since the current i is a physical quantity, it is 
absolutely convergent, and can be continued into 
the complex t plane; 

i{J t plane, {J = l/kB T. 

II I 

III ° IV 

-i{J 

We continue f> into the lower regions III and IV, 
f< into the upper regions I and II. The periodicity 
condition for f> and f< is 

f«w) = e-wPf>(w). 
Define 

(3) 
We have 

f>(x, y, ta; - til) = (-iej2m)2(Va; - V i1J,)(VII - VII') 

X T[1pt(x', ta;')1p(x, ta;)1pt(y/, tll,)1p(Y, tll)J. 

The inequality in time ordering here depends on 
how t is extended from real to complex values. If one 
uses the "restricted time region" as done by 
Ambegaokar, the inequality refers to the negative 
imaginary part of t. If one uses the regions in II and 
IV (e.g., Baym), the inequality refers to the real part 
of t. In any case, 

f>(x, y, tal - til) = (-ie/2m)2(V", - Va;,)(VII - VII') 

X [-g(x - y')g(y - x') + $""t(x' - y')$""(y - x)], 

(4) 

where g and $"" are the well-known Green's functions 

11 G. Rickayzen, Lecture Notes on the Many-Body Problem,from 
the First Bergen International School of Physics (W. A. Benjamin, 
Inc., New York, 1962); Theory of Superconductivity (John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., New York, 1965). 

of a superconductor originally defined by Gorkov.la 

We now take the Fourier series components, and write 

f ( t t ) - i ~ -ivmCtz-t.)F (0' X y) 
> x, y, '" - II - (J "f;: e > 'm' , , 

where 
'JIm = 211'm/(-i{J), m = 0, ±l, ±2,··" 

Thus, 

F >(vm , x, y) = L-iPf> (x, y, t", - til) 

X eivmC!=-t.) d(ti1J - t'll)' (5) 

Similarly, writing out only the time components, we 
define 

where 

I = 0, ± I, ±2, .. " 'I = P, + (21 + 1)11'/( -i{J), 

f
i P 

gal) = 0 ei{/(trt·)g(t", - til) d(t", - til)' 

From (4) and (5), 

( 
ie)2 1 F > (11m , x, y) = - - (V", - V",.)(VII - VII')~ 

2m -Zp 

X [ - tg(x, y', 'I)g(y, x', 'I + 11m) 

+ t $""t(x', y', 'z)$""(y, x, 'I + 11m)]. 

(6) 

Next we define the spectral weight function A such that 

"'( 'Y) -f dw Aix, y', w) l:IX,y''''1 - . 
211' 'I -w 

(7) 

If we continue from discrete " to continuous " we have 

G( 'Y) -f dw Ag(x, y', w) x,y,,,, - . 
211' ,- w 

(8) 

It has been shown by Baym and Mermin9 that the 
continuation from (7) to (8) is unique if G(x, y', ') 
has only cuts on the real , axis, but is analytic else
where. Then from (8) we obtain 

A(w) = i[G(w + ;6) - G(w - i~)]. (9) 

Since the Ft F term is entirely similar to the GG term, 
we write A(w) to include both Ag and At. [cf. Eq. 
(16).] 

We now transform the summation in (6) into a 
contour integral, and then deform the contour on the 

12 L. P. Gorkov. Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 34, 735 (1958) [English 
trans!.: Soviet Phys.-JETP 7, 505 (1958)]. 
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two sides in the negative sense. Thus, 

F>("m, x, y) = (- ;:)ii(V", - V",,)(VII - V1I.) 

f dWI dW2 A( , )A( ') X (27T)2 X - Y , WI Y - X , W2 

X [tanh (wI/2T) - tanh (w2/2T)]. (10) 

WI - W2 +"m 
From (3) and (5) we have, omitting x and y, 

Combining (10) and (11), we have 

4>(x, y, w) = (- ;:)iCV", - V",.) 
X (V - V ')f dWI dW2 

11 U (27T)2' 

A(x - y', w1)A(y - x', w2)2m~(w + WI - W2) 

X [tanh (wI/2T) - tanh (w2/2T)]. (12) 

F > ("m) = if <Xl 4>(w) dw. 
-<Xl "m - W 27T 

(11) We now take the Fourier transform of (5) in t and x, 
and get 

jJ)(k, w
o
) = - e

2

2 
fp . p • A(k, w

o
) d

3
p 3 dWI d:2 Aip + ik, wl)A.(p - ik, W2) - Alp + ik, wl)A,(p - ik, W2) 

m (27T) (27T) Wo - W2 + WI + ic5 

where a factor 2 has come from summing over spin, 
and A. and A, are to be obtained from (7), (8), 
and (9). The thermal Green's functions g and :F are 
the same as Abrikosov and Gorkov's, where we have 
changed the sign of our g to agree with their g. Since 
the current depends only on the product of two g's, 
it does not change (13). :F is a matrix proportional to 

J= G -~). 
Since 11 = -1, we can treat 1 as i, thus obtaining the 
time-dependent G and F in complete agreement with 
Gorkov's G and F. 

Equation (13) is the starting point for the calculation 
of current. Following Abrikosov and Gorkov, we have 

g = -(iwn + E) :Ft = 6. (14) 
o W ~ + E2 + 6.2 ' 0 W ~ + E2 + 6.2 . 

Putting iWn - w, we have 

G _ w+E 
o - w2 _ E2 _ 6.2 

Ft _ -6.1 _ -;6. 
o - w2 _ E2 _ 6. 2 - W2 _ E2 _ 6. 2 . 

(15) 

Or, writing in Nambu's form, 

GO•n = (;;) = (w - EO's + 6.0'2)-lU, 

where 

u= (~), 
and 

(
0 1) (0 -i) (1 0) 0'1 = 1 0 0'2 = i 0 0'3 = 0 -1 . 

X [tanh (wI/2T) - tanh (w2/2T)], (13) 

At this stage the effect of impurity scattering must 
be taken into consideration. The problem was first 
solved by Edwards13 for normal metals, and has been 
well presented by Rickayzenll in the case of super
conductors. We refer to his article for further details. 
The Green's function G n of a superconductor with 
impurities is obtained from the Green's function 
of a pure superconductor Go•n through the Dyson 
equation. 

The Dyson equation is 

Gn = (Go.~ - :Er1U, Gn = (;), 
where 

I d3k' 
L (k) = n (27T)S O'sGo.ik', w)0'3Iu(k - k')1 2 

= (w + 6.0'2)X + 0'3X'; 

X' is the renormalization of energy, 
absorbed in E; 

X= -- dE =0 1 f 1 
27TT E2 - w2 + 6.2 

and can be 

-1 
- 2T(6.2 - w2)! 

for 6.2 > w~ 
Thus, 

G = (w - 6.0'2)(1 - X) + EO's U 
n w2(1 _ X)2 _ N(1 _ X)2 _ E2 . 

For w2 > 6.2, the denominator is w2 - (6.2 + £2). 
For w2 < 6.2, the denominator is W21]2 - (6.21]2 + £2), 
where 

13 S. F. Edwards, Phil. Mag. 3,1020 (1958). 
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In both cases, anew) has only a cut on the real axis. • W1] +E 
a(w - lb) = 2 2 2 2 ' Thus by the theorem of Baym and Mermin, the 

continuation is unique, and anew) is the required 
Green's function. 

W1/- - E - il1/_ 

;<t( _.~) _ - iil1/_ 
r w lu - 2 2 2 2 2 ' 

w 1/-- E - il1/_ 

(18) 

From anew), we obtain A(w); 
where 

A(w) = (~:) = [anew + ib) - anew - ib)]i 

_ ( a(w + ib) - a(w - ib) ). 
_ I, 

pt(w + ib) - pt(w - ib) 
(16) 

1/- = I - i/2T(W2 - il2)!, for w2 > il2, 
= 1 + 1/2T(il2 - W2)!, for il2 > w2

• 

Two cases can now be distinguished. 
(I) The extreme anomalous skin effect region, where 

k is very large. In this case I/T« vk, and we can 
neglect I/T. Then the effect of impurity disappears and 
we can treat the superconductor as a pure metal. 
Obviously one should then get the results of Abrikosov 
and of Mattis and Bardeen. We show this explicitly 
afterwards. 

where 

. W1/+ + E 
a(w + Ib) = 2 2 2 2 2 ' 

w 1/+ - E - il1/+ 

;<t. -iil1/+ 
r (w + Ib) = 2 2 2 2 2 ' 

w 1/+ - E + il 1]+ 

1/+ = I + i/2T(W2 - il2)! for w2 > il2, 

= I + I/2T(il2 - W2)! for il2 > w2, 

(17) 

(2) The normal skin effect region, where vk « I/T. 
We can then neglect k. This is the result we are 
immediately interested in. Substituting (17) and (18) 
in (16), and averaging over the Green's function lines 
by summing over the ladder diagrams, we obtain 
after some calculation 

j(wo) = - Ne
2 

tA(wo) roo dw(tanh w+ _ tanh W-){[1 _ w+wi + il
2 !J 

me JH!wo 2T 2T (w! - il2) (w~ - il2) 

X -2i/Ttr _ [1 + w+w_ + il2 J 
few! - il2)! + (w~ - il2)!]2 + l/Ttr (w! - il2)!(W~ - il2)! 

X tr + dw tanh -± _--.:'--.2:+-=:;-.......:..._~_ -2i/T } iA+!wO w (w w + il2) 
few! - il2)! - (w~ - il2)!]2 + l/T:r A-!wo 2T (w! - il2)!(il2 - w~)!i 

X { -2i[(I/Ttr) + (il2 
- w2)!] + 2i[(il2 - W~)!(1/Ttr)] (19) 

(w! - il2) + [(il2 - w~)! + 1/Ttr ]2 (w! - il2) + [(il2 
- w~)! - 1/Ttr]2 ' 

where Wo < 2il, w+ = w + two, W_ = w - two, 

~ = nmp~ fIU(0)1 2 (1 - cos 0) dO., 
Ttr (27T) 

(for Wo > 2il). 
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From (19) and (20) we obtain, for l/T t, > 6., 

j(wo) = (Ne26./mc1T)Tt,.A(wo)Q(wo), (21) 

where Q(wo) is the same as Eq. (6.11) of Khalatnikov 
and Abrikosov,4 i.e., the kernel of a Pippard pure 
metal. The only change, apart from a numerical 
factor of 1\' is to replace l/vk in the Pippard limit 
by T t" in the alloy case (where v is the Fermi velocity 
and k is the momentum exchange). 

The interpretation of this result is quite obvious. 
Since l/vk f"O-.J ~/v, where ~ is the coherence length, 
while T tr f"O-.J i/v, where I is the mean free path, the 
result means that in a superconducting alloy, the 
mean free path takes over the role of coherence 
distance. The present result is valid for all tempera
tures up to To, while the same conclusion was already 
contained in Abrikosov's work at zero temperature. 

We have so far mentioned two extreme regions, the 
anomalous skin effect region and the normal skin 
effect region. There is yet a third region which is the 
intermediate region, where vk f"O-.J 1/1'. Starting from 
(13), we have obtained the current in this region for 
both superconductors and normal metal. The final 
results are 

Superconductors: 

For Wo < 26., 

vk f"O-.J 1/1', Wo and T« vk; (26.wo)! < vk. 

f,
A+!WO w [3N e2 

] j(k, wo) = dw tanh -± -- A(k, wo) 
A-!wo 2T 2mc 

-w+w_ - 6.2 

X ------~~------~ 
2(w! - 6.2)!(6.2 

- w~i 

X [-1 + (1. + --A-) arctan VkrJ . 
v2k2T vk v k T 

Normal metal: 
vk f"O-.J 1/1'. 

• 3Ne2 h Wo J(k, wo) = - --In cos -
mc 2T 

x {1.ln [1 + (wo + Vk)2T2J! _ i. 
vk 1 + (wo - Vk)2T2 vk 

(22) 

X [arctan (WOT + vkr) - arctan (WOT - Vkr)]}A(k, wo)· 

(23) 
We have not averaged over the Green's function 

lines to change T into T t,. However, as long as 
vk < F" the Fermi energy, it seems that Tt, should 
take the place of T. At any rate, it is safe to leaye l' as 
a parameter. Equations (22) and (23) then give the 
current as a function of the other parameters 6., Wo, 
T, and vk. 

Finally, we show that our formula reproduces all 

the previous results of Abrikosov et al. when one or 
more of the parameters is put to the limit. 

(a) T= O. 
From (19), we have, for Wo < 26., 1/1' t, > 6., 

Ne2 iA+!WO 
j(wo) = - - A(woh, dw 

me A-!wo 
w+w_ + 6.2 

X (w! _ 6.2)!(6.2 _ w~i' (24) 

This is the equation from which Abrikosov et af.! 
calculated the current for superconducting alloys at 
zero temperature. 

(b) Pure metal. l' = 00. We have 

ff[AuCWl)AuCW2) - A,(w1)A,(w2)] dWl dW2 

X 1 (tanh WI _ tanh W2) 
Wo - W2 - WI + ib 2T 2T 

= -1T2(1 _ E+E_ + 6.
2
) (tanh E+ + tanh C) 

CE+ 2T 2T 

x( 1 + 1 ) 
E+ + E_ + Wo + ib E+ - E_ + Wo - ib 

+ (1 + E_E+ + 6.
2
) (tanh E+ _ tanh C) 

E_E+ 2T 2T 

X C+ -c ~ Wo + ib + E+ - C ~ Wo - ib)' 
where (25) 

E+ = (E:' + A2)!, E_ = (E~ + A2)!. 
From(25) we obtain a current which is the same asEq. 

(11) of Ref. 2(a) or Eq. (6.5) of Ref. 4. This equation 
can be used for both Pippard and London regions. 

(c) Static field. w = O. 
From (19) we get, for l/Ttr > 6., 

Ne2 f,A+WO w 
j = - - ATtr dw tanh --

me A 2T 
X w(w - wo) + A2 

(w 2 
- 6.2)![6.2 

- (w - WO)2]! 

for wo-O. Write w' = w - A, 

j = - - ATt, dw ' tanh ---Ne2 IWO A + w' 
me 0 2T 

2A2 
x-----:--------"7 

(26.w/)![2A(wo - w')]! 

Ne
2 11 A 1 = - - ATtr dt tanh -A ! 

me 0 2T [t(l - t)] 
(where t = w' /wo) 

A A h 6. Lh 2 sin () cos () d() = -a utan -
2T 0 sin () cos () 

(where t = sin2 
() 

= -aA[(tanh (A/2T)]1TA. 

This agrees with the result of Abrikosov et al.3 
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SUMMARY 
(1) We have obtained the general expression for 

the electromagnetic current j of a superconductor 
with impurity scattering at any temperature up to Tc ' 

i.e., Eq. (13), as a function of input frequency w of 
the external electromagnetic field A and momentum 
exchange during collision k. 

(2) This equation is the Fourier transform of 
Mattis and Bardeen's4 Eq. (3.3), and summarizes in 
one equation all the previous work of Abrikosov and 
his co-workers on the electromagnetic behavior of 
superconductors. An explicit derivation of all their 
results from Eq. (13) has been given. 

JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 

(3) We have found, in particular, a quantitative 
result in Eq. (21), which can be clearly interpreted as 
meaning that for most of superconducting alloys, 
as long as the impurity concentration is over a few 
percent, the mean free path I takes over the role of 
coherence distance e, regardless of temperature. In 
addition, we have also given expressions for the current 
in closed form for vk I"-' liT [Eqs. (22) and (23)]. 
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and the relation between the numerous definitions of entropy is clarified. No a priori justification of the 
principle itself is given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

AFUNDAMENT AL problem of statistical physics 
is to obtain simplified descriptions of complex 

systems. The formulas of equilibrium statistical 
mechanics and the equations of nonequilibrium theory 
have proven remarkably successful in practice, but 
when one examines their derivations one is con
fronted by a bewildering multitude of poorly justified 
methods. In a discipline which has a long tradition of 
paradoxes and controversies, the real question is why 
does it work so well? A great deal of research has 
been directed towards understanding the foundations 
of equilibrium theory. It is here that ergodic theory 

• This research was supported by the National Science Founda
tion under Grant No. GP S020. 

had its origin. But without additional unjustified 
assumptions, ergodic theory fails to explain the basic 
formulas. The state of affairs in nonequilibrium 
theory is even worse. 

Confronted by the absence of any satisfactory 
derivation of fundamental formulas, one might be 
prepared, tentatively, to accept an approach which at 
least has the virtue of simplicity. For equilibrium 
theory, one such approach is the derivation of the 
canonical distribution formula by maximizing an 
appropriate entropy functional subject to prescribed 
average energy. This method was described very 
early by Gibbs! and has more recently been discussed 

1 J. W. Gibbs, Elementary Principles in Statistical Mechanics 
(Yale University Press, New Haven, Connecticut, 1902; Dover 
Publications, Inc., New York, 1960). 
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by Jaynes2- 4 who has emphasized its interesting 
connections with information theory. It is natural to 
ask if this method can be extended to nonequi-
librium statistical mechanics. 

Any such extension must obviously involve the 
dynamics of the system underlying the statistical 
description. We have found that it is possible to 
combine the process of maximizing an appropriate 
entropy functional with the "solution operator" of the 
Liouville equation to obtain a "general principle" 
which yields many of the equations of statistical 
mechanics, both equilibrium and nonequilibrium. 
The idea is a fairly obvious one and this principle, or 
a very similar principle, has been employed in special 
cases by other authors.s- s But apparently the gener
ality of the principle has not been recognized earlier. 
Our main object in this paper is to demonstrate its 
generality-and its simplicity-by deriving a variety 
of basic results. It seems likely that other well-known 
results can be, or perhaps already have been, derived 
by this method. We emphasize that no a priori 
justification of the general principle is given. 

No new equations are derived here, but it is clear 
that for almost any function or set of functions one 
wishes to choose to describe a many-body system, the 
principle will yield equations of motion for these 
functions. Thus, for example, there are no "closure" 
problems. Of course, it is not guaranteed that these 
equations will be sufficiently simple to be useful and it 
remains to be seen whether they will yield predictions 
that agree with experiment. 

Before stating the principle, we must explain what 
we mean by a "simplified description." A good 
example is the "one-particle distribution function" 
of a many-body system. We call such a function a 
"state function." With each state function, we associate 
a "complete description," consisting of an equation of 
motion and an entropy functional. Then for any 
simpler state function (related by a linear trans
formation to the original one), we present (Sec. 3) a 
simple rule which yields a complete description 
(equation of motion plus entropy functional) for the 
new state function. The process can then be repeated. 

2 E. T. Jaynes, Phys. Rev. 106,620 (1957). 
3 E. T. Jaynes, Phys. Rev. 108, 171 (1957). 
• E. T. Jaynes, Probability Theory in Science and Engineering, 

Colloquium Lectures in Pure and Applied Science, No.4, Socony 
Mobil Oil Company (1958). 

5 L. S. Hall, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of 
California, Report UCRL-6751 (1962). 

• A. M. Kogan, J. Appl. Math. Mech. 29, 130 (1965). 
7 R. Kubo, Lectures in Theoretical Physics, W. E. Brittin and L. 

G. Dunham, Eds. (Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 1959), 
Vol. I, pp. 120-203. 

8 J. L. Lebowitz, H. L. Frisch, and E. Helfand, Phys. Fluids 3, 1 
(1960). 

Thus, beginning with Liouville's equation of motion 
for the n-particle function, one can derive a wide 
variety of descriptions at various levels of complexity. 
(Because of this possibility of multiple levels of 
description, we avoid the terms "microscopic" and 
"macroscopic.") For each description the principle 
yields a new entropy functional. This explains the 
appearance of many definitions of entropy in physics 
and clarifies the relations among them. The origin of 
"irreversibility" in the equations as derived by the 
principle is also very easily seen. All of the work 
presented here is based on classical statistical 
mechanics, but it seems likely that there would be no 
serious obstacle to extending it to the quantum 
mechanical case. 

In Sec. 4, we apply the principle which is stated in 
Sec. 3 to the one-particle distribution function. The 
resulting equation of motion is the Vlasov equation. 
In order to obtain the Boltzmann equation (Sec. 6), it 
is necessary to generalize the principle slightly. This is 
done in Sec. 5. Then the principle of Sec. 3 appears as 
a special case. In Secs. 7 and 8 we use the principle to 
derive hydrodynamic equations from the Boltzmann 
equation. The equations of Sec. 8 generalize those of 
Grad's "thirteen moment approximation." They 
reduce to Grad's equations when the pressure tensor 
is nearly scalar. For completeness, we repeat Gibbs' 
derivation of the canonical distribution function in 
Sec. 9, and in Sec. 10 we derive the equations of 
irreversible statistical mechanics and the Onsager 
relations by means of the general principle. Section 2 
contains a brief discussion of the Liouville equation 
and related matters. By including this section, we 
facilitate the later derivations and provide a treatment 
which is almost self-contained. 

2. CLASSICAL STATISTICAL MECHANICS: 
PRELIMINARIES 

A conservative classical mechanical system with 
r degrees of freedom is characterized by its Hamil
tonian H(z), where z = (q,p) = (qi'" " qr' Pi"" ,Pr)' 
the q; are generalized coordinates, and the p; the 
conjugate momenta. The state of the system at time 
t is determined by the point z(t) in 2r-dimensional 
"phase space" which moves on a trajectory determined 
by solving Hamilton's equations 

iJi = aHjapi, Pi = -aHjaqi; 
i = 1, ... ,r; . = djdt. 

(2.1) 

Under suitable conditions on H, the solution z(t) = 
[q(t), pet)], corresponding to given initial conditions 
z(O) , is uniquely determined. Therefore, in principle, 
there exists a one-parameter family of "solution 
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operators" St such that 

z(t) = Stz(O), So = 1, StSt' = StH" (2.2) 

In practice the, solution, and hence the solution 
operator, cannot be computed for any but the simplest 
systems. Any physical observable corresponds to a 
"phase function" "P(t, z) = "P(t, q, p). The value 
"P[t, z(t)] of "P corresponding to a state z(t) clearly 
satisfies 

In particular, 
(djdt)H[z(t)] = 0, (2.4) 

i.e., H(stz) is independent of t. 
It is convenient to introduce a momentum reversal 

operator :R defined simply by 

:Rz = :R(q,p) = (q, -p). (2.5) 

For any solution q(t), pet) of (1), it is easy to see that 
q*(t) = q( -t), p*(t) = -pc -t) is also a solution of 
(2.1) provided the Hamiltonian is an even function of 
the momenta, i.e., 

H(:Rz) = H(z). (2.6) 
It follows that 

:RS_tlq(O),p(O)] = [q( -t), -pc -t)] 

= [q*(t), p*(t)] = Stlq*(O), p*(o)] 

= St[q(O), -p(O)] = St:R[q(O),p(O)]. (2.7) 

Since the initial conditions [q(O),p(O)] in (2.7) are 
arbitrary, we see from (2.7) and (2.5) that 

:RS_t = St:R, :R2 = 1. (2.8) 

This equation expresses the time-reversibility of 
Hamilton's equations and hence of the Liouville 
equation which we shall introduce shortly. 

In statistical mechanics, we introduce a probability 
distribution P t in phase space and a corresponding 
probability density wet, z) such that for every subset A, 

Pt(A) = L wet, z) dz (2.9) 

is the probability that at time t, z is in A. The expected 
value of the observable corresponding to the phase 
function rp is now 

(rp)t = f rpw dz; (2.10) 

Pt must satisfy the obvious requirement of "conser
vation of probability," 

(2.11) 

It can easily be shown9•1o that the volume element dz 
in phase space is preserved by the solution operators 
St, i.e., 

(2.12) 

We see from (2.11) and (2.12) that for any set A 

r wet, z) dz = r w(O, z) dz = r w(O, S_tz) dz. JStA JA JStA 
(2.13) 

If we define the solution operator applied to a function 
by 

Stg(z) = g(Stz), 

it follows from (2.13) that 

wet, z) = S_tw(O, z). 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

Since wet, z) = w(O, S_tZ), we see from (2.3) that 

ow/at = (H; w). (2.16) 

This is the Liouville equation and (2.15) is its formal 
solution. 

From (2.12) we find that for any functionf(z) 

f f(St z) dz = f fez) dz. (2.17) 

In particular, if we introduce the basic entropy 
functional 

S[w] = -k f wet, z) log wet, z) dz, (2.18) 

we see from Eqs. (2.15), (2.14), and (2.17) that Sis 
independent of t, i.e., 

(djdt)S[w] = 0. (2.19) 

In (2.18) k is Boltzmann's constant. 
For the most part we restrict our considerations to 

a system of n identical monatomic particles of mass m. 
If the jth particle has Cartesian coordinates qj = 
(q} , q~ ,ct) and momentum Pj = (P} ,p~ ,p~), we set 
Zj = ~, Pj and take the Hamiltonian to be of the form 

Hn(z) = Hn(Zl' ... , zn) 
n 1 

= 2 - P~ + 2 rp(!qi - qjl). (2.20) 
j=12m l:Si<j:Sn 

Here rp(r) is the interparticle potential function. The 
solution operator corresponding to (2.20) is denoted 
by Sln). We consider particles confined to a region ~ 
of volume V. Then (2.20) should include an additional 
term 2J=1 u~(~), where u~(q) is zero inside ~ and 
rapidly approaches infinity at the boundary. Since we 

• H. Grad, Kinetic Theory and Statistical Mechanics, New York 
University, lecture notes (1950), 

10 I. Prigogine, Non-Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics (Interscience 
Publishers, Inc., New York, 1962). 
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let nand 1> become infinite in such a way that the 
specific volume v = V/n has a finite limit, we omit the 
additional terms in (2.20). 

In an attempt to obtain a simplified description, one 
frequently introduces the "s-particle functions" 

fit, Zl, ... , zs) = I wet, Zl' ... , Zn) dZs+1 ••• dzn , 

S = 1, 2, .. '. (2.21) 

Thenln = w. For identical particles, w is a symmetric 
function of Zl' ... , Zn and is normalized by 

I W dZl ... dZn = 1. (2.22) 

It follows thatfs is a symmetric function of Zl' ... , Zs 
and 

I fs dZl ... dzs = 1. (2.23) 

For some purposes, it is more convenient to use the 
s-particle functions 

Fs(t, Zl"", zs) = V'!s' (2.24) 

In the limit, n ---+ 00, V ---+ 00, V/n = v, it is possible 
to obtain an expansion for Fs(t, Zl' ... , zs) in inverse 
powers of v in terms of the initial values 
F m(O, Zl' ... , zm) of the m-particle functions and the 
solution operators Slm) for small values of m ~ s. In 
the simplest case, s = 1 and the leading terms of the 
expansion are given byll 

Fit, Zl) = S!!lF1(O, Zl) + ; I [s~lF2(0, ZI' Z2) 

- F2(O, s!!lzl' s!!lz2)] dZ2 + o(~). (2.25) 

Since initial data can be specified at an arbitrary time, 
a more general form of the expansion is 

F1(t + T, Zl) = S~:Fit, Zl) +; I[S~;F2(t, Zl' Z2) 

- F2(t, S~:Zl' S~:Z2)] dZ2 + o(~). (2.26) 

The remainder term includes the solution operators 
for three and more particles. Since the first two terms 
involve at most two particle interactions, it is clear 
that for given v the remainder cannot be neglected for 
all T. Rather, one must impose the restriction [see 
Ref. l1(b)] 

• (2.27) 

11 See (a) R. M. Lewis, J. Math. Phys. 2, 222 (1961), Eqs. (41), 
(39), (42). Equation (8.5) of (b) N. N. Bogoliubov, Studies in Statis
tical Mechanics, J. DeBoer and G. E. Uhlenbeck, Eds. (North
Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1962), Vol. I, pp. 5-118 
can also be transformed to yield (25). 

Here '0 is the effective range of the interparticle 
potential, ~o is the average particle speed, and t1 is the 
average time between collisions. The expansion (2.26) 
is useful in our derivation of the Boltzmann equation 
in Sec. 6. 

3. THE SPECIAL PRINCIPLE 

A major goal of statistical mechanics is to obtain 
simplified descriptions of a complex system. An 
important example is given by 

f1(t, Zl) = I wet, z) dZ2 ... dZn (3.1) 

which is a function of seven variables whereas w is a 
function of 6n + 1 variables. The problem is to 
obtain an equation of motion for 11 from the Liouville 
equation for w. In this case we proceed as follows: 
For given fl(t, Zl), many nonnegative symmetric nor
malized functions wet, ZI) can be found which satisfy 
(3.1). Of these functions, we choose the unique w which 
maximizes the basic entropy functional (2.18). We 
denote this function by W(f1; z) or simply W[fl] since 
it depends on the function fl . (Thus W[fl] is a functional 
of f1 and a function of z.) By construction it satisfies 
(3.1), i.e., 

f1(t, Zl) = I W[f1] dZ2 ... dzn· (3.2) 

We now assume that 

~ f1 = I wt[fd dZ2 ... dz n , (3.3) 

where W t is given by the Liouville equation (2.16). 
Thus, 

of1 I at = (H; w[fd) dZ2 ... dz n , (3.4) 

which is the required equation of motion for fl' It is 
important to note that w[fd provides us not only with 
the equation of motion (3.4) but also a new entropy 
functional SI[f1] defined by 

Sl[f1] = max S[w] = S[w[fd]. (3.5) 
(3.1) 

In Sec. 4 we actually compute W[f1] and analyze the 
resulting Eq. (3.4). Before doing so let us abstract 
from what we have done in order to obtain a principle. 

We call a function such as wet, z) or f1(t, Zl), which 
describes the state of a statistical mechanical system, 
a state function. For a given state function u, we assume 
that we have a complete description consisting of an 
equation of motion 

au/at = Mu 

and an entropy functional, 

S = S[u]. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 
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Here u is a function of the time t and, in general, of 
other variables. In some cases (see Secs. 7, 8, and 10) 
u is a vector, i.e., a set of functions. M is an operator, 
in general, nonlinear, and S is real valued. 

Given the description (3.6 and 3.7) in terms of u, we 
introduce a new state function derived from u, 

f=Lu. (3.8) 

Here, L is a linear operator, in general not invertible.12 

In order to obtain a complete description in terms 
of f, we employ the following special principle: For 
given f, let u[j] be the uniqueI3 state function that 
maximizes (3.7) subject to (3.8), and possibly other side 
conditions such as normalization or symmetry con
ditions. Then the equation of motion for f is 

of/ot = LMu[f], (3.9) 

and its entropy functional is 

SI[f] = S[u[j]]. (3.10) 

Beginning with the basic description in terms of w, 
i.e., the Liouville equation and the basic entropy 
functional, we may obtain descriptions for a great 
variety of derived state functions. Some of these are 
examined in succeeding sections. We see that the 
resulting equations of motion agree with or generalize 
well-known equations that have been obtained earlier 
by quite different methods. The established usefulness 
of these equations is the main source of confidence in 
the validity of our principle. For each description, an 
entropy functional arises naturally, defined by (3.10). 
This explains the appearance of many different 
definitions of entropy in different physical descriptions, 
and the relations between themY 

In our statement of the principle, we began with a 
complete description (3.6), (3.7) for a state function u. 
Since the derived description (3.9), (3.10) for f is 
complete we can, of course, repeat the process. If we 
introduce a new state function 

g = Lf, (3.11) 

we obtain from (3.9) and (3.10) the complete descrip
tion for g, 

og/ot = LLMu[f[g)), 

S2[g) = SI[j[g)) = S[u[f[g]]]. 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Here f [g) maximizes (3.10) subject to (3.11). It is quite 
natural to require that any principle, such as the one 
we have introduced, should be transitive. This means 

12 If L were invertible, the description in terms of f would be 
equivalent to that in terms of u and no simplification would be 
accomplished. 

13 We assume that a unique maximum exists. 
14 See H. Grad, Commun. Pure Appl. Math. 14,323 (1961). 

that the description (3.12), (3.13) which we have 
obtained in two steps should be the same as the 
description we would obtain for 

g =LLu (3.14) 

in one step by applying the principle to the original 
description (3.6), (3.7) for u. In fact if we do that the 
result is easily seen to be 

og/ot = LLMu[g), 

S2[g) = S[u[g)), 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

where u[g) maximizes (3.7) subject to (3.14). By 
comparing (3.12), (3.13) with (3.15), (3.16) we see that 
they agree if and only if 

u[g] = u[f[g)). (3.17) 
But 

max S[u) = max {max S[u]} = max S[u[f)) 
g=CLu g=Cf f=Lu g=Cf 

= S[u[f[g]]]. (3.18) 

Therefore u[j[g)) maximizes (3.7) subject to (3.14), 
hence (3.17) is satisfied. This establishes the tran
sitivity of the principle. 

In closing this section, we observe a trivial con
sequence of our principle. Starting with w, we take 
L = 1. Then the "derived description" is again given 
by the Liouville equation and the basic entropy 
functional. In particular, if w is given initially by 

w(O, z) = b(z - zo), 

then (2.15) yields 

w(t, z) = b(S_tz - zo) 

and (2.10) becomes 

(q;)t = q;(StZo)· 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Thus classical statistical mechanics, in terms of the 
Liouville equation and classical mechanics, appear 
trivially as special cases of our principle. 

4. THE VLASOV EQUATION 

We apply the principle stated in Sec. 3 to 

fl(ZI) = f w(z) dZ2 ••• dz n • (4.1) 

We first maximize the basic entropy functional (2.18) 
subject to (2.22), (4.1) and the condition that w be a 
symmetric function of z = (ZI' ... , zr,). This can be 
done conveniently by using the method of Lagrange 
multipliers. We introduce the functional 

J(w, J., fJ) = S[w] - fJ(f w dz - 1) - Q(w, J.), 

(4.2) 
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where S[w] is given by (2.18) and 

Q = f A(Zl){f w(z) dz2' .. dZ n - fizl)} dzl . (4.3) 

The conditions oJ/o/3 = 0 and 6J/6A(Zl) = 0 yield 
(2.22) and (4.1). Since w is symmetric, (4.3) can be 
rewritten as 

Q = ~ i~f A(Z;)W dz - f Afl dzl · (4.4) 

Therefore the condition ()J/{)w(z) = 0 yields 

1 n 
-k(1 + log w) - /3 - - L A(Z;) = O. (4.5) 

ni=l 

It follows that 

w(z) = c 11 exp {- ~ A(Zi)}' (4.6) 

where c is a constant, and from (4.1) we see that the 
maximizing w is 

n 

w(z) = w[Jd = IlJl(z;). (4.7) 
i=l 

The equation of motion for fl is now given by (3.9) 
or equivalently (3.4). Thus, 

ofl (t, Zl) = f{H(Z); fr ft(Z;)} dZ2 ... dz n • (4.8) 
at i=l 

If we now insert the Hamiltonian (4.20), then a 
straightforward calculation yields the equation 

Ddl = C[fl] , (4.9) 
where 

OJI {I 2. } OJI 1 ~ ~ OJI 
Ddl = -;- - -2 Pl,Jl(Zl) = -;- + - £. PI ;-;; , 

ut m ut m ~=l uql 

(4.10) 

c[Jl] = (n - 1) f {1P12;Jl(Zl)ft(Z2)} dZ 2 

= (n -l)± f OIP12Jl(Z2)dz2 ~fl(Zl). (4.11) 
~=l oq~ op~ 

Here 1P12 = lP(\ql - q2D. The physical interpretation 
of Eq. (4.9) becomes more evident if we introduce the 
velocity vector ;1 = (l/m)Pl' Then 

where 

] '" ~ OJI 
C[Jl = --7 a l o~~ , 

ma~ = -f 01P12 N(q2) dq2' 
oq~ 

N(q2) = (n - 1) f Jl(Q2, P2) dp2' 

Now (4.9) becomes 

OJI '" I:~ OJI '" ~ OJI 0 -;- (t, ql' PI) + k '>1 ;-; + k al :::ll:~ = . 
ut IZ uql IZ u'>l 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

We see from (4.14) that N(q2) is the number density of 
all but one of the particles, and from (4.13) that 
F = mal = m(a~, a~ , aD is the average intermolecular 
force on the particle at the point ql due to the 
remaining particles. 

5. THE GENERAL PRINCIPLE 

The principle introduced in Sec. 3 involves two 
steps. First we maximize the entropy S[u], and then 
we use the equation of motion (3.6) for u. Insofar as 
(3.6) correctly describes the time evolution of u, the 
second step of the principle appears to be well 
justified. The first step is the questionable one. Surely 
it is here that, in order to obtain a simplified descrip
tion, we pay the price of approximation. In the 
principle as stated in Sec. 3, the first step is made 
continuously, i.e., at every instant of time. If instead 
we could actually solve (3.6), perhaps approximately, 
at least for a short time T, and maximize the entropy 
only after this time, we might obtain a better descrip
tion for f In some important cases this can actually 
be done. 

In order to describe this process, we introduce the 
solution operator T t of (3.6). Thus, 

u(t) = Ttu(O), To = 1, Tt+t' = TtTt,. (5.1) 

As in Sec. 3 we introduce the function u[f] (which is 
also a functional of f) that maximizes (3.7) subject to 
(3.8) and hence satisfies 

f(t) = Lu[f(t)]. (5.2) 

We now assume that 

f(t + T) = LTTu[f(t)]. (5.3) 
Since 

oJ(t) = J(t + T) - J(t) + OCT), (5.4) 
at T 

we can, by neglecting a term of order T, obtain the 
equation of motion for f, 

of/at ~ (l/T)L{TTu[f(t) - U[f(t)]}. (5.5) 

The precise form of this equation of motion depends 
on the choice of T, and how we make the approxi
mation. (See Secs. 6, 10.) Thus we have been led to the 
following: 

General principle: For given f, let u[J] be the 
unique state function u that maximizes (3.7) subject to 
(3.8), and possibly other side conditions such as 
normalization or symmetry conditions. Then the 
equation of motion for f is given by (5.5) and its 
entropy functional by (3.10). 
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It is easily seen that for T --+ 0, the general principle 
reduces to the special principle of Sec. 3. 

An important feature of the equations of statistical 
mechanics is their "irreversibility." A great deal of 
work and considerable controversy has been concerned 
with the question of how irreversible equations can 
arise from the Liouville equation which is reversible. 
In our formulation the origin of the irreversibility is 
quite clear. If we assume that the description in terms 
of u has the property 

S[u(t + T)] = S[TTU(t)] 2: S[u(t)] for T > 0, (5.6) 

i.e., that the entropy is nondecreasing with time, then 
we can easily show that the derived description in 
terms ofjhas the same property. Since we have shown 
[see (2.19)] that the basic description in terms of w 
satisfies (5.6) (with strict equality), it will follow that 
every description derived (directly or indirectly) from 
it satisfies (5.6). In general (5.6) will not be a strict 
equality and the corresponding description may be 
called irreversible. 

To demonstrate (5.6) for f, we recall that 

Sl[f(t)] = S[u[f(t)]] = max S[I/]. 

Hence, from (5.3) 

Sl[f(t + T)] = max S[u] 
Lu~f(t+r> 

Lu~f(t) 

(5.7) 

= max S[u] 2: S[T,.u[f(t)]]. (5.8) 
Lu~LTTU[f(t)] 

(Here the inequality would be an equality if L were 
invertible, i.e., if Lu = Lu' would imply that u = u'.) 
Now from (5.6) and (5.8) we see that 

Sl[j(t + T)] 2: S[ufj(t)]] = Sl[j(t)], (5.9) 

which is the property (5.6) in terms off 

6. THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION 

In this section we show that, after suitable approxi
mations, the general principle, when applied to the 
Liouville equation, yields the Boltzmann equation for 
the one-particle function. Our derivation is similar to 
one we have given earlierua for the Boltzmann 
equation, the main difference being that the "molecular 
chaos assumption" is now not required. Instead it is a 
consequence of the general principle. The essential 
tool in our derivation is the expansion (2.26) for F1 • 

The assumptions we require are similar to those 
which are always made (explicitly or implicitly) in 
derivations of the Boltzmann equation: We again in
troduce the average particle speed ;0 and the effective 
range ro of the interparticle potential. [Then q;(r) f'::j 0 
for r > ro.] We also introduce the average duration 

of a collision, to = ro/;o, and the average time between 
collisions (mean free time), 11 = v/(r~;o). Here 
v = V/n is the volume per particle. We now assume 
that 

ro/;o = to« 1"« t1 = v/rg;o, (6.1) 

F1(t + I1t, ql + I1q1' PI) f'::j F1(/, Ql' PI) 

for Il1tl:::;; T, II1Q11:::;; T;O' (6.2) 

The first condition simply requires that v be much 
larger than the "effective particle volume" t7Trg. It 
also defines the range of the parameter T which 
appears in the statement of the general principle. The 
second condition requires that Fl be slowly varying 
in the space and time coordinates (but not the 
momentum). The condition on the time variation is 
sometimes replaced by a "coarse-graining" or time
averaging of Fl' 

We now apply the general principle to the one
particle function 

F1(t, Zl) = Vf1 = V I wet, z) dZ 2 ••• dzn· (6.3) 

As in Sec. 4 we maximize the basic entropy functional 
(2.18) subject to the normalization (2.22), the 
symmetry condition, and (6.3). The result is [see (4.7)] 

n 

W = W[F1] = wet, z) = II [V-1F1(t, Zi)]' (6.4) 
i~l 

Now in (5.3)15 we takejto be Fl and u to be w. Then 
TT becomes the n-particle solution operator S~~) . Thus, 
(5.3) yields 

Fit + T, Zl) = V I dZ2 ••• dZnS~~)w(t, z) 

= vI dZ2 ••• dznw(t + T, z) 

= F1(t + T, Zl)' (6.5) 

Here wet + T, z) = S~~)w(t, z), i.e., wet', z) is the 
solution of the Liouville equation with initial con
ditions (6.4) specified at time t, and Fl is the one
particle function corresponding to W. In fact, In 

general, we define 

Fs(t', Zl' ... ,z.) = vsI wet', z) dZs+1 •.• dz n , 

S = 1,2, .. '. (6.6) 

It follows from (6.4) that at the initial time 

s 

FsCt, Zl, ... , z.) = II F1(t, Zi), S = 1,2, .. '. (6.7) 
i=l 

15 We proceed from (5.3), because we wish to be more explicit 
about the form of the approximation made in (5.5). 
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FIG. 1. Configuration space for a binary collision. 

We now use (2.26) for Fl' Then (6.5) yields 

F1(t + T, Zl) = F1(t + T, Zl) 

(1) - 1 f (2)-= S_rF1(t, Zl) + ~ [S_rF2(t, Zl' Z2) 

- ( (1) (1) d 0 (1 ) - F2 t, S _rZ 1 , S _rZ 2)] Z 2 + ;;;. 

q" 
2 

(6.8) 

Since (6.8) is an identity in Zl we may replace Zl by 
S~l)Zl' We also transform the integration variable by 
replacing Z2 with S~l)Z2' and use (6.7) and (2.12). The 
result is 

! [F1(t + T, S~1)Zl) - F1(t, Zl)] 
T 

= ~ f[S~~F1(t, S~l)zl)Fit, S~1)Z2) 
TV 

- F1(t, zl)F1(t, Z2)] dq2 dp2 + o(~). (6.9) 

The one-particle solution operator is given trivially by 

S~1)Zl = S~1)(q1' PI) = [q1 + (T{m)p1' pd. (6.10) 

Hence, if we set geT) = F1(t + T, S~1)Zl) we see that 
g( T) = DtF1[t + T, q1 + (Tlm)p1' PI], where 

(6.11) 

Thus, if we apply the mean value theorem, the left side 
of (6.9) becomes 

! [Fit + T, S?)Zl) - Fit, Zl)] 
T 

= ! [g( T) - g(O)] = g( T*) 
T 

= D tF1(t + T*, q1 + ~ PI, PI)' (6.12) 

Here 0 < T* < T. 

To evaluate the right side of (6.9), we choose fixed 
values of Zl = (ql' PI) and P2, and examine the 
integration with respect to q2 with the help of Fig. 1. 

In that figure, the coordinates are so chosen that the 
particle which is originally at the point ql remains at 
the origin. In the figure, the regions A, B, and C 
together form a cylindrical region with spherical end 
surfaces. Outside of this region the particles do not 
interact, i.e., S~2;[S~l)Zl' S~l)Z2] = [Zl' Z2] and the 
integrand in (6.9) vanishes. For points q2 in C, the 
operator S~1) maps q2 to q; . Then S~2; maps q; to q~ . 
For all points in C having the same orthogonal 
projection (given by the vector b) onto the plane P, 
the momenta are the same, i.e., the final momenta 
p~ , p~ are functions of PI, P2 and the "impact vector" 
b. 

We now insert (6.12) into (6.9) and use (6.2) to 
obtain 

DtFit, q1' PI) = :v f dP2J dq2[F1(t, q1' p{)F1(t, q1, p~) 
- F1(t, q1' P1)F1(t, q1' P2)] + .. '. (6.13) 

Here the remainder includes not only the remainder 
in (6.9), but an error due to the fact that the spherical 
regions A and B (regions of incomplete collisions) 
have been omitted and the ends of the cylinder Care 
not planes but spherical segments. Both remainders 
may be neglected by virtue of (6.1) which guarantees 
that C is large compared to A and B and that (2.27) is 
satisfied. In the integral with respect to q2 in (6.13) 
the integrand depends on q2 only through p~ and p~ 
which are functions of b. Hence, 

dq2 = (Tim) Ip2 - P11 dA, 

where dA is the area element on the plane P. Thus, 
neglecting the remainder term, we obtain the Boltz
mann equation, 

DtF1(t, q1, PI) = _1 JdP2 r dA Ip2 - P11 
mv Jp 
X [F1(t, q1' P~)F1(t, q1' p~) 

- Fit, Q1' Pl)Fit, Q1' P2)]' (6.14) 

In this section, we have used a notation similar to 
that of Refs. l1(a) and l1(b). In the next two sections 
we wish to compare our results with Refs. 9, 16, 
and 17. Therefore, we change the notation. We 
replace Q = (q1, q2, q3) by x = (Xl' X2, x3) and intro
duce the velocity vector ; = (1/m)p = (~1' ~2' ~3)' 
We replace the subscript 2 by 1 and omit the old 
subscript 1. We also set 

(6.15) 

16 H. Grad, Commun. Pure App\. Math. 2, 331 (1949). 
11 H. Grad, in Handbllch der Physik (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 

1958), Vo\. XII, pp. 205-294. 
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Then the Boltzmann equation (6.14) becomes 7. HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS: FIVE 
MOMENTS 

of a of 
Dd(t, x, ;) =;- + 2 ~i;- = J[f], (6.16) Starting with the solution f of the Boltzmann 

ut i=1 UXi 
where 

J[f] = : f d;lfp dA 1;1 - ;1 

x [f(t, x, ;')f(t, x, ;~) - f(t, x, ;)f(t, x, ;1)]' 

(6.17) 

The Vlasov equation of Sec. 4 may also be written 
in the same notation. We note that 

1 v 1 
fl = - Fl = -f= -f. (6.18) 

V Vm 4 nm4 

If we replace (n - 1)/n by 1, (4.9) becomes (6.16) with 

1 a i7 of 
J[f] = - - 2:J' ;Ct, x) - (t, x, ;), (6.19) 

mi=l O~i 

:1;(t, x) = - 1. f~ <p(lx - X1J)P(t, Xl) dx1, (6.20) 
m oXi 

and 

pet, x) = f f(t, x, ;) d;. (6.21) 

Physically, p is the mass density and :F is the average 
interparticle force vector. 

Summarizing our results thus far, we see that, 
starting with a complete description in terms of the 
Liouville equation and the basic entropy functional, 
the special principle of Sec. 3 yields the Vlasov 
equation for the one-particle function and the 
general principle (with appropriate T) yields the 
Boltzmann equation. In order to use either of these 
equations as a starting point for a further simplification, 
we need a complete description, i.e., in addition to the 
equation of motion (6.16), we require the entropy 
functional for f But this functional is easily obtained. 
From (6.4) and (6.15) we see that 

w[f] = !1 [n~J(t, Xi' ;i) ] (6.22) 

maximizes the basic entropy Sew] subject to prescribed 
f Hence from (2.18) 

Sl[f] = S[w[f]] = ~f flogf dx d; + kn log (mn). 

(6.23) 
The additive constant is obviously superfluous in 
maximizing Sl' Thus, omitting the subscript 1, we set 

S[f] = -R f flogf dx d;. (6.24) 

Here R = kim is the gas constant. 

equation, we introduce a simplified description in 
terms of the five functions 

where 

pet, x) = f f(t, x, ;) d;, 

pui(t, x) = f ~J d;, i = 1,2,3, 

pet, x) = t f c'1 d;, 

a 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

c2 = (; - U)2 = 2 (~i - Ui )2. (7.4) 
i=l 

Here we have followed the notation of Refs. 9, 16, 
and 17; p is the mass density, u = (u1 , U2 , ua) is the 
velocity vector, and p is the scalar pressure. It is also. 
convenient to define the kinetic temperature T by 

P = pRT. (7.5) 

To apply the special principle (Sec. 3) we first 
maximize the entropy functional (6.24) subject to 
(7.1)-(7.3). By the method of Lagrange multipliers 
one finds easily that the maximizing f is given by the 
"local Maxwellian," 

t 
f = f [p, u, p] = fo = ~ exp {- p (; - U)2} 

(27Tp) 2p 

p {C
2 

} = i exp - -. (7.6) 
(27TRT) 2RT 

According to the special principle, we see that the 
equations of motion for p, u, p are to be obtained by 
applying the operator L, defined by (7.1)-(7.3), to the 
Boltzmann equation (6.16), and then replacing f by 
(7.6). A brief calculation then yields 

~ + o~. (pu.) = Jo = f J[fo] d;, (7.7) 

o 0 op f ;- (pu i) + ;- (puiu.) + ;- = Ji = ~iJ(fO] d;, 
ut uX y UXi 

i = 1,2,3, (7.8) 

op + ~ (pu.) + 3(OU.)p = J 4 =fC2J(fo] d;. 
ot ox. 3 ox. 

(7.9) 
It can be shown9.17 that if we use (6.17) for J[J], the 
collision terms J. (v = 0, 1,2,3,4) are all zero. Then 
if we introduce the Lagrangian time derivative 
d/dt = (%t) + u.(%x.), we obtain the equation of 
mass conservation from (7.7), 

dp/dt + p(ou./ox.) = 0, (7.10) 
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the equation of momentum conservation from (7.S) 

(dut/dt) + (l/p)(op/oXt) = 0, i = 1,2,3, (7.11) 

and the equation of energy conservation from (7.9), 

(7.12) 

If we introduce the internal energy per unit mass 
defined by 

e = !RT = !(P/p), 

then (7.12) has the alternate form 

p(de/dt) + p(oui/oxt) = o. 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

These equations form a determined system, the 
"Euler equations," for p, U, p. In these hydrodynamic 
equations the heat-flux vector is zero and the pressure 
tensor reduces to the scalar pressure p. 

It is interesting to note that instead of beginning 
with the Boltzmann equation, we can use the Vlasov 
equation. To obtain the resulting hydrodynamic 
equations, we need only use (6.19) for Jin (7.7)-{7.9). 
Then it is easy to show that Jo = J4 = 0, and for 
v = 1,2,3, 

Thus in this case, the momentum conservation equation 
becomes 

dU i + ! op = ! -p". (7.16) 
dt p oXi m .. 

where -P" is the average interparticle force given by 
(6.20). 

For either set of five hydrodynamic equations, we 
complete the description by computing the entropy 
functional. We just insert (7.6) in (6.24). The result is 

S[p, U, p] = f 1](x)p(x) dx, (7.17) 

where 1] is the entropy per unit mass, 

1](x) = !R log p~ + const. (7.18) 
p' 

8. HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS: TEN 
MOMENTS 

We begin again with the Boltzmann equation and 
apply the special principle to a description in terms of 
ten moments. The result which we describe briefly 
below has also been obtained by Kogan,6 following a 
proposal of Koga.18 We introduce a description in 

18 T. Koga, J. Chern. Phys. 22, 1633 (1954). 

terms of 

p = f fd;, (S.l) 

pui = f ~J d;, i = 1, 2, 3, (S.2) 

Pi; = f cicJd~, i,j = 1,2,3; (8.3) 

where Ci = ~i - Ui . These are 10 functions in all 
since the pressure tensor (Pu) is symmetric. We 
maximize the entropy (6.24) subject to (S.1)-{S.3) 
using the Lagrange method. If we use a coordinate 
system in which (Pii) is diagonal, it is then easy to 
determine the Lagrange multipliers by using (S.l)
(S.3). In terms of the inverse (Qii) of the matrix (Pu), 
the maximizingJis given by 

x exp { - ~ QiiCtCi}' (8.4) 

and if we insert (8.4) into (6.24) we obtain the entropy 
functional for the ten moment description, 

S[p, U, P] = f o'(x)p(x) dx, (8.5) 

where a is the entropy per unit mass, 

[
(det p)lJ 

a = !R log pt + const. (8.6) 

If we introduce the scalar pressure 

(S.7) 

and set 

(8.8) 

then (S.6) reduces to (7.18) when Pu = 0, i.e., when 
the stress tensor reduces to the scalar pressure. 

We now apply the special principle. This simply 
means that we take ten moments of the Boltzmann 
equation and then replace Jby (8.4). A brief calculation 
then leads to the mass and momentum conservation 
equations 

o p + ~ (pu.) = 0, 
at ax. (S.9) 

ou i + u OU i + ! ~ (P ) - 0 2 3 (S ) • ~ i. - , j = 1, " .10 at ox. p ux. 
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and the equations 

aPH a au; aUi 215 OUr -;- + ;- (U.Pii) + Pi.;- + Pi.;- - "3 ii;- Pr. 
ut ux. uX. uX. uX. 

(
aUi aU; 215 OUr) _ J . + P ;- + ~ -"3 i; ~ - i;' 
uX j UX i UXr 

i,j = 1,2,3. (8.11) 
Here, 

(8.12) 

and J[f] is given by (6.17). The collision terms (8.12), 
which are originally given by eight-fold integrals can 
be reduced to single integrals which, in turn, can be 
expressed in terms of tabulated elliptic integrals. For 
the sake of brevity these calculations are not given 
here. 

If we expand (8.4) for small Pi} [again it is con
venient to use a coordinate system in which (Pu) and 
(Pij) are diagonal] we obtain, to first order, 

J R> fo[l + (PijCiCj/2pRT)]. (8.13) 

Here fo is given by (7.6) and T is defined by (7.5). 
This functional form is the basis for Grad's ten 
moment approximation.19 Except for the collision 
term (8.12), our Eqs. (8.9)-(8.11) are identical to 
Grad's, and if we use the approximation (8.l3) 
instead of (8.4) to compute (8.12), our collision term 
reduces exactly to his. A detailed discussion of the 
physical interpretation of Grad's equations is given 
in Ref. 16. 

The application of our principle to a thirteen 
moment description (including the heat-flux vector) 
leads to difficulties, because the positive definite 
quadratic form in the exponent of (8.4) is replaced by 
a cubic and then the integrals over velocity-space 
diverge. As pointed out by Kogan6 a similar difficulty 
occurs in Grad's treatment in that the one-particle 
distribution function can become negative in portions 
of velocity-space. An approximate treatment, in 
which the exponential is expanded as in (8.l3), is 
given by Kogan, who also treats molecules with 
internal degrees of freedom and degenerate gases. 

9. EQUILIBRIUM STATISTICAL MECHANICS 

For completeness we derive the canonical distri
bution function of equilibrium statistical mechanics 
from our general principle. The derivation is essen
tially the same as that of Gibbs,1 Jaynes,2 and others. 
We begin with the Liouville equation and introduce 

19 To obtain his ten moment approximation from Grad's thirteen 
moment approximation, we merely take the heat flux vector to be 
zero. See Ref. 16. Eq. (5.18) with Sj == O. 

the simplified description in terms of the single 
scalar 

U = JHWdz, (9.1) 

where H is the Hamiltonian. It is easy to verify that if 
we maximize (2.18) subject to (2.22) and (9.1), the 
result is 

W[U] = Z-1e- PH(z), 

where Z is the partition function, 

(9.2) 

Z = J e-PH(z) dz. (9.3) 

The Lagrange multiplier (J is determined implicitly by 
(9.1), i.e., by 

U = J Hw[U] dz = Z-1J He-PH dz. (9.4) 

[The equilibrium temperature is defined by () = (k(J)-1.] 
From (2.4) we see that H is invariant under the 
solution operator St. It follows that (9.2) is invariant 
and therefore the general principle (in either the form 
of Sec. 5 or Sec. 3) yields the trivial equation of motion 

dU/dt = O. (9.5) 

The corresponding entropy, obtained by inserting 
(9.2) in (2.18), is 

S(U) = S[w[U]] = k[logZ(U) + (JU]. (9.6) 

In this case the equation of motion (9.5) is un
interesting but the explicit formula (9.2), the canonical 
distribution function, is the basis of equilibrium 
statistical mechanics. As is well known, the equations 
of macroscopic thermodynamics follow from (9.6) 
and (9.3). 

10. IRREVERSIBLE THERMODYNAMICS 

In this section we derive the equations of irreversible 
thermodynamics from the Liouville equation by 
using our general principle. A similar derivation is 
given by Kub07 in the quantum-mechanical case. We 
introduce a description in terms of r + 1 scalars 

Ui = J a;(z)w(z) dz; i = 0, 1, ... ,r. (10.1) 

Here ao = H is the Hamiltonian and the other a;'s 
are arbitrary time-independent symmetric phase 
functions corresponding to r physical observables. 
We maximize (2.18) subject to (2.22) and (10.1). The 
result is 

w[U] = w[Uo, •.. , Ur ] = Z-1 exp {-;t(J;aiz)}, 

(10.2) 
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where 

Z = f exp {- i~PilXi} dz. (10.3) 

The Pi are functions of t determined implicitly by 
(10.1), i.e., 

U;(t) = I IXlz)w[U(t)] dz, ; = 0, 1, ... , r. (10.4) 

According to the general principle, the equation of 
motion for the U;'s is given by (5.5), i.e., 

- = Ui(t) = - lXi(Z)[S_T - l]w[U(t)] dz, dUi • 1 I 
dt T 

;=O,I,···,r. (10.5) 

We now assume that PI' ... ,Pr are small and we 
expand (10.2) to first order to obtain 

w[U] = ZOle-floll(Z) [ 1 + (t/;lXi) - it/;IX;(Z)} 

(10.6) 
where 

Zo = f exp {-PoH} dz 

and, for any f, 

(1) = Z;;1 I e-floJIj dz. 

If we insert (10.6) into (10.5) we obtain 

(10.7) 

(10.8) 

i = 0, 1, ... ,r, (10.9) 

and by inserting (10.2) in (2.18) we obtain the new 
entropy function 

Set) = S{U(t)} = S[w[U]] = k{log Z + i~PiU+ 
(10.10) 

From (10.3) and (10.4), 

a log Z!api = - Ui , (10.11) 
hence, 

We define the forces, 

Xj{t) = (as/aUj) = kflj{t) (1O.13) 

and the flows, 
'(10.14) 

Then the equations of motion (10.9) reduce to the 
equations of irreversible thermodynamics, 

r 

J i = '2, LijXj , i = 0, 1,"', r, (10.15) 
j=1 

where L i; is the kinetic coefficient 

1 
L i ; = - (lXi(Z)[IX/Z) - IX/S_TZ)]). (10.16) 

kT 
From (10.13) and (10.14), we have the equation of 
entropy production, 

(10.17) 
;=0 

and from the general considerations of Sec. 5 it 
follows that Set) ~ O. 

Under certain conditions, the matrix (L ij ) is sym
metric. Using the definition (10.8) of ( ), we see that 
the change of integration variable z -+ STZ yields 

(10.18) 

Now, from (2.8) we note that ST = :RS_T:R. If we 
insert this in (10.18) and replace:Hz by z, we obtain 

(10.19) 

We now assume that the phase functions lXI' ..• , IXr 
are invariant under momentum reversal, i.e., 1X;(:R.z) = 
IX;{Z). [This is obviously true for 1X0 = H. See (2.6).] 
Then, 

(IX;(Z)IX;(S_TZ» = (IX;(Z)IX;(S_TZ», (10.20) 

and from (10.18) we obtain the Onsager relations, 

L i; = L;i' i,j=O,l,···,r. (10.21) 

Since 1X0 = H, we see from (10.16) and (10.21) that 

L iO = LOi = 0, i = 0, 1, ... ,r, (10.22) 

hence from (10.14) and (10.15) that 

(10.23) 

Thus Uo is constant. If we use only the leading term 
of (10.6) in (10.4), we have 

Uo = Z;;1 f He-PoII dz (10.24) 

which is the same as (9.4). Thus, to this approximation 
Po is constant and we can identify it with the equilib
rium value Po = (k8)-I. Similarly we may interpret 
( ) as the eqUilibrium average in the formula (10.16) 
for the kinetic coefficients. 
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Integral Representations of Invariant States on B* Algebras 
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Let ~ be a B* algebra with a group G of automorphisms and K be the set of G-invariant states on ~. 
We discuss conditions under which a G-invariant state has a unique integral representation in terms of 
extremal points of K, i.e., extremal invariant states. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 

TET ~ be a B* algebra, G a group, and T a (group) 
L homomorphism of G into the * automorphisms of 
~. If ~ has an identity, the set of G-invariant states on 
~(is compact (for the w* topology) and one may try to 
obtain an integral representation of G-invariant states 
in terms of extremal invariant states. If G is reduced 
to the identity, such an integral representation is unique 
if and only if ~ is Abelian. It has, however, been 
remarked recently that uniqueness prevails under 
more general circumstances (see Refs. I and 2, and 
for further information, Refs. 3 and 4). The aim of 
this note is to discuss the general problem of existence 
and uniqueness of integral representations of invariant 
states, using Choquet's theory of integral representa
tions on convex compact sets. While some of our 
results are best possible (in particular, the characteriza
tion of G-Abelian B* algebras, Theorem 2.3), others 
could certainly be improved (see Sec. 4). Questions 
related to the existence of a topology on G are relevant 
for applications to physics, but are not discussed 
here. 

If K is a metrizable compact (phase space) and G 
a group of homomorphisms of K (time evolution), it 
is known (see Ref. 5) that a measure on K, invariant 
under G, can be uniquely decomposed into ergodic 
measures, i.e., has an integral representation in terms 
of extremal invariant measures. In this note we obtain 
an extension of this result of ergodic theory to the 
noncommutative case (using an algebra of operators 
in Hilbert space instead of the algebra of continuous 
functions on a compact) and we weaken the metriza-

t Permanent address: Department of Mathematics, University 
of California, Berkeley, California. 

~ Permanent address: Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques, 
91 Bures-sur-Yvette, France. 
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Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques (J 966). ' 
6 R. Phelps, Lectures on Choquet's Theorem (D. Van Nostrand 

Company, Inc. Princeton, New Jersey, 1966). 

biIity requirement. The physical problem we have in 
mind is that of statistical mechanics of an infinite 
system. An equilibrium state of such a system can be 
represented by a state p on a B* algebra (e.g., the 
algebra of canonical commutation relations for a 
system of bosons), and we may assume in variance 
of p under some natural group G (e.g., the product 
of the Euclidean group and of the particle number 
gauge group). One can see that a decomposition of p 
into extremal G-invariant states corresponds to a 
decomposition into pure thermodynamic phases. 
Such a decomposition should thus be unique and the 
problem arises to study the conditions on a non
Abelian algebra and a group of automorphisms such 
that the invariant states have a unique integral repre
sentation in terms of extremal invariant states. 

Throughout this note we use the following notations: 
'1£, a B* algebra; G, a group; T: g ~ Tg a representa
tion ofG into the * automorphisms of~; ~/, the dual 
of ~ with the w* topology; E C ~/, the set of states 
on ~ (if ~ has an identity, E is compact); Co, the 
subspace of ~ generated by the elements A - T A 
with A E'1(, g E G; ct, the orthogonal complem:nt 
of Co in ~/; E n C~, the set of G-invariant states. 

If pEE, we denote by f>p, the Hilbert space of the 
Gel'fand-Segal construction; 'Tr p' the corresponding * 
homomorphism of ~ into the bounded operators on 
f>p; Op E f>p , the normalized vector, cyclic with respect 
to 'Trp('1l) and such that peA) = (Op, 'Trp(A)O ) for all 
A E ~l. p 

If pEE n Ch we denote by Up, the unitary repre
sentation of G in f>p such that Up(g)Op = Op, 
Uig)'TriA)Uig-I) = 'Trp(TyA)for all g E G, A E~; Pp, 
the projection on the subspace of f> formed by the 

• p 
vectors Invariant under Up(G). 

2. G-ABELIAN ALGEBRAS 

In Refs. 1 and 2, the group G was taken to be RY 
and it was assumed that if A l , A2 E ~ the commutator 
[AI' TgA21 vanishes when g ~ 00. A suitable generali
zation of this condition is the basis of our analysis; 
we formulate it first in a different manner. 

1460 
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Definition 2.1: 'll is said to be G-Abelian if for all 
pEE n !.:h and A}, A2 E 'll, 

In other words the von Neumann algebra generated 
by P p7T/'ll)Pp is Abelian. 

Theorem 2.2 (Alaoglu-BirkhojJ): Let {Ua}aEI be a 
semigroup of contractions on a Hilbert space Je, i.e., 
a collection of operators such that 

(1) IIUa l1 :::;; 1 for all IX E 1 
(2) For any IX, {J E I, U"Up = U1 for some y E I. 

Let P be the orthogonal projection onto the set of all 
vectors in Je left invariant by all the Ua's. Then P is in 
the strong closure at the convex hull of {U,,}ae[' 

This theorem is proved in Riesz-Nagy.6 The 
theorem stated by Riesz and Nagy is slightly different 
from the one given above; what they do is to con
struct a net of convex linear combinations of the U,;s 
and show that it converges strongly. Although the fact 
that P is the strong limit of this net is not included 
in the statement of the theorem, it appears in the 
course of the proof. 

Theorem 2.3: In order that'll be G-Abelian it is 
necessary and sufficient that, for all Hermitian A}, 
A2 E 'll and all pEE n !.:h, 

where A~ runs over the convex hull of {TgAl:g E G}. 

In order that'll be G-Abelian, it is evidently neces
sary and sufficient that, for any pEE n C{;, 'Y E ppJep 

with II'YII = 1, and AI' A2 Hermitian elements of the 
unit ball of'll, we have 

We prove first the sufficiency of the criterion stated 
in the proposition. Let € > 0; then by the preceding 
theorem, we can find positive numbers Ai with Ii Ai = 
1 and elements gi of G such that 

If we define 

A{ = I AiTYiA} , 

then both sides of (*) are unchanged if we replace 

• F. Riesz and B. Sz.-Nagy, Functional Analysis, translated by L. 
Boron (Frederick Ungar Publishing Company, New York, 1955), 
Sec. 146. 

Al by A~, and we have 

IIPp7TiAD'Y - Up(g)7Tp(A~)'Y1l 

= IIPp7TiAl)'Y - Up(g)7TP(AD'Y1l 

= II Uig)[Pp7TiAl)'Y - 7TiA{)'YJII :::;; !€ 
for all g E G. 

Using this inequality, and the fact that A ~ is 
Hermitian, we get for any positive numbers A; with 
Ii A; = 1 and any g; E G, 

I('Y, 7TiAl)Pp7TiA2)'Y) - ('Y, 7TiA 2) Pp7TiA 1)'1")1 

= I('Y, 1TiA{)Pp1TiA2)'Y) - ('Y, 1T/A2)Pp1Tp(A{)'y)1 

:::;; 2· ~;A; 117T,,(A2)'YII'IIPp1TiAi)'Y - Up(g;)7T,,(A:i)'IJ' II 
i 

+ I('Y, 1Ti[I A;Ty;A; , A2D'Y)1 

:::;; € + I('Y, 7T p([L A;Ty;A~, A2])'Y)1 . 

But by hypothesis, I('Y, 7Ti[I A;rg;A~, A2])'Y) I can be 
made arbitrarily small by an appropriate choice of 
A; and g;, so 

I('Y, 7T,,(A I)P,,1Tp(A 2)'Y) - ('Y, 7TiA 2)Pp7Tp(A l)'F) I :::;; €. 

Thus, (*) holds, so ~( is G-Abelian. 
Now we suppose that ~( is G-Abelian, so (*) holds, 

and we let Ai' gi be as above. Then 

I( 'Y, 7Tp([ t AiTYiAl' A2J)'Y)1 

= I( tAiU/gi)1Tp(AI)'Y, 1Tp(A 2)'V) 

- (7Ti A2), t APigi)1Ti AI)'Y)1 

:::;; 2· 1I 1T/ A2)'VI/ . ~(t APp(gi) - PI') 7T,,(A I)\Y II 

+ I('Y, 1Tp(A1)P,,1TiA2)'Y) - ('Y, 1T,,(A2)Pp1T,,(A t )'l'')1 

:::;; €, 

so 

inf 1(\1", 1Tp([A~, A2])'Y)1 = 0, 
A~E: convex hull or {TgAtl 

so the criterion of the proposition holds. 

Corollary 2.4: Let H be a subgroup of G. Then, if 
'll is H-Abelian, it is also G-Abelian. 

We need only apply the criterion of the preceding 
proposition, observing that r.h is contained in r. Tf 
and that the convex hull of {TgA}:g E G} contains the 
convex hull of {T"A1:h E H}. 

Corollary 2.5: 'll is G-Abelian whenever one of the 
following conditions is satisfied. 
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(i) For all pEE n Ch and self-adjoint 
Al,A2E~r, 

inf Ip([Al' T"A2DI = o. 
YEO 

(ii) ~{is Abelian. 
(iii) E n C-i; is empty. 

The usefulness of Definition 2.1 appears in the next 
two sections; we indicate here, however, the following 
result. 

Proposition 2.6: If pEE n [-i; and the von 
Neumann algebra [PI)7Tp(I]l)Pp]" generated by PI)7Tp(I]£)Pp 
is Abelian, then 

The vector 01' is cyclic for the restriction to Ppfyp 
of PI,[Pp7T p(I]()Pp]"; hence, if this von Neumann 
algebra is commutative, it is equal to its commutant 
(see Ref. 7, p. 89, Corollaire 2), namely to 

PAPp7Ti'2()Ppl' 

3. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF 
G-INVARIANT STATES 

In this and the next section, we use the theory of 
integral representations on convex compact sets (see 
Ref. 8). Let K be a convex compact set in a locally 
convex topological vector space. The unit mass at 
K E K is denoted by OK' We remind the reader that 
an order relation is defined on the positive measures 
of norm 1 on K by fl -< u' ~ fA!) ~ fl'(/) for all 
convex continuous Jon K. A measure is called maxi
mal if it is maximal for the order -<, and K is said to 
be a simplex if every K E K is the resultant of a unique 
maximal measure on K. In what follows we take 
K = E n [i;, where I]{ is assumed to have an identity. 
If A E ~(, we denote by A the function on E n [h 
defined by A(p) = peA). 

Theorem 3.1: Let I}{ have an identity, pEE n [/i, 
and let the von Neumann algebra generated by 
Pp7Tp(I}{)Pp be Abelian. Then, there exists a unique 
maximal measure flp on E n [(I; such that flp >- bp 
(i.e., flp has resultant p). The measure flp is determined 
by 

flp(Al ... AI) 

= (01" 7TiA1)Pp7Tp(A2)Pp'" Pp7TI)(AJOI)' (I) 

, J. Dixl11ier, Les algehres d'operatellrs dans f'.":spac(! Hifhertien, 
(Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1957). 

• G. Choquet and P. A. Meyer, Ann. Inst. Fourier 13, 139 (1963). 

Take Ai> ... , A! self-adjoint. Since the operators 
Pp7Tp(Al)Pp, ... ,Pp7Tp(AI)PP commute, there exists a 
projection-valued measure F on Rl such that 

Pp7TiAi )Pp = f ti dF(t1' ... , tl)' 

If G' is a complex polynomial of I variables, we have 

1(01" :1'(Pp 7T"(A1)P,,, ... , pp7Ti A[)P,,)O,,)/ 

= 1(!2p .j:1'(t1, ... , t l ) dF(t1' ... , t[)Op) 1 

~ sup 1:1'«<1>, 7Tp(A1)<I», ... ,(<I>, 7TiAI)<I»)/ 
1I<l>:I~l.I'p<l>~<I> 

~ sup l:f(a(A1)"", a(A[»/ 
UE/<)nC,,-i 

sup 1:1'(At(a),···, Al(a»/. 
uE/<)nC,,_L 

This shows that Eq. (I) defines a linear functional 
on the polynomials in the A, which is continuous for 
the topology of uniform convergence on E n Ch . 
By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, this functional 
extends uniquely to a measure flp on E n Ch, which 
is ;;:: 0 and of norm 1. 

Let PI' ... , Pili E E n [h, AI, ... , Am > 0, 2 Ai = 
1 and P = 2 AiP;. There exist (see Ref. 9, 2.5.1.) 
uniquely defined self-adjoint operators T; E [7Tp(I}O], 
such that 0 ~ T; ~ 1 and for all A E I}I. 

A;pi(A) = (TJJp, 7Tp(A)TiOp). 

The T; satisfy 2 n = I. If g E G, we have 

U(g)T;U(g-l) E [7Ti~O]', 

the uniqueness of T; and the fact that A;P; E [b then 
shows that U(g)T;U(g-l) = Ti , hence, 

By the uniqueness of the Gel'fand-Segal construc
tion, we may identify fyI" with the closure of 7T1)(~l)T;Op, 
7TPi with the restriction of 7Tp to 551)i' and 0Pi with 
Ai ~ T;O/)' Then UI)i is identified with the restriction 
of UI) to 551)i and PI)i with the restriction of PI' to 551'" 
In particular, [Pp;7TI),(I]{)PI),l" is Abelian and flpi is 
thus defined. We have 

fl l).(A1 · .. AI) = (0/) , 7T" (A1)Po , ... Ppi7Tpi(AI)Op,) 

= Ai 1(T;!2", 7TiAl)Pp'" P,,7Tp(A I)T;Op) 

so that 
= .1;-1(01" 7T1)(A])Pp ... P,,7Tp(Az)T~Op) 

• J. Dixmier, Les C*-AIgi'hr('s ('t I('/lrs Representations (Gauthier
Villars, Paris, 1964). 
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Now let fl be a measure on E (\ La such that 
fl >- bp • If ,p E C (E (\ L~) and E > 0, one can find a 
measure fl' with finite support: fl' = L Aibpi' Ai > 0, 
Pi E E (\ La, such that Ifl(,p) - fl'(,p) I < E and 
L AiPi = P (see Ref. 10, p. 217, Prop. 3). If ,p is 
convex we thus have 

fl(,p) - E ~ fl'(,p) = L },ibpJ,p) 

~ L AiflpJ,p) = flp(,p), 

hence flp >- fl. Since fl is an arbitrary measure on 
E (\ La such that fl >- bp, we see that flp is the unique 
maximal measure on E (\ L~ such that flp >- bp 

which concludes the proof of the theorem. 

Corollary 3.2: If'n has an identity and is G-Abelian, 
then E (\ La is a simplex. 

Remark 3.3: If'n is Abelian, the problem considered 
in this section reduces to that of decomposing an 
invariant measure on a compact set into ergodic 
measures (see Ref. 5, Sec. 10). 

4. EXTREMAL G-INVARIANT STATES 

Let E(E (\ La) be the set of extremal points of 
E (\ Lft, i.e., the extremal invariant states. The follow
ing statement characterizes the elements of e(E (\ La). 

Proposition 4.1: Let pEE (\ La. If'n is G-Abelian, 
the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) P E E(E (\ L~). 
(ii) The set 7Ti'n) U UiG) is irreducible in 5p • 

(iii) Pp is one dimensional. 

The simple proof is left to the reader. We remark 
only that the implications (i) <=> (ii) <= (iii) do not 
make use of the assumption that 'n is G-Abelian, and 
that (ii) => (iii) follows from Proposition 2.6. 

The measure flp of Theorem 3.1 is in the "good 
cases" carried by E(E (\ L8)' This is so, for instance, 
if 'n is (norm-)separable, because E (\ La is then 
metrizable (see Ref. 8, Corr. 14). We indicate now 
without proofs some more results in this direction. 

10 N. Bourbaki, Integration (Hermann et Cie., Paris, 1965), 2nd ed., 
Chaps.1--'t 

Proposition 4.2: Let 'n have an identity and 33 be 
a self-adjoint subalgebra of 'n; define 

:F = {a E E: The restriction of P to 33 has norm I}. 

Then, 
(i) :F is a Glj (a countable intersection of open 

subsets of E). 
(ii) If fl is a measure on E such that fl ~ 0, 

fleE) = I, and fl has resultant p, 
then 

P E:F ~ fl is carried by:F, 

cf. Ref. I, Theorem, Part 4. 

Proposition 4.3: Let ('na) be a countable family 
of sub-B* algebras of'n such that Ua'na is deue in 'n' 
Let b a be a separable closed two-sided ideal of 'na 

for each ex, and define 

:Fa = {a E E: the restriction of a 

Then, 
(i) 
(ii) 

to b a has norm I}, :F = n:F ... 
a 

If P E:F, then 5p is separable. 
There exists a sequence (Ai) of self-adjoint 
elements of 'n such that if P E:F and a E E, 
then p(Ai) ¢ a(Ai) for some i. 

(iii) If 'n has an identity and is G-Abelian and 
if fl is a measure on E (\ L8 such that fl ~ 0, 
fl(E (\ L8) = 1 and fl has resultant p E:F, 
then 
{f.l maximal on E (\ La) 

<=> (fl carried by E(E (\ La». 
(i) and (ii) are easy, the proof of (iii) uses (ii), 

Corollary 3.2 and an argument in Ref. I, Theorem, 
Part 5. 

The usefulness of (iii) appears in statistical mechan
ics, where 'n may not be norm separable but the states 
of interest satisfy a condition of the type p E:F. One 
has then a unique decomposition p -- flp of pinto 
extremal invariant states and those states are again 
in :F. For an explicit treatment see Ref. 11, in 
particular, the Appendix. 

11 D. Ruelle, "The States of Classical Statistical Mechanics," 
J. Math. Phys. (to be published). 
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An example is given of a differential form which leads, through Einstein's gravitational equations, to 
an energy tensor representing a null electromagnetic field in the form of spherical radiation. 

1. INTRODUCTORY 

A PREVIOUS paperl obtained the conditions that 
must be satisfied by the energy tensor of a null 

source-free electromagnetic field. It was also shown 
how the electromagnetic field can be determined when 
an energy tensor satisfying these conditions is given. 

If Illv is the tensor of the electromagnetic field (we 
assume Heaviside-Lorentz units), then the energy 
tensor is 

Tllv = fllJ~a - tgll.iapr
p
. (1.1) 

The three algebraic conditions which must be satisfied 
by Til. are 

T: = 0, 

TllaT: = tgllvTapTaP, 

which result from the form of (1.1), and 

Tafjvllvfj ~ 0, 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

where v" is any timelike vector. The electromagnetic 
field is described as null when the two invariants II 
and 12 vanish, where 

11 = tfllPr
p
, 12 = tfll;r

p
. 

In terms of the energy tensor, this is equivalent to 

T. Tllfj = ° ap , 

and in this case (1.3) becomes 

and we may write 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

where Cil is a null vector. Then (1.4) is automatically 
satisfied. 

There are five differential conditions of the first 
order to be satisfied by CJl' These are contained in 
the equations NEF (5.13), viz., 

C),C"EJlv + CJlCyE).a = C),CJlEy" + CyC"E)'Jl' 

where 

(1.8) 

Finally, there are five integrablity conditions of 
higher order which cannot be written explicitly in 
terms of CJl' These are given in NEF (8.10). 

A special case, which the author calls the null-null 
case, occurs when C~II = 0, and a specific example 
of this case was referred to, representing plane radia
tion. In order to find a specific example of the more 
general case when C~a =;I: 0, it is natural to consider 
the possibility of spherical radiation. 

If we confine ourselves to the approximation of 
special relativity, where the space is assumed to be 
flat and Einstein's gravitational equations do not 
apply, it is not difficult to construct theoretical null 
electromagnetic fields consisting of spherical radia
tion. But if we want exact solutions, valid in general 
relativity, the differential form must be modified in 
such a way that the Ricci tensor satisfies the equation2 

RJlv - !gJlVR = -yTJlY' 

By (1.2) this leads to 

R = 0, RJlv = -yTJly , 

and by (1.3) we must have 

RJlaR: = igJlyRIIJlRIIP. 

(LlO) 

(Lll,12) 

(1.13) 

For a null electromagnetic field we must have, by (1.6), 

(1.14) 

2. THE DIFFERENTIAL FORM 

A differential form which, in special cases, can 
represent spherical gravitational radiation was con
sidered by Robinson and Trautman.3 We use this, 
with sign changed to give it the signature + + +-, 
viz., 

ds2 = E- d~ + ..!l. dq + E- dTJ + ..!l. dq 2( a )2 2( a )2 
p2 ~ p2 a~ 

- 2dp dq - A dq2, (2.1) 

(1.9) • We omit the "cosmic" term for simplicity. Here I' = 4n';Iolc', 
where Yo is the gravitational constant and Yo = 6.664 X 10-8 cgs 
units. [I'] = M-IL-IP. 

1 P. C. Bartrum, J. Math. Phys. 8, 667 (1967); This will be referred 
to as NBF. 

a I. Robinson and A. Trautmann, Phys. Rev. Letters 4, 431 
(1960). 
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where the coordinates are ~, "1, p, (1, Then, 

A = K - 2pH - 2mJ p, (2.2) and 
(2.12) 

(2.13) 
(2.3) 

(2.4) 

p and q are functions of ~, "1, (1. m is a function of (1. 

Numbering the coordinates ~, "1, p, (1 as 1, 2, 3, 4, 
we find the following nonzero components of the Ricci 
tensor, where 

Q = (02qJO~2) + (02q/0"12), (2.5) 

R12 = (pJp2)Q, 

R14 =! oQ + ~(eOq _ OP), 
2 0"1 P po; 0"1 

R =! oQ + ~(e oq _ OP) 
24 2 0; p P 0"1 o~' 

R44 = p2 02Q +!!. oQ (e oq _ OP) (2.6) 
p o~or; p 0; P 0; or; 

+!!.oQ(e Oq _ OP) +3Q(eOq _ OP) 
p 0"1 P 0"1 0; p P 0; 0"1 

x (e oq _ OP) _ 2p Q 02p + tQ2 
P 0"1 0; P 0~0"1 

_ ~ p2(02K + 02K) + ~ dm _ 6m H. 
2 p2 0~2 or;2 p2 da p2 

From these we immediately deduce 

R = 0, RapRap = 2Q2/ p2. (2.7) 

The condition (1.11) is automatically satisfied, but 
(1.13) is only satisfied if Q = 0. In this case RapRItP = 
0, so that if there is an electromagnetic field it must be 
null. If Q = ° we can deduce q = ° by a coordinate 
transformation, and the differential form is simplified 
to 

ds2 = (p2/p2)(d;2 + d"12) - 2 dp da - A da2 

with 

A = K _ 2p op _ 2m , 
P oa p 

gIl = g22 = p2/ p2, g33 = A, 

g14 = -1, g = _(p/p)4. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

The Ricci tensor Rpv now has only one nonzero 
component, R44 . 
We write 

2 1 2(02K 02K) 2 dm 6m op 
yE ='lP -+- ---+--. 

oe or/ da P oa 
(2.11) 

T44 = EI/p! 

by (1.12). E is a function of ;, "1, a. 

3. THE DIFFERENTIAL CONDITIONS 

Tllv defines the null vector ell (except for a choice 
of sign which is immaterial): 

Cil = (0,0,0, E/p), Cil = (0,0, -E/p, 0). (3.1) 

Proceeding as described in NEF, we get 

C~a = _E/p2, N = 0. (3.2) 

We find that the conditions (1.8) are satisfied without 
any restriction on the form of E. NEF (8.9) becomes 
(writing IX for 0), 

OIX = _.i (lOg ~) , oct. = i (lOg ~) , 
0; 0"1 P 0"1 0; P 

(3.3) 
OIX oa. E 
-=0 -=W-, 
op 'oa p 

where W is an undetermined invariant. The integra
bility conditions therefore reduce to 

(
0

2 
(

2
) E - + - log- = 0, 

oe 0r;2 P 
(3.4) 

and the general solution is 

E p OIX 
log - + ia. = F(~ + i"1, a), W = - - (3.5) 

P E oa ' 

where F is any complex function. 
We seek a symmetric solution, i.e., one which is a 

function of 
, = (~2 + "12)!. 

The most general solution of this form is when 

F = b log (; + ir) + log a + iE, 

where a, b, E are real and may be functions of a. 
Then, 

and 

(3.6) 

IX = b tan-1 "1/~ + E. (3.8) 

Combining (3.7) and (2.11) we have 

a2y2b = ~(02K ! OK) _ ~ dm 6m op (3.9) 
y '" 2 0,2 + , 0' p2 da + p3 0(1' 

where 

(3.10) 
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so that (3.9) is a differential equation of the fourth The differential form now becomes 

order for which we have to find a solution p = p(~, a). ds2 = (2 _ A) dr2 + Br2(dcp2 + sin2 cp d()2) 

4. A SIMPLE SOLUTION 

A simple solution is 

p = (m/mo)t~n(1 + g2), 

where mo is a constant. This gives 

(4.1) 

K = (mjmo)i~2n, (4.2) 

£/p = n(2/y)!(m/mo)t~n-t, (4.3) 

R44 = - 2n22(~)!~4n-2(1 + g2)2, (4.4) 
p mo 
2 4 

T44 = ~ n2(~)3~4n-2(1 + g2)2, (4.5) 
Y P mo 

A = (!!!...)i~2n _~.f!... dm _ 2m. (4.6) 
mo 3 m da p 

The electromagnetic field is now determined with some 
degree of arbitrariness, as 

/14 = n(2/y)!(m/mo)1~n-1 sin {en - 1) tan-1 r;/~ + E}, 

/24 = n(2/y)!(m/mo)!~n-1 cos {en - 1) tan-1 r;/~ + E}, 

(4.7) 

where m and E can be any functions of a, and mo is 
a constant. We see later that n must be a positive or 
negative integer. 

If n = 0, the electromagnetic field vanishes and 
we are left with a gravitational field determined by m. 

If m = 0 and mo ~ 0, then by (4.1) P = 0 and the 
differential form becomes degenerate. This must be 
ruled out, but if m ---.. f3mo --+ 0 so that m/mo ---.. pea), 
then we have a solution 

m = 0, p = l(a)~n(1 + H2). (4.8) 
Then 

A = 12~2n - (2p/I)(dl/da). (4.9) 

That is, if m = 0 we can substitute pea) for m/mo 
and we have a valid solution giving a null electro
magnetic field. This alternative is assumed in the 
equations which follow. 

5. POLAR COORDINATES 

Transform to the coordinates r, cp, (), ct which we 
label in the order 1,2,3,4. Here cp is the "colatitude" 
and () the "longitude." 0 ~ cp ~ TT, 0 ~ () ~ 2TT. 

; = 2 tan cp/2 cos (), r; = 2 tan cp/2 sin (), 
(5.1) 

p = r, a = ct - r, 
so that 

- 2(1 - A)c dr dt - Ac2 dt2, (5.3) 
where 

A = (!!!.)i(2 tan 1!.)2n _ ~!.. dm _ 2m, (5.4) 
mo 23m da r 

B = (mjmo)-i(2 tan cp/2)-2n. (5.5) 
Then, 

gn = A, g22 = B-1r-2, g33 = B-1,-2 (sin cp)-2, 

g44 = -(2 - A), g14 = -(1 - A), (5.6) 

g = - B2r 4 sin2 cpo 

The world lines defined by ct - r = const, cp = 
const, () = const, are null geodesics. 

When n = 0 and m --+ mo ->- 0, then A = 1, B = 1 
and (5.3) reduces to the ordinary "flat" form. More 
generally it is necessary and sufficient for flatness that 

n = 0, m = 0, m/mo --+ pea). 

The tensor of the electromagnetic field in these 
coordinates is 

/13 = /34 = n(2/y)i(mjmo)!(2 tan cp/2)n cos (n() + E), 

/12 = /24 = n(2jy)!(m/mo)1(2 tan cp/2)n 

X sin (n() + €)jsin cp, (5.7) 

where m, E may be any functions of a = ct - r. Since 
() is assumed to go from 0 to 2TT there will be a dis
continuity when () = 2TT unless n is integral positive or 
negative. 

In these coordinates, the energy tensor has the 
following components: 

£2 
Tn = - T14 = T44 = -r2 

2n2(m)* = - - - (2 tan cpf2)4n-2 sec4 cp/2. (5.8) 
y r2 mo 

When n = 0, the electromagnetic field vanishes and 
the energy tensor vanishes. We are left with a gravita
tional field defined by m. Variations of m lead to 
gravitational waves traveling outward with the speed 
of light. They contribute nothing to the energy tensor 
and appear only as variations in the Riemann tensor. 
If m is constant, we can take m = mo and the differ
ential form becomes 

(5.9) 

~ = 2 tan cpj2, 1 + g2 = sec2 cp/2. (5.2) This is equivalent to the Schwarzschild solution for a 
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point mass, and can be transformed to the better 
known form [e.g., Eq. (38.8) of Ref. 4] by putting 

t = f - (2m/c) log [(r/2m - 1]. (5.10) 

This indicates the nature of m and suggests that when 
m is variable it should be confined to positive values 
if the results are to correspond to reality. 

When n =/= 0, the electromagnetic field given by 
(5.7) represents electromagnetic radiation traveling 
radiaIIy outward with the speed of light in the presence 
of a gravitational field. This exists whether m varies or 
not, and the radiation need not have a wavelike 
structure. If m does vary we have electromagnetic and 
gravitational waves in phase. If we assume that m 
must remain positive, the sign of the electromagnetic 
field cannot change at a point and the electromagnetic 
radiation cannot have a simple harmonic wavelike 
form. We could, however, have, for example, 

(m/mo)l = 1 + K sin 27Tv(r/c - t), 

where k < 1. In this case there would be a simple 
monochromatic radiation field of frequency v, super
imposed on a steady field (of zero frequency). This 
restriction on the form of the electromagnetic radia
tion in the presence of a central gravitational field is 
perhaps a peculiarity of our solution and not neces
sarily fundamental. 

The situation is different when m = 0. As already 
mentioned above [following Eq. (4.9)] we may now 
substitute 13(0') for m/mo so that 

A = 12(2 tan 4>/2)2n - (2r/I)(dl/da), 

B = [-2(2 tan 4>/2)-2n, 

f13 = fa4 = n(2/y}~1(2 tan 4>/2)n cos (n() + 1:'), 

(5.11) 

f12 = f24 = n(2/y)!1(2 tan 4>/2)n sin (n() + E)/sin 4>, 

(5.12) 

where I, E may be any functions of a = ct - r. Radia
tion exists whether I varies or not. If 1 varies it can 
have a simple harmonic form, i.e., 

1 = 10 sin 27Tv(r/c - t). 

The differential form (5.3) becomes degenerate 
when r = 0, m =/= ° and when 4> = ° or 7T, n =/= 0. 

, A. S. Eddinton, The Mathematical Theory of Relativity (Cam
bridge University Press, Cambridge, England, 1924), 2nd ed. 

That is, there is a singularity at the origin when m =/= 0, 
and along a line extending "north" and "south" 
through the origin when n =/= 0. The same singularities 
appear in the electromagnetic and gravitational fields. 

The rate of flow of electromagnetic energy outwards 
across an element of the surface r = r, t= t, is 

cT14( - g)! d4> d() = (2cn2/b)(m/mo)'f (2 tan 4>/2)2n-l 

X sec2 4>/2 d4> d(). (5.13) 

If we exclude two cones surrounding the "poles" 
defined by 4> = 2{J, t = t, and 4> = 7T - 2{J, t = t, we 
may integrate over the remaining surface r = r, 
t = t. We find that the rate of flow of electromagnetic 
energy across the surface is 

(27TC/y)(2pnn(m/mo)i{(tan {J)-2n - (tan {J)2n}. (5.14) 

This outward flow of energy occurs even when m is 
constant or zero. It is presumably compensated by an 
inflow of energy along the lines of discontinuity, i.e., 
from the "north" and "south." This is an adaptation 
of a suggestion made by P. G. Bergmann in respect of 
gravitational radiation (see Ref. 3, p. 431). 

6. SPECIAL RELATIVITY APPROXIMATION 

If we abandon Einstein's gravitational equations, we 
may consider the possibility in special relativity of 
similar electromagnetic fields existing in flat space-time. 
In polar coordinates we may write, corresponding to 
(5.12), 

f13 = f34 = ftann 4>/2 cos (n() + E), 
(6.1) 

fl2 = f24 = ftan n 4>/2 sin (n() + E)/sin 4>, 

where f, E are any functions of (ct - r). These satisfy 
aII the necessary conditions for a null source-free 
electromagnetic field and represent radiation traveling 
radially outward with the speed of light. Note that 
the field does not now vanish when n = 0. 

The ordinary vector "northward" and "eastward" 
components of the magnetic and electric fields are 

Hn, = E. = ftan n 4>/2 cos (n() + E)/r sin 4>, 

H. = -En = ftann 4>/2 sin (n() + E)/r sin 4>. 
(6.2) 

The null electromagnetic fields considered here are 
such that the invariant N, defined in NEF (7.1), 
vanishes. This allows for the existence of the arbitrary 
variable E in the description of the electromagnetic 
field, as in the case of plane radiation. It would be 
interesting to find, if possible, a case when N =/= O. 
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We investigate, in local field theory, general properties of commutators involving Poincare generators 
or stress-tensor components, particularly those of local commutators among the latter. The spectral 
representation of the vacuum stress commutator is given, and shown to require the existence of singular 
"Schwinger terms" at equal times, similar to those present in current commutators. These terms are 
analyzed and related to the metric dependence of the stress tensor in the presence of a prescribed gravi
tatio~al field and some general results concerning this dependence presented. The resolution of the 
SchWInger paradox for the TPV commutators is discussed together with some of its implications, such as 
"nonclassical" metric dependence of TPv. A further paradox concerning the vacuum self-stress-whether 
the stress tensor or its vacuum-subtracted value should enter in the commutators-is related to the co
variance of the theory, and partially resolved within this framework. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE commutation relations among the generators 
(PP, JA") of the Poincare group, together with the 

existence of a unique normalizable vacuum state, 
require their vacuum expectation values to vanish. l 

Lorentz invariance also dictates the effect of these 
generators on any tensor, in particular on the sym
metric stress tensor T!lV itself, thereby placing require
ments on the vacuum expectation value of the latter. 
While the stress tensor does not in general vanish in the 
vacuum, one may of course define subtracted stresses, 
Tpv = T"V - (TPV). However, the commutator of any 
operator with T"v is equal to that with T!lV. In par
ticular, commutators such as i[J'OO(r), ]'O°(r')] are 
independent of whether ]'00 or Teo is used. This com
mutator, one of several which determine the Lorentz 
covariance of a theory,2.3 has the particularly simple 
form i[J'OO(r), J'OO(r')] = []'Ok(r) + TDk(r')]okb(r - r') 
for fields of spin ~ 1. The right-hand sides of such rela
tions, on the other hand, are clearly dependent on 
whether TPV or Tpv is used. We may see, in going 
symmetrically from the Poincare algebra, through 
relations of the type [Jllv, TA,,] to [T!lv, TAa], that the 
right sides are in fact independent of whether T!lV or 
Tpv is used, provided, as is required by Lorentz invari
ance, that (TPV) = -A.rtV (A. is constant, 'Yjpv is the 

• Supported in part by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and 
by U.S. Air Force, Office of Scientific Research Grant 368-65. 

t John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellow, 1966-1967. 
1 This also follows from the absence of constant vectors or anti

symmetric tensors to represent the constants (PP) and (JPV). We use 
the notation (A) to denote the vacuum expectation value, where the 
vacuum is assumed to be unique, normalizable, and invariant under 
the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. 

I J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 117, 324 (1962); 130,406, 800 (1963). 
I P. A. M. Dirac, Rev~ Mod. Phys. 34,1 (1962). 

Lorentz metric). Conversely, the connection of the 
stress tensor commutators to the Poincare algebra 
will then also be verifiable in terms of either the 
original or the subtracted stresses. While these results 
are satisfactory, they are somewhat formal, for the 
usual evaluation of (T!lV) (even for free fields) yields 
a divergent, noncovariant result. (For example, the 
Maxwell field has T~ = 0, (TOO) > 0.) Taking this 
noncovariance literally implies that a Wick ordering 
must be performed not only on T!lV itself, but on all 
commutation relations involving TPV or the generators 
as well. This can be avoided by using extremely ad hoc 
prescriptions, which make (TPV) covariant. These 
prescriptions are closely related to the necessity (for 
reasons given below) of redefining T!lV as the limit of a 
spatially nonlocal operator. 

Independently of the operator commutators men
tioned above, the vacuum expectation values of local 
stress-tensor commutators ([TPV, TAa]) may be ex
pressed in Lehmann-Kallen (spectral) form solely on 
covariance grounds. Comparison with the operator 
expressions then implies, in addition to the above 
conditions on (TPV), the necessary presence of 
Schwinger terms4 [singular terms involving higher 
derivatives of b(r)] in the equal time T!lV commutators, 
in close analogy to the corresponding results for current 
commutators. The metric dependence (of a fully 
quantum nature) of TPV in an external gravitational 
field implied by these terms is discussed. This depend
ence is in addition to the "classical" one dictated by 
general covariance which is also treated here. We 
give both general results on metric dependence of 

• J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 259 (1959). 
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Til" and also, in the canonical formulation of specific 
local fields, the explicit (classical) dependence on the 
components gOIl needed to evaluate the commutator 
expressions. 

II. COMMUTATORS INVOLVING GENERATORS 

Lorentz invariance is established in a field theory 
when the existence of Poincare generators can be 
demonstrated. What is often actually exhibited, in a 
manifestly covariant theory, is not the Poincare 
algebra of the (PIl, ]A") but rather their effects as 
generators of field transformations: 

i['Ij!(x), Pll] = a"'Ij!(x), (la) 

i['Ij!(x), JIl"] = (x"a" - xVa")'Ij!(x) + is''"'Ij!(x), (lb) 

the matrices SI'V realizing a finite dimensional repre
sentation of the Lorentz group. If Eqs. (1) hold for 
a complete set of fields 'Ij!, they define the generators 
uniquely to within an additive c number. We now 
invoke the group structure implicit in Eqs. (1) and 
observe that, by the Jacobi identity, the operators 
(PIl, JIlV) defined by the right-hand sides of 

i[P", PO] = 0, 

i[P", JM] = 1]"lP" - 1]""PA, 

(2a) 

(2b) 

generate the same Lorentz transformations [Eqs. (1)] 
as do (PIl, ]A"). The (P", JM) then differ at most by a 
c number from (P", ]A"); further, Eqs. (2), together 
with the existence of a unique (invariant) normalizable 
vacuum, require that (PI') = 0 = (JA"), but not, of 
course, that (PIl) = 0 = (]A"). The (P", JA") are com
pletely fixed by this requirement, for any other set 
would differ by a c number and hence not vanish in the 
vacuum. We may then, if we like, rewrite Eqs. (2) as 
the usual algebra of generators with vanishing vacuum 
values simply by putting bars over the (PIl, ]A") on the 
left sides: 

i[P", Pl] = 0, (3a) 

i[PIl, P"] = 1]1'''P'' - 1]1'''PA, (3b) 

i[JIlV, p"] = 1]""J". - 1]1'''p. + 1]v"p" - 1]."JI'''. (3c) 

We emphasize that Lorentz invariance requires 
not only the vanishing in the vacuum of the right 
sides of Eqs. (2) [or the members of the algebra of 
Eqs. (3)], but that the commutators on the left must 
automatically produce the correct (PIl, ]A") generators. 

Consider now the effect of the generators on an 
arbitrary symmetric second-rank tensor TIl·(x); the 

commutators must take the form 

i[P"(x), p l ] = alpV(x), (4a) 

i[PV(x), J;'''] = (xla" - x"al)p"(x) 

+ 1]1l'T"V(x) - 1]1l"TlV(X) 

+ 1]"lp"(X) - 1]""Tl'l(X). (4b) 

As before, the left sides of Eqs. (4) must vanish in the 
vacuum. For consistency then, Eq. (4a) requires that 
(TIlV) be constant, 

a"(T""(x» = 0 (Sa) 

while Eq. (4b) requires in addition that the constant 
be invariant, namely that 

(Sb) 

Equations (S) just express the well-known translation 
and rotation invariance requirements on the vacuum 
expectation of any local symmetric second-rank tensor. 
If, in particular, TIlV(x) is chosen to be the stress 
tensor of a local field theory,5 we see that Lorentz 
invariance [as expressed by Eqs. (4)] does not require 
that (TIlv(x» vanish, but only that it satisfy Eqs. (5). 
However, precisely the conditions expressed by Eqs. (5) 
are sufficient for the right sides of Eqs. (4) to have the 
same form in terms of TIl"(x) = TIl"(x) - (TIlV), as is 
easily verified. We may then write 

(6a) 

i[P·(x), JM] = (xla" - x"a")T""(x) + 1]""T"·(x) 

- 1]""T""(x) + 1]v"T""(x) - 1]v"TI'''(x). 

(6b) 

From Eqs. (6), one may now conclude that if the TI'· 
on the left are integrated6 to yield P" or JM [or if one 
puts TI'· on the left and integrates them to (PIl, JAD)] 
the corresponding integrals on the right are repre
sented by the correct (PIl, ]A") as required by Eqs. (2) 
or (3). [Some care must be taken in establishing this; 
if one starts from Eqs. (4) in terms of the original 
TIl· on the right, the required integrations by parts 
yield nonvanishing surface terms here since Til., 
unlike Til., does not vanish at infinity.7] 

6 Til" is not necessarily a local function of the canonical variables 
even if the Lagrangian is local (e.g., the Maxwell field with sources 
or the gravitational field). Even where TI'· is a local function, as for 
the free spin-two massless field, the commutator [T"O(r),TOO (r')], 
for example, is not necessarily local. See S. Oeser, J. Trubatch, and 
S. Trubatch, Nuovo Cimento 39, 1159 (1965). 

• The generators pll and J;''' can, of course, be written in terms of 
the stress tensor TI'V through the relations P" = f d8rT"ll(x), JM = 
f d8r[x l T""(x) - x"T°).(x)]. The same relations then obviously hold. 

1 We here assume that any physical system is sufficiently well 
localized that (XI)4TOV(x) -+ 0 as r ->- ao. This will insure that the 
generators (Pll, J).(1) have finite matrix elements between physical 
states. 
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III. STRESS-TENSOR COMMUTATORS 

We now consider a general set of local equal-time 
commutation relations8 among the PV(x) which, upon 
integration,6 yield the Poincare algebra, Eqs. (2) and 
(3), as well as Eqs. (4): 

i[J'OO(r), TOO(r')] = (TOk(r) + TOk(r'»oko(r - r') 

- foo.oO(r, r'), (7a) 

i[TOO(r), TOm(r')] = (Tmn(r) + TOO(r')(Jmn)on(J(r - r') 

- fOO,OTfl(r, r'), (7b) 

i[J'OO(r), Tmn(r')] = (_ooTmn(r) + TOm(r')on 

+ Ton(r')om)o(r - r') 

(7c) 

i[TOk(r), Tom(r')] = (TOm(r)ok + TOk(r')om)(J(r - r') 

- fOk,Om(r, r'), (7d) 

i[TOk(r), Tmn(r')] = (Tmn(r)(Jkl _ Tml(r')(Jnk 

- r1(r')(Jmk)ol(J(r - r') 

- fOk,mn(r, r'). (7e) 

The operators fl'v,;'IJ(r, r') in Eqs. (7) are, in general, 
model dependent; they are, however, constrained to 
have certain integrals and moments vanishing. These 
constraints arise as the explicit TI'V dependence on 
the right sides of Eqs. (7) is precisely such as to yield 
Eqs. (4) when integrating (or taking first moments) 
over r or r' [and, of course, yields Eqs. (2, 3) when 
integrated over both variables]. Thus, for 

fOO,OO(r, r') = -foo.oO(r', r), 

we must have in general that 

J darfoo.oO(r, r') = 0 = J d3rxkfoo.oO(r, r'). 

Relations (7) do not form an algebra, partly because 
of the f, partly because no condition from the Poincare 
relations is available to specify [Tkl, Tmn] in a model 
independent way. We are, of course, assured by the 
earlier discussion that, upon integration of Eqs. (7), 
the right sides will be expressible in terms of the 
11'v. We may now ask if this is also the case for Eqs. 
(7) themselves? The condition (PV) = -Art" clearly 
ensures that Eqs. (7a)-(7d) hold also in terms of 11'v. 
However, Eq. (7e) changes form, by a term 

"""A«(Jmn(Jkl _ (Jmk(Jnl _ (Jm/(Jnk)ol(J(r - r') 

when pv is replaced by Tl'v + Ar;l'v. This difference 
has a vanishing integral over r and a vanishing 
antisymmetric first moment; hence it can be absorbed 

8 Some of these relations are given in Refs. 2 and 3. 

into the fOk,mn(r, r') term, leaving a formally identical 
expression for the model-independent stress-tensor 
parts in terms of the 11'v together with an appropriately 
redefined fOk,mn(r, r'). We will see, in fact, in terms of 
the spectral form for ([PV(x), TM(X')]), that a sum 
rule relates certain integrals of spectral functions for 
(Tmn) and (fOk,mn) or, equivalently, these integrals to 
(fmn) and the redefined (fOk,mn). 

IV. SPECTRAL FORM OF VACUUM 
COMMUTATORS 

If the TI'V(x) are local operators and transform as 
tensors under proper Lorentz transformations, the 
vacuum expectation of the stress tensor commutators 
can be given a Lehmann-KalIen representation. 9 For 
an arbitrary conserved symmetric second-rank tensor, 
there are two independent weight functions specifying 
the vacuum commutator; 

(01 [PV(x), T"IJ(x')] 10) 

= L" dS{P2(S)[{jl'J.e vIJ + el'IJevJ. - iel'VeM
] 

+ poe"Ve'IJ}Ll(x - x', s), (8) 

where el'v == r;I'V - S-IOI'OV is conserved [i.e., ovel'V X 

Ll(x, s) = 0] and Ll(x - x', s) is the causal propagator 
with the property that Ll(x - x', s) = 0 and 

oOLl(x - x', s) = i(J(r - r') 

for XO = x'o. The functions P2(S) and Po(s), repre
senting the contributions of intermediate states of 
mass s! and spin 2 and 0 respectively are nonnegative 
if the Hilbert space metric is positive definite. Io 

The only non vanishing equal-time commutators 
are those with an odd number of temporal indices 
[since Ll(x, s) is odd in XO]: 

(01 [TOO(r), YOk(r')] 10) 

= - i 50
00 

ds s-2[tpls) + Po(s)]( - V2)ok(J(r - r') (9a) 

(01 [TOk(r), Tlnn(r')] 10) 

= - i 50 00 

ds{ s-Ipls)(omkonl + (Jnk(Jml _ j(Jkl(Jmn) 

X 01(J(r - r') + s-lpo(s)(Jkl(JmnOI(J(r - r') 

+ S-2[tp2(S) + Po(s)]( _okomon)(J(r - r')}. (9b) 
---

• There are systems which violate these assumptions. For zero 
mass fields with spin ~%; the Lorentz transformations induce 
additional gauge transformations on 1'l'v [see Ref. 5, and C. M. 
Bender and B. M. McCoy, Phys. Rev. 148, 1375 (1966)]. and so the 
latter do not transform as Lorentz tensors. There are, however no 
restrictions on the singularity of the (TI'V(x)TJ.IJ(x'» function. If the 
Wightman function exists. then the spectral form does also' see 
K. Bardacki and B. Schroer, J. Math. Phys. 7, 10 (1966). ' 

10 This condition includes the radIation gauge formulation of 
electrodynamics which possesses a positive definite metric and a 
gauge invariant stress tensor. 
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Comparing the equal-time forms with Eqs. (7) and 
using (TIlV) = -Art", we find first, from the vanishing 
components, that 

(1'00,00) = 0 = (TOO,mn) = 0 = (TOm,On), (lOa) 

while Eq. (9a) yields 

(fOk.OO(r, r'» = - So'" ds S-2[tp2(S) + Po(s)] 

X (_V2)oko(r - r'). (lOb) 

The right side of Eq. (9b) has both a oko(r - r,) and 
a okomono(r - r') part, and so must (fOk,mn(r, r'». 
Equating first derivatives yields a sum rule between s: ds S-lP2(S), S: ds S-lpO(S), A, and the oko(r - r') 
part of (fOk,mn), or, alternatively, between these 
integrals and the redefined (fOk,mn). The part of 
(fOk,mn) which is proportional to okomono(r - r') 
satisfies 

(fOk,mn(r, r'» = fX

) ds S-2[tp2(S) + Po(s)] 

x okolomo(r - r'). (toc) 
Note that the (o)30(r - r') terms in both (fOO,Om) and 
(fOk,mn) involve the same nonnegative integral 

So 00 ds S-2[tp2(S) + Po(s)]. 

Equations (10) are, for our purposes, the most 
important consequences of the spectral relations (9). 
They imply that singular Schwinger terms4 propor
tional to (a)30(r - r') must be present in the operator 
relations, Eqs. (7b) and (7e), if the operator pv itself 

is not to vanish. For, since P2 and Po are separately 
nonnegative, they would each have to vanish if the 
(o)30(r - r') terms in Eqs. (10) were absent. However, 
we could then conclude from the Wightman product 
corresponding to Eq. (8), that (PV(x)T'-"(x'» = 0, 
and hence (since pv is Hermitian) that TM(x) 10) = O. 
This follows from the fact that the Wightman product 
differs from Eq. (8) only by the replacement of 
~(x - x', s) by ~<+)(x - x', s), but has the same 
spectral functions. But, by the Federbush-lohnson 
theorem,ll TIlV itself must vanish (as an operator) if 
PV(x) 10) vanishes.12 Thus, positive Hilbert space 
metric, positive energy spectrum, proper Lorentz co
variance and locality by themselves require the 
presence of singular terms in foo,om and fOk,mn, i.e., in 
the commutators of Eqs. (7b) and (7e). As in the case 

11 P. Federbush and K. Johnson, Phys. Rev. 120, 1926 (1960). 
The essential point is that any local operator which ann1hilates the 
vacuum must vanish identically. See also R. F. Streater and A. S. 
Wightman, peT, Spin and Statistics and All That (W. A. Benjamin, 
Inc., New York, 1964), Chap. 4. 

12 This derivation is quite similar to that used elsewhere for vector 
cu,rents: D. G. Boulware and S. Deser, Phys. Letters 22, 99 (1966); 
Phys. Rev. 151, 1278 (1966). 

of currents, naive application of canonical commuta
tion or anticommutation relations, even for free spin 
0, t, or 1 fields yield, paradoxically, no Schwinger 
terms. Hence, the singular operator Til V must be 
redefined, in analogy with the procedure for currents, 
as the limit of a nonlocal TIlV in which the constituent 
field operators are separated by a space like distance 
and the commutators evaluated before taking the 
limit. This prescription does yield nonvanishing 
(o)30(r - r') contributions, at least for free systems 
whose TIlV are bilinear in the fields. For interacting 
fields, TIlV contains, of course, higher powers of field 
operators. This case has not been investigated, but 
it seems likely that the essence of the problem resides 
in the kinematical free field parts. 

V. METRIC DEPENDENCE AND STRESS
TENSOR COMMUTATORS 

We discuss here the general dependence of the 
stress tensor on a weak external metric gllv; our treat
ment is essentially a generalization of the analysis of 
the second paper of Ref. 2, which treated the case of 
a weak external goo (this being sufficient for the [TOO, 
roO] commutator). These considerations bring out 
some properties of the functions f of Eqs. (7), con
stituting, in fact, a derivation of the latter equations. 
We also remark on a more specific problem: the de
pendence on an arbitrary metric of the stress tensor 
for local dynamical fields. The dependence on the 
four components gov' needed to evaluate the right 
sides of Eqs. (7), is explicitly exhibited for fields of 
spin ::;; 1, and seen to be in accord with the require
ments for a Hamiltonian formulation of the coupled 
matter and gravitational fields. 

We begin with the definition of the stress tensor of 
a dynamical system as the coefficient of the variation 
of an external metric in the generally covariant form 
of its action13 according to 

oWM = f dxlogll.(x)lr(x), 

where 'bIlV(x) is the metric dependent symmetric tensor 
density. Thus a general matrix element in a prescribed 
classical external gllv obeys 

-2i[o(a I b)/ogll.(x)] = (al '(JIlV(X) Ib) (lla) 

and a second variation then yields the stress-tensor 
correlation function 

2[o(al 'bIlV(x) Ib)/og;.,,(x')] = i (al [T:;IlV(X)'bM(x'»)+ Ib) 

+ 2 (al o'(JIlV(x)/og;.ix') Ib). (llb) 

13 A complementary problem is the use of prescribed external 
Tllv in probing the properties of a dynamical metric field, which has 
been discussed by the authors, Nuovo Cimento 30, 1009 (1963). 
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The last tena takes into account the explicit g)." 
dependence of '(J1l' (in analogy with terms bjlljbA;. 
in electrodynamics2). Note the reciprocity 

b'(J/'(X)jbg).,,(x') = b'(JAa(x')jbgJl.(x). 

The conservation law for '(J1l' is now the covariant one, 

'(J1l'; v == '(J/', V + '(Japr~/J = O. (12) 

If we vary a matrix element of this equation, we 
obtain from 

bjbgAa (al'(JIl'; v Ib) == 0 

and from Eqs. (11) and (12), the relation 

Ov (al i['(JIl'(x)'(JAa(x')]+ Ib) + 0. (a12 b'(JIl'(X) Ib) 
bg).a(x') 

br" (x) + 2 ali (al 'r;ap(x) Ib) 
bg)..,(x') 

r " 2 b (al'l?P(x) Ib) + ap = O. (13) 
bg).a(x') 

While relation (13) holds in the presence of an 
arbitrary metric, we are primarily interested here in 
the flat space limit gllv ---+ 'fjIlV' Then r is zero and the 
variation of r, 
br:p = - g").bg).ar:p 

+ ig"P(oabgpp + opbgpa - opbgap), (14) 

reduces to the three obg terms. We may then conclude 
from Eqs. (13) and (14) that, in the flat space limit, 

Ov{i[TIlV(X)T)..'(X')]+ + 2 b'(JIl'(~)} 
bg)..,(x) 

+ ['fj").T"V(x) + 'fj""T).V(x) - 'fjJlVT).·'(x)] 

X ovb(x - x') = O. (15) 

In Eq. (15) we have returned to the flat space tensor 
T"V (which is, of course, identical to the tensor density 
'(JJlV in the limit), except in b'(Jjbg where the distinction 
must be kept. On the other hand, the discontinuity 
of the time-ordered product at Xo = X'D now yields 

i[TOIl(X), T).a(x')]b(xO - X'D) 

= ['fj"vT).·'(x) - 'fj/J).rv"(X) - 'fj/J"Tv).(x)] 

x Ovb(X - x') - 20v[b'(J/JV(x)jbg;.a(x')]. (16) 

The absence of a [Tkl, rmn] relation here reflects the 
fact that Tkl does not obey a (partial) conservation 
law. The commutator terms arise exclusively from 
the discontinuities of the time-ordered products, which 
yield commutators when differentiated with respect to 
time in the course of applying Eq. (15). 

Equation (16) is nearly of the form of Eqs. (7) with 
20v(b'(J/Jv/bg).a) playing the role of the (model-depend
ent) ;;o/J.).a; however, the right aide of Eq. (16) contains 

explicit time derivatives of the delta function which are 
inconsistent with the equal time nature of the com
mutator. There must therefore be terms in b'(J°JJ/bg).a 
which cancel these time derivatives (there are also 
other, time local, parts of b'(Jjbg). The analysis of the 
various terms can most easily be presented by defining 
functions fl'v.Aa: 

to •• OO(x, x') = 2[blJO'(x)jbgoo(x')] 

+ TOO(x)'fj°Vb(x - x'), (17a) 

to •. om(x, x') = 2[blJO'(x)jbgom(x')] 

+ TOO(x)'fjvmb(x - x'), (17b) 

tov.mn(x, x') = 2[olJOV(x)jbgmn(x')] 

+ [TOm(x)'fjvn + Ton(x}rJvm _ Tom(x)'fj0v] 

x b(x - x'), (17c) 

tkv.om(x, x') = 2[b'(JkV(X)jbgom(x')] 

+ [TOk(x)'fjvm + TOV(x)'fjkm] 

X b(x - x'), (17d) 

tkv.mn(x, x') = 2[o'(Jk'(x)/ogmn(x')]. (17e) 

The 1"'·)."(X, x') are symmetric, 

tIlV·)..,(x, x') = t)."·/J'(x', x) 

and, comparing with Eqs. (7), we have the relation 

ovt/Jv;Aa(x, x') = fOIl·).a(x, x') (18) 

As an example of how these equations are derived, 
we consider Eq. (17a). Equation (16) states that 

i[TOO(x), TOO(x')]o(xO - X'D) 

= 2]'Ok(X)OkO(X - x') + TOO(x)ooo(x - x') 

- 20o[blJOO(x)jogoo(x')] - 20k[olJOk (X)/ogoo(x')]. 

Then, the definition 

2[0'(JOO(x)/bgoo(x')] = TOO(x)b(x - x') + too.OO(x, x') 

explicitly cancels the undesirable TOO(x)ooo(x - x') 
term. To see whether a similar redefinition is needed 
for the olJO/c(x)/ogoo(x') term, consider 

i[yDk(X), roo(x')]b(xO - X'D) 

= TOO(X)OkO(X - x') - 20v[b'(Jkv(X)/ogoo(x')]. 

Clearly, none is required, since there are no explicit 
000 terms on the right. Thus, we arrive at Eq. (17a), 

tOV,OO(x, x') = 2[olJO·,OO(x)/bgoo(x')] 

and obtain the expression 

i[roo(x). roo(x')]b(xO - X'D) 

+ T"'(x}rJ°Vb(x - x') 

= [YOk(X) + YOk(x')]o/cb(x - x') - o.to.,OO(x, x') 

(19) 
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A similar analysis yields the remainder of Eqs. (17) 
together with the analogs of Eq. (19). 

The f of Eqs. (7) are antisymmetric. fl'v.l,,(X, x') = 
_fM,I'V(X', x), hence, using Eq. (18), the symmetry of 
the t, the antisymmetry of the T, and the integral 
conditions which enforce the vanishing of the mo
ments of f, the following expressions are obtained. 

(20a) 

tOk.OO(x, x') = OIO:"O~[~I,mn(x, x') - ooo"l,mn(x, x')], 

(20b) 

tOk,om(x, x') = OIO~[~I,mn(x, x') + Hoo - o~) 

X T~I,mn(x, x') + ooo~d<"mn(x, x')], 
(2Oc) 

too,mn(x, x') = -OkO&T~I,mn(x, x') - i(oo + 30~) 
X ~I,mn(x, x') - 0~2d<I,mn(x, x')], 

tOk,mn(x, x') = _O,[T:1,mn(x, x') + O~(T~I,mn(x, x') 

+ Hoo - o~}rT,mn(x, x') 

(20d) 

(20e) 

tk1.mn(x, x') = ~I.mn(x, x') + Hoo - o~YaI.mn(x, x') 

+ ooo~HI.mn(x, x') + Hoo - o~) 

X T~l.mn(x, x')] + o~0~2o"'.m"(x, x'), 

(20f) 

where akl.mn(x, x'), T~I.mn (x, x'), and T!,·mn (x, x') 
are symmetric under ~!'mn(x, x') ~ Tm.n·kl(X', x) and 
T3 and Tl are antisymmetric. Furthermore, 

We have inferred from the integral statements 
U d3rfOk.mn(x, x'), for example] that fOk.mn(x, x') = 
O(Tlk.mn(x, x'). This conclusion holds if T(x, x') is 
local, as we assume here. For then, the matrix element, 

(pi f(x, x') 10) 

= exp (-i)pHx + x')! pn)(p)o(n)(x - x'), 
n 

where (PI is an arbitrary state (by the Federbush
Johnson theorem, we do not need to consider more 
general matrix elementsll), is a finite sum of deriva
tives of o(x - x'). Then the Fourier transform with 
respect to x at x' = 0 is !n[i(k + !p)]'1:~I, a finite 
polynomial in k. If S d3rf(x, x') = 0, then the leading 
term must be k, and we can re-express fO'" as Olfl ,. '. 

For f oo.oo we can similarly conclude that .:;:00.00 = 
0;"O:Oko1rI'l.mn. If the T's are nonlocal,9 the argument 
breaks down and one can no longer assume the deriv
ative form in all cases. 

Equations (16)-(18) and Eq. (20) may then be used 
to determine the equal-time commutators 

i[roo(x), roo(x')]o(XO - X'D) 

= [yDk(X) + yDk(X')]OkO(X - x') 

- OkOIO:"O~~I,mn(X, x'), (21a) 
i[roo(X), TOm(x')]O(XO - X'D) 

= [Tm!(x) + TOO(X')Oml]OIO(X - x') 

- OkOIO~[T:I.m"(X, x') - Hoo + o~)T~I,mn(X, x')], 

(21b) 
i[TOO(x). Tmn(x')]O(XO - X'D) 

= [-OOTmn(x) + Tom(x')On + TOn(x')Om]O(X - x') 

+ OkOI[T~I.mn(X, x') + (00 + o~)T:l.mn(X, x') 

- Hoo + 0~)2T~I.mn(X, x')], (21c) 
i[TOk(x), TOm(x')]O(XO - X,o) 

= [TOm(X)Ok + TOk(X')Offl]O(X - x') 

- OIO~T:I,ffln(X, x'), (21d) 

i[yDk(X), Tmn(x')]O(XO - X'O) 

= [Tmn(X)Okl _ TlnOmk - TlmOnk]OIO(X - x') 

- OZ[T:
,
•mll(X, x') - Hoo + O~)~I.mn(X, x')]. (21e) 

This is the most general form of the stress-tensor 
commutation relations consistent with the Poincare 
algebra and locality. The form of the relations has 
been obtained here from the metric dependence of 
1:)I'V, the Ti functions representing model-dependent 
parts. The structures are consistent with the time 
locality of the commutators since time derivatives only 
occur in the combination 00 + o~ which cannot 
generate any derivatives of a delta function O(XO - x'O), 
but only the time derivative (or commutator with 
PO) of the operator coefficient of the delta function. 
Hence, we conclude that the functions Ti must be 
local in time. There is no such direct requirement on 
a since it does not appear in any of the commutators. 
These statements do not imply that 1:)I'V is independent 
of time derivatives of g)..u' but only restrict the form 
of the dependence to that implicit in Eqs. (17) and 
(20). The spectral functions ensure that T2 and T4 cannot 
be zero. Their vacuum expectation values must be 

OkOIO~(T~I.mn(x. x'» 

= 1" dSS-2[!P2(S) + po(s)]V20mb(x - x'), (22a) 

0z(T:z.mn(x, x'» 

= - 50"" ds{s-lp2(S)[Offlkonz + omZbnk 
- ibmnb1k

] 

+ s-lpo(s)okZomn}ozo(x - x'} 

+ 50"" dSS-2(tp2(S) i- po(s)]okomono(x - x'). (22b) 
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The time derivative terms cannot contribute in the 
vacuum, since they are commutators with po, hence 
only the above terms survive if we express the relations 
in terms of T. Th~ single derivative term is highly 
model dependent and occurs "classically" in the spin 
i case, for example. 

The general results embodied in Eq. (16) and the 
subsequent form Eq. (21) determine the equal-time 
commutators once the metric dependence (both 
classical and quantum) of the stress tensor of a partic
ular system is known. It is interesting that for an 
important class of systems, namely local dynamical 
fields of low spin (::;; 1), this dependence (more pre
cisely, its classical part) can be inferred explicitly in a 
uniform way. One takes the field's flat space action 
in terms of canonical variables14 (7T A , CPA) and expresses 
it in a generally covariant form. It is then possible to 
redefine the canonical variables in the presence 
of guv such that the flat space canonical form 

W"u = f dxLI 7T.i)oCPA - Je(7T.l' CPA; 1])] (23) 

only changes by Je(7T, cP; 1]) ----+ Je(7T, cP, g). This may 
be accomplished14 essentially by defining 7T A so as 
to absorb the (-g4)! of the volume element. 

The energy density Je now takes the form 

Je( 7TA' CPA; g) = - N eg( 7TA, CPA, gil) 

- Nie~( 7T A , CPA' gil) 

in terms of the convenient notation Ni == gOi, 
Ni == 3gi i N;, N == (_gOO)-! = (NiNi - goo)!, where 
the contravariant metric 3gi j is the inverse of the spatial 
part of gp.v: 3giigjk = bi. The fundamental point is 
that the e~ are functions only of the spatial components 
and not of the gop., the full dependence on the latter 
being through the linear coefficients N, Ni. In the flat 
space limit, the e~ are just the energy momentum 

14 These results arise from the canonical analysis of coupled 
gravitational and matter fields: R. Arnowitt, S. Oeser, and C. W. 
Misner, J. Math. Phys. 1,434 (1960), and Phys. Rev. 120, 313 (1960) 
for derivations and explicit examples (including the Maxwell field). 
For the canonical form of the spinor field (which is somewhat more 
complicated, involving essentially derivative coupling to the metric) 
see T. W. B. Kibble, J. Math. Phys. 4, 1433 (1963). Higher spin cases, 
where the constraints among matter field components complicate 
matters are dealt with in their goo dependence, which is relevant to 
the [TOO, T"0] relation in Ref. 2. Here, the process of eliminating 
constraints to reach canonical form in terms of the independent 
modes may bring in more metric dependence than that given in the 
text for low spins. In particular, the eo may acquire N, N; depend
ence when expressed in terms of the reduced variables. In view of the 
subsequent discussion, this may be regarded as a strong argument 
against the physical significance of elementary higher spin systems; 
for the latter would then not have the desired property of a system in 
time development from a given set of Caudy data, the energy 
momentum density being dependent at any instant on the physically 
meaningless choice of coordinates N, N;, as well as on the dynamical 
variables. This would also raise analogous difficulties in the Einstein 
cODstraintequations R,. = -Ke~. 

density components. Thus, for the Maxwell field, 
_FlO - l.g-!(g (€i€i + [f,i[f,i)] eo - € €i[f,k and 

I) - 2 ii , i-ilk , 

€i = (-g4)tFOi, [f,i = €iikdjAk' The correct variables 
here are the contravariant densities €i and [f,i while 
g is the three-dimensional determinant and -g4 
represents the four-dimensional one. 

Now, if one varies the combined Einstein-matter 
action, 

W= WE + WM , WE = K-1fdx(-g4)tR 

the quantities e~ are precisely the sources of the G~ 
components of the Einstein tensor, referred to a time 
constant surface. For WE itself may be written in the 
form14 

WE = f dX[7TiJdogij - NRo(7Tij
, gij) - N'R;(7Ti i, gu)], 

the R" being linear combinations of the G~ and 
depending only on go and its conjugate variable 7Tii 

but not on Nor N i . The four equations R" = -Ke~ 
are in fact the four constraint equations corresponding 
to V· E =)0 in electrodynamics and e~ are then 
clearly linear combinations of the correct energy 
momentum density source of the Einstein field. 

The energy momentum density e~ depends only, 
as it must for a correct formulation of the initial value 
problem (Cauchy data), on quantities which transform 
as tensors under coordinate transformations within 
the t = const surface and are invariant under coordi
nate transformations off the surface, namely on 7T A, 

CPA, and gii' The gauge quantities N, Ni (or, equiva
lently, the gop.) , on the other hand, are altered by 
coordinate changes off the surface (they correspond 
to the gauge variable AO in electrodynamics) which is 
why they are not desirable in a correct e~ .14 

The e~ may now be used to evaluate the stress
density bp.· defined according to WM = ! S dxbgp.vb"·, 
which enters in the general commutation relations. 
The e~ and bOp. are not identical since they are the 
coefficients of (N, Ni) and (goo, gOi)' respectively, in 
the action. Thus we find from -!b"· = bJe/bg,JV that 

bOo = _ N-1eg, bOi = 3gii[e~ + Ni N-1eg], (24) 

which gives the explicit dependence of the bOp., for 
example, on gop. and thus also defines the ("classical" 
part of) ob°P./OgJ,.a' Note that in the limit gp.v = 1]p.v 
the bOY and e°P. coincide. However, in computing the 
bb/bg terms, the relations (24) must be used. For 
fields of spin ::;; 1, including electrodynamics, these 
results (which hold for arbitrary g) may be used to 
calculate the [TOP., TAa] relations. They agree with 
direct calculations using canonical commutation 
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relations and keeping gil" = 'Y)1l".15 One may also 
recover the results of Ref. 2 for a weak external goo. 
In particular these forms imply that there are no 
additional 7'00.00 terms in the [TOO, roO] relations for low 
spins. 

We emphasize that the general metric dependence 
obtained here is the classical one and does not include 
the purely quantum dependence on the metric which 
is required to yield the Schwinger terms. Indeed, 
there is here a curious contrast to the situation for 
currents. There,12 "classical" dependence of the 
current on the corresponding external field (e.g., the 
Maxwell field) mayor may not be present, depending 
on whether or not the system has spin t. If there is 
classical (A2) dependence, it automatically gives rise to 
Schwinger type terms. Here, on the other hand, there 
is always classical metric dependence on 'bll ", irre
spective of spin, but this dependence turns out never 
to be sufficient to yield Schwinger terms (at least for 
spin ~ 1). Thus, for all fields, one must redefine 'bll " 

as the limit of a spatially nonlocal operator to obtain 
the terms. 

In our framework, involving an external (or 
dynamical) metric, one must simultaneously insert 
an appropriate quantum metric dependence in this 
redefined 'bll ". The necessity for this prescription may 
also be inferred either from general covariance (for 
a "split" 'bll " without extra dependence no longer 
transforms as a coordinate tensor) or, in terms of a 
dynamical gravitational field, along lines similar to 
those of Ref. 12 for currents coupled to a Bose field. 
The Schwinger terms will then correspond to the non
classical part of t5'bjt5g. The elaboration of these 
remarks regarding the nonclassical metric dependence 
and nonlocal 'bll" constitutes a separate program, 
which we do not pursue here. 

Some general conclusions may be drawn, however, 
from the ;)3t5 nature of the Schwinger terms, together 
with the fact that they must arise from Ojt5'bij jt5goo or 
0i(t5'b°ijt5g0j) and op'bii jt5gkl) in [TOO, TOj] and 
[ro i , Tkl], respectively. There must be at least the 
following nonclassical dependence: 'b0i[OZzgOi], 
'boO[o~lgmn]' and 'bij[o~lgmn]' and 'bij[O~lgOO' o~lgmn]' 

An alternate argument leading to these dependences 
in the lJ/.t" is as follows. In electrodynamics, [l,l] ¥= ° 
and Gauss's equation V • E = jO implies that [EL,f] ¥= 
0, where EL is the longitudinal electric filed. Lorentz 
invariance then requires that the transverse part ET 
also fail to commute, i.e., that [ET,j] ¥= 0, ami hence 
that j = j(AT). Similarly the constraint equations 
G! = -I(T~ require that [~, TOi], [G?, roO] and 

16 Explicit calculations on these questions have been carried out 
by J. Trubatch (unpublished). 

[G~, Tkl] not vanish. In the linearized approximation, 
where Gg ~ y2gij and G? '" rrij,j Lorentz invariance 
then requires that 'b0i depend on the variables rrij 

conjugate to gij which means in particular that it 
involves o~lgOj (since rrij is by its definition propor
tional to gOi,j)' Likewise 'bOO and 'bkl must depend on 
o~lgij' It is hoped to return to these questions else
where. 

VI. SUMMARY 

We have examined a number of consistency con
ditions on the commutation relation among the 
Poincare generators and the stress-tensor compo
nents in local field theory. In particular, the apparent 
difficulty that, while the right sides of such relations 
should vanish in vacuum, they actually involve the 
un subtracted (nonvanishing in vacuum) stresses or 
their integrals, was resolved by the Lorentz covariance 
requirement that (P") = -Atr. The latter ensured 
that the right side could simultaneously satisfy both 
these apparently contradictory conditions. 

The general form of the equal-time stress-tensor 
commutation relations compatible with the Poincare 
algebra was exhibited, and compared with the 
Lehmann-Kallen representation16 for 

(01 [P"(x), TAO"(x')] 10). 

The latter depends only on the locality and Lorentz 
transformation properties of Tllv, and involves two 
nonnegative weight functions for conserved TIlV when 
the Hilbert space metric is positive. The main result 
of the spectral representation (and hence a conse
quence of only locality, proper Lorentz covariance, 
positive energy spectrum, and positive Hilbert space 
metric) was the necessary existence of Schwinger 
terms, of the form oat5(r - r') in the equal-time com
mutators [YOO(r), yom(r')], and [YOk(r), rmn(r')]. 

Paradoxically, straightforward calculations from 
canonical commutation relations (even for free fields) 
yields neither Schwinger terms nor the covariant form 
A'Y)/.tv for (T/.t V

). If the stress tensor is defined as the 
limit of a spatially nonlocal operator, the Schwinger 
terms required by the spectral forms appear. However, 
this prescription does not simultaneously reinstate the 
covariance of (PV). We have been able to achieve the 
latter only by extremely artificial means, such as 
regularization with indefinite weight functions which 
would probably introduce negative energy states or a 
limiting process in which the spacelike separation was 
not along a t = const surface. Thus, while it is likely 

16 The Lehmann-Kallen representation is, of course, valid only in 
the flat space limit g --->-'Y}. We have used the more general metric as 
a device for studying the flat space limit, but many of our results 
will be reflected in the full nonlinear theory. 
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that the singularity of the strictly local product is 
responsible both for loss of Lorentz covariance and 
the Schwinger paradox, a unified prescription for 
removing both problems has not been found. Inci
dentally, the above difficulties are most apparent in 
the vacuum expectation values, since the operator 
products are most singular when associated with 
creation and annihilation of excitations at the same 
point. For a free field, however, it is possible to cal
culate (01 PV(x)Tla(x') 10) for unequal times. This 
form is manifestly covariant (with the exception of 
the (01 P' 10)(01 Tla 10) terms) and satisfies the 
Lehmann-Kallen representation. If this is used to 
calculate the commutators ([P', Tl.a]), we find that 
the right sides have all the requisite properties in the 
vacuum. It is, of course, impossible to calculate 
<TpV) = -Arr by this method, but it does establish 
the form for (TpV). It is clear from the discussion in 
Sec. II that Tpv rather than TPV is the tensor, otherwise 
J would have to be expressed in terms of T rather than 
T. The source of the difficulty can be understood 
somewhat better by considering the case of a free 
spin 0 field. The term from which the trouble stems 
is </>P(x)c/>V(x), which must be written 

</>P(x + M)c/>V(x - l~) == PV(x, ~). 
Then 
i[TPV(x, ~), Ji.O'] 

= (xi.a: - x"a!)TPV(x, ~) + gPi.T"V(x, ~) 

- gP"Ti.\x, e) + gVi.TP"(x, e) - gvaTPi.(x, e) 

+ (eo; - ~"o:)TPV(x, ~). 

In the limit e -+ 0, the last term never appears; how
ever, in the vacuum expectation value, that term is 
essential for the proper covariance, even in the limit 
e -+ O. Thus, the noncovariance of 

TPV(x) = lim TPv(x, e), 

is due to extra terms which are not transformed 
properly as e -+ O. Once these terms are subtracted, 
the remainder Tpv does transform correctly. 

We have further exhibited the dependence of the 
stress tensor on gpv which is forced by the structure 
constants of the Poincare algebra and compatible 
with the most general additional "nonalgebra" terms. 
These considerations are consistent with the (classical) 
explicit metric dependence of 'GPV which was obtained 
in the generally covariant canonical formulation of 
matter fields of spin ~ 1. 

The nonlocal prescription for 'GPv requires, in 
order to maintain general covariance, that explicit 
dependence on the metric be inserted into the "spread" 
'GPv, which would otherwise no longer transform as a 

tensor under general coordinate transformations. 
Now, by direct calculation15 in terms of canonical 
commutation relations with gp. = 'YIpv, spreading the 
points in 'G'" is actually sufficient to produce terms 
proportional to (o)3b(r - r') in the [roo, rom] and 
[rok

, Tmn] commutators. In the presence of an external 
metric (orin terms of the general b'G/bg), the additional 
metric dependence must of course be used. The 
specific form of this dependence {which corresponds 
to the definition 

rex) = eijj{x + E)yl' exp [ie J.,'*dYpA"(Y)'P(X)] 

in electrodynamics} and the (presumed) consistency 
of the general covariance and Schwinger term require
ments are separate questions which we have not 
studied in detail here. We have only given necessary 
conditions of the dependence of 'GP' on second 
derivatives of gpv . 

However, from purely geometrical considerations, 
it may be shown that the necessary nonclassical 
dependence on the metric appears in restoring the 
coordinate tensor nature of the "split" TPv. say 
</>ix + E)c/>v(X), by use of parallel transfer to make it 
a tensor at one point. An operator P D(x, x')v such 
that P D(x, x').</>V{x' ) is a vector at x may be defined 
and is essentially a path integral over the affinity 

PD(x, x'). = P{exp [i~ dy«r,,.{y)Jtv· 
It is hoped to return to this elsewhere. 

Some speculations on the role of these terms when 
the gravitational field itself is dynamical and quantized 
may be of interest, however. In electrodynamics, the 
additional Ap dependence ensures the preservation 
of gauge invariance in at least two situations.17 The 
first is in the maintenance of zero photon self-mass 
in the closed loop diagram, the second the elimination 
of finite, but gauge dependent, terms in the "box" 
diagram (scattering of light by light). Similarly, it may 
be that some of the difficulties encountered in re
normalizing the interaction of a scalar field with the 
quantized Einstein field can be avoided if the correct 
form for 'Gpv[g] is employed. In electrodynamics, 
where the current correlation function b(j)/bA differs 
from the time-ordered product i«jj)+> by the explicit 
dependence (bj/bA),18 the additional term is needed 
both for covariance and for charge conservation. 

11 D. G. Boulware, Phys. Rev. 151, 1024 (1966). 
18 See Ref. 2, K. A. Johnson, Nucl. Phys. 31, 464 (1962); L. S. 

Brown, Phys. Rev. 150, 1338 (1966). The additional dependence 
discussed here mayor may not be reflected in the Feynman rules 
of the resultant theory; this question can only be decided by a 
detailed analysis of the role of the extra terms. 
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The latter property ensures a vanishing photon self 
mass. It seems likely that there is a closed analogy in 
our case, where (covariant) conservation requires the 
explicit b'b/bg term of Eq. (lIb); a nonconserved 
correlation function would correspond to a graviton 
mass (in the language of the linearized theory at 
least). There are probably also terms in the graviton
graviton scattering through virtual matter pairs with 
difficulties similar to those of the box diagram in 
quantum electrodynamics. Certainly, unless the 
metric dependence is inserted, no interaction is 
possible with the gravitational field at all, just as the 
exp (ie S dy",A"') term is essential for a nonvanishing 
current in electrodynamics. Another interesting prob-

JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 

lem has to do with the resulting lack of commutation, 
at equal times, between the matter 'b"'v and the 
gravitational field variables. For, just as in electro
dynamics, where [E, j] fails to vanish as a consequence 
of the A dependence of j, the corresponding com
mutators between 'b"'v and the canonical Einstein 
variables will be nonzero. Since the Einstein equations 
are nonlinear, the computation of this noncommuta
tivity is not so direct as for vector currents coupled 
to, say, a spin one field l2 ; also it is presumably neces
sary to split the points in the nonlinear terms of the 
Einstein equations (which correspond to the 'b"'V of the 
gravitational field) in order to avoid similar paradoxes 
for the Einstein field itself. 

VOLUME 8, NUMBER 7 JULY 1967 

Note on the Kerr Metric and Rotating Masses 

JEFFREY M. CoHEN· 

Sloane Physics Laboratory, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 

(Received 17 November 1966) 

Kerr's metric is often said to describe the geometry exterior to a body whose mass and rotation are 
measured by Kerr's parameters m and a, respectively, even though no interior solution is known. In this 
paper we give an interior solution valid in the limit when the rotation parameter a is sufficiently small 
so that terms of higher power than the first are negligible, but the mass parameter m is allowed to be 
large. This is accomplished by bringing Kerr's exterior metric into the form of the metric for a slowly 
rotating mass shell. Also, the connection is found between Kerr's parameters and the physical param
eters characterizing the rotating body. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N 1963, Kerrl gave the exact stationary but not 
static exterior solution to Einstein's equations: 

m is the mass parameter. Since the appearance of 
Kerr's paper there has been a search for an interior 
solution. If any interior solution exists, there must 
in particular be interior solutions in the case when a 
is sufficiently small that terms of higher power than 
the first in a can be neglected. The purpose of this 
paper is to provide such an interior solution which 
matches the Kerr solution at a radius ro to first order 
in a, but for any m whose gravitational radius does not 
exceed roo 

ds2 = "L(d(}2 + sin2 () d¢2) 

+ 2(dU + a sin2 () d¢)(dr + a sin2 () d¢) 

- (1 - 2mr"L-l )(dU + a sin2 () d¢)2, (I) 
where 

U= f+ R, 

(2) 

(3) 

and m and a are constants. Kerr claims that this metric 
(1) is the metric exterior to a rotating body. The 
parameter a is related to the rate of rotation, and 

• Atomic Energy Commission, Postdoctoral Fellow. 
1 R. Kerr, Phys. Rev. Letters 11, 237 (1963). 

This is accomplished in Sec. III via coordinate 
transformations which bring the Kerr exterior metric 
into the form of the metric for a thin slowly rotating 
mass shell.2 For completeness, the exterior and 
interior metrics associated with a thin slowly rotating 
mass shell are given in Sec. II. 

2 D R. Brill and J. M. Cohen, Phys. Rev. 143, 1011 (1966). 
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2 D R. Brill and J. M. Cohen, Phys. Rev. 143, 1011 (1966). 
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II. INTERIOR SOLUTION where 

It has recently been shown2 that the metric associated 
with a thin slowly rotating mass shell of radius ro is 

ds2 = 1p4[dr2 + r2' d()2 + r2 sin2 (j(dcp - n dt)2] 
- V2dt 2, (4) 

where 

while 

v = (ro - rJ.)/(ro + rJ.), 
1p = 1po = 1 + rJ.rij\ 
0. = 0.0, for r < ro, 

v = (r - rJ.){(r + rJ.), 
1p = 1 + rJ.r-\ 
n = (ro1p~{r1p2)3no, for r > ro. 

Here the constants have the values 

0.0 = w./(1 + [3(ro - rJ.)/8rJ.(1 + Po)]); 

Po = rJ.{2(ro - rJ.); 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

2rJ. is the mass of the shell as seen by an observer at 
infinity, and w. is the angular velocity of the mass 
shell; the elastic stress in the shell is proportional 
to Po. 

III. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 

The coordinate transformation 

¢ = cp + ak coth-1 k(R - m), 

U = t + R + m In ~ - 2m2k coth-1 k(R _ m) (9) 

with 
k = (m2 - a2)-t, 

~ = R2 - 2mR + a2, 

(10) 

(11) 

eliminates U from the Kerr metric (1) and brings it 
into the form3 

ds2 = 'X,(dR2~-1 + d(j2) + (R2 + a2) sin2 (j dif>2 
- dt 2 + 2mR 'X,-l(dt + a sin2 (j dif>)2. (12) 

To first order in a, the metric (12) becomes 

ds2 = (1 - 2mR-l)-1 dR2 + R2 d(j2 + R2 sin2 (j dif>2 
+ 4maR-l sin2 (j dif> dt - (1 - 2mR-l) dt2. (13) 

The space like part of the metric (13) can be trans
formed to isotropic form via the coordinate trans
formation: 

where 
1p = 1 + rJ.,-1, 

rJ.= im. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

In these coordinates the four-dimensional metric 
becomes 

ds2 = 1p4(dr2 + r2 d(j2 + r2 sin2 (j dcp2) 
- V2 dt2 + (4ma/ f!p2) sin 2 (j dif> dt, (17) 

3 This form of the Kerr metric was first shown to me by Robert 
H. Boyer (private communication). It appears, e.g., in a paper 
by R. H. Boyer and R. W. Lindquist, J. Math. Phys. 8, 265 (1967). 

v = (r - rJ.)/(r + rJ.). (18) 

This metric (17) is the same as the exterior part of 
the metric (4), i.e., when r > ro, if we set 

2ma = -(ro1p~)30.0. (19) 

Equations (19) and (7) give the connection between 
Kerr's rotation parameter a and the physical param
eters m, ro and w. of the rotating body. 

Thus, when a is sufficiently small so that terms of 
higher power than the first are negligible but m is 
allowed to be large, Kerr's exterior solution can be 
matched to an interior solution.4 

By integration of the conservation laws over all 
space-time and application of Stokes theorem to this 
integral, it can be shown that the following quantity 
is conserved: 

1 = fm(l + Po)r~1p~(ws - o.o)/Vo. (20) 

For ro» IX, this expression (20) reduces to the 
Newtonian expression for the angular momentum of 
a rotating mass shell. Thus it seems reasonable to 
define 1 as the relativistic generalization of the angular 
momentum of the shell. Note that the elastic stress 
in the shell and the gravitational potential contribute 
to the angular momentum 1. 

When the relation (7) between 0.0 , w., and ro is 
substituted into the above expression (2) for the 
angular momentum 1, there results 

21 = (ro1p~)30.0. (21) 

Comparison with Eq. (19) gives 

J= -ma. (22) 

Thus it can be concluded that, when a is sufficiently 
small so that terms of higher power than the first are 
negligible, JmaJ is the angular momentum of the shell 
and the rotation is retrograde5 for a > O. 
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4 The thin spherical rotating mass shell is by no means the only 
possible source for the Kerr solution to first order in a. For example, 
using the method described in this paper, it can be shown that a 
slowly rotating solid sphere of perfect fluid can also be the source 
for Kerr's exterior metric with small a. 

5 For the case of both m and a small, Boyer and Price [Proc. 
Cambridge Phil. Soc. 61, 531 (1965)] noticed that the motion was 
retrograde in their investigation of a slowly rotating sphere of 
perfect fluid. 
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A procedure for generating integral relations satisfied by particlelike solutions of the class of non
linear field equations tl¢ = P(¢) is proposed and used to develop the first few such relations. The 
relations are used to reduce the expression for the "energy" associated with the system; as an example, 
the case FI(¢) = ¢ - ¢3 is treated. It is shown generally that the variational bound to any of the possible 
energy values will approach the exact value from above if the trial functions are chosen to satisfy one 
of the integral relations, which is satisfied identically by the exact solutions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THROUGH the years various authors have pro
posed and investigated nonlinear field equations 

in attempts to find models for extended elementary 
particles.I - 6 In many cases these equations reduce, in 
the simplest static case and in suitable units, to the 
form5 •6 

(1) 

where F(1)) is some simple, differentiable function 
of 1>.7 Various properties of the solutions of the class 
of elliptic partial differential equations (1) have been 
investigated to date, such as the existence and 
uniqueness of the solutions,S their stability,9-11 etc. 
In Sec. 2 of this paper we establish a scheme by means 
of which integral relations satisfied by particlelike12 

solutions of (1) may be generated. One application of 
these integral relations, in obtaining alternate expres
sions for the energy 

E = 1... Jmv 1»2 + F( 1»] d3x (2) 
27T 

associated with the system described by (1), is 

* This work is part of a thesis submitted by the first author to 
the University of Alberta in partial fulfilment of the requirements for 
the Ph.D. degree. 

t Present address: Department of Physics, University of Florida, 
Gainesville, Florida. 

1 G. Mie, Ann. Physik 37,511 (1912); 39,1 (1912); 40, I (1913). 
2 M. Born, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A143, 410 (1934); M. Born 

and L. Infeld, ibid. 144,425 (1934); 147, 522 (1934); 150,41 (1935). 
3 W. Heisenberg, Rev. Mod. Phys. 29, 269 (1947). 
• L. I. Schiff, Phys. Rev. 84, I (1951). 
6 H. Schiff, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A269, 277 (1962). 
• V. Enz, Phys. Rev. 131, 1392 (1963). 
7 Such equations arise also in other branches of science and 

engineering; see, for example, H. T. Davis, Introduction to Nonlinear 
Differential and Integral Equations (Dover Publications, Inc., New 
York, 1962). 

8 R. Courant and D. Hilbert, Methods of Mathematical Physics 
(Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 1962), Vol. n, p. 369. 

& R. H. Hobart, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 82, 201 (1963). 
10 G. H. Derrick, J. Math. Phys. 5, 1252 (1964). 
11 G. Rosen, J. Math. Phys. 6, 1269 (1965). 
12 In this paper, a particlelike solution 4> is one for which 4>, its 

dedvatives, and all physical quantities derivable from them are well 
behaved (exist, continuous, and single valued). 

illustrated for the most commonly considered non
linear field equation, for which F I (1)) = 1> - 1>3. 

Generally speaking, it is not possible to obtain 
solutions of (1) explicitly and various approximation 
techniques are used. In the case of one dimension, 
approximate solutions are readily obtained by numer
ical integration, while in two or three dimensions, the 
variational method is often useful.13 In Sec. 3 we make 
use of the integral relations developed in Sec. 2 to 
establish criteria under which variational approxi
mations yield upper bounds to the energy (2) associated 
with the particlelike solutions. 

2. INTEGRAL RELATIONS 

Some integral relations satisfied by particIelike 
solutions of equations of type (1) have been obtained 
previously5,lO with the aid of the energy (2), which is 
extremized by these solutions. It is apparent, however, 
that these (and other) properties of the solutions 
should be obtainable from (1) without recourse to the 
energy. 

The procedure for obtaining integral relations 
consists, in essence, of partially integrating the 
identity14 

J 1>~f :~nf (D. g1» d3~ = J 1>~f :~~ F\1» d3~, (3) 

for i = 1,2,3 and n = 1,2, .... In (3) (~l' ~2' ~3) is 
a set of coordinates spanning the region of space 
under consideration and D.~ is the Laplacian operator 
expressed in these coordinates. In this paper we 
derive some of the integral relations obtainable when 
~ i are taken to be rectangular Cartesian and the 
radial polar coordinates, and the integrations are 
taken over all space. First we note that all integral 

13 D. D. Betts, H. Schiff, and W. B. Strickfadden, J. Math. Phys. 
4, 334 (1963). 

14 The use ofthis identity, which follows from (1), is suggested by 
the work of D. J. Morgan and P. T. Landsberg, Proc. Phys. Soc. 
(London) 86, 261 (1965). 
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relations obtainable from (3) with n = 0, 1, 2, ... , k 
are also obtainable from (3) with n = k + 1, since the 
"order" n of the identit~/ may be reduced by one, by 
partially integrating both sides of (3) once and 
making use of (I). It is simpler, however, to start with 
n = 0. In this case (3) implies, simply, 

f t/JD..c/> d3x = f t/JFI(t/J) d3x, 
or 

f[v. (t/JVt/J) - (Vt/J)2] d3x = f t/JFI(t/J) d3x. 
Using the divergence theorem,I5 we obtain 

f [(V t/J)2 + t/JFI( t/J)] d3x = 0. (4) 

Taking ei to be x, one of the rectangular Cartesian 
coordinates, (3) becomes, with n = 1 

f t/Jx -.?.. (tlt/J) d3x =ft/Jx -.?.. FI( t/J) d3x 
ax ax 

or 

f xt/Jtl(~~) d
3x = - f x :x [F(t/J) - t/JFI(t/J)] d3x. 

Using Green's theorem on the left and integrating 
partially on the right, we get 

f ~~ tl(xt/J) d3x = f [F( t/J) - t/JFI( t/J)] d3x. (5) 

But 

f 
at/J tl(xt/J) d3x 
ax 
=f at/J(Xtlt/J + 2 at/J) d3x 

ax ax 

= f[x :x F(t/J) + 2(~~)] d
3x using (1), 

= f[ 2 (~~)2 - F( t/J)] d3x after partial integration. 

Thus (5) becomes 

2 f (~~J d3x = f [2F( t/J) - t/JFI( t/J)] d
3x. 

Similar expressions hold for the other two Cartesian 
coordinates, so that 

f (~~) d3
x = f (~~)2 d3

x = f G~) d3x 

= 1 f(Vt/J)2 d3x 

= f [F( t/J) - ft/JF I
( t/J)] d3x. (6) 

16 For the sake of simplicity we consider here only "localized" 
particlelike solutions, for which .p and its derivatives vanish at 
infinity. The somewhat more general case is treated in G. Darewych, 
Ph.D. thesis, University of Alberta (1966). 

When ei = x and n = 2, a relation identical to (6) is 
obtained. With n = 3, (3) becomes 

or 

6 f X2(~~)2 d3
x + 9 f x ~ G (~~n d3x 

+ 6ft/J a
2

t/J d3x 
ax2 

= 6 f(t/JF 1 
- 2F) d3x + f X3(~~)3FIII d3x. 

Further partial integration of the integrals on the 
left implies that 

6 f X2(~~) d3x - 15 f (~~)2 d3x 

= 6 f(t/JF I - 2F) d
3x + f X3(~~rFIII d3x. 

Finally, using (6) we obtain the relation 

f (~~)2 d3x = 2 f[ X2(~~)2 - iX3(~~)3FlII] d3x, 
(7) 

and similar expressions for y and z. When ei is taken 
to be r, the radial spherical polar coordinate then, 
for n = 0, 1,2 no new relations are obtained. When 
n = 3 we obtain, as shown in the Appendix, the 
relation 
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Still other integral relations may be obtained from (3) 
by using higher values of n and other coordinates ~i' 

These relations may be used, for example, to 
obtain alternate expression for the energy (2). A 
frequently encountered nonlinear field equation of 
type (1) corresponds to F1(4)) = 4> - 4>3. The integral 
relations (4), (6), (7), and (8) in this case imply that 
the energy of this system 

E = .l. f[l(V4»2 + 14>2 - it/>'] d3x, 
41T 

may be expressed equivalently as 

E = .l. f4>2 d3x = _1_ f4>' d3x = _1_ f(V4»2 d3x, 
41T 161T 121T 

(9) 

(10) 

and similar expressions for y and z, 

Er = 4~ ~ f[ 4>(~~J r3 + r2(34)2 - 1)(~~)2J d
3
x 

(11) 
or 

E~~ = 4~ f[X2(~~)2 + x34>(~~n d3x, (12) 

and similar expressions for y and z. 

3. VARIATIONAL UPPER BOUNDS 

The fact that the solutions of (1) extremize the 
energy (2) suggests that a variational principle based 
on (2) may be used to obtain approximations to the 
solutions of (1).16 If 4> is a solution of (1) and 
1p = 4> + u some suitable variational trial function 
(u being an arbitrary but small perturbation) consider 
the nature of the bound E(1p) to E(4)): 

E( 1p) = E( 4» + 1- f[V 4> . Vu + UFI( 4»] d3x 
41T 

+ l.. f[1(VU)2 + 1u2F II(4))] d3x 
41T 

+ l.. ! f ~ F<O( 4» d3x. (13) 
4m=3 I! 

Using the identity V • (uV4» = Vu· V4> + u6.4>, Gauss' 
theorem and (1), it is clear that the term which is of 
first order in u vanishes in (13) and, for lui sufficiently 
small, the nature of the variational bound is deter
mined by the second-order term 

b2E = l.. f[l(VU)2 + 1u2FII(4))] d3x. (14) 
41T ---

16 Such a procedure has been used13 to obtain approximations to 
eigensolutions of A</> = </> _ </>8. 

Since, in general, FIl(4)) is indefinite, so presumably is 
the variational bound E(1p) to E(4)). Suppose, however, 
that the variational trial functions 1p are restricted to 
those which satisfy the integral relation17 

f[(V1p)2 + 6F(1p)] d3x = 0, (15) 

which relation, as is clear from (4) and (6), is satisfied 
identically by the solutions of (1). Replacing 1p by 
4> + u in (15) we get, to second order in u 

f lu2F II(4)) d3x 

= - f [iV4>. Vu + l(Vu)2 + uF1(4))] d3x. 

Thus, to second order in u, (13) becomes 

E( 1p) = E( 4» + J... fiV 4>. Vu d3x + J... fHVU)2 d3x. 
41T 41T 

(16) 

Since 4> is a solution of (1), it extremizes E, hence the 
first-order term in (16) vanishes while the second-order 
term is now positive definite. We conclude then, that 
if the variational trial function 1p is chosen to satisfy 
(15), then E(1p) provides an upper bound to E(4)) , 
provided 11p - 4>1 is sufficiently small. It should be 
noted that this applies quite generally to all particle
like solutions of (1) not only the "ground state" 
solution [for which E(4)) is smallest]. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed a scheme by means of which 
integral relations, satisfied by particlelike solutions 
of a wide class of nonlinear field equations (1), may 
be generated. We have used this scheme to obtain 
the first few such integral relations. One use of these 
integral relations, in providing alternate expressions 
for the energy associated with a system described 
by (I), was demonstrated for the particular case 
6.4> = 4> - 4>3. The variational bound to the energy 
associated with a particlelike solution of (I) was 
considered, and it was shown that if the variational 
trial functions are chosen to satisfy one of the 
integral relations, then the variational energy will 
approach the exact result from above. 
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17 As is evident from the work of Schiff6 and Derrick,1. this is 
equivalent to requiring that the variational trial function be an 
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wise arbitrary: (illev)E[1p(pr,' .• )) = o. 
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APPENDIX. AN INTEGRAL RELATION 

Consider the identity 

and 

Making use of Green's theorem, and noting that for 
the localized, particlelike solutions considered here, 
the surface terms vanish; we find that 

and 

J
<forA(d<fo) d3X =J d<fo(rA<fo + 2 d<fo + 3 <fo) d3x. 

dr dr dr r 

Thus, (Al) becomes 

and 

J
.! <fo o<fo d3x = ! J<fo d<fo d(r2) dO 
r dr 2 dr 

= - 1: J[(d4»2 + <fo d
2

4>] d3x 
2 dr or2 

where r2 dr dO == d3x. Thus (A2) becomes 

-6J[r2 d
2

4> _ 3r o<fo + 4<foJA<fo d3x or2 or 

= J r
3[::3 (<foFI - 2F) - r3(::rFIII] d

3
x. 

Using (1) and integrating partial1y on the right, 

J[
r2 024> _ 3r 04> + 4<foJF1(<fo) d3x 

or2 or 

= J[ lO(<foF1 
- 2F) + lr3(:;rFIII] d3

x. 

Finally, using (6), we obtain the relation (8). 
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A metho~ ~or. det~rmining the q~ntu~ correlation functions of ~he noniI?teracting particle system in 
thermal equ~hbnum IS developed. It IS des~gned to reduce the labor Involved In treating the large number 
of permutatIon operators of the symmetric group that occurs. An alternate form of the n-particle cor
relation function is obtained in order to simplify computation. The London-Placzek formula is derived 
as a check. The error in Kirkwood's superposition approximation for this system is investigated, and 
the exact relationship between the two- and three-particle correlation functions is found. Finally, a 
method determining the pair correlation function in the Hartree-Fock approximation of a pair-inter
acting particle system at a finite temperature is presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N recent years, many important studies of the many
body problem of quantum statistics have been done 

successfully by using the concept of the grand canoni
cal ensemble on the basis of the method of second 
quantization in quantum field theory. In their study 
of the pair correlation function, Fujita, Isihara, and 
MontrolP have, by using the idea of "torons" intro
duced firstly by Montroll and Ward,2 shown that the 
pair correlation function in the grand canonical 
ensembleS can be expressed in terms of the two-body 
Green's function corresponding to the scattering in 
reciprocal temperature-position space. Subsequently, 
Fujita has, in a simple and straightforward way, 
proved again the validity of this theorem by using the 
familiar and easier procedure of second quantization 
in the SchrOdinger picture.4 According to him, the 
form of the pair correlation function g(rlrJ [Eq. (2.8) 
of the first of Ref. 4] is, in terms of the annihilation 
and creation operators 'f(rl) and 'f+(rJ in the con
figuration representation, given by 

g(rlrJ = (VIN)2 Tr ['f"(r2)'f(rl)e-llc'f"+(rl)'f"+(r2)] 

+ Tr (e- IlC ). (1) 

Here the trace is taken in F ock space, and !:. == H -
p,N with the Hamiltonian operator H of the system 
having the total particle-number operator N. N is the 
average of the total particle number, i.e., 

N == Tr (e-IlCN) + Tr (e-IlC), 

1 S. Fujita, A. Isihara, and E. W. Montroll, Bull. Cl. Sci. Acad. 
Roy. Belg. 44,1018 (1958). 

2 E. W. Montroll and J. C. Ward, Phys. Fluids 1, 55 (1958). 
3 There is no distinction between the pair correlation fUJlctions 

of canonical and grand canonical ensembles in the calculation of the 
thermodynamical property of the system in thermal equilibrium. 
See T. L. Hill, Statistical Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., New York, 1956), p. 236 et seq. 

• S. Fujita and R. Hirota, Phys. Rev. 118, 6 (1960); S. Fujita, 
ibid. US, 1335 (1959). 

and V, the volume of the system. The constant f.J is the 
reciprocal temperature parameter of the system 
defined by f.J == (KT)-l with the Boltzmann constant 
K and the temperature T. The c number p, is the 
chemical potential. 

Equation (1) is also consistent with the definition 
of the pair correlation function given by Lee, Huang, 
and Yang,S and can be easily extended to give the 
n particle correlation function taking the form 

g(flr 2 ' •• f,,) = (VIN)" Tr ['Y(r,,)' .. 'Y(rJ'f(rl) 

X e-llc'f"+(rl)'f"+(r2) ... 'Y+(f,,)] + Tr (e-Ilc) 

(n« N). (2) 
In this paper, we show that Eq. (2) leads to 

g(rlr2 ' .. r,,) 

= n! -= (rl , r2,"', r,,1 S" II {eP(h;.-l') -1]tl (V)" " 
N A=l 

X Ir","',r2,rl) (3) 

in the noninteracting particle system, where S" is the 
symmetrizer for bosons, or the antisymmetrizer for 
fermions,6 and hA (A. = 1,2, ... ,n), the n single
particle Hamiltonians corresponding to the n particles. 
The numerical constant 1] takes + 1 for bosons and 
-1 for fermions. Next we very simply determine the 
explicit form of the n particle correlation function for 
the noninteracting spinless particle system from Eq. 
(3) with the application of the symmetric group of 
order n!. Finally, the order of the accuracy of 
Kirkwood's superposition approximation is investi
gated for the noninteracting particle system. Our theory 
will also be applied for finding the pair correlation 
function in the Hartree-Fock approximation in the 

& T. D. Lee, K. Huang, and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 106, 1136, 
Eq. (42) (1957). 

8 See S. S. Schweber, An Introduction to Relativistic Quantum 
Field Theory (Row, Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 
1961), Eq. (70) of p. 133 and Eq. (99b) of p. 140. 
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temperature region (3 < 00 in the interacting-particle 
system with non-hard core potential such as the 
screened Coulomb potential of electron gas. 

II. A PRELIMINARY THEOREM 

Let Ih,) be the normalized energy-eigenket vector 
of the Ath single particle corresponding to the energy 
eigenvalue £iA' As is well known, the Hermitian 
scalar product between Ih,)'s and the position eigenket 
vector Ir;.) is then given by 

(j;./jv)=bi;.iv' (r;.li;.)=eir;..k;'/Vt (4) 
with 

k;. == 21Tli;. V-i. 

Here Ii;. is the lattice vector of the quantum number 
for the momentum of single particle, and the relation
ship between two quantum numbersjA and Ii.; depends 
upon the shape of the box V. 

The Hermitian scalar product between two direct 
products given by 

is defined by 

n 

Irl, r2 ,"', rn) == II Ir;.), 
;'=1 

n 

lil,i2"" ,in) == II Ii;.), 
A=l 

n 

(r1' r2 ,"', rn lin"" ,i2,il) == II (r;.1 h), 
;'=1 

which is normalized to unity. Now we introduce the 
symmetrized (or antisymmetrized) position-eigenket 
vector Ir) and energy eigenket vector IJ) of n particles 
by the following definitions: 

Ir) == Irl r2 ' •• rn) == Sn Ir1' r2 , ••• , rn), 

IJ) == /jd2' . ojn) == Sn /j1 ,j2' ... ,jn)' 

We can construct the Hermitian scalar product be
tween them by noting S~ = Sn' to have 

(r I J) == (r1r2 ' •• rn I in' .. i2il) = - X 
1 (det«rAI iv» 

n! pet «r;. /iv» 

with the normalization condition given by 
(5) 

respectively. "det' , represents "determinant," and "pet," 
"permanent" of the elements (rA jjy) (A, JI = 1,2,3, 
... , n), valid for fermions and bosons, respectively. 

Equation (5) is the symmetrized (or antisym
metrized) wavefunction of n identical, indistin
guishable particle systems with nonnormalization to 
unity. Therefore, its completeness condition is 
given by 

~ 1 J)I(J 1 = I (identity), 
J (J J) 

and the operator f(h l , h2' ... , hn) given by 

(7) 

(JI f(h l , h2' ... , hn) IJ) = F(J) (known) (8) 

has the following expansion form in terms of the 
projection operators IJ)(JI's: 

f(h 1 , h2' ... , hn) = ~ IJ) FfJ) 2 (JI. (9) 
J «J J» 

Theorem: Let (at., ai ) be the pair of the creation 
and annihilation operators in the momentum repre
sentation. For both fermion and boson, we have then, 

n 
n!(J I J) II {eP(Ei;.-l'l - 'YJ}-l = Tr(e-PCAjAJ ) 

;'=1 

..;- Tr (e-PC), (10) 

where the trace is taken in Fock space, and (J I J) is 
defined by Eq. (6), and Aj == II~=1a~ so that 

AJ == cn~=l~)+' 

Proof Case 1: j1 ~ j2 ~ ... ~ jn. Let us express 
the numerator in the right-hand side of Eq. (10) by 
Q(n). We have then, 

Q(n) = n Tr (e-pca+a+ ... aT 
'/ it i, ',,-I 

X (a;"ai,. - l)a;"_1 ' .. ai.ait) 

by using the commutation, or anticommutation rule 
given by at;.ai" = 'YJ(ai"at,. - 1). Using the commuta
tion rule7 given by 

e-pca. = eP(Ei,,-l'la e-Pc (11) 
1ft in' 

and atai" = 'YJai"at, ai;.ai " = 'YJai"ai;. (A = 1,2, ... , 
n - 1), and the trace theorem; we can easily lead this 
equation to the following recurrence formula: 

Q(n) = {eP(EI,,-l'l - 'YJt1Q(n - 1), 
and, therefore, 

n 
Q(n) = Tr(e-pc) II {eP(EI;.-l'l - 'YJtl. (12) 

;'=1 

From Eqs. (12) and (6), we see that both sides of Eq. 
(10) are equal to each other, showing that Eq. (10) 
is valid for both fermion and boson when 

h ~j2 ~ ... ~jn' 
1 C. Kittel, Quantum Theory of Solids (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 

New York, 1963), p. 408. 
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Proof Case 2: The severalj's among (jlj2' .. jn) are 
equal to each other. 

(a) Fermion case: For example, letjn = ]n-l = ... , 
we then have 

THE LEFT-HAND SIDE OF EQ. (10) = 0 

in accordance with Eq. (6), while 

THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE OF EQ. (10) 

= Tr [e-Pl:aT ... aT (n ~ - n· )a ... a ] 
11 1 .. -0 1" 1.. i .. -. 11 

by using the definition of the occupation number 
operator ni .. == atnaj .. and the commutation rule of 
ni"aj" = aj" (n j " - 1) valid for both fermion and 
boson. Thus, noting that nt = nj .. for fermion, we 
see that Eq. (10) is always valid for fermion irrespec
tive of the values (hj2 ... jn). 

(b) Boson case: Let (hh' .. jn) be composed of 
the same j's of ml, m2' ... , m)., ... in number, respec
tively, i.e., 

n 

!m).=n, 
).=1 

(13) 

where some m). are zero, and, also, may be 1. We 
collect together the o+'s and a's with the same j's, 
referring to the commutation rule of boson. We have, 
then, 

!len) == Tr [e-PI: IT {It(n i ). - S)}]. (14) 

where we have defined 
-1 

II (ni). - s) = I (identity). 
8=0 

Splitting the last factor (nil - m1 + 1) of the operator 
TI:,;;l(n

jl 
- s) into two parts and using the definition 

of the occupation number operator nil == atpi
l

' Eq. 
(14) is changed into the following form: 

O(n) = Tr [e-PCnit(n it -1)'" (nit - m 1 + 2)at1ail 

X n {If(n i ). - S)}] 

- (ml -1)Tr [e-PCnh(n:/i -1)" . (nil - ml + 2) 

X n {1f(n j ). - S)}]. 
Now, we make the following procedure: (1) We re-

Place cr,a, = a, at - 1 in the first term to combine 
31 "1 "1 .. 1 

the part of the coefficient (-1) with the second term. 
(2) In the first term, we bring the destruction operator 
ail at the position right after the operator e-Pc by 
using the commutation rule of nila'1 = ail(n'l - 1). 
(3) We use Eq. (11). (4) We bring the destruction 

operator ail to the last position by using the trace 
theorem. (5) We bring it to its original position to 
combine again with the creation operator at to form 
the occupation number operator nil by using the 
commutability of ail and II~=2{II~o-1(nil - s)}. 

After this procedure, we obtain the following 
recurrence formula: 

O(n) = m1{el/«i1-1I) - 1}-10(n - 1). 

The same procedure continues (m! - 1) times for 
the remaining ail of (m! - 1) in number, to give 

O(n) = m1 !{el/«i1-1I) - l}-mIO(n - m1). 

Next, we carry out the same procedure, also, for 
a j ., a j ., and so on. Then we finally arrive at 

n m' 
O() T (-I/C)II ).. (15) 

n = r e {I/('·'-II) l}m, ' ).=1 e 1,,- - h 

where the m;.'s satisfy Eq. (13). 
From Eqs. (15) and (6), we see that both sides of 

Eq. (10) are equal to each other, showing the validity 
of Eq. (10) even for this case of bosons. Thus, we 
have proved that Eq. (10) is always valid for both 
fermion and boson. 

The above procedure of proof is useful, also, for 
finding the grand-canonical ensemble average of an 
observable expressed in terms of the destruction and 
creation operators. For example, the grand-canonical 
ensemble average of the quantity nm , i.e., the m powers 
of an occupation number operator n, is found by a 
recurrence formula given by 

Tr (e-Pcn m) = (m - l)q + 1 Tr (e-PCnm-1) 
q - 1 

m-l (1)' __ q_ ! (-1)" m - . Tr (e-/lCnm-S) 
q - 1 8=2 stem - s - I)! 

(q == e!J('-II» (16) 

and, in the case of boson, 

Tr (e-pcn) = _1_ Tr (e-PC), 
q - 1 

Tr (e-/lCn2) = q + 1 Tr (e-/lC) (17) 
(q _ 1)2 ' 

Tr (e-PCn3) = q2 + 4q + 1 Tr (e-/lc) etc. 
(q _ 1)3 ' 

In the case of fermion, we have simply 

Tr (e-Pl:nm) = [l/(q + 1)] Tr (e-pl:) (18) 

for all m ~ 1, in accordance with the special charac
ter of the occupation number operator given by 
nm = n. All results obtained above are in agreement 
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with those obtained at an earlier time by Schrodinger 
through his c-number theory.s 

Using Eq. (9), we can write Eq. (10) in the following 
alternative form: 

n 
n! II {eP(h.,-I') _1]}-1 

).=1 

= (Tr (e-PC)r1 '" IJ) Tr (e-PCAjAJ) (JI. (19) 
t «J I J»2 

III. DERIVATION OF EQ. (3) 

The well-known Jordan-Wigner rule is given byG 

(n!)! (rl = (01 IT\f"(r), (20) 
).=1 

where (01 is the bra vector of the vacuum state. We 
expand the operator IIA=l \f"(r).) in the form given by 

n 

II\f"(r).) = I AJ(r j J)C(J), (21) 
).=1 J 

and determine the c-number coefficient C(J) by using 
Eq. (20). From Eqs. (21) and (20), we have 

(n I)! (rl = (rl I IJ) C(J) (01 A J • (22) 
J 

It is easy to see, from the property of the destruction 
operator ai ). and Eq. (6), that 

(01 AJ = (JI (n !)!. (23) 

The combination of Eq. (22) with Eq. (23) requires 

I IJ) C(J) (JI = I (identity). (24) 
J 

We compare Eq. (24) with Eq. (7) to have C(J) = 
1/(J I J), and therefore, Eq. (21) is written as 

n 

Thus, it reduces to 

= (v)n(rl {Tr(e-PC)}-l I IJ) Tr(e-PtAjAJ) (J I r). 
JV J «J I J»2 

We compare this equation with Eq. (19). We then 
have 

g(r1r2 ••• r n) 

= n! -= (rl II {eP(h.,-I') -1]}-llr) (
v)n n 
N ).=1 

= n! -= (rl' r2 ,"', rnl Sn II {eP(h.,-I') - 1]}-1 
(

v)n n 
N b1 

X Irn ,"', r2 , r1). (27) 

This proves that Eq. (3) is correct. Since the quantity 
g(r1r2 ' •• rn)V-n represents the statistical probability 
of finding simultaneously n particles (among N par
ticles) per unit volumes at the n points (r1' r2, ••• , rn) 
in the volume V irrespective of what the remaining 
other (N - n) particles are doing; the operator 
P(l23 ... n) given by 

n! n 
P(123 ... n) == -=- II {eP(hrll ) - 1]t 1 (28) 

N n 
).=1 

can be interpreted as the statistical probability density 
operator correlating n particles with each other. Thus, 
the n particle correlation function is simply regarded 
as vn times the expectation value of the statistical 
probability density operator P(123 ... n) of Eq. (28) 
at the state Ir), or the diagonal element of the repre
sentatives of the operator P(l23 ... n) in the sym
metrized configuration representation of n particles. 
Therefore, the statistical probability density 
f(k1k2 ••• k n) of n particles in the momentum space 
(or representation) must be given by 

II \Jl(r).) = I AJ (r j J) -:- (J I J). 
).=1 J 

(25) f(k1k 2
'" k

n
) 

The Hermitian conjugate to Eq. (25) is 

n 

II \f"+(r n+1-).) = I (J j r) Aj" -:- (J I J). (26) 
).=1 J 

We substitute Eqs. (26) and (25) into Eq. (2), to have 

g(r1r2 ' •• rn) 

= (VI Nt(Tr (e-PC»-l I Tr [e-PCAj" AJ,(r j J')(J I r) 
J,J' 

-:- {(J I J)(J' I J'))]. 

We note here, that all parts behind the operator aj' 

is a c number to be taken out from the trace parenthe
sis, and 

Tr (e-pt AjAJ') = Tr (e-PtAj"AJ)t5J,J" 
---

8 E. Schrodinger, Physik. Z. 27, 95 (1926), Eq. (25) el seq. 

== (kl P(123 ... n) Ik) 
n 

= n!N-n(kl • k 2 ••••• knl Sn II {eP(hr ll ) _1]}-1 
).=1 

X Ikn ••••• k 2 • k1) 

n 

= n!(N)-n (J I J) II {eP(£i;.-lI) -1]}-t, (29) 
).=1 

with the definition of Eq. (6). Equation (29) can be 
regarded, also, as the function proportional to the 
n particle correlation function in the momentum space. 
In this way, we can determine the correlation function 
in arbitrary representation by finding the correspond
ing expectation value of the operator P(123 ... n). 

The reasonableness of Eq. (2,8) can be understood 
also by the following elementary discussion: As is well 
known in the elementary c-number theory of quantum 
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statistics, the statistical probability Pi of finding a 
particle in its energy eigenstate Ij) is given by 

Pi = R-l{eP«j-"d - fJ}-l, R = L {eP(f j - ll ) - fJtl. 

j (30) 

Since Pi can be regarded as the expectation value of 
an operator P(l) at the state U), we must have 

UI pel) U> == Pi = UI R-l {eP(h l- ll ) - fJ}-l U>. 
This equation leads to 

P(l) = R-l{eP(h l - ll ) - fJ}-l, (31) 

since it is valid for an arbitrary element U) of the 
orthonormalized complete set of the energy eigenket 
vectors U). Therefore, the statistical probability density 
operator P(l23'" n) of finding simultaneously n 
identical, indistinguishable particles is given by n! 
times the product of n individual statistical probability 
operators peA) (A = 1,2, ... , n), i.e., 

n 

P(123 ... n) = n! IT peA), 
;'=1 

by assuming the validity of the theorem of probability 
operator product,9 where the factorial n! comes from 
the identical and indistinguishable character of n 
particles. The combination of Eq. (31) with this 
equation gives Eq. (28). 

IV. EXPLICIT FORM OF THE CORRELATION 
FUNCTION 

We show explicitly the correctness of the above 
formalism by determining the correlation functions 
and comparing them with the results obtained by 
other methods. In our subsequent discussion, an 
element of the symmetric group of order n! denoted 
by 

2 ... ~) 
j2 ... In 

represents an exchange operation which replaces 1 
by jl' 2 by j2' and so on. We also use the identity 
operator I taking the following form: 

1== L Ikl,k2,"',kn)(kn,"',k2,kll (32) 
khk2,' .. ,k", 

in the propagation-vector (or momentum) repre
sentation Ikl' k2' ... , k n ) of n particles. Note that 

(rl ,r2,"',rnl (~ ~ ... ~) Ikn,"',k2,kl) 
11 12 ... In 

n 

== IT (r;.1 k j ) (33) 
;'=1 

with (f;.1 k i ) == (f;.lh) defined in Eq. (4). 

(a) One-particle correlation function: Tht: one
particle correlation function for any kind of system 
is unity. Our foregoing formalism leads correctly to 

I Actually, Eq. (10) guarantees this statement. 

this universal result. According to Eq. (27), the one
particle correlation function g(rJ for an ideal particle 
system is given by 

g(rl) = J~ ~ (rll {eP
(h l

-
ll ) - fJ tl Ifl), 

V"" 00 

since we have Sl = I (identity) for one particle. Now, 
we insert the identity operator of Eq. (32) with n = 1 
between the ket vector Irl) and the statistical prob
ability density operator {eP(h l - ll ) - 1]}-1, and note that 

hI Ikl) = IXk~ Ikl), 
where IX is the reciprocal of Schrodinger's constant 
defined by IX == Jj2/2m for the single particle having 
mass m. Then, using Eqs. (4) and (30), we have 

g(rl ) = 1 (34) 

in agreement with the above statement. 
(b) Two-particle correlation function: Likewise, 

from Eq. (27) the pair correlation function g(rlr2) is 
given by 
g(rlr2) 

= 2! hm -= (rl' r21 IT {eP(h;'-ll) -1]}-lS2Ir2 , rl). 
. (V)2 2 

R .... oo N ;'=1 
V"" 00 

If we insert the identity operator of Eq. (32) with 
n = 2 between two operators {eP(h;.-U) - fJ}-1 and Sz 
using the explicit form of S2: 

S2 = ;! {G ~) ± G :)}. 
Then, we have 

g(rlr2) = lim (~)2 x L IT {eP(O:k/-Il ) - fJt1 

R .... 00 N (kl,ks) ;'=1 
V"" 00 

x {:2 ± (rl' r21 k2' kl) 

X (kl' k21 G ~) Ir2, r1)} 

= 1 + fJ{Lq(r2 - rlW, (35) 
where Lq(x) is the London-Placzek function defined by 

Lq(x) == N-I L {eP(O:k
S
- Il ) - fJ }-leik'X• (36) 

k 

It is obvious that 2 ~ g(flr2) > 1 for the boson 
system, and 0 ::;; g(r1f2) < 1 for the fermion system 
from Eq. (35). We note, here, that the London
Placzek function defined by Eq. (36) is a real function 
of the variable x, since we have always the pair terms 
corresponding to the pair of (k, - k) in the summation, 
and as (N, V) -4- (00, (0) it approaches to the function 
given bylO 

Lq(lxl) == _1_ roo dk k siln (kx) ,(p == N/V). (37) 
27T2pX Jo eP(o:k -II) - fJ ----

10 Note, in this derivation, that the number of states per the 
volume element d"k in k space is given by (211)-3 VA. 
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TABLE I. The structures of classes of the symmetric group of order 4!. 

1st class 2nd class 3rd class 4th class 5th class 

Cyclic 
(1',2°,3°,4°) (P, 21, 3°, 4°) (1°,22,3°,4°) (P, 2",31,4°) (1°,2°,3°,41) structure 

p + 
'jI 1 6 

Equation (35) is the well-known London-Placzek 
formula obtained previously by other methodsY-la 

(c) Three-particle correlation function: The three
particle correlation functiong(f If2fa) is similarly given by 

g(flf2fa) = 3! 11m -= (fl' f2' fal . (v)a 
£1 .... 00 N 
v .... 00 

a 
X II {e(J(ahrlll - rJt1salfa, f2' f1) 

).=1 

with the explicit form of the symmetrizer Sa given by 

3) + (1 2 3) + (1 2 3) 3 rJ 132 rJ 321 

2 3) + (1 2 3) + (1 2 3)}. 
13 231 312 

We obtain the following form of g(flf2fa) by using the 
similar procedure used in (a) and (b): 

g(flf2fa) = 1 + rJLq(fl - f2)2 + rJLq(f2 - fa)2 

+ rJLq(fa - fl)2 

+ 2Lq(fl - f2)Lq(f2 - fa)Lq(fa - f1), (38) 

which is also in agreement with the result obtained 
by another method.14 We observe, in the right-hand 
side of Eq. (38), that the first term corresponds to the 
element of the class with the structure of three unary 
cycles. The next three terms correspond to the three 
elements of the class with the structure of one unary 
and one binary cycle. The last term corresponds to 
the two elements of the class with the ternary cyclic 
structure of the symmetric group of order 3!. 

(d) Four-particle correlation function: In order to 
find the four-particle correlation function g(flf2faf4)' 
we first analyze the structure of the symmetric group 
of order 4! = 24. The number C(4) of distinct classes 
of this group is equal to the number of positive 
integer solutions to the algebraic equation Xl + 2X2 + 
3xa + 4x, = 4. This equation has five kinds of 
positive-integer solutions. Therefore, C(4) = 5. We 
use the conventional notation (1"\ 2"\ 3"\ 4"") with 
the parity (-1)"'1+"" in representing the cyclic structure 

11 F. London, 1. Chern. Phys. 11,203 (1943). 
12 G. Placzek, Proceeding of the Second Berkeley Symposium on 

Mathematical Statistics and Probability (University of California 
Press, Berkeley, California, 1951), p. SSt. 

18 See Appendix III of the second paper of Ref. 4. 
U F. Lado and T. Dunn (private communications). 

+ + Total 
3 8 6 24 

of each class. As is well known, the number v of 
distinct elements contained in each class is given by 

v = 4!lgr:'Xj!. (39) 

The cyclic structure, parity p, and number v of 
distinct elements of each of five classes are as given 
in Table 1. 
Let us introduce a notation defined by 

L (1 2 3 4) 
q jl j2 ja j4 

== Lq(rl - r j)Lq(r2 - f j2)Lq(fa - fj3)Lq(r4 - fj.). 
The function g(rlf2far4) is then given by 

g(rlf2far4) = I (rJ°, or rJ)Lq( ~ ~ ~ :), (40) 
11 12 ]a J4 

i.e., the summation over all 24 elements where rJ° == 1 
stands for even parity and rJ, for odd parity of the 
permutation Ud2hh). Referring to Table I, we divide 
Eq. (40) into five subsummations taking the form 

g(flf2faf4) = 1 + rJ ± Lq( ~ 2 3 4) 
2 Jl j2 ja j4 

+ ± Lq ( ~ 2 3 :) , 
a 11 j2 ja 14 

+ ± Lq( ~ 2 3 :) + rJ ± Lq( ~ 
4 11 j2 ja 14 5 11 

2 3 4) 
j2 ja j4 ' 

(41) 
where IA denotes the sub summation over all v dis
tinct elements of the Ath class. From the cyclic struc
ture of each class from A = 2 to A = 5, each of the 
subsummations is easily found. The result is 

g(f1 f2 fa f4) 
= 1 + rJ{Lq(r l - f2)2 + Lq(fl - fa)2 + Lq(fl - f4)2 

+ Lq(f2 - fa)2 + L~(f2 - f4)2 + L~(fa - f4)2} 
+ {Lifl - f2)2Lq(fa - f4)2 + Lq(fl - fa)2 
X Lq(f2 - fJ2 + Lq(fl - f4)2L~(f2 - fa)2} 
+ 2{Lq(f2 - fa)Lq(fa - f4)L~(f4 - f2) 
+ Lifa - f4)L~(f4 - fl)Lq(fl - fa) 
+Lq(f4 - fl)Lq(fl - f2)Lq(f2 - f4) + Lq(fl - f2) 
X Lq(f2 - f3)Lq(f3 - f l)} + 2q{L~(fl - f2) 
X Lq(f2 - fa)Lq(fa - f4)Lq(f4 - f l) 
+ Lq(fl - f2)Lq(f2 - f4)Lq(fa - fl)L~(f4 - fa) 
+ Lq(fl - fJLq(f2 - fa)Lq(fa - fl)L~(f4 - f2)}. 

(42) 
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(e) The n particle correlation function: The n 
particle correlation function defined by Eq. (27) 
reduces to 

g(r1r2 ' .. r n) 

= lim (~)n ! IT {e/l(~k;"-") -1]t1 

9 -+ "" N (k .. k,.··· .kn ) ;'=1 

V-+"" 

X V- n
/
2 exp (i ik;.' rA) . (k1, k2,' .. ,knl 

;'=1 

X!(±1)Pplrn,"',r2,r1) (43) 
P 

by the use of the identity given by Eq. (32). Further
more, taking out the operator !p (± I)P before the 
coefficient (V/N)n in Eq. (43) and referring to Eq. (36), 
we have then, 

n 

g(r1r2 ' .. rn) = 1 + ! (±)P II Lq(r;. - pr;.) 
P ;'=1 

= 1 + ''2,(1]0, Or1])Lq(.1 ~ : ... ~). 
11 12 ]a ... In 

(44) 

We follow the same idea as that for the derivation of 
Eq. (41). We have then, 

. .. n) 
. ' . .. ln 

(45) 

where c(n) is the total number of classes in the sym
metric group of order n!, and !:', the subsummation 
over all Vs distinct elements contained in the sth class 
with its parity P.' The number Vs is given by 

/ 

n I') n 
v. = n! IIri • x:s)!; !jx:·) = n, 

;=1 ;=1 

in the sth class with the cyclic structure of 

(1 "'11') 2",,1') • •• n"'n l
') , , , , 

and the parity Ps is given by 

P. = xiS) + xiS) + x~s) + .... 

(46) 

The total number c(n) of classes is equal to the total 
number of the positive integer solutions (xiS), x~s), 
x~s), ... , x~S» to the algebraic equation given by the 
second of Eq. (46). Therefore, if we find all positive
integer solutions of this algebraic equation, the n 
particle correlation function g(r1r2 ... rn) of Eq. (45) 
is completely determined in its explicit form in terms 
of the London-Placzek function by analyzing the 
cyclic structures of all classes of the symmetric group 
of order n!. The systematic table of the cyclic struc
tures can be found in many references by which we 
can find the correlation functions for n = 5, 6, and 
so on. 

V. KIRKWOOD'S SUPERPOSITION 
APPROXIMATION 

It would be instructive to see how much Kirkwood's 
superposition approximation agrees in the case of the 
ideal particle system. Kirkwood's superposition 
approximation states thatlS 

g(r1r2ra) ~ g(r1r2)g(r2fa)g(faf1)' (47) 

Let us express the right-hand side of Eq. (47) in terms 
of the function Lq(x) defined by Eq. (36) by using the 
London-Placzek formula of Eq. (35). It is 

g( f I f 2)g( r 2f a)g( f af 1) 

= 1 + 1]Lq(r1 - r2)2 + 1]Lq(r2 - fa)2 

+ 1]Lq(fa - f1)2 + Lq(fl - f2)2Lq(f2 - ra)2 

+ Lq(f2 - fa)2L/fs - f1)2 + Lq(fs - fl)2 

X Lq(f1 - f2)2 + 1]Lq(f1 - f2)2Lq(f2 - fs)2 

X Lq(fa - r1)2. (48) 

Thus, the comparison of Eq. (48) with Eq. (38) shows 
that the last term of Eq. (38) is approximated by the 
last four terms of Eq. (48) in Kirkwood's super
position approximation. 

We can find the exact relationship between the pair 
correlation function and the three-particle correlation 
function by eliminating the London-Placzek function 
Lq in Eqs. (38) and (35). From Eq. (35) we have 

Lq(f;. - fv)2 = 1] {g(r;., fv) - I} 

(A, v = 1,2,3; A ~ v). (49) 

When this is substituted into Eq. (38), we obtain 

g(f1f2fS) = g12 + g2S + gSl + 2 
X [{1](gI2 - 1)(g2a - 1)(gSl - 1)}1 - 1], (50) 

where g;.v == g(f;., fv). This equation is exact for the 
non interacting particle system. 

The exact error of Kirkwood's superposition 
approximation is, thus, given by the following 
function Eq(gl, g2, gs): 

Eq == gl + g2 + gs 
+ 2[{1](gl - 1)(g2 - 1)(gs - 1)}1 - 1] - glg~S 

(51) 

with the further definition of gl == g2S' g2 == gSI' and 
gs == g12' This error function Eq varies with the changes 
of the values g; (j = 1,2,3), or r1 == Ifs - f21, 
r2 == If I - rsl, and ra == If2 - f11. The pair correlation 
function g; varies in the open-dosed range (1,2] for 
bosons, and in the closed-open range [0, 1) for 
fermions, with the change of the pair distance r; in its 
closed-open interval [0, (0) as stated already in Sec. 
IV(b). For example, at rj = 0 (j = 1,2,3), we have 

U J. G. Kirkwood, J. Chern. Phys. 3, 300 (1935). 
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gj = 2 and E+ = -2 for bosons, and gj = 0, E_ = 0 
for fermions, respectively. Therefore, Eq. (47) is, for 
fermions, correct at the generic configuration where 
three particles come simultaneously together at a 
point, while incorrect with the large error -2 for 
bosons. At the generic configuration where gl = 
g2 = ga equal to 1.5 for bosons, and 0.5 for fermions, 
we have E+ = -0.167· .. and E_ = 0.082· .. , 
respectively, showing that the error for bosons is much 
larger than that for fermions as in the previous case 
of r j = O. However, at a large distance of r j ~ 00, 

i.e., gj ~ 1 () = 1,2,3), we have E~ ~ 0, to show 
that the Kirkwood's superposition approximation is 
effective in the large distance region for both bosons 
and fermions. It seems, from the above discussion, 
that Kirkwood's superposition approximation is, as 
a whole, more effective for fermions than bosons. 

Next, we are interested in finding the generic con
figuration where the error function of Eq. (51) attains 
its maximum or minimum. This is simply an ele
mentary extremum problem. The values (gl' g2 , ga) 
for this extremum are found by the roots of the sim
plified algebraic equation g~ + g~ - gl - (1 + 'YJ) = 0, 
and gl = g2 = ga. After a check of the condition for 
the maximum, or minimum, we obtain the following 
result: The error E~ attains at its maximum E+ = 
0.0412 ... at gl = g2 = ga = 1.205 ... for bosons, 
while at its minimum E_ = 0.0901 ... at gl = g2 = 
ga = 0.618 ... for fermions, respectively. Therefore, 
the ranges of the errors are given by - 2 ::::;; E+ ::::;; 
0.0412 ... for bosons, and 0 ::::;; E_ ::::;; 0.0901 ... for 
fermions, respectively. 

This incorrectness is not a surprising result, because 
this approximation has, without any statistical
mechanical points of view, been introduced originally 
by Kirkwood15 only for the purpose of simplifying 
the mathematical manipulation concerned with the 
hierarchy of the exact coupled integral equations for 
the determination of the classical pair correlation 
function, as pointed out by Fisher.1o Therefore, it is 
desirable, on the basis of Eq. (50), to suggest the 
following approximation: 

g~2a R:i g~2 + g~a + g~l 

+ 2[{'YJ(g~2 - l)(g~a - l)(g~l - 1)}t - 1] (52) 

in the weak-interacting particle system, where g~23 == 
g'(rlr2ra) is the exact three-particle correlation func
tion, and g;j (i,j = I, 2, 3; i ¥:- j), the corresponding 
exact pair correlation functions of the system. This 
new approximation would give a better answer than 

,. I. Z. Fisher, Statistical Theory of Liquids (The University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1964), p. 131 et seq. 

that of Kirkwood's superposition approximation. 
The proof is as follows: 

Let us suppose that a weak interaction is coupled 
pairwise between all particles of the system under 
consideration. Then, the form of the pair correlation 
function g; (== g~a' g~l ,g~2) is changed by a small 
amount from its original form gj into g; == gj +c5gj 
with c5gj -- 0 as the interaction goes to zero. We can 
safely assume that the function g~2a is split into 
two parts of the form 

g~23 = 0(g{, g;, g~) + c50' (53) 

with a certain function 0 going to the form 0 0 given 
by the right-hand side of Eq. (50), and c50' -- 0, as 
the interaction goes to zero, where c50' is very small 
compared with 0, or 0 0 , and also may generally 
contain the higher-order (than g~23) correlation 
functions coupled with g; (j = 1, 2, 3), just as in the 
classical case. Then, the right-hand side of Eq. (52) is 
expressed notationally by 00(g~, g~, g~), and the error 
function El for the new approximation of Eq. (52) is 
given by 

El == 0(gj + c5gj) + c50' - 0 0(gj + c5gj). 

Let us make the Taylor expansion of this function El 
with respect to the variation c5gj . We then have 

El = c50(gj) + c50' + [cM0(gj)/ogj]c5g j 

+ (the higher-order terms than the first order c5gj). 

Since all the terms below the third terms in this 
expansion are, in general, higher orders than the 
first two terms, we have, in first-order approximation, 

(54) 

On the other hand, the error function E2 for the 
Kirkwood's superposition approximation is given by 

a 
£2 = 0(gj + c5gj) + c50' - IT (gj + c5gj). 

j~l 

We add 

o == -00(gj + c5gj) + 0 0(gj + c5gj) 

to the right-hand side of this equation, and then, 
make its Taylor expansion with respect to c5gj . We 
obtain, then, 

E2 = Eq + c50(g j) + c50' 

+ (oE~/ogj)c5gj + (higher-order terms), 

where Eq is defined by Eq. (51). II} first-order approxi
mation, we have, therefore, 
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to show that the error E2 accompanies always a 
definite value E~ (the same order of gj as seen pre
viously) in addition to the small value represented 
by all the terms below the second term of Eq. (55). 
The comparison of Eq. (55) with Eq. (54) shows that 
the previous statement can be recognized. 

In closing this section, it should be pointed out 
that an arbitrary n-particle correlation function in 
a noninteracting particle system can, in general, be 
expressed in terms of the corresponding pair correla
tion functions of tn(n - 1) in number. This statement 
is guaranteed by the last discussion of Sec. IV. 

VI. THE PAIR CORRELATION FUNCTION 
IN THE HARTREE-FOCK APPROXIMATION 

If the Hamiltonian operator of the single particle 
is the function e(p) of only the single-particle momen
tum operator p, i.e., the energy eigenvalue of the 
single particle is given by a function e(k) in the 
noninteracting particle system, the London-Placzek 
function of Eq. (35) takes, then, an extended form 
given by 

L~(r) == 27T-3p-l L, d3kelk.r[efl(,(kl-I'} - 17]-1. (56) 

As is well known in the Green's function theory of 
equilibrium statistical mechanics by Martin and 
Schwinger,17 the function e(k) is the Hartree-Fock 
approximation of a pair-interacting system is found by 
the solution to the following integral equation: 

e(k) = Clk2 + pcp(O) + 17(27T)-3 L d3k ' cp(k - k') 

x [efl (dk'l-I'} - 17]-\ (57) 

where cp(k) is the Fourier transform of the pair 
potential cp(r), i.e., 

cp(k) = L d~eik.rcp(r), . 

and cp(O) == cp (k = 0). For example, in the electron 
gas with the screened Coulomb pair-potential given by 

cp(r) == e2 exp (-ar)/r 

(e == electron charge, a == a parameter), 

Eq. (57) takes the following explicit form: 

e(k) = Clk2 + 47Tpe2/a2 

-e2(27Tk)-IL"'X[efl(<(Zl-I'} + 1]-1 In [{a2 + (k + X)2} 

...;- {a2 + (k - X)2}] dx. (58) 

In this sense, the Hartree-Fock approximation can 
be regarded as an operation making the single-

17 P. C. Martin and J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 115, 1342 (\959), 
Eq. (5.44); or L. P. Kadanoff and G. Baym, Quantum Statistical 
Mechanics (W. A. Benjamin, Inc., New York, 1962), p. 26, Eq. 
(3-29). 

particle Hamiltonian of an interacting particle system 
be a function of the single-particle momentum only. 

An iteration method would be applicable for 
finding the solution e(k) to Eq. (57) by assuming that 
the iteration series and the value cp(O) are convergent.18 

This is easily done numerically also by the Fortran 
program of a computing machine, even if the Fourier 
transform cp(k) is a complicated function. The sub
stitution of e(k) (known in this way) into Eq. (35) 
through Eq. (56) enables us to determine the pair 
correlation function g(r1r2) in the Hartree-Fock 
approximation of a pair-interacting particle system. 

The method presented in this section is useful for 
the determination of the Hartree-Fock energy in 
finding the correlation energy at a finite temperature 
in an interacting system with a non-hard-core pair 
potential. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that Eq. (27) can, 
also, be applied for the noninteracting particle system 
placed in a stationary external potential field. For 
example, in the case of pair correlation function, 
it is done simply as follows: We insert the identity 
operator I constructed from the simultaneous energy
eigenket vectors ij, j') of the two commutable 
Hamiltonian operators hI and h2 corresponding to 
their energy eigenvalues e(j) and e(j'), i.e., 

I == 2 ij, n(j', jl, 
j,j' 

between two operators [efl (h.l.-I'l - 17]-1, (). = 1,2), in 
Eq, (27), and then, step the same procedure as done 
in Sec. IV(b), by noting the direct product ij, jf) and 
the orthonormalized character (j I j') = c5(j, j') of the 
single-particle energy-eigenket vectors Ij)'s. We find, 
then, 

g(r1r2) = 1 + 17N-1\ t {efl (<(jl-I'l - 17tl 

x U:(r1)Ulr2) \2, (59) 

where Uj(r) == (r I j). The function forms of e(j) and 
Uj(r) depend upon the external potential field. The 
second term of Eq. (59) is an extended London
Placzek function, which does, in general, not have 
a pair character as in the noninteracting particle system. 
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Lightlike (null) hypersurfaces are treated by means of an intrinsic Ricci rotation coefficient technique. 
This provides an effective way of dealing with the various types of geometry on a null hypersurface. 
The formalism is used to examine inner affinities, differential invariants, local features such as asymptotic 
and shear directions and geodesic lines, and to give a short description of null hypersurfaces in flat 
space-time. Applications to gravitational radiation theory and cosmology are briefly mentioned. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THERE are several reasons, apart from its intrinsic 
interest, for an investigation of isotropic hyper

surfaces in a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. One is 
connected with gravitational waves. A suitable 
description of a general outgoing gravitational wave 
can be given in terms of a one-parameter set of 
propagation fronts 'lL which are null hypersurfaces, 
and a set of "conjugate null hypersurfaces" 'lJ 
intersecting the set of propagation fronts 'lL in two
dimensional spacelike surfaces. Intrinsic structures on 
each hypersurface V E 'lJ measure the intensity of the 
outgoing gravitational wave.1 Note that the set 'lJ 
could be interpreted as a system of incoming wave
fronts, with the intrinsic structure of the hypersurfaces 
'lL measuring the intensity of the incoming waves.2 

Another reason for considering isotropic hyper
surfaces comes from cosmology. As Heckmann and 
Schucking pointed out in 1958,3 the cosmological 
problem should be formulated as a characteristic 
initial value problem on the past null cone of the 
observer. Most relations between observable quantities 
can be written in a form involving only those geomet
rical quantities which are related to the inner geometry 
of the past cone. Moreover, because of the uniqueness 
of the characteristic initial value problem inside the 
past cone, the cone geometry together with quantities 
describing the matter distribution on the cone can be 
used to characterize a world model. Evidently, an 
appropriate technique for treating the geometry of 
light cones is needed. 

The study of the differential geometry of general 

• The main results of this paper were presented at the London 
conference on general relativity, London (1965). 

1 G. Daiitcourt, to be published. 
S The reciprocity between wavefronts and intensity measuring 

fronts with regard to incoming and outgoing radiation follows 
essentially from the geometrical nature of gravitational waves. 
Naturally the splitting into incoming and outgoing radiation is 
not in general a unique one. 

a O. Heckmann and E. Schucking, La structure et revolution de 
I'univers (Reinhold Europe, Brussels, 1959). 

null hypersurfaces is still in its initial stages.4 In this 
paper a kind of spin coefficient technique is presented, 
which provides an effective way of dealing with the 
various types of geometry on a null hypersurface. 
This formalism is used to examine inner affinities 
(Sec. 2), differential invariants (Sec. 4), local features 
such as asymptotic and shear directions (Sec. 5), and 
geodesic lines (Sec. 6), and to give a short description 
of the special lightIike hypersurfaces appearing in 
flat space-time (Sec. 7). 

A null hyper surface is defined intrinsically as a 
three-dimensional manifold of class n ~ 2 in the 
sense of Veblen and WhiteheadS on which is given a 
degenerate metric tensor field Yik(Xi) (i, k = 1,2, 3). 
The tensor Yik has, in general, rank 2, class C2 at least 
and signature (0, 1, 1). Since the appearance of focal 
points can violate the rank condition, it is useful to 
define a regular point P with coordinates Xi as a 
point satisfying the condition rkYiixi

) = 2. Local 
properties of null hypersurfaces are considered for 
domains containing only regular points. 

At a regular point, Yik determines one and only one 
eigendirection €k with eigenvalue 0: 

(1) 

A contravariant vector is called spacelike, if 
yikaia

k > 0, and null, if yikaiak = O. a i being null 
implies a i = a€i; every (real) direction in a null 
hypersurface is either null or spacelike. The curves to 
which the directions €i are tangents are the solutions 
of the differential equations 

(2) 

• R. Penrose, Null Hypersurface Initial Data for Classical Fields 
of Arbitrary Spin and for General Relativity, preprint (1961); I. 
Ozsvath, E. Schucking, Recent Developments in General Relativity 
(Warschau, 1962), p. 339; R. Sachs, J. Math. Phys. 3, 908 (1962); 
G. Lemmer, Nuovo Cimento 37, 1959 (1965); M. Crampin and 
J. Foster, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 62, 269 (1966). 

• O. Veblen and J. H. C. Whitehead, Foundations of Differential 
Geometry (Cambridge, 1932). 
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these curves are called generators of the null hyper
surface. They are lightlike geodesics when the hyper
surface is embedded in four-dimensional space. In 
what sense they may be considered as geodesics of the 
inner geometry also is made clear shortly. The general 
solution of (2) is of the form 

Xi = Xi(W"", v), (3) 

where the two parameters wA [arbitrary up to wA ' = 
wA'(WA)] fix a generator, and v, which is determined 
up to v' = v'(v, wA ), ov'/ov ¥= 0, 00 is a parameter 
along each fixed ray. Note that v need not be an affine 
parameter. 

From the assumptions made above, it follows that 
there are two vectors (spacelike directions) 'TTi and 
?Ti , satisfying both 

'TTiYik == 'TTk ¥= 0, 

?TiYik == ?Tk ¥= 0, 
(4) 

and the further condition, that Ei , 'TTi , ?Ti form a 
linearly independent triad. Defining a third covariant 
vector by 

(5) 

(where Eikl is the three-dimensional Levi-Civita 
symbol), one obtains a linearly independent covariant 
triad 'TTk' ?Tk' Yk' However, even if the additional 
conditions 

'TTi'TTi = ?Ti?T; = 1, 

'TTi?T; = ?Ti'TTi = 'TTiYi = ?TiYi = 0, (6) 

Ei'TT; = Ei?Ti = 0, EiYi = 1 

are imposed, the triad is not uniquely determined. It 
is easy to show that the remaining freedom at each 
point is that of null rotations, that is, the subgroup of 
the Lorentz transformations, which leaves one null 
direction (the generator direction) unchanged: 

t~ = eillti , 

ti' = eill(ti _ RAEi ), 
(7) 

where 
ti = (1/J2)('TTi + i?Ti) 

(K complex, A, I-' real). The 4-parameter group (7) 
splits into three commutative subgroups characterized 
by (a) K = A-I = 0, (b) I-' = K = 0, (c) I-' = 
A-I = 0. (a) corresponds to an ordinary rotation of 
the complex null vectors, (b) to a change in the pa
rameter v (scale transformation), and (c) to a null 
rotation, that is, a reassignment of the spacelike 
plane element spanned by ti. Obviously, the inner 
metric, expressed in terms of the triad by 

Yile = 'TT;'TTk + ?T;?Tk = f;tk + tlk (8) 

is invariant with respect to (7). Because of the 
degeneracy of Y tk there is no contravariant metric 
tensor yik satisfying yileYi! = b~. However, there are 
solutions Eik of the equations 

(9) 

valid even if y ik is degenerate. In particular to every 
triad there corresponds a solution 

Eik = tifk + fit k (10) 

of (9). This quantity is introduced as a substitute 
contravariant metric. Under (7) Eik transforms 
according to 

Eik' = Eik + aiEk + akE', 

a' = A(KREt - Ktt - Rii). (II) 

Furthermore, Eik satisfies 

EikYk = 0, 
(12) 

EklY!i = 15: - EkYi' 

The relation between the co- and contravariant triads 
is 

Yi = (i/Ll)Eikltkil, Ei = iLlEik'tkf" 

ti = (i/Ll}EikIEktl, t i = iLlEiklYktl' 

Ll = iEiklEitkfl = l/iEiklYitil' 

2. AFFINITY 

(13) 

It is easy to show, by using the transformation law 
for Y ik' that because of the degeneracy of Y ik there 
is no uniquely determined affinity qk depending only 
on the inner metric Y ile and its first derivatives. One 
way out of this uncomfortable situation would be to 
use affinities of higher order (depending on higher 
derivatives of Yile)' In fact affinities of this type do 
exist. Alternatively, one may introduce a class of 
affinities and demand all relevant equations to be 
invariant with respect to a change of the affinity 
within this class. This can be done in the following 
way: 

Any affinity T!k = T~i must satisfy an equation 

'n - 'rm 'rm K (14) v IYik = Yik,l - klYim - it Ylem = ikl' 

Cyclic interchange of ikl and addition and subtraction 
gives 

'r;;:y"" = r ilel + Aile/' 

Ailel = !(Kilel - Klki - K lik)· 

Transvecting with EI gives the condition 

r ile/EI + Alk/EI = 0 

and Kilel = ° requires 

hile == r ile/EI = O. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

Despite its definition (17), hile behaves as a tensor 
with regard to arbitrary coordinate transformations 
Xi -+- Xi' = Xi'(Xk) and is multiplied by A under a 
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triad transformation (7). Note the transversal char
acter of hik:hikf.k = O. In fact, hik is, apart from a 
factor 2, the Lie derivative of Yik with respect to the 
generator congru~nce f.i(Xk).6 Equation (17) implies 
a strong restriction on the type of null hypersurface 
considered; one may not assume Kik' = 0 in the 
general case. The general solution of (15) turns out to 
be 

T:;: = €m Aik + €mr(rikr + A ikr). (18) 

In order that T~ transform as an affinity, the trans
formation law of Aik has to be 

_ ox' oxm 02X' 
A - - -- Y + Y -- (19) ik - ai' oik 'm , OiiOik . 

The most general quantity Aik satisfying this trans
formation law is 

;tik = i(Yi,k + Yk,i) + {tik' (20) 

{tik being an arbitrary tensor field. The affinity is 
therefore 

T~ = f.mrrikr + t€m(Yi,k + Yk,i) + €m{tik + yrnrAikT' 

This is the sum of two tensorial terms, €m{tik and 
ymr A ikr, and a quantity transforming as an affinity. 
Obviously, the quantity 

r:k = €,mrikm + f€'(Yi,k + Yk,i) (21) 
may be used as an affinity on the null surface. To 
every given triad €i, Ii (or Yi' Ii) there corresponds 
one affinity (21), satisfying 

(22) 
Clearly, 

€kV' k€i = 0 (23) 

is an identity for every affinity (21): the generators 
are geodesics with respect to the inner affinity r!k' 
In contrast to the usual geodesic equation, a change of 
the parameter v in f.i = dxi(dv does not change (23), 
because r:k transforms in a complementary way [see 
Eq. (28) below]. 

Further consequences of (22) are 

(24) 
and 

V',€ik = -€iTf.kV',Yr _ €kT€iV"YT' 

From (24) it follows that V' ,f.lk = 0 is equivalent to 
Yi being a gradient. For V',€ik = 0 <=> V'kYi = 0 and 
from (21), 

V'kYi = i(Yi,k - Yk,i)' (25) 

If we perform a transformation (7), r:k will in 
general transform according to 

rl~ = r:k - KAhikt' - KAhiki' + mik€l (26) 
---

6 A detailed treatment of Lie displacements with regard to a null 
congruence is given by F. A. E. Pirani and A. Schild, Hlavaty
Festschrift (to be published). 

with 

~ mik = 4KKAhik + K,ilk + K,kti + K,jt" + K,kii 

- A,iYk/XI. - A,kY;/A2 + K(V'kti + V'itk) 

+ K(V'kii + V'ik)' (27) 

A change in scale transforms r:k according to 

rf~ = rIk - tf.'(YkA,;/A2 + YiA,kIA2). (28) 

However, r:k is invariant with respect to spacelike 
rotations. 

It is clear from these considerations that an affinity 
is fixed in a unique manner, if a covariant tensor 
field is specified on the null hypersurface. Using the 
gradient of a differential invariant of Yik for Yi' we 
could obtain uniquely defined affinities of higher 
degree. Nevertheless it seems natural to use (21). 
Later it is shown in detail that (21) is obtained by 
projecting the Christoffel affinity of the embedding 
space into the null hypersurface. 

3. ROTATION COEFFICIENTS 

Using the affinity introduced in Sec. 2 and expressing 
the covariant derivatives of the triad €i, Ii and Yi' Ii 
in terms of the triad itself, one obtains 

V'kf.
i = -(pik + alk)t i - (pfk + (jik)ii 

+ Xlk€i + iik€i, (29) 

V'kli = (Tlk - fik + iVYk)t i + (hplk - XYk)€i, (30) 

V'kYi = icp(lik - iilk) + X(liYk - Yifk) 

+ i(iiYk - yik)' (31) 

V'kfi = Tfilk - ffik + iVYkti + PYifk + Gyik. (32) 

On the right-hand sides there appear the nine inde
pendent Ricci rotation coefficients p, v, cp (real), a, 
T, X (complex). The equations 

+ . i k(t"7 - t"7 -) i k( - f) P IV = 10 t vkti - V ilk = 10 I ti,k - tk,i , 

a = (:.'{kV' kii = €i ike ii k - ik i)' 

T = iiikV'kti = iifk(ii,k - ik,i)' 

X = ii€kV'kYi = tii€k(Yi,k - Yk,i)' 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

icp = iitkV'kYi = liitk(Yi,k - Yk,;), (37) 

are equivalent to (29)-(32). Under a transformation 
(7) they become 

p' = Ap, (38) 

(39) 

T' = e-i/l(T + iJ{t - iKAD{t - iKAV + KAa - KAp), 

(40) 

v' = AV + AD{t, (41) 
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X' = e-il'fx + (bA/2A) - tKPA. + tVKA 

- to'RA + tADK], (42) 

iq/ = icp/A + H -Kf + RT + ()K - bR) 

+ tK(2i + ()A/A - iKAV - KAG + ADR) 

- !K(2X + bA/A + iKAV - RAO' + ADK). (43) 

The intrinsic derivatives are written 

D = €iOi' () = tiOi' b = fio i . (44) 

Applied to scalar quantities, they satisfy the com
mutation relations 

D() - ()D = (p + iv)() + Bb - 2iD, (45) 

M - b() = fb - T() - 2hpD. (46) 

Here p and 0' represent the rotation and shear of the 
generator congruence (see Sec. 5 for the well-known 
geometrical interpretation of p and a). They also 
satisfy 

hik = PYik + O'titk + Bflk; (47) 

X and cp turn out to have no intrinsic geometrical 
meaning. The vector Y i is hypersurface orthogonal if 
and only if cp vanishes; if, furthermore, Yi is a gradient, 
then X is also zero. If triads with Yi a gradient vector 
are used (as is in fact very convenient), the trans
formations preserving this condition must satisfy the 
further restrictions 

()A = -A2(DR - iRv - Rp - KB) 
(48) 

The quantity T is connected with the inner geometry 
of a set of spacelike wave surfaces spanning the null 
hypersurface. If Yi is the gradient of the function v, 
constant on each surface of this set, 

K = 2Tf - M - ()T (49) 

is the Gaussian curvature of the wave surfaces. The 
last coefficient, v = (1/ i)\l kti€kfi describes the deviation 
of the transport of t i in the ray direction from parallel 
transport with respect to the affinity r:k , v = 0 being 
equivalent to parallel transport. This condition is 
preserved under transformation (7) if we restrict (7) 
through D" = O. 

The Riemann tensor constructed from the affinity 
r:k , namely 

R ik1": = r;:,i - r i7,k + r~rrl - r:;r~l' (50) 

satisfies the usual identities 

R(ik)l'"! = 0, R(ikl)": = 0, \l{;Rkl}m~ = 0, (51) 

but has in general an anti symmetric contraction 

~k = Rik/ = -2R[ik] = rk,i - ri,k' (52) 

Here Rik = RUk ~ is the Ricci tensor and r i = r:1 • Vik 
is given in terms of the rotation coefficient by 

V;k = ~ (tlk - f;tk)(Dcp + pcp) 
2 

+ !(t;Yk - y;tk)(DX + ivX + tpx + !O'i) 

+ !(fiYk - ylk)(Di - ivi + !pi + tBX). (53) 

The expression V;k vanishes if Y i is a gradient, then 
additionally Y mRk!i"'! = O. The remaining nonvanishing 
components can be written 

tk€l€iRkli":fm == w = Dp - l - aB, 

(k€l€iRkli":fm == 1p = DO' - 20'(p - iv), 

tkf!€iRkli":fm = dp - ()a + 2af + ai - px, 

€kt!tiRkli~fm = -Df - j()V + fp - TG + ivf 

+ iiv - pi, (54) 

€"fltiRkli":fm = DT - idv - Tp + fO' + iVT 

+ 2ivX - ai, 

(ktltiRkli":fm = 2Tf - bf - ()T + cp(2v + ip), 

€ktlfiRkli~fm = -px, 

€kfl{iRkli~fm = -O'X, 

tkflfiRkli":fm = -icpO'. 

The equations R(klit = 0 lead to the important 
identities 

DT = b(p + iv) - ()O' + T(p - iv) + fO' 

- 2X(p + iv) + 2iO', (55) 

iDcp = ()X - bi + 2icpp + iT - Xf. (56) 

4. DIFFERENT GEOMETRIES 

So far we have been concerned only with the inner 
geometry of a null hypersurface, that is, with those 
propositions which depend only on the inner metric, 
or alternatively which depend on the triad but are 
invariant with respect to the 4-parameter group (7). 
In this sense the group (7) can be considered as the 
inner geometry group. This type of characterization of 
a geometry by means of a group of triad transforma
tions can be used to generalize the notion of inner 
geometry.7 

First we consider the hierarchy of conformal 
geometries. The strong conformal geometry on the 
null surface is fixed if Yik is given up to a conformal 
factor v (V,i '" 0), or by demanding all propositions 
to be invariant with regard to the group 

t i ' = (l/p)(ei"'ti _ KAei",€i), 

€i' = A€i, 
(57) 

7 See also R. Penrose, Ref. 4, for different types of geometries on a 
null hypersurface. 
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or 

Y; = (l/A)y; + Kt; + Ri;. 
(58) 

This geometry is the geometry induced on the null 
hypersurfaces of a conformal 4-space. Restricting 
v by Dv = 0 or v = const we obtain further geometries 
("restricted conformal geometry" or "weak conformal 
geometry"); v = 1 gives the inner geometry. 

Restrictions on the transformations of the scale 
parameter v lead to another hierarchy. If v is required 
to be an affine parameter on the generators, the 
resulting geometry is called the affine geometry. The 
group (7) must be restricted by DA = 0 in order to 
preserve this property of v. The relation between the 
inner and affine geometry is of primary importance in 
understanding the embedding of null hypersurfaces, 
for example into an Einstein space. For special null 
surfaces there are further specializations of the 
geometry. The focal points of a null surface (points of 
intersection of neighboring generators) may be used 
as zero points for the affine parameter, so that only 
transformations of the type Vi = rx.v are allowed. An 
observer at the vertex of a cone determines an affine 
parameter in a unique way, inducing therefore a 
further type of geometry. Still another geometry will 
be determined if a set of two-dimensional spacelike 
wave surfaces is fixed in the surface (for some physical 
or symmetry reason). It may be noted that both types 
of hierarchy just mentioned may be mixed together: 
affine conformal geometry for example arises when an 
affine parameter is introduced into the strong con
formal geometry. The different geometries become 
clearer, when the differential invariants belonging to 
each geometry have been constructed. 

S. DIFFERENTIAL INVARIANTS 

A differential invariant of the first or second order 
of the inner geometry is a function of Yik, its first and 
eventually second derivatives with the property 

I (. 0Yik 02Yik) _ (' OY;k 02Y;k) 
Y,k' oxl 'ox1oxm - I Yik' ox!' 'oxl'oxm' • (59) 

In terms of the rotation coefficients and their 
intrinsic derivatives, the inner invariants may be 
described as functions of these quantities which are 
invariant with respect to the inner group (7). In the 
same way differential invariants of other geometries 
may be defined in terms of the appropriate group of 
triad transformations. 

One of the peculiarities of null surfaces is the 
existence of a first-order invariant. The invariant of 
the first-order depends on the nine rotation coefficients 
p, a, 7", v, X. g;; invariants of the second order on the 

3 . 9 = 27 intrinsic derivatives of these coefficients. In 
order to simplify the calculation, it is assumed-as 
is permitted-v = X = g; = O. To preserve this con
dition the transformation functions K, A, ft, v must 
be restricted by 

0.1. = -A2(DR - Rp - Kii), 

bK - OK = K7" - KT, 

Dft = O. 

(60) 

(61) 

For different geometries, additional restrictions must 
be made. Invariants of the transformations (60), (57) 
with (61) are the strong conformal invariants, written 
in the special class of triads with v = X = g; = O. 
In a similar way the invariants of the restricted con
formal geometries are obtained by imposing the 
conditions Dv = 0, v = const. The affine-conformal 
invariants are obtained from (57) and (61) by imposing 
the condition D(Av) = O. Invariants of the inner 
geometry are obtained by demanding invariance with 
respect to (7) together with (60). For the affine ge
ometry, the additional condition is DA = O. Every 
invariant of a geometry is an invariant of the weaker 
geometries in the appropriate hierarchy. The results 
are: there is no first-order strong conformal or affine 
conformal invariant. The inner, affine and restricted 
conformal geometries possess exactly one first-order 
invariant, 

j = pllal (62) 

(or any function of j), The second-order invariants 
are considered only for the strong conformal, inner, 
and affine geometry. If the shear does not vanish in the 
domain considered, there is one strong conformal 
invariant, linear in the second derivatives: 

11 = - -=- - - + - = (Ds + 2v)/Ial (63) i (Dii Da) 2v 
21al a alai 

with 
a = lal eis 

(written with respect to a general triad). If lal = 0 in 
this domain, there is no conformal invariant. Turning 
to the inner geometry, in a domain with lal :;6 0, 
p :;6 0 and I: + (If - 4[1 - j2])2 :;6 0 [12 defined by 
(64)J, that is in the general case, four invariants exist, 
two linear in the second derivatives: 

1= h + il2 = i(Dpl p - Dala)!lal + 2vllal (64) 
and two nonlinear: 

J = ei8[(fJp - 4)(oala - oplp) + (rx.p - 4) 

X (oiilii - op/p) + 2P(rx - fJ)7"] 

+ 2e-i·(rx - fJ)(27" + gala - gpI p), (65) 

rx = 2j - iI, 

fJ = 2j - il. 
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If 12 = 0 and If = 4(1 -j2), J drops out and besides 
I there are three further inner invariants: 

L = ei8 / 2(6aja - 6pjp - 21') 

+ Fie- i8
/ 2(Jaja - Jpjp - 2T), (66) 

M = ei8
/
2(6a/a - 6a/a - 26p/ p) == -2eiS6j/j 

(with 2L = L). If the shear vanishes in the domain 
considered, but the divergence is still different from 
zero, no inner invariant exists. In the opposite case of 
vanishing divergence, but nonvanishing shear,8 two 
cases are to be considered: If 1111 ¥= 2, only the 
conformal invariant II exists. However if 1111 = 2, 
there is the inner invariant 

N = eiS
/
2(ba/a - 6a/a) + til1e-i8

/ 2(Ja/a - Ja/a) 

+ 2iI1e-is / 2T - 4e is / 21' (67) 

(N = 2iN/I1). 

If both divergence and shear vanish (as for the 
Schwarzschild surface), only one inner invariant 
exists, namely 

K = 2T1' - 6T - JT + 2ffiV. (68) 

As remarked, for a hypersurface-orthogonal Y i (q; = 0), 
K represents the Gaussian curvature of the spacelike 
two-dimensional surfaces spanning the three-dimen
sional null hypersurface. (For the Schwarzschild 
surface K = 1/4m2, where m is the mass constant.) 

The invariants for the affine geometry turn out to 
be the same as for the inner geometry with the 
exception that for p ¥= 0 Dp/ p2 represents an addi
tional invariant. For p = 0, lal ¥= 0 there is besides 
II one further invariant 

(Daja lal) + (2iv/lal). (69) 

6. ASYMPTOTIC AND SHEAR DIRECTIONS 

Let us consider a point P on a generator wA with 
coordinates Xi or intrinsic coordinates v, wA • The 
direction dXi to the point Q on a neighboring generator 
wA + dwA is given by 

dxi = (OXi/OWA ) dw A + (oxi/ov) dv, (70) 

the distance by 

dl2 = Yik dXi dxk = (oxijoWA)(oxkjoWB)Yik dwA dwB. 
(71) 

Here d/ does not depend on the location of Q on the 
neighboring generator (provided Q is in an infinitesi
mal distance from P). A short calculation gives, for 
the change in dl if P moves along its generator 

D(dI2) = -2hik dxi dXk. (72) 

8 Note that hypersurfaces of this type cannot appear in Einstein 
spaces whereas all others can. 

The shear directions dXi are defined as directions with 
extremal change of distance. Asymptotic directions 
are defined as directions with vanishing change of 
distance, if any exist. 

Setting 
(73) 

for a shear direction one finds from the extremum 
condition the eigenvalue equation 

(74) 
which leads to 

/(p - A) + ia = 0 (75) 
with 

A 1,2 = p ± lal (76) 
and 

l~ = eiS
/
2t i /.j2 + e-i8

/
2{i/.j2 + L 1e

i
, (77) 

l~ = _ieiS
/
2ti/.j2 + ie-is

/
2f i/.j} + L2e i (78) 

as the general expression for both spacelike shear 
directions, normed to 1. I; and I~ are orthogonal to 
each other. Equations (77) and (78) do not each 
determine one spacelike direction but rather a lightlike 
plane element, spanned by the generator direction 
and any of the spacelike directions contained in (77) 
or (78). The shear plane element could be described 
likewise by its covariant tangent vector Ii = eikliel/6.. 

(1) 

If asymptotic directions are represented by 

ai = at i + iiii + Aei , (79) 

then from hik dxi dxk = 0 it follows that 

2paii + a2(j + ii2a = O. (80) 

For a solution of (80) to exist the inequality p2 -
aa ~ 0 must be satisfied. This is equivalent to hik 
not being positive definite. According to the existence 
of asymptotic directions (or equivalently the value of 
the first-order invariant j) the points on a null surface 
divide into four classes as shown in Table I. 

The asymptotic directions (normed to 1) are given by 

a; = tiei (S+f})/2/J2 + iie-(s+f))/2/.j2 + AIel, (81) 

a~ = tiei (S-f))/2/.j2 + iie-(S-f))/2/J2 + A2ei • (82) 

TABLE I. Classification of null hypersurface points in terms of 
asymptotic directions. 

No. of asymptotical 
rkh;k plane elements 

2 p' - aa > 0 elliptic 0 
point 

2 p' - aa < 0 hyperbolic 2 
point 

p2 = aa, p '" 0 parabolic 
point 

0 p = lal = 0 planar point 00 
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The angle f}, defined by 

cos f} = -j, sin f} = (1 - P)t (83) 

is the angle betw~en both asymptotic directions. The 
corresponding plane elements become identical in 
parabolic points (j = ± 1). If there are asymptotic 
directions (/jl S 1), the shear direction 11 bisects the 
angle f}. The geometrical meaning of the classificationS 
given in the table is obvious: if p = 10'1 = 0 (planar 
points), the distance to the neighboring generators 
remains constant along the given generator. In 
elliptic points the distance to all directions will change 
in the same sense. Hyperbolic (respectively parabolic) 
points show 2 (respectively 1) directions with no 
change of distance. In hyperbolic points, there are 
four disconnected sets of directions, separated by 
asymptotic directions, with the same sense of change 
of distance in opposite directions; expansion and 
contraction occur in alternate regions. A polar 
diagram similar to Dupin's indicatrix can be used to 
picture the different situations. If the normed space
like direction is represented by 

dxi/dl = eifit i/-/5. + e-ifJii/.Ji + BEi, 

then D(dl)/dl = -10'1 cos (2fJ - s) - p gives the 
change of distance in this direction; fJ varies from 0 
to 21T. 

The meaning of 12 can be seen from Dj = pI2: 12 
represents some invariant measure of the change of j. 
The equation 

(84) 

expresses the change of angle f} between the asymp
totic directions in terms of 12 , II has a different inter
pretation. In the general null surface, there will be a 
rotation of the shear directions with regard to the 
ray congruence along the given generator. The 
normed spacelike direction from the generator wA to 
the generator wA + dwA is given by 

mi = (eifflti + e-iffli i)/.J2 + MEi (85) 
with 

(86) 

From (86) follows 

Dm = -v + (a/2i)e2iffl - (O'J2i)e-2iffl. (87) 
Let 

(88) 

9 For a general conformal transformation of the triad a' = 
i.e-2Ipa, p' = Ap - AD In v. It follows that the above distinction 
is invariant for all geometries considered in Sec. 3, with exception 
of the strong conformal and affine-conformal geometry. Here the 
notion of asymptotic directions becomes meaningless, but shear 
directions still exist. 

be any other spacelike direction. The angle between 
(85) and (88) is determined by fJ = n - m (since 
cos fJ = nimkYik) and the change of fJ along the ray is 
given by 

dfJ/dv = Dn + v + 0'e-2in/2i - ae2in /2i. (89) 

If ni represents either of the two shear directions then 

(90) 

II therefore turns out to be a measure of the velocity 
of rotation of the shear directions. For hyperbolic 
points the rotation velocity of the asymptotic directions 
is given by 

t 10'1{I1 ± [I2}/(1 - j2)t - 2(1 - j2)t]}. 

In general the shear surface elements and asymp
totic surface elements cannot be extended to form 
finite two-dimensional lightlike surfaces. The condi
tion for surface forming is the same as for nonrotation 
of the corresponding shear and asymptotic directions, 
as may easily be seen either from a geometrical 
consideration or from the following calculation. If 
the surface element is spanned by ni in (88) and Ei, 
its tangential vector can be written 

Pi = Eik!nkE!/D.. (91) 

The condition for Pi to generate finite surfaces is 

Eik'pi.kPI = 0; (92) 
explicitly 

nDfi - fiDn - 2ivnfi + an2 - O'fi2 = O. (93) 

For shear directions this turns out to be 10'1 Ii = 010 

and for asymptotic directions II ± (I2j/(I - j2)t -
2(1 - P)t] = O. Nontrivial shear surfaces (II = 0, 
10'1 ¢ 0; if 10'1 = 0, all lightlike two-surfaces on the 
null hypersurface are shear surfaces) will appear for 
instance on null hypersurfaces in conformally flat 
space times. This follows from the conformal in
variance of II and the fact (compare Sec. 7) that 
II vanishes for null hypersurfaces in flat space. Null 
surfaces with vanishing II have simple properties 
with regard to focal points, for a given generator 
intersects the neighboring generators only on the 
shear surfaces. 

7. GEODESIC LINES 

A geodesic is a solution of the differential equation 

akVkai = lai , ai = dxiJdl. (94) 

It can easily be shown that (94) expresses a condition 
invariant with respect to the inner geometry if and 

10 Note lal "" 0 at hyperbolic points. 
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only if ak 
f'J t;k [when the right-hand side of (94) must 

also vanish]. In this case the ai curves have zero 
metrical lengths and so are the shortest curves on the 
hypersurface. For spacelike curves this second 
definition of geodesic line must be used. The condition 
for the arc length integral 

1Q (dXi dxk )! 1 = - -yo dl 
p dl dl .k 

(95) 

to have an extremum with fixed end points P and Q is 

d2xk dxk dx l dxk d In f 
Yik d12 + r kU dl dt = tYik dl dt (96) 

with f = (dxijdl)(dxk/dl)Yik' In contrast to (94), this 
equation is invariant also for spacelike curves. Using 
the arc length as parameter (f = 1) in (96) gives 

(97) 

which says that spacelike extremal curves on null 
hypersurfaces must be asymptotic lines: They appear 
only in nonelliptical domains. Write dxi/dl = ai with 
ai equal to (8\) or (82). The further two relations 
contained in (96) for the asymptotic lines to be 
geodesic are, in a hyperbolic domain 

A±IO'I [II ± 2(1 -/)! ± 12i/(1 -/)!] 
= i,J2(Te-i (SH)/2 _ fei(s±i))/2) 

- ei (sH)/2/(bs ± M)/,J'2 

- e-i<s±lil/2(bs ± b&)/.J2, (98) 

here + and - refer to the two asymptotic directions 
at every point. There are various different cases to be 
considered. If both invariants II ± 2(1 - p)! ± 
I2j/(1 - p)! are different from zero, A+ and A_ can 
be calculated from (98) and a geodesic asymptotic 
line is fixed. In this (general) case the hyperbolic 
domain on the null hypersurface contains two space
like congruences of geodesic asymptotic lines. If one 
or both of the invariants vanishes,IO there are in 
general no geodesic asymptotic lines. However, if the 
right-hand side of (98) vanishes (say for one sign), 
every asymptotic line (of the corresponding sign) 
becomes geodesic. The expression on the right-hand 
side of (98) is a real invariant of second order. If 
12 '#: ° the right-hand side of (98) is 

(99) 
with 

k(-) = ei8/2(1 - /)1/4IL k(+) = -k(-).. (100) 

If 12 = 0, then If = 4(1 - P). The complex invariant 
J does not exist in this case (vide the Appendix). 
Using here the invariants L, M, if, the right-hand 

side of (98) now becomes 

ie±i9/2(tM) =f e±3i8/2Mj4(1 _/)1 

=f eHi9/2M/4(1 _/)1. (101) 

Equation (96) holds only in a hyperbolic domain. At 
a parabolic pointll there is only one asymptotic 
direction. The condition corresponding to (98) is 
(j = 1): 

10'1 IIA = -i.J'2eiS!2f + i.J2e-iS/2T 

c, _ (bseiS/2 + bSe-iB/2)j.J2. (102) 

If II '#: 0, there is a preferred congruence of geodesic 
asymptotic lines. If II vanishes, either there is no 
geodesic line or, if 

_ieis/2f + ie-is!2T - (dseiS/2 + bSe-iS(2)/2 

== ti(tM - tM + L) = ° (103) 

is satisfied,12 every asymptotic line is geodesic. The 
situation is different for planar null surfaces. Here 
(97) is satisfied automatically and (94) gives one con
dition, and there are 001 geodesic lines through every 
point. 

8. NULL SURFACES IN FLATrJ~,PACE 
'v.' 

Some remarks may be made about embedding 
restrictions. As will be shown in a forthcoming paper, 
an embedding of a given lightlike hypersurface into 
an Einstein space does not restrict the inner geometry 
locally, so long as only finite domains are considered 
for which p '#: 0. Every null hypersurface in an 
Einstein space will ultimately develop caustics, if 
there is no intrinsic lightlike group of motions on the 
hypersurface. A null hypersurface with an inner 
geometry given globally without both focal points and 
a lightlike group of motions cannot be embedded 
globally into an Einstein space-there must occur 
singularities or regions with Til' '#: 0. Also there are 
local restrictions of the affine geometry (one affine 
invariant has to vanish). 

For an embedding into flat space even the inner 
geometry is locally restricted. If j '#: 0, the conditions 

It = 0, (104) 

12 = (1/j) - j (105) 

are necessary and sufficient for local embedding. If 
j = 0, in addition to p the shear 10'1 and the invariant 
K must vanish; the last condition expresses the fact 
that the only planar null surfaces are null planes 

11 It is assumed that the parabolic domain is three dimensional; 
in general, however, there are only parabolic two-surfaces on a null 
surface, dividing domains of elliptic and hyperbolic points. 

12 Because of j = -1 here again the particular case Is = 0, I: = 4(1 - jI) applies. 
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[with the metric ds2 = (dX2)2 + (dx3)2 in special 
coordinates ]. 

The restrictions for the affine geometry turn out to 
bel3 'If = 0, OJ = 0 in general. Their integration gives 
the explicit dependence of p and a on the affine 
parameter v: 

p = (pO + v[aOaO _ p02])/([1 - VpO]2 - v2aOaO) (106) 

a = aO/([1 - VpO]2 - v2aOaO). (107) 

Furthermore, 

Except in the cases a = 0, p :F 0 (cone), a = p = 0 
(null plane), p2 = aa or p = 1 (parabolic null 
surface), every null hyper surface possesses two dis
tinct caustics for v = (± 1 - jo)/ p°(l/jo - jo), con
sisting of the focal points of the corresponding set of 
shear surfaces. From (108) it is seen that j = ± 1 at a 
focal point and I and J vanish there. A general nuII 
hypersurface in flat space exhibits the folIowing 
behavior as one moves along a given ray: at infinity 
the surface consists of elIiptic points; after passing 
the first (parabolic) focal point the ray enters the 
hyperbolic domain until the second focal point is 
reached. Then elliptical points folIow until infinity 
is reached again. Introducing the invariant areal 
distance r by 

r = '0 exp {-1: p dV} (109) 

(the integral is an integral invariant of the inner 
geometry), (106)-(108) may be written 

p = ±(ropo/r)(l - Ifj~ + ,~fj~,2)!, 
a = aOr~/ r2, (110) 

, = '0[(1 -l)j(l - j~)]!, 

r becomes null in focal points. With respect to r the 
null hypersurface can be divided into four regions 
extending from p = 0 to p -+ ± 00, respectively. In 
every region, both r and the affine parameter v are 
related in a one-to-one manner. 
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13 'P and w do not behave as affine invariants in the strict sense, 
but acquire factors ,l2e-BII', ,ll under transformation. However, 
their vanishing is an invariant statement in the affine geometry. The 
invariants constructed from 'P and ware 'Plpa, wlp', respectively; 
if these invariants are used, the cases p = 0 and ·Ial = 0 must be 
considered separately. 

APPENDIX 

Using infinitesimal transformations 

A = 1 + J., 
ei/J = 1 + ijJ, 

v 
K = K, 

(Al) 

[note K, A, /-l are restricted by (60), (61)] we obtain for 
inner invariants of the first order from I(p', a', T') = 
I(p, a, T) the system: 

~[p(ol/op) + a(ol/oa) + a(oljoa)] 

+ iw[ -2a(01/oa) + 2a(ol/oa) 

- T(ol/oT) + f(ol/of)] 

+ 'K[-p(ol/oT) + a(ol/of)] 

+ k[-p(oljOf) + a(ol/oT)] 

+ ibw(oljoT) - ibw(ol/of) = O. (A2) 

Choosing ~ = w = K = 0, it follows 

oIjoT = 0, oIjof = O. 

Using this in (A2): 

poIjop + aoIjoa + aoIjoa = 0, 

aoI/ou - aoI/oa = 0 

is obtained. The general solution is given by 

1= I(p/laD = I(j). (A3) 

It is convenient to choose I = j. j is not an invariant 
of the conformal geometry: No conformal invariant 
of the first order does exist. j however is the one and 
only first-order invariant of the restricted conformal 
geometries (with exception of the affine conformal 
geometry). j is also the only invariant of the affine 
geometry. 

The invariants of second order depend on the 18 
quantities 

Xl = Dp, x2 = Da, x3 = Da, 

X4 = bp, x5 = Jp, x6 = ba, 

x 7 = bu, x8 = (ja, x 9 = ba, (A4) 
XIO = (jT, XU = bT, XU = bf, 

Xl3 = Jf, Xl4 = p, Xl5 = a, 

Xl6 = a, Xl? = T, Xl8 = f. 

Because of (55) and (56), they do not depend on DT 
and Df. The condition l(xi) = I(xi ') leads for in
finitesimal transformations (AI) and 11 = 1 + v :F 1 
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(strong conformal geometry) to the basic system 

° = ~(2DpII + 2DCfI2 + 2DaI3 + bpI4 + bpJO + (jaI6 

+ baJ7 + baIs + biiI9 + pIl4 + aIlS + iiI16) 

+ Di(pII + aI2 + aJ3) 

+ ij1,( -2DaI2 + 2DaJ3 + bpI4 - bpI5 - baI6 

- 38aJ7 + 3baI8 + baI9 + 2M-Ill - 2MII2 

_ 2aII5 + 2aII6 - TII7 + fIlS) 

+ ibj1,( -2TIIO + TIll - 118 - 2aI6 + 2iiI8) 

+ ibj1,( -TII2 + fJI3 + JI7 - 2aI7 + 2aI9 + TlIO) 

+ b~(pI4 + aI6 + aI8) + b~(pI5 + aJ7 + aI9) 

+ v( -I4bp - JObp - baI6 - baJ7 - baIs 

- biiI9 - 2bTIIO - 2M-Ill - 2bTJI2 - 2MII3 

- TII7 - fJIS) 

+ Dv( - 114) + bv( - 1'111 - JIS) + bv( - Tllo - T JI2 

- fJI3 - JI7) 

+ k( -DpI4 - DaI6 - DaI8 + ballo - DTIIO 

_ bpIll - DTlll + baII2 - bpII3 + aJI7 

_ pJI8) 

+ :c( -DpJO - DaJ7 - DaI9 - bpIIO + baIll 

_ 8pJI2 - DTII2 + baII3 - DfJI3 - pJ17 + iiJ1S) 

+ (jfc(aJIo - pIll) + b~(aIll _ plIO) 

+ bK( - pII2 + aI13) 

+ bk(aJ12 - pI13) 

- JID~ - bDvI4 - bDvI5 

- MvIll - iMj1,Ill - JbvJI2 + ib6j1,J12 

_ M;'(Ilo + 113) + ibbp,(IIO - 113). 

Here, oI/oxi == Ii. From the arbitrariness of the 
second derivatives, it follows immediately that 

JI = 14 = 15 = 110 = III = 112 = JI3 = 0. 

Assuming lal ¢ ° (if lal = 0, no conformal invariant 
exists), from the rest ofthe system (AS) follows 

16 = l' = 18 = 19 = 114 = JI7 = JI8 = 0, 

DaI2 + DaJ3 = -taIlS - tiiIl6, 

DaI2 - Da13 = iiJ16 - aI15, 

aJ2 + a13 = 0. 

The general solution of this involutive system of 
differential equations is given byl4 

II :. i(aDa - iiDa)/2IaI3 (A 7) 

14 An asterisk denotes an equation valid only for the class of 
triads with v = X = rp = o. 

or an arbitrary function of II' For a general triad 

II = i(aDa - aDa)/21a13 + 2v/lal 

= (Ds - 2v)/lal. (A8) 

I} represents the only strong conformal invariant of 
second order. 

For the first restricted conformal geometry (Dv = 0), 
if p ¢ 0, lal ¢ 0, iiDa + aDa - 2Dp lal21 p ¢ 0, a 
similar system follows from (AS). The general solution 
here is given by 

1= i(Dp/ p - Da/a)/lal + 2v/lal = II + iI2. (A9) 

In the particular case lal = 0, no invariant of this 
geometry exists. If p = 0, lal ¢ 0, one obtains II' 
The other case is p ¢ 0, lal ¢ 0, but 12 = O. Besides 
II there is 

is 2p - jeiSba - je-iSba 
e _ _. _. (A t 0) 

2bp - j()ae-rs 
- jMe'" 

an unimodular invariant, if the denominator in (AIO) 
is different from zero; if it is zero, besides II there is no 
additional invariant. 

For the inner geometry v = ° in (AS). The second 
transversal derivatives here give 

III = 112 = 0, 110 = J13, 

the following system is obtained with the use of (59): 

2DpJI + 2DaI2 + 2Da13 + bpI4 + bpIs + baI6 
+ JaJ7 + baI8 + JiiI9 + pJI2 + aII3 + aJI4 = 0, 

pJI + aI2 + ii13 = 0, 
-2DaI2 + 2DaI3 + bpI' - 6pJO - baI6 - 36aJ7 
+ 3baIs + 6aI9 - 2aJ13 + 2aII4 - TII5 + 1'116 = 0. 

115 = 2aI7 - 2aI9, 
JI6 = 2iiI8 - 2aI6, 

pI4 + aI6 + iiIB = 0, 
pIS + aJ7 + iiI9 = 0, 

DpI4 + DaI6 + DiiIs - aJ15 + pII6 = 0, 
DpI5 + DaJ7 + DiiI9 + pIIS - aJI6 = 0. 

(All) 

The involutive system (All) consists of 9 equations 
with 14 independent variables. When p ¢ 0, lal ¢ 0, 
I: + (I~ - 4[1 - j2])2 ¢ 0, the rank of the coefficient 
matrix is 9. In this general case an integral basis 
consists of 5 integrals. One verifies that apart from 
I in (A9) and j, (65) also satisfies (All). In the par
ticular case 12 = 0, I~ = 4(1 - j2) the equations (All) 
are not independent. Here, the four independent 
variables j and (66) do exist (the rank of the corre
ponding system of differential equations is 8, there are 
12 independent variables). Other particular cases can 
be treated in the same way. Fo~ the affine invariants, 

because of the restriction D). = 0, the condition 
pII + aI2 + a/3 = ° drops out, and the number of 
invariants increases in general by one. 
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A tensor symmetrization procedure obtained in a recent publication [Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 1058 
(1966)] is shown to support rather than disprove Weyl's tensor symmetrization theorem. This "extended" 
symmetrization procedure differs from Weyl's approach in that to construct a subspace irreducible 
under GL(n, c) one starts with a set of formal states (symmetrized tensors with formal index values) 
spanning an irreducible representation of the permutation group rather than starting with a single 
formal state. Extended symmetrization is often more useful than Weyl's approach because the states 
obtained are highly organized and because it also yields an efficient independent state selection method 
for the symmetrization procedures using modified Young symmetrizers and Wigner projection 
operators. The state organization obtained makes it possible to show that the nonorthogonality which 
is present for bases obtained with Young symmetrizers can be easily removed. The state organization 
also makes it possible to simplify the task of recoupling symmetrized tensor representations to gain a 
simply-coupled form. This form enlarges the class of Clebsch-Gordan and recoupling coefficients 
which can be evaluated by tensor methods. Group matrices and Lie group generator matrix elements 
are also obtained by tensor methods. Extended symmetrization using unitary representation Wigner 
projection operators based on unitary representations is shown to result in orthogonal states although 
usually not the orthogonal states desired. The usual Young symmetrizers are shown to often be more 
useful than modified Young symmetrizers or Wigner projection operators. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A RECENT publicationl examined Weyl's tensor 
symmetrization theorem using the fact that a 

symmetrized tensor subspace irreducibly invariant 
under GL(n, c) must be a direct sum of subspaces 
irreducibly invariant under the permutation group. 
The mathematical results of Ref. 1 are also contained 
in the next section [Eqs. (2.8)]. At first sight the formal 
results obtained appeared to disprove Weyl's theorem 
when actually they support it. 2 In fact, the independent 
states among those provided are the same as the 
independent states among those provided by Weyl's 
theorem. To see how all this is so, we first note that 
the permutation group operations act on the indices 
as a function of their initial position rather than as a 
function of their position after some permutation 

t Present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, 
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia. 

1 D. R. Tompkins, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 1058 (1966); 17, 739E 
(1966). 

2 H. Weyl, The Classical Groups (Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, New Jersey, 1946), p. 129. Weyl's theorem, in describing 
symmetrized tensors· from a traditional viewpoint [one formal 
state for each subspace irreducibly invariant under GL(n, c)], evi
dently left some confusion about the explicit role of permutation 
group symmetry in symmetrized tensor bases of GL(n, c). This 
confusion may be the reason why some authors fail to properly 
use Young symmetrizers to construct bases for the permutation 
group [see footnote 7 in Ref. I. However, contrary to this reference, 
M. Hamermesh was seeking to construct basis functions for the 
permutation group rather than for GL(n, c).] Because the pair of 
states given by R. E. Behrends, J. Dreitlein, C. Fronsdal, and W. 
Lee (see Ref. 4) conform to Weyl's theorem, they do not need to 
be extended (contrary to footnote 5 in Ref. I) before entering index 
values to complete bases for two equivalent (but not orthogonal) 
representations of SU(m). 

where commas separate tableau rows and L(ij) 

denotes an element of the permutation group. Clearly 
(PQ)ili3.i2Lu2ia)Tili2i3 = (PQ)ilia,i2Tili3i2' so this really 
represents the same operation as that for state A~2.1l, 
although the state obtained differs from A~2.1) in that 
the values of the second and third indices of the tensor 
have been transposed. Similarly, the state B~2.1) is 
found to be derived from the same Young symmetrizer 
operation as state B~2.1) after the values of the second 
and third indices of the tensor have been transposed. 
This is consistent with Weyl's theorem which applies 
a single Young symmetrizer to a tensor form and then 
enters all arrangements of each set of index values to 
get nr tensors (r and n denote rank and dimension) 
spanning a subspace irreducibly invariant under 
GL(n, c). Referring to the first column of Eqs. 
(2.8) in the text, which is the same as Eqs. (6) in 
Ref. I, we see that: in the first basis, the operation 
Sjl brings the indices of Ti"";r into the same 
correspondence with (PQ)'; as that found for 
(PQ)I;Til ... ir; in the second basis, the operation Sj2 

brings the indices of Ti ... i into the same correspond-
1 r , 

ence with (PQ)'; as that found for (PQ)~Til ... ir' ... ; 
and in the mth basis, the operation Sim brings the 

1502 
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indices of Ti"" i, into the same correspondence with 
(PQ)~ as that found for (PQ)':"Til '" i,' This plus the 
above discussion show the new symmetrization pro
cedure to be entirely consistent with Weyl's theorem 
and to yield the same independent explicit states 
(symmetrized tensors with explicit index values). The 
new symmetrization procedure differs from Weyl's 
approach in that to construct a subspace irreducibly 
invariant under G L(n, c), one starts with an "extended" 
set of Nil formal states (symmetrized tensors with 
formal index values) which span an irreducible 
representation (,u) of the permutation group rather 
than starting with a single formal state of representa
tion (,u). Weyl's single initial state is always one mem
ber of the corresponding "extended" set of initial states. 
Because of this, it could be appropriate to call the 
new procedure an extended symmetrization pro
cedure. 

With an extended symmetrization procedure, it is 
only necessary to consider a single arrangement of 
each set of tensor index values in order to obtain a 
set of independent states which spans a subspace 
irreducibly invariant under GL(n, c). Weyl's theorem 
admits all arrangements of each set of index values 
thereby obtaining a large number of dependent states. 
Weyl's theorem plus the rule of admitting only index 
values which, when entered into the standard tableaux 
of index positions, result in standard tableaux of 
independent states spanning a subspace irreducibly 
invariant under GL(n, c). Thus the large number of 
dependent states provided by Weyl's theorem presents 
no problem. This independent state selection rule is 
proven by the extended symmetrization procedure. 3 

The state organization provided by the extended 
symmetrization concept makes it possible to develop 
a simple independent state selection method which 
applies not only when using Young symmetrizers but 
also when using modified Young symmetrizers or 
Wigner projection operators. It is well known that 
bases obtained with Young symmetrizers are non-

3 An invariant (tensor) subspace is always completed by entering 
all distinct arrangements of all sets of index values into the formal 
expression of any single state in the subspace. If the subspace is in 
decomposed form, then one such formal state from each invariant 
subspace is needed. This is why a tensor can be described by a 
single formal state (or a single formal state from each invariant 
subspace of a decomposed form). For Cartesian tensors this tradi
tional state selection method is completely efficient. but for sym
metrized tensors it results in some dependent states. Cartesian 
tensors can also be described by being formally extended before 
state selection. For a tensor of rank r this approach consists of 
using the r! group operations of S, to construct the for11)al states 
of the r! dimensional (reducible) representation of S, and then 
completing the tensor by entering (in all r! states) a single arrange
ment of each set of index values. Here a Cartesian tensor is described 
by r! formal states. It is clear that both descriptions are equally 
general. Except for Cartesian tensors, the extended approach always 
yields fewer dependent states. 

orthogonal.4 The state organization makes it possible 
to show that this nonorthogonality has a simple 
structure and can be easily removed. We are concerned 
not only with the orthogonality of the states within 
each representation but also with the orthogonality 
between representations because, in order to reason
ably invert the similarity transformation which de
composes a tensor, it is necessary that all states of the 
decomposed tensor be orthogonal (the initial tensor is, 
of course, assumed orthogonal). Finally, the state 
organization makes it possible to prove that sym
metrized tensor bases can always be brought to a 
simply-coupled form by using recoupling coefficients 
which do not depend 1n the individual states within 
the representations. Bases with simple coupling form 
are orthogonal when simply-coupled constituents are 
orthogonal. 

Orthogonal symmetrized tensors make it possible 
to obtain many detailed properties of classical group 
representations by tensor methods. A particular 
example is Clebsch-Gordan coefficients coupling 
orthogonal symmetrized tensor bases. Orthogonal 
symmetrized tensors in Kronecker product form 
also allowed one to use tensor methods to evaluate 
the usual Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the decom
position of Kronecker products. Such results are also 
obtained for classical groups not possessing inner 
products. The term inner product is here used in
clusively for the Hermitian product or for any scalar 
product, while the term scalar product is reserved to 
express use of a metric tensor. 

Symmetrization of a tensor always decomposes it 
as a representation of any matrix group on the under
lying space, but this may not yield irreducible tensors. 
For the classical groups, the additional tensor opera
tions needed to get irreducible tensors are well known 
and that is why here we principally address ourselves 
to these groups. The reduction of symmetrized tensors 
of semisimple Lie groups can be completed by using 
"shift" operations of the Lie algebra. Starting with 
an appropriate initial state, such "shift" operations 
can be used to complete a basis of an irreducible 
representation of the Lie algebra. Baird and 
Biedenharn5 obtain bases for the groups U(n) and 
SU(n) by using Weyl's theorem to construct highest
weight states of U(n - 1) C U(n) and then complete 
these U(n - 1) multiplets with shift operations. This 

• R. E. Behrends, J. Dreitlein, C. Fronsdal, and W. Lee, Rev. 
Mod. Phys. 34, 1 (1962). 

• G. E. Baird and L. C. Biedenharn, J. Math. Phys. 4, 1449 (1963). 
The Gel'fand-Zetlin method described by these authors is more 
elegant than what the above text explains. In particular, it yields 
general expressions (rather than algorithms) for generator matrilt 
elements. 
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has the advantage of yielding a basis with precisely the 
desired orthogonality. MoshinskY; has shown that 
certain "special Gel'fand" states in a Gel'fand basis of 
U(n) constitute an irreducible basis of a permutation 
group Sn which is defined on the index values of the 
self-representation of U(n) rather than on index 
positions. 

As pointed out by Baird and Biedenharn (p. 1458),5 
the integral approach (tensors with permutational 
symmetry) has been used most at the level of implicit 
states. For these and other features of current tensor 
methods, the literature may be consulted.7 The 
methods to be pursued here are oriented entirely 
toward explicit states. 

2. EXTENDED SYMMETRIZATION 
PROCEDURES AND STATE SELECTION 

For any given Young tableau 1Jr, a Young sym
metrizer is defined by (PQ)r == !1>q pq()q, where ()q is 
+ (-) as q is even (odd). The two-sided ideals 
obtained from the Young symmetrizers of all Young 
patterns of the permutation group Sr are linearly inde
pendent and span the whole group ring. The identity 
element (e) is resolved into generating units [!i (PQ)rJ 
of such ideals by 

e = ~(NIl/r!)2[t(PQ)~l (2.1) 

where Nil is the dimension of representation type (p,) 
and the sums include all tableaux of all patterns of 
Sr· 

Young actually worked with certain modified 
Young symmetrizers which he termed natural units. 
The resulting representations of the permutation 
group have been called the natural representations. 
With QiPia = PiaQa, where Pia is an element of the 
(p) group of standard tableaux 1J:, Young's modified 
symmetrizers PQ' are defined by8 

(PQ')~ == (PQ)~ - (P)~Pia(Q')a - (P)~Pib(Q')b - ... , 

(2.2a) 

Qj(P)= = ()ik(QP)'j. (2.2b) 

The minimal left ideals obtained from modified Young 
symmetrizers of standard tableaux are linearly in
dependent and span the group ring. Because these 
(essentially idempotent) generating units also annul 
one another, then the identity element can be (Peirce) 

• M. Moshinsky, J. Math. Phys. 7, 691 (1966). 
• H. Jahn and H. van Wieringen, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 

Al09, 502 (1951); J. P. Elliott. J. Hope, and H. A. Jahn. Phil. 
Trans. Roy. Soc. London Al46, 241 (1953); J. P. Elliott, Proc. Roy. 
Soc. (London) Al4S, 128 (1958); A. R. Edmonds, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
(London) AlA, 567 (1962); A. Pais, Rev. Mod. Phys. 38, 215 (1966). 

• H. Boerner, Representations of Groups (North-Holland Pub· 
lishing Company, Amsterdam, 1963). 

resolved into generating units (PQ'Y: of minimal left 
ideals by 

e = L [N;J(PQI)~ , 
'.1' r. 

(2.3) 

where the sums include all standard tableaux of all 
patterns of Sr. 

The unmodified Young symmetrizers of the standard 
tableaux also furnish generating units for independent 
minimal left ideals which span the group ring. Because 
these (essentially idempotent) generating units do not 
in general all annul one another, their sum does not 
in general form a resolution of the identity element. 
A basis of the left ideal generated by (PQ)~ is given by 
{Sik(PQ)~}, where j ranges over all standard tableaux 
and Sik is the permutation relating standard tableaux 
1Jj and 1J~ as 

(2.4) 
so that 

(2.5) 

We only use Sik to relate standard tableaux although 
Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) apply to all tableaux. From Eq. 
(2.1) it is clear that an arbitrary tensor can be expanded 
as 

(2.6) 

To obtain a basis of representation (p,), we start with 
any arrangement of the initial tensor indices i1 ... ir 
and any standard tableau 1J~ and select the components 

{Sik(PQ)~T;l" 'i,} 

(j ranges over all standard tableaux). These compo
nents all appear in Eq. (2.6) because SikTi

1 
••• i. 

certainly appears as an index arrangement and we can 
use Eq. (2.5) in the form 

SiiPQ)=T;l" 'ir = (PQ)'jSikT;l" 'ir ' (2.7) 

From Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) it is clear that these com
ponents would also appear in a Peirce-resolved tensor, 
so the above argument can instead be based on such 
an expansion. 

Because the minimal left ideals of distinct standard 
tableaux are independent, a second independent basis 
is obtained with the components 

{Si;(PQ)~T;l" 'iJ, 
where i ¢ k, index j ranges over all standard tableaux, 
and the indices ;1 ... ;r have the same arrangement 
as before. Proceeding in this way, all standard tableaux 
are exhausted to obtain a complete set of independent 
bases of representation type (p,). The set is complete 
because all basic states appear among the components 
of the resolved tensor and the number of independent 
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bases obtained is equal to the number of standard 
tableaux. Independent bases of type (ft) are now 
given in two useful forms: 

First basis 

Af == (PQ)';1';""ir = (PQ)~1';''''ir' 
A~ == (PQ)~S2l1';, " . ir = S2l(PQ)~1';,,,. i r ' 

A::' == (PQ)::'Sml1';, ". ir = S"'l(PQ)i1';,,,. ir ' 
Second basis 

B~ == (PQ)~Sl21';1' "i, = (PQ)~Sl21';,,, 'ir' 

B~ == (PQ)~1';l"'ir = S21(PQ)~Sl2Ti''''ir' 

mth basis (m = N~) 
D~ == (PQ)~Slm1';,,, 'i, = (PQ)'tS lm1';,. "ir' 

D~ == (PQ)~S2m1';, .. 'i, = S21(PQ)~Slm1';, .. 'ir ' 

D~ == (PQ)~n 1'; ". i, = Sml(PQ)~Slm 1';,." ir ' 

(2.8) 

Note that the initial tensor Ti , ... ir is not required to 
be Cartesian. Similar tensor bases can be obtained 
from the minimal right ideals (see the Appendix). 

The right column of the above equations shows that 
the kth basis state Si1(PQY;SlkTi, ... ir is obtained 
from the first basis state Si1(PQY;Ti,,,. ir by permut
ing the indices of the Cartesian constituents of the 
initial tensor in the first basis state as a function of 
their symmetrized tensor position. 

For definiteness and because symmetrization alone 
yields irreducible representations of the full linear 
group GL(n, c), we refer to this group in the present 
discussion. Each subspace of a rank r tensor which 
is irreducibly invariant under GL(n, c) is a direct sum 
of subs paces which are irreducibly invariant under Sr' 
These distinct subspaces belonging to a single irre
ducible representation of GL(n, c) have distinct sets of 
index values and all arise from a single irreducible 
representation of Sr on a rank r tensor having arbi
trary indices. In this way each independent irreducible 
representation of Sr on a tensor with arbitrary indices 
yields at most one independent representation of 
GL(n, c). If repeated index values occur, then in 
general the dimension of the representation of S, is 

TABLE I. Decomposition of a third-rank tensor on a three
dimensional space. The states of {Al and {8} are described by 

Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10). 

Tensor 
components 

J 23, 132,213 
231,312,321 
112,121,211 
1\3,131,311 
221,121,122 
223,232,322 
331,313, \33 
332, 323, 233 
III 
222 
333 
Number of 

states 

First 
basis 

A,(I23) 
A ,(I 23) 
A,(l12) 
A,(II3) 
A,(221) 
A,(223) 
A,(331) 
A,(332) 

8 

Second 
basis 

B,(l23) 
B,(l23) 
B,(112) 
B,(1 \3) 
B,(221) 
B,(223) 
B,(331) 
B,(332) 

8 

States 
Symmetric 

Y(l23) 

Y(l12) 
Y(lI3) 
Y(221) 
Y(223) 
Y(331) 
Y(332) 
Y(lII) 
Y(222) 
Y(333) 

10 

Anti
symmetric 

Z(l23) 

reduced by some states either becoming identical or 
vanishing. We now show how to select independent 
states of GL(n, c) by considering the initial states of 
Sr given by Eqs. (2.8).9 Using commas to separate 
tableau rows, we illustrate the following discussion 
with the states 

and 
B1(il i2is) = (PQ)i,i,.iaTi,isi" 

B2(il i2i3) = (PQ);; i Ti i i . 
1 3' 2 1 2 3 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

To bring some order into the numerous index arrange
ments, we admit only the index complexions i1 < 
i2 < is, il = i2 < i3, il < i2 = is, and il = i2 = is· 
This allows a single arrangement of each set of index 
values and that is what we want. For il < i2 < is the 
states of Eqs. (2.9a) and (2.9b) are all independent. 
Considering the other cases for the states of Eqs. 
(2.9a) we have 

i l = i2 < is, 

-lAl(i1ilia) = A2(ili1is) = (Ti i i - Ti i i), (2.1Oa) 
3 1 1 1 1 3 

i l < i2 = is, 

A l (il i2i 2) = A2(il i2i2) = (Ti i i - Ti i i), (2.1Ob) 
1 2 2 2 2 1 

il = i2 = is, Al(ililil) = A2(ilil i l) = O. (2.1Oc) 

Equations (2.9a), (2.1 Oa), and (2.1 Ob) yield independent 
states which are used in the decomposition of a third 
rank tensor on a three-dimensional space as shown 
in Table I. The second column of Eqs. (2.8) shows that, 

• Using either modified Young symmetrizers or permutation group 
Wigner projection operators to construct a single formal sym
metrized tensor state, it is possible to complete a basis for GL(n, c) 
[or a GL(n, c) subgroup) by admitting all arrangements of all sets 
of index values. However, the selection of independent states is 
usually difficult and the states obtained usually do not coincide 
with those obtained with the corresponding extended symmetrization 
procedures. 
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except for a uniform initial permutation of indices, 
corre~ponding states of equivalent representations 
are obtained with identical operations, so that for 
the equivalent representation {B} the same results hold. 
The bases {A} and {B} obtained are independent. 
This approach is general. When the dimension of the 
underlying space is less than the rank of the tensor, 
some states of the expanded tensor [Eq. (2.6)] will 
vanish. If a state in the tensor expansion vanishes, but 
not all of its partners [as displayed in Eqs. (2.8)] vanish, 
then the representation formally associated with this 
state still appears. 

A basis of the minimal left ideal generated by the 
modified idempotent (PQ'YJ is given by {Sij(PQ')j}. 
Modified idempotents of distinct standard tableaux 
generate independent bases. Independent tensor bases 
of the equivalent representations belonging to the 
standard tableaux of Young pattern (,u) are then: 

First basis 

{Si1(PQXT;, .. . i.11=1,2 •... m' 

Second basis 

{S12(PQ')P-;, .. ·;)1=1,2, ... m' 

mth basis (m = NI') 

{S im(PQ')~n 1';, ... ;J i=1,2, ... m , 

(2.11) 

where the initial tensor is not required to be Cartesian. 
Using page-ordered standard tableaux, Eqs. (2.2) show 
that (PQ')~ = (PQ)~, so the mth basis of Eqs. (2.11) 
is identical to the mth basis of Eqs. (2.8); in general 
such pairs of bases are not identical. These natural 
representation bases can be used to form subspaces 
irreducibly invariant under GL(n, c) in the same way 
as was done for the bases derived from the usual 
Young symmetrizers. These bases are not as highly 
organized as those of Eqs. (2.8) because in general it 
does not seem possible to write them in a form 
analogous to that shown by the right column of 
Eqs. (2.8). 

WignerlO showed that one could construct a basis 
of a group representation by using projection oper
ators formed with the representation matrices them
selves. Thus using group representation matrices the 
minimal left ideal of row q of representation [j)l'] of Sr 
has basic elements {!y [j)~-']q!Lyhall !). Using the 

'0 E. P. Wigner, Group Theory (Academic Press, New York, 1959). 
Actually Wigner followed a projection operation ("row" operation) 
with a "partner" operation. More recent authors combine these 
into a single operation. A set of such operations result in which' 
only one is idempotent and hence only one is a true projection 
operation. 

permutation group matrices of the states of Eqs. 
(2.8) to construct Wigner projection operators 
I y [j)~-.]qqLy' one finds that in general these projec
tion operators do not coincide with (PQ)~. This is 
seen from the fact that Young symmetrizers do not 
in general all annul one another while the Wigner 
projection operators do, i.e., 

( N;)2 ! [j)~_, ]qqL~ ! [j);-'bLp 
r. ~ Ii 

= bQ!NI' '" [j)l'_,] L 
, k y qq y' 

r. y 

Thus symmetrized tensor bases obtained with Young 
symmetrizers are generally quite distinct from those 
obtained with Wigner projection operators. This does 
not contradict !~i [j)~-.]ijL~'¥~ = '¥j because to 
obtain symmetrized tensor bases the Wigner pro
jection operators are applied to a general tensor. 
Using Wigner projection operators, a Peirce resolved 
tensor appears as 

1';, ... ir = I (Nl'jr!) I [j)~-, ]uLy1';, .. . ir' 
II' y 

where the sums include all group elements, all repre
sentations, and all rows. Here the basic states generally 
do not all appear explicitly in the Peirce resolved 
tensor. Using Wigner projection operators, the tensor 
bases of Sr have the form: 

First basis 

{~ [j)~-']liLy1';, ... i rL=1,2, ... m' 

Second basis 

{! [j)~-']2iLy1';, .. 'ir } , 
y i=1,2,··· m 

mth basis (m = Nil) 

{I [j)~-l ]miLy 1';, '" ir} , 
y 1=1,2,' .. m 

(2.12) 

where the initial tensor is not required to be Cartesian. 
A direct sum consisting of one such basis belonging 

to one arrangement of each set of index values forms 
a subspace irreducibly invariant under GL(n, c). 
Dependent states resulting from repeated index values 
can be eliminated in the same way as was done for the 
states of Eqs. (2.8). Due to the work of Yamanouchill 

the matrices of the unitary representations of the 
permutation group are readily available, and, when 

11 T. Yamanouchi, Proc. Phys. Soc. Japan 19,436 (1937). 
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using such matrices, we shall write 

Viq == (N"jr!) "2 [~~-']q!Ly. 
Y 

In addition to the self-representation where A 
represents an element ex. of some complex classical 
group, we also have the complex conjugate self
representation where ex. is represented by A* rather 
than A. Denoting repeated Kronecker products by 
exponentiation, we find the representations (A)U X 

(A*)k are carried by tensors Ti .. . i ' ... , with 
1 u"'l .Ik 

indices i1 '" iu transforming as (A)U and indices 
j1 ... A transforming as (A*)k. For the groups 
GL(n, c) and SL(n, c) irreducible tensors are obtained 
by separately symmetrizing the indices i1 ... iu and 
j1 ... A· We can also have indices of opposite variance. 
Th t T il'" i.il .. 'j! f GL() SL() us a ensor i l ' .. i.il ... ik 0 nc or nc , 
with indices i1'" iu and i1'" i" having opposite 
variances of A and indices h ... A and j1 ... j! having 
opposite variances of A*, is irreducibly decomposed 
by separately symmetrizing each set of the four kinds 
of indices and then using the "trace" condition12 

of contracting opposing variance indices belonging 
to the same complex conjugation,13 The metric tensors 
of O(n, c) and Sp(n, c) make opposite variance indices 
of the same kind one-to-one equivalent for these 
groups. For the unitary groups complex conjugation 
plus transposition coincide with a change of variance 
and thus such tensors carry only two kinds of indices, 
which are of opposing variance. Another kind of 
nontrivial "mixed" tensor is one carrying indices of 
both a group and its cover group. An important case 
of this is tensors of SO(3)-SU(2) on space-spin 
coordinates. The usual approach14 of obtaining sym
metric "traceless" projections uses the fact that all 
irreducible representations of SO(3) can be described 
by "traceless" symmetric tensors. IS However, to 
decompose the whole tensor, we must also consider 
the representations with other symmetry. Thus, to 
decompose a tensor T mi' .. m;a

l 
... ak with vector 

indices m1 ••• mj and spinor indices ex.1 ... ex.k' we use 
Eqs. (2.8) or (2.11) or (2.12) to symmetrize separately 
the vector and spinor indices; apply to all vector 
indices conditions of the form 

and finally apply to all vector and spinor indices the 

I. The term "trace condition" will be applied to a general class 
of tensor subsidiary conditions. • 

13 M. A. Rashid, Nuovo Cimento 26, 118 (1962); N. Mukunda 
and T. F. Jordan, J. Math. Phys. 7, 849 (1966). 

Ii Charles Zemach, Phys. Rev. 140, B97 (1964); B. Barsella and 
E. Fabri, Nuovo Cimento Suppl. 11, 293 (1964). 

15 M. Hamermesh, Group Theory (Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Company, Inc., Reading, Mass., 1962). 

conditions 

where (J is the Pauli vector operator represented in 
the same coordinate system as the initial and metric 
tensors. 

3. ORTHOGONALITY AND RECOUPLING 

The unitary groups leave the Hermitian product 
invariant. The orthogonal groups have a scalar 
product using a symmetric metric tensor and the real 
orthogonal groups are unitary. For the symplectic 
groups we can use symplectic coordinates1S which are 
based on a scalar product using a skew metric, and 
for the unitary symplectic groups we can also use the 
Hermitian product. 

For a Hermitian product 

'" t -* '" -* ,0' * LaTi = 4 ~[~a]ii <=> LaTj = 4 Ti [~)a]ii' 
i 

If the representation matrices are unitary, then this 
implies L~ = La-I so that 

([~~-.]"uLa)t = [~~-,]:uLa-I' 

and by linearity we obtain the unitary representation 
adjoint Wigner projection operator. 

V~" == NIL "2 [~:-I]:uLa-l. 
r! a 

Writing ex.-1{J = y so that 

[~:-I ]:u = "2 [~~]![~~-I]! 
i 

and using real unitary matrices, we find 

<~''''ir I (U~,,)tu;9T,''''i'> 
= (jIlV(jUf<~''''ir I (V:,,)tTil"'iJ (3.1) 

These equations establish orthogonality between the 
states within a representation as well as showing that 
states of equivalent representations (g:;6. v) are 
orthogonal if u :;6. f For components with distinct 
index values and which are derived from an orthogonal 
initial tensor, the only nonvanishing contribution to 
the right side of Eq. (3.1) is from [~.]:"Le and this 
contribution vanishes unless g = v. These results still 
leave the possibility of nonorthogonality between 
corresponding states (with repeated index values) of 
equivalent representations. The proof of Eqs. (3.4) 
requires identical representations, and Wigner pro
jection operators provide this. This shows that jf some 
corresponding states of equivalent representations are 
orthogonal then all are orthogonal, so that with an 
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orthogonal initial tensor 

('li1 " 'ir I (V~,lV;gTit· .. i.) 
= OpvO,,/'JVy(F;l'" iT I Tit··· iT)' (3.2) 

To show that the above results also apply to the 
scalar product of O(n, c), we first note that the 
(diagonal form) metric tensor of O(n, c) effects a 
transposition by changing row (column) states into 
column (row) states. By using real unitary matrices of 
Sr the above adjoint is also an adjoint projection 
operator for this scalar product. 

Returning to the representations given by Eqs. 
(2.8), we note that the orthogonality of bases of such 
inequivalent representations follows from Eqs. 
(3.2) and the similarity of a "Young pattern subspace" 
derived from Young symmetrizers, and the corre
sponding "Young pattern subspace" derived from 
unitary representation Wigner projection operators. 
A "Young pattern subspace" is the space spanned by 
all equivalent representations belonging to a Young 
pattern. We have already seen that the second column 
of Eqs. (2.8) shows that the independent equivalent 
bases differ only in the way they are entered on the 
tensor indices. Thus these equivalent representations 
are identical and their bases have identical inner 
product structures, i.e., 

(AWl, ... , iT) I Aj(j1' ... ,iT» 
= (Bf(i1, ... , i 1) I Bj(jI> ... ,ir» = .. 
= <D~(i1' ... , iT) I Dj(h, .. " jr»' (3.3) 

As a corollary to the recoupling theorem, it is shown 
that the inner products between the bases of equivalent 
representations have essentially this same structure, 
i.e., 

(AWl, ... , iT) I AjUl' ... ,iT» 
= ACA, B)(AWl, ... , if) I BjUl • ... , ir» = ... 

= A(A, D) (AWl , ... , ir) I Dj(j1, ... , ir» 
A(B, A)(Bf(i1 , ••• , iT) I AjUl, ... , ir» 

- (BP(i ... i) I BP(J' '.' J'» - •.. - t l' ,,. f 1, 'r-

= A(B, D)(B't( iI' ... , ir) I Dj(jI' ... ,iT» 

1.( D, A)(DWl' ... , iT) I Aj(j1' ... ,ir» 
= A(D, B}(DW1"", iT) I Bj(jI,'" ,iT» = ... 

= < DWl, ... , iT) I DjU1, ... ,iT»' (3.4) 

where A never depends on labels t or f or on indices 
i1 , ••• , ir or h, ... ,jr' and can be zero. The above 
argument for Eqs. (3.3) and the argument for Eqs. 
(3.4) given later are based on the initial tensor being 

Cartesian; however, in an added note, generalized 
results for non-Cartesian tensors are obtained. 

Equations (3.4) show that orthogonalizing all 
equivalent representation bases in the same way, 
which by Eqs. (3.3) is always possible, also diagonalizes 
the inner products between equivalent representation 
bases. This remaining nonorthogonality can then be 
easily removed by recoupling whole bases rather than 
by separately recoupling individual states. Such 
recoupling does not affect the orthogonality obtained 
within the equivalent representation bases. 

The nonorthogonality of the states of Eqs. (2.11) 
remains a severe problem since it does not seem 
possible to put them into a form analogous to that 
shown by the right column of Eqs. (2.8). 

The orthogonality provided by the unitary repre
sentations of Sr usually does not coincide with that 
needed for reduction relative to a particular em
bedding of some particular matrix subgroup, and ~o 
such states having a common weight (Lie group) 
usually need to be rearranged to also gain the desired 
orthogonality. Thus the additional rearrangement 
which states obtained from Eqs. (2.8) require is that 
of making equivalent representations mutually orthog
onal and that has been shown to be easily achieved. 
On the other hand, using unitary representations of 
Sr to symmetrize a rank r tensor becomes very tedious 
as r increases because it is necessary to obtain and 
use the representation matrices of all r! group ele
ments. This is a feature of any symmetrization 
procedure using Wigner projection operators. 

While the subsidiary conditions for tensors of 
O(n, c) are based on a scalar product, the resulting 
states can in the case of the real orthogonal groups 
O(n), also be used with a Hermitian product. Using the 
metric tensor inner product, the operation of "trace" 
extraction orthogonally partitions a tensor (Reference 
15, p. 392). For the symplectic groups Sp(n, c) 
"trace" operations are based on the symplectic scalar 
product but for the unitary symplectic groups Sp(n) 
the resulting states can also be used with a Hermitian 
product. For the unitary symplectic groups one would 
almost certainly want to use the Hermitian product. 
"Trace" extraction with a symplectic metric also 
partitions a tensor orthogonally relative to the 
Hermitian product. If instead we stay with the scalar 
product of Sp(n, c) and if initial and final tensors have 
respective metrics G and G, where G2 = G2 = I and 
G = W-IGW-I, then 

W-l = -GWG, (3.5) 

where W denotes the transpose of W. 
We find that we are already able to use tensor 
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methods to obtain many detailed properties of group 
representations and certain recoupling results al\ow 
us to get further properties. If Ea denotes a generator 
of the self-representation (classical group), then, with 
exponents symbolizing repeated Kronecker products, 
the generators for a tensor of rank rare 

r 

Ea = L (I)k-1 X Ea x (Ir-k , (3.6) 
k~1 

where exponentiation of power zero signifies 1 (not J). 
The generator matrix elements are obtained by apply
ing these operators to the Cartesian tensor compo
nents of the states. This only uses properties of an 
individual representation and not properties requiring 
a ful\y decomposed tensor. Explicit states are not 
even required in order to evaluate the matrix. elements 
of the commuting generators HI, .. " Hh as is now 
shown. This has also been shown by Weyl16 for 
anti symmetric states and by Baird and Biedenharn5 

in a boson operator context. The eigenvalues of the 
max.imal set of diagonal generators are the weight 
vector components and we assume the first rank 
tensors to be eigenstates of these commuting genera
tors. If Aiwl,' .. wn) is a state obtained from the 
reduction of a tensor on an n-dimensional space and 
if the entries of the state consist of WI entries of 1, 
1'1'2 entries of 2, ... , and Wn entries of n, then 

H,A q(wl ' .. wn) = [w1(H,)1 + w2(H,)2 + ... 
+ wn(Hf)nlAiwl ... wn), (3.7) 

so that the weight vector components of Aiwl ... wn) 
are 

w1(H1)1 + w2(H1)2 + ... + wn(H1)n, 

w1(H2)1 + w2(H2)2 + ... + wn(H2)n, 

(3.8) 

w1(Hh)1 + w2(Hh)2 + ... + wiHh)n' 

The multiplicity of each weight vector is simply the 
multiplicity of each index value assignment. Tensor 
states having distinct weight vectors are linearly inde
pendent. This does not require the group to be 
semisimple but when such is the case further useful 
weight vector properties are ensured. 

If A and A' are contravariant (covariant) self
representation transformations of SO(3) and SU(2), 
respectively, then the group transformations of a 
decomposed SO(3)-SU(2) tensor having a single 
SU(2) index are W-1[(A)H X A' X (Ay-a] W, where 
the qth tensor index is SU(2). It is clear that here 

,. H. Weyl, "The Structure and Representations of Continuous 
Groups," The Institute of Advanced Study, 1935 (unpublished). 

properties of the whole decomposed tensor are being 
used. We can obtain the generator matrix elements 
from these expressions by differentiation or else by 
using the matrix equation 

I + OaEa = W-1[(I + OaEarl x (l + oaE~) 
X (I + baEar-aJ W, 

where oa is infinitesimal. The operator of Eq. (3.6) 
was not symmetrized (hence absence of W) because 
it was used according to an operational rather than 
matrix definition. 

Denoting Kronecker products by exponentation 
and with 0, rp, ... denoting the parameters of a Lie 
group, we see that W.11;k(O, rp, ... ) W-l yields irreducible 
representation matrices. These matrix element func
tions, which the Peter-Weyl and Wigner-Stone 
theorems are concerned with17 (compact group), may 
also be individual\y useful, e.g., those of SO(3) are 
symmetric top eigenfunctions. IS 

We now take up the evaluation of Clebsch-Gordan 
and recoupling coefficients by tensor methods. Our 
approach will differ from some usual methods19 in 
that Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are directly evaluated 
without first being factorized. The Clebsch-Gordan 
and recoupling coefficients which we evaluate couple 
symmetrized tensor representations. Later we show 
how to recouple tensor representations in order to get 
states which are composed of simple couplings. With 
this we are able to use tensor methods to also evaluate 
the usual Clebsch-Gordan and recoupling coefficients. 
Due to the use of tensor methods, we can proceed 
without introducing operators to label representations 
and states. By EB T{" .. ir we denote an irreducibly 

A ~ 

decomposed tensor of rank r and by Ti" .. ir we mean a 
Cartesian tensor. We are interested in evaluating the 
coefficients of 

( E¥T{I .. 'ir) ( ~Tfl .. 'i.) qr, s) = Ef>TI1 ... ir+,' (3.9) 

The matrix. qr, s) contains the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients of any irreducible representation appearing 
in a rank r + s tensor which is obtained by the cou
pling of the irreducible representations appearing in 
a rank r tensor with the irreducible representations 
appearing in a rank s tensor. For mixed tensors one 
often wants to retain a certain index configuration. 
Considering SO(3)-SU(2) tensors, one might want 
to have at most only one spinor index. Although 

17 L. C. Biedenharn, in Lectures in Theoretical Physics 5, W. E. 
Britten and J. Downs, Eds. (John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1963). 

18 A. R. Edmonds, Angular Momentum in Quantum Mechanics 
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1957). 

It J. J. DeSwart, Rev. Mod. Phys. 35, 916 (1963); D. Lurie and 
A. J. Macfarlane, J. Math. Phys. 5, 565 (1964). 
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Eq. (3.9) does not immediately maintain such a 
configuratio.n, the states of irreducible representations 
with two spinor indices can be mapped one-to-one 
onto the states of irreducible representations with no 
spinor indices, thereby recovering the desired index 
configuration. Returning to a general consideration 
of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we have 

and 

, - . 
EEl T;""irH - Ti""irHW(r + s) , (3.10) 

(E¥Tt, ... ir) ( c: T,~ .. . i.) = t i , .. 'ir+JW(r) X W(s)], 

(3.11) 

where the Cartesian components were assumed to be 
organized so that 

(Ti , .. 'irW(r»(T;l" 'i,W(S» = til" 'i,.+JW(r) x W(s)]. 

Combining Eqs. (3.9) and (3.11) gives 

( EEl Ti', .. . iT") C-\r, s) = T;l'" ir+JW(r) X W(s)]. 
, (3.12) 

Using Eq. (3.10) and rearranging yields 

[W(r) X W(s)]-lW(r + s) = C(r, s). (3.13) 

To evaluate (recoupling) coefficients which reorder 
successive couplings suppose we have the coupling 

(E¥ T~ .. 'iT) (~ Ti,··· i.) (~ T7l •• 'i.) C(r, s)C(u, v) 

where 
= Ti""i W(u + v), (3.14) 

u+" 

(E¥ Ti~" .ir ) (~ T4·· 'i.)C(r, s) = ~ T[l" ·i. 

and the coupling 

(~ Ti~" 'i l ) (~T1, ... ik ) ( c: TI, .. 'ig)C(j, k)C(j, g) 

= 7:, ... if+< W(f + g), (3.15) 

where u + v = f + g and 

(~ T~l" 'i;) (~ T1, .. 'i k ) C(j, k) = ~ T7,. "if' 

Then using 

(~Ti~"'ir) (~T4"'i.) (~Tii ... i.) 
and 

= j~, .. 'irwJW(r) X W(S) X W(v)] 

( ~ Tia 
... ii) ( ~ T f ... ik) ( ~ TI ... ig ) 

= til' ooi;+k+JW(j) X W(k) X W(g)], 

where r + s + v = j + k + g, we find 

[WeD X W(k) X W(g)]-l[W(r) X W(s) X W(v)] 

X C(r, s)C(u, V)W-l(U + v)W(f + g) 

= C(j, k)C(f, g) (3.l6) 
and 

tf: Tf, ... i u+v = (~ Ti:" 'il +') C-l(f, g)C-l{j, k) 

X [W(j) X W(k) X W(g)]-l 

X [W(r) X W(s) X W(v)] 

X C(r, s)C(u, v). (3.17) 

The task of constructing W-l is reasonable only 
when W is unitary. It has been shown that one can 
orthogonalize symmetrized tensors of U(n) quite 
easily and thus obtain unitary similarity transforma
tions W. Since the tensors of the nonunitary classical 
groups GL(n, c), GL(n, R), SL(n, c), and SL(n, R) are 
irreducibly decomposed by symmetrization plus mixed 
variance trace operations in the same way as tensors 
of U(n) , then the unitary similarity transformations 
for tensors of U(n) can also be used for tensors of 
these nonunitary classical groups. It was for this 
reason that the coupling coefficient results were given 
in terms of similarity transformations W rather than 
in terms of inner products. It might also be worth while 
to note the reason for using postmultiplicative simi
larity transformations. Group representations are 
usually defined postmuItiplicatively as 

La."Pi = I "Pi[j)aJji 
j 

(so that for an orthogonal basis (j)a.]ji = ("Pi I La."Pi» 
and in such a case T' = TW is associated with 

j)' = W-lj)W. 

Some developments are now illustrated using 
SU(3). The weights of the states of the self-representa
tion of SU(3) are the eigenvalues in the following 
equations: 

HITI = (1/2~3)Tl' HIT2 = -(l/2/3)T2, 
(3.18a) 

H2Tl = iTl' H2T2 = iT2' H2 T3 = -iT3' (3.18b) 

The nonvanishing shift operations are 

Ei,jTj = (I 1M) T; , 
where 

(i,j) = {(I, 2), (2, I), (I, 3), (3, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2)}. (3.19) 

Because of Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), we can make the 
octets mutually orthogonal by using the following 
normalized states, where the stat~s A 2(123) ± B2(l23) 
have been additionally modified to obtain orthogonal 
isospin multiplets of the SU(2) embedding generated 
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FIG. 1. Octet weight diagram. Tensor states and nonvanishing 
generator matrix elements are shown for two superimposed octets 
tA} and {B}. 

by £1.2' £2.1 and (11 /3)H1 • Due to the absence of 
numerical factors, ~ is used. Here the tensors Tiik are 
Cartesian. 

A1(iij) = (l/6!)[Tii; + Tiji - 2Ti ;i] 

~ A1(iij) + B1(iij), i < j, 
..41(ijj) = (1/6!)[ - T;;; - Tjij + 2Tijj] 

~ A1(ijj) + B1(ijj), i < j, 
..41(123) = (l/12!)[T123 + T213 + T132 + T231 

- 2T312 - 2T321 ] ,....., A1(123) + B1(123), 

..42(123) = tJ3 [T123 + T132 - T213 - T231] 

~ 2[A2(123) + B2(123)] 

+ [A1(l23) + B1(123)], (3.20a) 

B1(iij) = (1/J2)[Tw - Tiji] ~ Al(iij) - Bl(iij), 

i <j, 
B1(ijj) = (l/J2)[Tjij - T;;;] ~ A1(ijj) - B1(ijj), 

i <j, 
Bl(123) = HT123 + T213 - T132 - T23l] 

~ A1(l23) - B1(123), 

B2(123) = (l/(12)t)[ - T123 + T132 + T213 - T23l 
+ 2T312 - 2T321 ] 

~ 2[A2(123) - B2(123)] 

+ [A1(l23) - B1{l23)]. (3.20b) 

The signs have been chosen to agree with the phase 
convention proposed by Baird and Biedenharn.20 

Normalized states of the decouplet and singlet are 
indicated in Table I. Using Eqs. (3.6) and (3.8) with 

20 O. E. Baird and L. C. Biedenharn. J. Math. Phys. S, 1723 (1964). 

these octet states, we obtain the weight diagrams and 
generator matrix elements shown in Fig. 1. These 
states also allow us to do the same for the embedded 
subgroups. 

The states of Eqs. (3.20a) and (3.20b) plus the 
third rank symmetric and anti symmetric states yield 
a fully orthogonal tensor so that W-l = W. The 
singlet, decouplet, and octet group matrices can then 
be easily evaluated in the form of homogeneous 
polynomials. 

The octet states of Eqs. (3.20a) and (3.20b) have 
the interesting property of having a simply-coupled 
form as shown in Table II. That is, all terms in all 
states of octet {..4} appear as a Kronecker product of 
the first rank triplet with the second rank sextet and 
all terms in all states of {B} appear as a Kronecker 
product of first and second rank triplets. Here as 
well as elsewhere, we adopt the convention that 
Ti;k . .. of Z(ijk· .. ) is positive. The states of the 
octets obtained from Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) are com
posed of nonsimple couplings which mix irreducible 
lower rank representations. The same is true of states 
obtained with unitary representation Wigner projec
tion operators. We now wish to investigate the re
coupling of states in order to get simple coupling. In 
Sec. 2 we found each symmetrized tensor representa
tion of the matrix group on the underlying space to 
be derived from a single representation of Sr so at 
first we only work with representations of Sr belonging 
to a single arbitrary set of index values. Let tp and ffJ 
be decomposed representations of Sr (e.g., {A(ijk)} E9 
{B(ijk)} and {A(ijk) + B(ijk)} EB {A(ijk) - B(ijk)}, re
spectively). We assume tp and ffJ each provide a direct 
sum of identical representations of Sr [this is true if 
both are derived from bases lying entirely in a set of 
equivalent representations of Sr given by either Eqs. 
(2.8) or (2.12)] and we assume ffJ to have bases with 
simple couplings. Certainly if there exists a set of bases 
with simple couplings, then their direct sum can be 
brought to a form yielding a (decomposed) represen
tation identical to that of any equivalent initial basis. 

TABLE II. The couplings among first and second rank constit
uents of the octets. Normalization factors are omitted and 

State 

Y(ij) == Tjj + Tn. Z(ij) = Til - Tii 

Coupling 

Ti Y(ij) - Ti Y(ii) 
- TI Y(ij) + Tj Y(jj) 
TIY(23) + T.Y(13) - 2TaY(12) 
Tl Y(23) - Ta Y(13) 
TiZ(ij) 
TiZ(ij) 
T1Z(23) + T.Z(13) 
TIZ(32) + T.Z(13) + 2T sZ(12) 
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TABLE III. The Hermitian products among the states shown. Here the unnormalized states of Eqs. (2.9a) and (2.9b) and Y(iJ) = 
Tii - Tjj andZ(iJ) = Til - T;i are used. The selection i = 1,j = 2, k = 3 emphasizes that distinct index values are used I.ere. 

States T1 Y(23) T.Y(l3) 

aA1(123) + bB1(123) 

aA.(123) + bB.(123) 

a+b 

a+b -2(a + b) 

Thus there exists a similarity transformation rp = Q"P 
such that {"P} and {rp} provide identical representations 
of Sr' so L(1,Q = QL(1, for all L(1, of Sr and using 
L(1,"P" = .Lw "Pw[~(1,]wv we have 

L(1,Q"Pu = 2: 'Y"Qvw[~(1,]wu, 
V,W 

QL(1,"Pu = 2: 'Yv[~(1,]vwQw,,' 
v,w 

yielding 
2: (Q"w[~(1,]wu - [~(1,]vwQwu) = o. (3.21) 
W 

Now we assume the bases "P and rp to be decomposed 
into identical equivalent irreducible representations 
~~ of Sr. Then Eq. (3.21) reads 

~~ 0 0 Qil Q~2 Qig 

o ~I' 
(1, 

0 ... ~I' Q;1 Q;g (1, 

Q~1 Q~2 Q~g ~I' 
(1, 0 0 

Q~1 Q~2 0 ~I' 
(1, 

=0, 

Q~1 Q;u 0 ~~ 

where Q~h are submatrices conforming to the irreduc
ible representation matrices ~~. This yields 

{~~Q~i - Q~i~~ = 0L=I,2""m, 

{~~Q~i - Q~i~~ = O}i=I,2""m, 

{~~Q;i - Q;i~~ = O}i=I,2''''m, 

so by Schur's lemma 

1-'111 1-'121 

1-'211 1-'221 

T.Y(12) T.Z(13) 

-2(a + b) a-b a-b o 

a+b b-a o a-b 

Since the permutation group constituents of a sym
metrized tensor basis do not intersect, then we only 
couple states belonging to identical sets of index 
values. Thus Eq. (3.22) is valid for the permutation 
group constituents of each set of index values. In 
general I-'fh may depend on index value. These results 
mean we can obtain simple couplings by recoupling 
in the same way all pairs of corresponding states of a 
pair of symmetrized tensor bases providing identical 
representations of Sr. These conclusions are also 
valid for symmetrized tensor bases of the underlying 
matrix group because of the way such bases have been 
shown to be composed. The representations with a 
simply-coupled form need not be orthogonal; but they 
are if the states of the constituent representations are 
orthogonal. One would certainly seek such orthog
onality. 

The problem of recoupling bases to obtain a simply
coupled form has been simplified and we now see how 
it reduces to solving linear equations. Table III gives 
the Hermitian products of the states shown. Only 
states with distinct indices were entered because the 
simply-coupled form of such states implies a simply
coupled form for the states with repeated indices. For 
the resulting linear equations we seek two solutions 
(a, b)1 and (a, b)2' one which makes all entries of the 
first three columns vanish and one which makes all 
entries of the last three columns vanish. Discarding 
the trivial solution which makes all entries of all 
columns vanish, the solutions sought are a, b = 1, -1 
and a, b = 1, 1. In matrix form this recoupling appears 
as 

o 
[A 1(ijk), A2(ijk), B1(ijk), B2(ijk)] 

1 

o 

o 0 

o 
o -1 0 

o -1 

= [Al(ijk) + B1(ijk), As(ijk) + B2(ijk), 

A1(ijk) - B1(ijk), A2(ijk) - B2(ijk)]. 

Q= (3.22) This recoupling matrix is seen to have the form given 
by Eq. (3.22). Mter entering appropriate index 
values, these states still do not quite agree with those 
of Eqs. (3.20a) and (3.20b) because the states of Eqs. 
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(3.20a) and (3.20b) have been further modified to make 
isospin multiplets orthogonal. Making such a modifi
cation before recoupling does not affect the validity 
of the recoupling theorem [Eq. (3.22)] because both 
equivalent representations are modified in the same 
way. The availability of such orthogonal states in a 
simply-coupled form allows us to use tensor methods 
to obtain Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the reduc
tion of any Kronecker product of symmetrized 
tensor representations. Recoupling matrix solutions 
obtained using Hermitian products also apply to 
those nonunitary classical groups whose tensors 
decompose in the same way as those of U(n). 

Since the SU(n) generators can be mapped one-to
one onto the states of the SU(n) adjoint representation,:tl 
then reducing a Kronecker product of adjoint repre
sentations results in certain tensor operators being 
obtained as generator polynomials. This can be carried 
out by tensor methods because all representations 
of SU(n) appear as tensor representations. 

We now return to the proof of Eqs. (3.4). First we 
note that the proof of the recoupling theorem required 
only that all initial (final) bases provided identical 
representations of Sr [and GL(n, c)] and that the 
initial and final representations were identical. Thus 
starting with a set of bases which provide identical 
representations [Eqs. (2.8)] and have identical inner 
product structures [Eqs. (3.3) provide this; actually 
only inner product structures which are identical up to 
a factor are needed], we can recouple such bases to ob
tain the condition where bases of distinct (identical) 
representations are orthogonal to each other (without 
necessarily having a simply-coupled form) and within 
each basis the inner product structure is the same. 
The existence of orthogonal bases providing identical 
representations is assured by the fact that, due to the 
complete reducibility of all representations of Sr, a 
transformation making equivalent representations 
mutually orthogonal is independent of that making 
equivalent representations identical. Now invert this 
process by starting with the final set of bases and 
recouple them to recover the initial bases given by 
Eqs. (2.8). Because the final bases are orthogonal to 
each other and have a common inner product structure, 
then it is clear that they recouple back to yield bases 
which satisfy both Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The tensor symmetrization procedure derived in 
Ref. 1 is shown to support rather than disprove Weyl's 
tensor symmetrization theorem. This extended sym
metrization procedure is shown to be more useful 

U G. E. Baird and L. C. Biedenharn, J. Math. Phys. 5, 1731 (1964). 

than Weyl's approach because it organizes the states 
and can be usefully generalized. The generalizations 
described are extended symmetrization procedures 
using modified Young symmetrizers and Wigner 
projection operators. 

The bases obtained from modified Young symme
trizers do not in general seem sufficiently organized to 
be useful, but the fact that a tensor can always be 
Peirce-resolved with these symmetrizers will, in a 
subsequent publication, be shown to have an impor
tant application. The orthogonal states obtained with 
unitary representation Wigner projection operators 
are shown to be not usually those desired and also 
one is then required to obtain and use all r! group 
matrices in order to form the Wigner projection 
operators. 

The state organization provided by Eqs. (2.8) 
makes it possible to show that such symmetrized 
tensors can easily be made orthogonal. The state 
organization [Eqs. (2.8) or (2.12)] shows that bases 
having Kronecker product form can be obtained with 
recoupling coefficients which do not depend on 
individual states within the representations. 

Group matrices and Lie group generators are 
obtained by tensor methods. In particular, tensor 
methods based on Young symmetrizers are shown to 
be useful because, using Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), such 
tensors can easily be made orthogonal. 

In addition to the usual orthogonality relations 
provided by the unitary Wigner projection operator 
algebra,22 an additional orthogonality relation [Eq. 
(3.2)] is obtained for bases "projected" out of an 
orthogonal tensor. 

Note added in proof: 

Lemma: On Cartesian tensors T,: ... i , T," ... i , ••• 
1 r 1 r 

we construct bases {A'}, {A"},··· of equivalent 
irreducible representations of Sr. Some of these bases 
may coincide, but otherwise they do not intersect. 

Proof. The bases {A'}, {A"},··· cannot intersect 
the basis of an inequivalent irreducible representation 
of Sr and so must span {A'} + {A"} + ... , where 
the sums are direct except for those members which 
coincide. 

Theorem 1: For bases {A}, {B}, ... , {D} (of equiv
alent representations) constructed on a non-Cartesian 
tensor according to Eqs. (2.8) we find 

II R. D. Poshusta and F. A. Matsen, J. Math. Phys. 7, 711 (1966). 
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, is always independent 0 f state labels t and f and also 
independent of index values. 

Proof Writing T'l"'" = T;l···jr + T: I "' kr + ... 
to expand a non-Cartesian tensor in terms of Cartesian 
tensors and symmetrizing according to Eqs. (2.8), we 
obtain the bases (of equivalent representations): 

{A} = {A'} + {A"} + ... , 
{B} = {B/} + {B"} + ... , 

{D} = {D'} + {D"} + ... , 
so that 

(At I Af > = (A; I A;> 

+ (A; I A;> + ... + (A; I A;> + ... , 
(B t I Bf> = (B~ I B;) 

+ (B; I B;> + ... + (B; I B;> + ... , 

(Dt I Df > = (D; I D;> 

+ (D; I D;> + ... + (D; I D;> + .... 
By Eqs. (3.3) we have 

(A; I A~> = (B; I B~> = ... = (D; I D;>, 

(A; I A;> = (B; I B;> = ... = (D; I D;>, 

etc. By the preceding lemma either {A'} coincides with 
{A"} [hence (A; I A;> = (A; I A;>] or else {A'} and 
{A"} do not intersect and [by Eqs. (3.3)] we have 
(A; I A;>A(A', A") = (A; I A~>. This argument can be 
applied to all cross terms to prove the theorem. 

Theorem 2: Equations (3.4) also apply to a set of 
bases (of equivalent representations) obtained by 
symmetrizing non-Cartesian tensors according to 

Eqs. (2.8). The numbers A(A, B), etc., which appear 
in Eqs. (3.4) will depend on the initial tensor. 

Proof The proof follows by essentially the same 
method as that used for Theorem 1. 

APPENDIX 

The usual Young symmetrizers of the standard 
tableaux are also generating units for linearly inde
pendent minimal right ideals which span the permu
tation group ring. The right ideal bases {(PQ)~S;;} 
yield the linearly independent tensor bases: 

First basis 

{(PQ)iSl1'liI ···;J ;=1,2,··· m ; 

Second basis 

{(PQ)~S2;'liI···d ;=1,2,··· m ; 

mth basis (m = Nil.) 

{(PQ)':,.Sm; 'lil ·· .;JJ=I,2, ... m' 

Using Eq. (2.5), the kth and gth bases are related as 

Sgk(PQ)~Sk;T;I' "ir = (PQ)~SgJ1iI" 'ir ' 

so here the operator Sgk permutes indices as a function 
of their position in the initial Cartesian tensor. 
Because these states are formed with right instead 
of left ideals, the operation Lft of Sr on state 
(PQ)~Si;Til ... ir appears as (PQ)~Si;LftTil'" i' These 
operators Lft thus have the effect of permuting the 
indices of the Cartesian constituents of the initial 
tensor as a function of their symmetrized tensor 
position. 

The right ideal version of Weyl's theorem is to 
apply a single Young symmetrizer to the nr tensors 
obtained by entering all arrangements of each set of 
index values into an initial tensor form. 

All results in this appendix as well as the corre
sponding results in Sec. 2 can be given equivalently 
in terms of QP Young symmetrizers. 
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